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Preface

Th e aim of this manual is to provide basic. progressive

nami es and othe r subjec ts related to flight training

study material for student pilots preparing for licens-

co urses. Thu s, a wo rking knowledge of the term s and

ing, pilots improv ing their qualificati ons, and for the
guidance of flight instructors. As such, it complements
the Tran sport Canada Flight Instructor Guide.

the material in this manual that are relevant to the
training being taken will enable the student to gain

This manual provides information and direction in
the introduction and perform ance of flight training
manoeuvres as well as basic information on aerody-

maximum ben efit from the train ing.
The co ntribution s by many Canadian flight instruc-

tors to the material presented here are gratefully
acknowledged.
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PART ONE

THE AIRCRAFT AND
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER ONE

Basic Principles of Flight

The Third Law of Motion
Heavier-than-air flight ca n be explained by various
scientific laws and theorem s. Of the se, Newton's
Third Law of Motion is possibly the fundamental one.
"For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction." A propeller accelerates a mass of air backward,
and thereby receives an equal forward force . This forward force, called thrust , pulls the aircraft ahead.
As the aircraft is thrust forward by the propeller on
take-off. the wing meeting the oncoming air begins to
generate lift (Fig. 1- 1). As the forward speed of the
aircraft increases. this lift force increases proportionately. When the lift force is equal to the weight of the
aircraft, the aircraft begins to fly.

Uft

Relative
airflow

Density and Pressure
One property of air that is apt to mislead the novice
student of flight is dens ity. Ask the weight of the air
in an ordinary room and answers will vary from
"almost nothing," to "about 10 pounds." Yet the
answer is close to 300 pounds and in a large hall may
be over a ton! Raise that half a mile above the earth,
tho ugh, and the air in it will weigh far less. Its density
- its mass per unit volume - has changed. The se
changes in density are measured as air press ure.
It is true, of course, that the density of air is low
compared with that of water, yet it is this propert y of
air that makes flight possible. Air bei ng the medium
in which ni ght occur s, as its properties change the
characteri stics of a particu lar flight will change.
The average pressure at sea level due to the weight
of the atmosphere is 14 .7 pounds per square inch, a
pressure that ca uses the mercury in a barometer to rise
29.92 inches. In a standard situation the pressure
dro ps from 14.7 pounds per square inch at sea level
to 10.2 pounds per square inch at 10,000 feet .

wa

Temperature Changes (Lapse Rate)

Figure 1·1 Lift Is Generated by Air Travelling
Faster above the Aerofoil than below it

With an increase in height there is a decrease in air
temperature. The reaso n is that the sun's heat passes
through the atmosphere without apprec iably raising
the temperature. The earth, however, absorb s the
heat. The temperature ofthe earth is raised and the air
in contact with it absorbs some of the heat.

The Atmosphere
An aircraft ope rates in a world that is very near the
earth. yet has vastly different properties. This world
is the atmosphere, composed of air. which surrounds
the earth. We must know something about this atmosphere to understand flight.

The Four Forces
An aircraft in flight is under the influence of four
main forces: lift , weight. thru st , and drag (Fig. 1·2).
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Figure 1-2 The Four Forces
pressures

Thrust and Drag Forces
In level flight two principal horizontal forces act on
an aircraft - thru st and drag. Thrust is provided by
the engi ne acting through the propeller. and drag by
the resistance of the air to the passage through it of
the aircraft and all its compo nent part s.

Uft and Weight Forces

Figure 1-4

Pressure Distribution of an Aerofoil
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Level flight

Relative airflow
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The vertical forces actin g on an airc raft are lift and
weight. Weight is the total weight of the aircraft and
its contents; it is considered to act through a single
poi nt termed the Centre of Gravity . Lift acts at 90
degrees to the relative airflow (Fig . 1-3).11is not necessarily perpe ndicular to the horizo n; in flig ht it may
act at a considerable angle to the horizon. For co mputation purposes, the total force of lift is considered
to act through one point of the wing. Thi s point is
called the Centre of Press ure (Fig. 1-4 ).

<
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Relative Airflow
Relative airflow is always parallel with and directly
opposite to the aircraft's night path. It has nothing to

un

(90"

Relative airflow

Figure 1-3
Airflow
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Lift Acts at 90 Deg rees to the Relative
Figure 1-5

Relative Airflow
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Lift
Positive angle of incidence
Chord line
Longitudinal axis

i

Figure 1-6 Angle of Incidence
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Any flat object, such as a flat plate, inclin ed upwa rd
to the rela tive airflow will provide lift. The kite is an
example. Th e wings of the f irst aircraft were like a
flat plate in this respect. It was later discovered that
much more lift could be produced by cu rving the
upper wing surface , and the aerofoi!evo lved (Fig. 1-8).
The curved upper surfa ce also provided for a thicker
structure, which allo wed for increased strength, fuel
storage, and eve ntua lly the e limi nation of exter ior
structural members.
Si mply stated, the wing ge nerate s part of the total
lift by deflecting air downward . A wi ng also derives
par t of its lift from the pressur e differential between
the up per and lower surfaces. The theoretical expres sion of this fac t is found in Bernouilli stheorem. This
theorem indicates that as the velocity of air increases,
its press ure decreases.

Relative
airflow
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Lower cam ber

Trailing edge

Figure 1-8 Aerofoil Terminology

Figure 1·7 Angle of Attack

Pressure Distribution over an Aerofoil

do with the aircraft's night attitude , j ust with the
di recti on of travel ofthe aircraft (Fig. 1-5 ).

Angle of Incidence and Angle of Attack
Angle ofincidence refers to the fi xed angle between
the plane of the wing chord an d the lon gitudi nal ax is
of the aircraft (Fig. 1-6). It should not be confused
with angle of atta ck, whic h varie s according to the
angle betwee n the wing chord and the relative
airflow.This angle can vary accordi ng to the di rection
of mot ion of the aircraft (Fig. 1-7).

Due to the curvature of the wing surfaces, the airfl ow
accelerate s as it flows aroun d the wing. With the
uppe r surface having a greater cambe r tha n the lower
surface, the air flowing above the wing will be acce lerate d more tha n the air flowing beneath the wing.
Acco rding to Ber nouilli 's theorem, this results in a
relative ly large decrease in pressure above the wi ng
and a smaller decrease in pressure below the wing
(Fig. 1-4). Th is resulta nt pressure differential produce s the force called lift.
Tests also show that as the angle of attack of an
aerofoil in flight is increased, the Centre of Pressure
moves gradually forward. At a point well beyond the
angle of attack for ordinary flight, it begins to move
back again. When the Centre of Pressure moves
back far enough, the nose of the aircraft will pitch
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downward suddenly as the wingenters astalledcondition
(Fig. 1-9).
The boundary layer is a thin layer of air, sometimes

no more than a hundredth of an inch (0.25 millimetres)
thick, flowing over the surface of a wing in flight. The
bo unda ry layer is di vided int o two parts: (I ) th e
desirable laminar layer, and (2) the undesirable turbulent
layer. Air flowing over the wing begins by conforming
to its shape; at this stage the boundary layer is smooth
and very thin. This is the laminar layer. There is a point
of transition, which moves between the leading and
trailing edges of the wing, where the boundary layer

starts to become turbulent and increasingly thick. The
airflow beyond this point is described as the turbulent
layer.
To maintain a lamin ar flow over as much of the
aerofoil surface as possible, the laminar flow type
wing was developed. Th is design is con cerned with
the transition point. Th e laminar flow wing is often
thinner tha n the co nventional aerofoil , the leading
edge is more poi nted, and the section nearly symmetrica l, but most impor tant of all, the point of maximum
camber (the point of great est convexity of the airfoil
from it's chord) is much farther back than on the conventional wing. The pressure distri buti on on the laminar flow wing is much more even, as the airflow is
accelerated very gradually from the leadin g edge to
the point of maximum cam ber. As the stalli ng speed
of a laminar flow wing is approached, the transition
point will move forward much more rapid ly than it
will on a conventional aero foil.

Drag
Drag is the force that acts parallel to the relative airflow and retard s the forward motion of an aircra ft. The
total aircraft drag is the sum of induced drag and parasite drag . Induced drag is a by-product of lift, and
parasite drag is made up of all the other drag
(Fig . 1-10).
Induced Drag. Wing tip vortices are formed when
higher pressure air beneath the wing flows around the
wing tip into lower pressure air above the wings
(Fig. I-II ). This disturbed air contributes to induced
drag.
In addition to vor tices, downwash is prod uced
when air flowing around the wing is deflected downward (Fig. I- I). Downwash is required in the production of lift and results in induced drag.
A way to visua lize induced drag caused by downwash is to picture the result ant lift being tipp ed backward as the angle of attack is increased (Fig. 1-12).
Induced drag is greatest during low airspeed beca use
of the large angle of attack. As speed increases the
angle of attack decreases and so does induced drag.
Aspect ratio affects induced drag. The aspect ratio
is the ratio of the span to the mean chord (Fig. 1-13).
The greater the span of an aero foil in relation to its
chord, the less the induced dr ag. A long ae rofoil with
a relatively narrow chord is ca lled a high aspect ratio
wmg .

Figure 1~9 The Centre of Pressure shifts as the
Angle of Attack Changes

Parasite Drag. This is drag made upof all other drag
on the aircraft that is not caused by lift. Unlike
ind uced drag, parasite drag increases as the speed
mcrcases.

. Prin ciples O"J ,Flight
Basic

Total airc raft drag

I

I
Induced drag

I
Interference drag

Figure 1- 10 Total Drag

Figure 1-11

Wing Tip Vortices

I

I

Form drag

Skin frict ion
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Figure 1-12 Forces Acti ng on an Aerofoil
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Less Ind uced drag
High aspect ratio wing
(span: 50 feet (15.2 metres);
chord: 4 teet (1.2 metres);
area: 200 square leet
(18.6 metres'»

Figure 1·13

-.

More Ind uced dr ag
l ow aspect ratio wing
[span: 25 feet (7.6 metres);
chord: 81eet (2.4 metres);
area: 200 square leet
(18.6 met res' )!

much less by this type of drag. Ice. dirt . or even
insect s accumulated on an aircraft contribute to skin
friction.
Mini mum Drag. Since induced drag decreases with
an increase in airspeed and parasite drag increases
with an increase in airspeed. there is an airspeed
where the total drag is the lowest (Fig. 1- 14). This
minimum drag speed will be discussed further in the
exercises on gliding. range and endurance.

Drag

Aspect Rallo

Interference Drag. Interference drag is a result of the
interference of airflow between two sections of the aircraft. For example. where the wing and fuselage come
together air flowing alongthe fuselage will interfere with
the air flowing over the wing.
Profile Drag.
skinf riclion.

Minimum drag

Profile drag consists of f orm drag and

Form Drag. Form Drag is caused by the form or
shape of a body as it resists motion through the air.
Streamlining of all part s of the aerop lane that are
exposed to the air will greatly reduce this type ofdrag.
Skin Friction. Skin friction is the tendency of air to
hold an aircraft back by clinging to its surfaces. A
smooth and highly polished aircraft will be affected

Veloc ity - knot s
Figu re 1·14

Minimum Drag Speed
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Equilibrium
A body at rest tend s to remain at rest and a body in
motio n tend s to remain in motion in a straight line
unless an externa l force is appl ied. Thi s is Newlon's
First Law of Mot ion . A body that is neither accelerating nor decelerati ng may be said to be in eq uili brium . A parked air craft is in equilibrium; an aircra ft
in straig ht-and-level flig ht at a constant airspeed is in
eq uili brium; an aircraft in a straight descent or cl imb
at a co nsta nt airspeed is also in equilibri um . However,
an aircraft in a turn at a co nstant height and airspeed
is not in equilibrium, since duri ng a co- ordinated turn
the aircraft is alway s accelerati ng toward the centre of
the turn .
A lot of effort is invested in designi ng aircra ft to
mai nta in a state o f equi lib rium. However , a pilot must
be able to di sturb this equ ilibrium to manoeu vre the
aircra ft. Flight co ntrols allow a pilot to produce force s
abo ut the three axes of the aircr aft (Fig. 1-15). These
forces di sturb the aircraft 's equ ilibrium and allow the
aircraft to be manoeuvred .
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Yaw, Rudder, Normal (Vertical) Axis
The left or right movement of the nose of an airc raft
in fligh t is contro lled by the rudder, through the rudder pedals. The rud der is hi nged to the trail ing edge
of the fin (vertical stabilizer). Foot pressure o n the
left rudder peda l ca uses the rudd er to move to the left
and introd uce camber to the fin; thi s causes a mass
of air to be accelerated to the left whi ch (Newton's
Third Law) moves the tail of the aircraft to the right
and ca uses the no se to yaw (move) to the left. Op posite reactio ns occur whe n pressure is ap plied to the
right rudder pedal.

Normal or vertical axis
Lateral
axis

Roll, Ailerons,
Longitudinal Axis
When an aircraft is roll ed, one aileron is depressed
and the opposite one is rai sed . The "down" aileron
increases the effective cambe r of its wi ng producing
mo re lift th an the othe r w ing. T he "u p" ail eron
redu ces ca mber producin g less lift. As a result , the
"down aileron" wing rises and the " up aile ron" wing
moves dow n. The tota l effect causes the aircraft to roll
abou t its lon gitudin al axi s. Aileron movem ent is controll ed by rotati on of the con trol wheel o r left or right
movement of the co ntrol co lumn. When the co ntrol
whee l is rotated to the le ft, or the co ntrol co lumn
moved to the left, the left aileron rises and the aircraft
rolls to the left.

Pitching, Elevators ,
Lateral Axis
Backward movem ent of the control co lumn o r wheel
raise s theelevators. This change s the camber, prod ucing a forc e that causes the tail to go down and the
nose to rise . Forward movem ent of the control lowers
the elevators; this prod uces the opposite reaction, raising the ta il and lowerin g the nose. The elevators prod uce and co ntrol a pitch ing movem ent abo ut the
lateral axi s of the aircraft.

Longitudinal
axis

Centre of Gravity

Figure 1-15 The Axes of an Aeroplane

Ad verse Yaw
Any yaw, regardless of origin, having an effect con trary to the int ere sts of the pilot is ca lled adverse ya w.
When adve rse yaw occurs, the rudder is used to co unteract its effect and help prov ide di rect io nal control.
Adverse yaw resu lts from aileron drag, gyro scopic
preces sion ,torque , slipstream, and asymmetric thrust.
Aileron Drag. Flight controls are des igned to be
effective, well balanced, and respon sive; however, the
ailero ns have an operating characteristic that should
be explained . For example, if a turn to the left is
desired, movement of the control column to the left
causes Lhe right aileron to move downward and
increase the camber of the right wing, causing that
wing to develop more lift and rise up (Fig. 1- 16).
Conversely, the left ailero n moves upward and
decreases the camber of the left wing, causing that
wing to develop less lift and move down. However, in
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devel opi ng more lift, the right wing is subjected to
more ind uced drag, and in devel oping less lift , the left
wing is subjected to less induced drag. The whole
effec t cau ses a mome ntary yaw to the righ t, when a
turn to the left is des ired.
Yaw cau sed by aileron d rag may be more
not iceable when ope rating at red uced airs peeds , o r
when applying large. abrupt aileron deflection. When
aileron drag causes the aircraft to yaw. rudder pressure
must be applied simultaneously with, and in the same
direction as, aileron input. The rudder pressure
required will vary and is necessary only while aile ron
co ntrol is bein g applied . When aileron pressure is
removed ai leron drag ceases, and the rudder pressure
applied to correc t aile ron drag must be readjusted to
mainta in co-ordinated flight.
In most aircra ft of recent man ufact ure, using o ne
or a co mbination of two design features partly com pen sates for ai leron dr ag. Differential a ilero ns are
designed to cause the downgoing aile ron to move
throu gh a smalle r angle than the upgoing ai leron for
a given movement of the co ntrol co lumn. The
upgoing aile ron prod uces more drag and helps to
minimize adve rse yaw. Frise aileron s produce a
similar effec t by plac ing the hinge such that the nose
of the upgoing aileron projects into the airflow
beneath the wing and produces extra d rag. while the
downgoi ng aileron is streamlined.
Gyroscopic Precession. When a force is applied to a
spinning gyro wheel. it will react as though the force

Increased angle of attack produces more lift

Figure 1·16 The Effect of tne Aileron on the
Angle of Attack

had been applied in the same direction at a point 90
degrees from where the force was actually applied.
This is called gyroscopic precession. The spinning
mass of an aircraft propeller is an example of a "gyro
whee l:' As such, it is susceptible to gyroscopic pre cession. Gyroscopic effect of this kind can sometimes
be quite noticeable in tail wheel equipped aircraft as the
tail is raised during the take-off sequence (Fig. 1· 17).
It is as though the pilot had reached out and applied
the force to the propeller at the top of the arc. If the
pro pelle r rotates cloc kwi se. when viewe d from the

n

Yaw to left
Raising the aircraft's tail is
Itle same as appl,;ng a terce nere

~

~
• •

Tail raised

Figure 1·17 The Effect of Rais ing the Aircraft's Tall

The aircraft reacts as if the force
• had been applied here, and yaws
to the left
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cockpit, gy rosco pic effec t changes the position of the
force and applies it to the extreme right poin t of the
propeller arc. This causes the aircraft to atte mpt to
turn (yaw) to the le ft and req uires applicatio n of right
rudder pressure to maintain the desired heading.
Torq ue. The e ngine rotates the prope ller in o ne
direction, bu t in so doi ng, and in obe dience to Newto n's Third Law, it also tries to rotate the whole air·
craft in the opposite directi o n. In the case of most
North America n aircraft, ifthe propeller rotates clockwise, a downward force is bei ng exerted o n the left
side of the a ircraft .
Unde r co ndi tio ns of hig h powe r while the aircraft
is on the ground, torqu e will ca use the left wheel to
carry slightly more weigh t than the ri ght. This will
prod uce more friction or drag on the left whee l and
add to the tendency of an aircraft to yaw to the left
on the take-off roll .
In the de sign of the ai rcra ft this unde sirable force
is sometimes neutrali zed by giving the left wi ng
slightly more angle of incidence and, there fore ,
slig htly more lift than the right wing. It sho uld be
noted that torqu e doe s not directl y cause yaw. Torque
causes roll , and roll in turn ca uses yaw.
Slipstream . The mass of air thrust back ward by the
propeller is ca lled the slipstream. It is rou gh ly the size
of a cylinder of the same diameter as the propeller.
The veloc ity of the slips trea m is g reater than that
at whic h the aircraft is trave lling thro ugh the air. Th is
mea ns that the ve loci ty of the air flow ing over those
part s of the aircra ft in the slipstream wou ld be much
mo re than that of the airflow over parts not in the
slipstream.
The prop eller impart s a rotar y motion to the slipstrea m in the same di rection as the propell er is turning. The result is that the slipstrea m strikes only one
side of aircraft surfaces, such as the fi n and rud der,
and affects the directio nal and lateral bal ance of the
aircraft (Fig. 1· 18). To co mpe nsate fo r this the fi n or
engine may be offset slig htly to ba lance the aircraft
for normal cruising flight. This balance is upset when
the engine power is changed above or be low cruise
power settings (Fig. 1-19).
Asymmetric Thrust. Ad verse yaw is also caused by
the asymmetrica l loadin g of the prope ller. When an
aeroplane is flying at a high angle of attack (with the
prope ller axis incli ned ) and with high power seui ngs,
the downward moving blade, which is o n the right side
of the propel ler as seen fro m the cockpit, has a higher
ang le of attack and there fore prod uces more thrust
than the upward moving blade on the le ft. The result
is a yawi ng tendency of the aircraft to the left.

Figure 1·18 Slipstream Has a Rotational Veloc ity

Brakes
On many aircraft eac h main landing wheel has its own
indepe ndent braking system to faci litate manoeuvri ng
o n the ground. Brakes of this type may be used to
shorten a landing roll and give directional control on
the ground at speeds where rudder control is inadeq uate. Pressure applied to the left brake pedal brakes
the le ft wheel and turns the aircraft to the left ; pressure applied to the righ t brake pedal turn s the aircraft
to the right. To bring an aircraft to a straight stop,
eq ual o r near equal pressur e must be applied to each
brake pedal.

Trim Tabs
To improve control and balance (trim) of an aircraft,
small auxiliary control surfaces called trim tabs are
fixed or hinged to the trailing edges of the ailerons,

- '

I

I

Figure 1·t9 Fin Offset

- Fin Offset
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elevators. and rudde r. Fixed tabs are pre-set on the
ground to obtain a bala nced control loading at the
normal level cruising speed of part icul ar aircraft.
Hinged tabs are controlled by the pilot. Larger aircraft, for the most part, have hinged tabs fitt ed to all
con trol surfaces to compensate for lateral shifts in
loading and to provide additional rudder control in the
event of an engine failure on mult i-engined aircraft.
In the case of most small single-e ngined aircraft , such
as those used for flight traini ng. only the elevators
have controllable trim . Elevator trim compensates for
the constantly changing longitudinal stability resulting
fro m varyi ng attitudes of flight. Fixed trim tabs. if
fitted, are normally adequate for the lateral (aileron)
and directional (rudder) stability and control of this
class of aircraft.

Variable Incidence Tail Planes (Horizontal
Stabilizer)

c
~==~
Slotted flap

c
c

Zopftap

On some aircraft the incidence of the tail plane can
be varied in flight to trim the aircraft longitudi nally.
The effect is much the same as trimmi ng the elevators
on an aircraft with a f ixed tail plane.

Flaps
Flaps are controlled by the pilot. They improve the
lift and other characteristics of an aerofoil by increasing the ca mber of a large portion of the wing. Some
of the operational adva ntages of flaps are :
I . Sta lling speed is decreased.
2. A steeper approach to landin g can be made without an increase in airspeed.
3. Forward visibility is improved on approach to
landi ng due to the lower position of the nose.
4. The take-off run may be shortened.
The plain flap is actua lly a portion of the main aero foil. incl udi ng upper and lower surfaces , which hinge
downward into the relative airflow. However, in the
case of more sophisticated artic ulated flap systems
(Za p and Fowler arc typical exa mples), there is an
effective increase of the chord of the aerofoil. which
up to a given poi nt in their operat ion greatly increases
lift while imposing minimum drag (Fig. 1-20).
When the pilot selects a flap position , both flaps
go down or up together. When flaps arc fully retracted
(up) they conform to the shape of the wing. Flaps
must be used j udici ously at all times but extreme ca re
must be taken when retr acting them in flight - espe cia lly near the ground - beca use of the sudden loss
of lift and change in the aircraft 's balance.

«c

;S~

Double-slotted flap
and leading-edge sial

"'-

~

Figure 1·20 Type s of Flap s

Stability
A stable aircraft is one that tends to return to its original flight condition after being displaced by so me
outside force. such as an updraft or other air disturbance. The stability of an aircraft concerns its three
planes of rotation: (I ) pitching, (2) yawing, and
(3) rolling. Stability in the pitching plane is called tongitudinal stability,in the rolling plane, lateral stability.
and in the yawing plane, directional stability.
Lateral Stability. One design feature that provides
stability in the rolling plane is dihedral. This is a wing
design feature in which the wing tips are higher than

Basic Principles o[F/ight
the ce ntre section of the wing. When a wing is lowered due to an outside influence, such as tur bulent air,
the aircraft starts slipping toward the "down" wing;
the "down" wing is now expose d to more airfl ow
(than the "up" wing), and, as a result of its higher
angle of attack, produces more lift and returns to its
form er level state (Fig. 1-21).
Longitudinal Stabi lity. Of all the characteristics that
affect the balance and controllability of an aircraft,
longitudi nal stability is the most import ant, as it can
be influenced by both aerodynamic and physical factors, including human error.
The position of the Centre of Gravity of an aircraft
has the greatest influence on its longitudinal stability,
but this stability is also influenced by changes of

speed, power, and attitude. It is difficult to obtain the
right degree of longitudinal stability to meet all conditions of flight , but it is essential to achieve an
accept able compromise if the aircraft is to be safe and
pleasant to handle. Turbulent air, operation of the
flaps, and oth er factors can disturb the balance of the
aircraft.
This problem is primarily resolved by the hori zontal stabilizer (tail plane) aided by the vertical stabilizer
(fin). Purposely placed at a considerable distance
behind the wing, these stabilizers aerodynamically
provide the basic forces necessary to counteract the
effect of outside forces. Because of its distance from
the Ce ntre of Gravity, which gives it great leverage,
even a small force on the tail plane will produ ce a
large correc ting moment.

Dihedral causes a slip or a skid to produce a roll

Slip toward the lower wing

More lift produced
by the lower wing

'0

Figure 1-21 Dihedral Keeps the Aircraft Level
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Mu ch like the tail feathers on an arrow, the tail
plan e will resi st ou tside in flu ences al teri ng the aircraft's selec ted longitudinal flight path. Outsid e influences and forces may be likened to unco -ordinated use
of the fli ght co ntrols, to which a stable properly
trimmed aircra ft will al so offer resistance . A stable
aircraft will not attempt to co unterac t force s inten tionall y introduced by co- ordinated use of the fli ght
co ntro ls and th rott le.
Direct iona l Stabi lity. Directional stability conce rns
the motion of th e aircraft about th e normal axi s, or
the yawing mo tion o fthe airc raft. An automobile has
a d irecti o nal sta bility that can be see n every tim e th e
ca r turns a co rner. Aft er th e turn is mad e and th e
steering wheel rel eased , th e wheel s straighten and the
car moves in a stra ight direct ion . Th is is direct ional
sta bil ity. Th e vertical stab ili zer co ntrib utes to the
directi on al stab ili ty of an aircra ft.

Load Factors
An y forc e applied to an aircraft to deflect its fli gh t
from a straight lin e produce s stress on it s structure,
the amount o f whic h is termed a load fa ctor. Lo ad
facto r is the rati o of the load suppo rted by the ae ro pl ane's wi ngs to th e ac tual wei ght of th e airc raft and
its co ntents.
A load factor of 3 means that the total load on an
aircraft 's structure is 3 times its gross weight. Load factors
are genera lly exp ressed in terms of "G" . A load factor
of 3 is usually spoken of as 3 Gs. Whe n an aircraft is
subjected to 3 Gs. for exam ple, in an ab rupt pull-up. the
pilot will be pressed down into the seat with a force equal
to 3 timeshis or herown weight. Thu s,aroughestima teof
the load factor obtained in a manoeuvre ca n be made by
considering the degree to which a person is pressed down
in the seat.
Load factor s are important for two distinct rea son s:
( I ) a structural overload can be impo sed upon an aircraft; (2) load fac tor increases the stall speed making
sta lls possi ble at see mingly safe airspeeds.
Fig. 1-22 shows an aircraft ban ked at 60 degrees . Th e
total lift produced is 4,000 pounds ( 1814 kilogram s).
Th e aircr aft we ight is 2,000 pounds (907 kilogr am s).
Th e ratio of total lift to weight is 2. So we say the load
facto r is 2.
Fig . 1-23 reveals an important fact about turns the load factor increases at a trem endou s rate afte r
the bank has reached 50 degrees. It is important to
remember that the wing must prod uce lift equ al to the
load facto r, otherwi se it will be impo ssible to main tain
altitude. Notice how rapid ly the line represe nting load

vertical i ft

200l es.

Figure 1-22

Load Facto r In 60 Degree Ba n ked

Tum

facto r rise s as it approaches the 90 degree bank line,
which it reaches only at infin ity.
Th erefor e, although an ai rcraft may be banked to
90 degrees, a constant alt itud e t urn with th is amo unt
of bank is mathematically impossi ble for co nvent ional
aircraft. At slightly more th an 80 degree s of ba nk the
load fact or exce eds 6 G s, whi ch is ge nerally the fli ght
load factor limit o f aircraft structurally designed fo r
acro batic fli ght . For conventional light aircr aft , th e
ap proxi ma te maximum bank , in a sustained leve l co or dinated turn , is 60 degrees. An addi tional 10 degr ee s
o f bank will inc rea se th e load fac tor by approxima te ly
I G, bri nging the load ing close to th e point at whi ch
str uctura l damage may occur.
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Stalling Speeds
Whe n the ang le of attack of the wing exceeds the
stalling angle , the relatively smoo th flow of air over
the win g breaks up and tear s away. prod uci ng the sudden change of flight character istics and loss of lift
know n as as/all. Withi n the limit s of its structure and
the physica l stre ngth ofthe pilot. any aircraft may be
sta lle d at any airspeed .
Th e stalli ng spee d of an aircraft incre ases in proporti on 10 the lo ad factor. An air craft with a normal
stalling speed of 50 KT can be stalled at 100 KT by
im posing a load fac to r of 4 Gs upon it. If it were
possibl e to impose a load factor of 9 G s upon this
air craft, it cou ld be stalled at 150 KT . Th is knowl ed ge
must be app lied from two poi nts of view : (I) the da nger of unintentio nally sta lling an aircraft by increasing
the load factor, as in a stee p turn or a spiral; (2) the
tremendous load factor imposed upon an aircraft when
it is intentionally stalled above its manoeu vring speed.
Thi s may be don e by an ab rup t pull-up , or any other
ma noeuvre producing a load factor beyond I G , and
can result in a ha zardous and sudden loss of contro l.
Abrupt or exce ssive deflection of the flight controls
can impose severe structural loads upon an aircraft,
and these load factors are direc tly pro portiona te to the
aircraft's speed. This type of loading may occur when
executing certain flight manoeuvres or during flight
in turb ulent air. For this reason each aircraft type has
a design manoeuvring speed, which is defined as "the
maxi mum speed at which the flight controls may be
fully defle cted without causing structural damage ."
Thi s speed limitation may be found in the Aircraft
Flight Man ual of a part icular aircraft .
Since lever age in control systems varies from aircraft to air craft, the pre ssure requi red o n co ntrols cannot be accepted as an index of the load factors
prod uced by the various manoeu vres of any part icu lar
aircraft. Load factors can be measured by certain
instruments, but since the se instrumen ts are not com-
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mo n in conventional traini ng aircraft , it is important
to develop the ability to j udge load factors from thei r
effe ct o n the bod y.

Turbulen ce
Aircraft are de signed to take gust loads of consi derable inten sity. Gust loads represent loa di ng im pose d
upon an aircr aft, particularly the wings , as a result of
the aircraft being flown int o vertical or ho rizo ntal air
currents, commonly refe rred to as "turbulence." By
defi nition, gust load factor is an acceleration imposed
upo n an airc raft flow n into a gust. Gust load fa ctors
increase as airspeed increases: in moder ate or extreme
turbulence, suc h as may be encountere d near th understorms or fron tal weather cond itio ns, it is wi se to
reduce airspe ed to the manoeu vring speed spec ified
for the aircra ft. Th is is the speed least li kely to perm it
struc tural damage to the aircraft. yet it allow s a suff icient mar gin of safety above the normal stalling
speed if abrupt contro l movements must be made.
"Maximum di ve" or " never exce ed" speeds for a pa rticu lar aircraft are de ter mined for smooth air o nly.
Abrupt manoeu vring or high di ving speeds in tu rbulen t air at airspeed s above the speci fie d manoeuvri ng
speed can place dama ging stresses o n the whole structure of an airc raft.

Stru ctural Damag e
Many people have a mista ke n te ndency to consider
load fa ctors on ly in terms of their immedi ate effect
upo n aircraft co mponents. The cumulative effe ct of
exceed ing the load facto r over a long period of time
may loosen an d weaken vital parts so that a structural
fa ilure may occur later, whe n the aircraft is bei ng
operated normally.

CHAPTER TWO

Weight and Balance

Centre of Gravity
It is the responsibility of the pilot-in-command to load
the aeroplane in accordance with the weight and balance information provided by the manufacturer. This
information limits the maximum load that can be carried. It also limits the placement of the load within
the aeroplane. In order to do this. the pilot-in-command must ensure that the weight is below the gross
weight of the aeroplane and the Centre of Gravity is
within its specified range.
To simplify loading problems, most manufacturers
of light aircraft supply pre-ealculated graphs, charts.
or loading examples for specific aircraft that are adequate for the use of the average private pilot. However.
you should have a working knowledge of the basie
principles behind these calculations.
The Centre of Gravity for each aircraft is calculated
at the factory and recorded on the weight and balance
report. The method used to find the Centre of Gravity
for an empty aircraft is also used to calculate the shift
of the Centre of Gravity caused by loading of fuel.
pilot. passengers, baggage, etc.
It is imperative, for optimum control response and
stability. that the Centre of Gravity of an aircraft be
maintained within its permissible design limitations.
You can seriously affect the controllability of your aircraft by positioning the load incorrectly. If the Centre
of Gravity loading limitations as outlined in the Aircraft R ight Manual are followed carefully. you will
have a stable aircraft and predictable response to the
controls. If the Centre of Gravity is permi tted to go
beyond the forward limitations. the aircraft will
become less responsive to up elevator control, and
very difficult to trim.
However. in the average light aircraft there is considerably more scope for error in exceeding the aft
Centre of Gravity limitations. Careless aft loading can
lead to very hazardous balance and control problems,
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even though the maximum permissible overall weight
is not exceeded. For example. if the fuel load of a
four place aircraft is reduced to remain within maximum permissible take-off weight. then two relatively
lightweight people are placed in the forward seats, two
very heavy people are placed in the rear seats, and the
aft luggage compartment is loaded to its maximum
allowable weight. An aircraft so loaded could have
such an excessive aft Centre of Gravity that the pilot
would have control problems beginning from take-off.
and the normal stall characteristics might change drastically. Should an aircraft with excessive aft loading
be permitted to enter a spin. there is every possibility
that recovery would be extremely difficult if not
impossible to execute.

Useful Load
Of prime interest to the pilot-in-command is the useful
load an aircraft can carry. In light aircraft. useful load
consists of crew. passengers. baggage. usable fuel and
oil. and other non-fixed items. It may be calculated
by subtracting empty weight from maximum permissible weight. These weights are generally defined as:
I. Licensed Empty Weight. The weight of the basic
aircraft. including its fixed equipment and unusable
fuel and oil.
2. Basic Empty Weight. The weight of the basic
aircraft. including its fixed equipment. unusable fuel
and full operating fluids. including full oil.
3. Maximum Permissible Weight. The maximum
permissible gross take-off weight specified in the aircraft's Certificate of Airworthiness.
Passengers. Although airlines use average passenger
weights for weight and balance computations. actual

Weight and Balance
passenger weights must be used for aircraft with limited seating capacity. Light aircraft can easily be
loaded outside lim its when estimat es or average
weights are used, particularly when winter clothing is
worn. If in doubt, ask passengers how much they
weigh and make appropriate allowances for clothing.
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in front of the nose. To avoid negative numbers,
most aircraft balance datums are situated so that all
useful loads are positioned aft of the balance datum.
3. Centre of Gravity (empty), in inches from the balance datum.
4. Moment arm. The distance in inches from the balance datum to the Centre of Gravity of the aircraft
or Centre of Gravity of an item of load.

Weight and Balance
The maximum permissible weight must never be
exceeded. If you carry additional fuel to give the aircraft more range, you must in many cases balance it
by reducing the number of passengers or baggage,
freight, or other such weight, so as not to exceed the
maximum permissible weight.
The pilot-in-command must know all the loading
information about the aircraft to be flown and be able
to determine permissible loading and its correct disposition. Curre nt weight and balance data should be
carried as part of the aircraft documentation; unless
loaded in accordance with this information, the aircraft cannot be considered airworthy. In addition, it
may bear a placard concerning operational loading,
such as the seat to be occupied in solo flight or a fuel
tank to be emptied first. The information on these
placards must be observed scrupulously.
Weight and balance limitations are imposed for the
following principal reasons:
I . The effect of the disposition of weight (and subsequently balance) on the flight characteristics of
the aircraft, particularly on stall and spin recoveries,
slow flight, and stability.
2. The effect of the weight on primary and secondary
structures of the aircraft.
3. The effect of weight o n take-off and land ing
performance.

Computing Weight and Balance
The weight and balance calculations for individual
flights arc computed by using information in the aircraft's Weight and Balance Report, and the weights
and disposition within the aircraft of each passenger
and/or item of the load proposed for the flight. The
items of informatio n ava ilable o n the Weigh t and
Balance Report are:
I. Empty weight, in pounds,
2. Balance Datum. This is the reference point from
which all weight and balance calculations are
made. It could be anywhere on the aircraft, preferably somewhere forward of the Centre of Gravity.
It could even be a point in open space several feet

Concerning the proposed load, the pilot-in-command
must be aware of:
I. The weight in pounds of each passenger and/or item.
2. The location of each passenger and/or item within
the aircraft.
Weig ht and balan ce factor s may be co mputed as
follows:
I. The balance moment of the empty aircraft is found
by multiplying the empty weight by the moment
arm of the aircraft.
2. The balance moment of each item of load is found
by multiplying its weight by its respective moment
arm .
3. The new Centre of Gravity is found by dividing
the total balance moment by the total weight of the
aircraft.
Sample Compu tations. A sample weight and balance
calculation for a typical light aircraft, with a Centre of
Gravity 30 inches (0.762 metres) aft of its datum when
empty, using the foregoing items and factors, might
look like this:
Weight
(LB)

Aircraft empty
Pilot
Passenger
Fuel
Oil

1,000
170
190
50

10

Moment
Mm
(inches)

Balance
Moment
(LB-inches)

30
20

30,000
3,400
3,800
1,500

20
30
20

200
--

38 ,900

1,420

Metric Version

Weight
(kg)

Aircraft empty
Pilot
Passenger
Fuel
Oil

453.6
77.1
86.2
22.7

- 4-.5

644 .1

Moment
Arm
(metres)
0.762
0.508
0.508
0.762
0.508

Balance
Moment
(kg-metres)
345.6
39 .0
43.6
17.3

2.3
-447.8
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The new Centre of Gravity is 27.4 inches (0.695 m)
aft of the balance datum. Divide 38,900 (447.8) by

Metric Version

1,420 (644.1).

The pilot-in-command must now refer to the current aircraft documentation and verify that the loaded
weight of 1,420 pounds (644 .1 kilograms) and the
loaded Centre of Gravity of 27.4 inches (0.695 metres)
aft of the datu m are both within the prescri bed
tolerances. If they are not, the aircraft should not be
flown until satisfactory adjustments are made.
The following is an example of another weight and
balance computation for a more sophisticated aircraft:

Aircraft empty
Pilot and
passenger at
185 LB each
One passenger
in fear seat
Baggage
Fuel, 55 US g als.
at 6 LB/gal.
Oil, 2 US gals.
at 7.5 LB/gal.

Weight
(LB)

Moment
Arm
(Inches)

Balance
Moment
(LB-Inches)

1.552

37

57,424

370

36

13,320

140
120

70
95

9,BOO
11,400

330

48

15,840

15
--

- 15

- 225
107,559

2,527

Moment
Arm
(metres)

Balance
Momen t
(kg.metres)

704.0

0.940

66 1.8

163.0

0.914

153.5

63.6
54.5

1.778
2.413

113.0
131.5

150.0

1.219

183 ,0

7.2

- 0.381

Weight
(kg)
Aircraft empty
Pilot and
passenger at
84 kg each
One passenger
in rear seat
Baggage
Fuel, 208 L at
0.72 kglL
Oil, 7.6 L at
0.95 kg/L

1147.3

- 2.7

--

1240 .1

In this case the loaded Ce ntre of Grav ity (loaded
mome nt divided by loaded weight) is 42.5 inches
(1.08 metres) aft of the datum point. The example
above uses a balance datum somewhere aft of the nose
to illustrate a minus item; in this aircraft the oil
reservoir is forward of the balance datum and therefore
must be shown as a minus quantity on the total scale
of balance.
The pilot-in-command of this particular aircraft must
now refer to the current aircraft documentation and
verify that the loaded weight of 2,527 pounds (1147.3
kilograms) and the loaded Ce ntre of Gravity of 42.5
inches (1.08 metres) are both within the prescribed
tolerances. If they are not, the aircraft should not be
considered airworthy until satisfactory adjustments
are made.

CHAPTER THREE

Engine Handling

A typical four-cylinder aircraft engine has over 250
moving parts and 70 non-moving parts. The failure of
any part may result in a complete loss of power, or
sufficient power loss to require an immediate landing.
However, because of compulsory testing of material
and parts, a high degree of quality control is achieved,
resulting in the aircraft engine being one of the most
reliable mechanical components in use today. Whether
or not this high level of reliability is sustained
depends to a great extent on the pilot-in-command's
handling of the engine. Besides its flight operation,
the handling of an engine includes the use of recommended fuels and oils, pre-flight inspections, and
a basic knowledge of how an engine and its ancillary
components work. Since it represents the majority of
training aircraft power plants in use today, the engine
we will consider is air cooled, has horizontally
opposed cylinders, and is unsupercharged, The propeller may be made of wood, composition material,
or metal and has a fixed pitch.

Inspection
Before any flight the pertinent log-books are studied
to check the engine hours, what inspections, repairs,
or modifications have been made, whether any
reported defects are outstanding, and whether the aircraft has been currently signed out by the appropriate
authority.
Never inspect an aircraft engine and propeller until
the ignition (magneto) switches have been checked
and are off, and even then always treat the propeller
as if it were "live." There is not a great deal that a
pilot can do in the way of mechanically inspecting an
engine prior to flight, but the few things that can be
done are extremely important. The engine oil can be
checked for acceptable level and the carburettor air
filter checked for obstructions. Drain a small sample

of fuel from the fuel strainer drain into a suitable glass
container. Make sure that the fuel is free of water and
sediment. Look for oil and fuel leaks. Physically
check components on the engine to see if there are
any loose items or wires, etc. Check the propeller and
spinner for nicks and security. If in doubt concerning
damage to any part of the aircraft, cheek with your
flight instructor or an Aircraft Maintenance Engineer.
Prior to starting an engine there are several things
that can be done to ensure that it will perform
properly:
I. Verify the fuel supply by a physical check of the
fuel tanks.
2. Fuel tank air vents must be open and clear of foreign material to ensure that fuel may flow at recommended rates.
3. Check all fuel tank caps for security. In most cases,
if a cap comes off in flight, the contents of the
tank will empty rapidly through the filler neck, due
to the syphoning action of the airflow.
4. Check the propeller for nicks and other damage
that may cause imbalance and undesirable and
often dangerous engine vibration.
5. Engine oil. Never add a detergent oil to an engine
that uses a non-detergent oil as its regular lubricant. Add non-detergent oil to an engine that uses
detergent oil as its regular lubricant in an emergency only.
6. Cold oil. The oil used in the engine of an aircraft
is of higher viscosity than that used in most other
engines and becomes very thick when cold. With
the ignition switch off and mixture control in idle
cut-off position, turn the propeller by hand for several revolutions to help break the drag created by
cold oil between the piston and the cylinder wall.
This will ease starting and reduce the load on the
starting mechanism and battery. Remember to treat
the propeller as if it were "live."
7. Drum fuelling. Refuelling an aircraft from drums
is not a preferred method if regular fuelling
19
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facilities are available, because condensation and
flakes of rust are often present in the drums. Since
most of the foreign material settles to the bottom
of the drum, make sure that the suction tube on
the pump being used has at least an inch clearance
from the bottom of the drum. A chamois strainer
should be used, since it not only removes solids
but also resists the passage of water. When refuelling from drums it is critical that the drum,
pump, hose, nozzle, and aircraft are properly
grounded and bonded. The proper sequence to be
followed is: drum to the ground (anchor post),
drum to pump, pump to aircraft, nozzle to aircraft,
then open the aircraft fuel cap. When finished,
reverse the order. Information regarding aviation
fuel handling is contained in the Aeronautical
Information Publication (A.LP.) Canada AIR
section.
8. Ensure that the fuel is of the octane rating specified for the engine. Never use a lower grade; in an
emergency use the next higher grade. The octane
rating of a fuel is indicated by its colour.

located on the instrument panel. The primer draws
filtered fuel from the fuel system and injects a fine
spray directly into the engine intake ports. This system
is useful particularly for cold weather starts when fuel
is difficult to vaporize.
Some points to remember regarding the use of
primers are:
I. The primer must be used only as specified in the
Aircraft Flight Manual.
2. Overpriming will increase the possibility of an
engine fire during start.
3. Most manual primers are equipped with a lock and
after being pushed full in must be rotated either
left or right until the pin is past the notch and the
knob cannot be pulled out. If the primer is not
locked the engine may draw fuel through the priming"system, and the enriched fuel/air mixture can
result in engine roughness or engine failure.

Warm-up

Starting
The engine is started (and operated) as specified in
the Aircraft Hight Manual or as specified by a particular operator to meet the requirements of non-standard conditions, such as temperature and elevation
extremes.
Once started, use the RPM recommended in the Aircraft Ri ght Manual for engine warm-up. Too Iow an
RPM results in inadequate distribution of the sluggish
engine oil; too high an RPM can cause excessive wear
of parts that depend on gradually acquiring heat to
expand to operating clearances. If, after starting, an
oil pressure indication as specified in the Aircraft
Flight Manual is not evident, shut down the engine.
To ensure that there are no fuel blockages between
the fuel tanks and the engine, you may wish to run
the engine for a period of time on each tank separately
while on the ground. In this case you should ensure
that the fuel selector is moved to the proper setting
before the run-up check and take-off.
Avoid starting and running up an engine where the
propeller may pick up loose stones, blow them back,
and possibly damage the aircraft or other property
behind it.

There are two warm- up phases. The first is befo re
taxiing to ensure tha t the engine instruments are
beginning to register somewhere in the operating range
before applying power to begin taxiing. This warm-up
is important when more power may be required to pull
the aircraft through snow or loose soil.
The second warm-up, prior to take-off, ensures that
engine temperatures and pressures are within the specified limits. At this point the RPM may be increased
to hasten the warm-up. The ground running of the
engine should be carried out with the aircraft headed
into wind or as close to it as possible. As an aircraft
engine is closely cowled for efficient in-flight cooling,
take care to avoid overheating it on the ground.

Run-up
If there is to be a change in fuel tanks before takeoff, change them before the run-up. Should a fuel
system malfunction occur as a result of changing
tanks, let this show itself during the run-up, not during
the take-off.

Carbureltor Heat Check
Aircraft Engine Primers
A fuel system component of many light aircraft is a
small hand pump called a primer. It is generally

Set the engine R PM as recommended in the Aircraft
Flight Manual; if there is no recommended RPM available use the setting recommended for the magneto
check. Then:

Engine Handling
I. Select "full cold" position of carburettor heat and
note RPM.
2. Select "full hot" positio n and note decrease in RPM;
allow RPM to stabilize in this position.
3. Select "c old" position again and note increase in
RPM to co nfirm that the unit and its controls are
functioning through their full range. If, on returning the control to "cold," the RPM shows an increase
over the initi al RPM reading, carburettor icing
co nd itio ns e xis t and add it io na l ca re will be
necessary.
The engine air intake filt er is usually bypassed when
"hot" is selected. Unless otherwise recommended in
th e Aircraft Flig ht Ma nual, use the "co ld" po sition
while taxiing or during sustained ground operation of
the engine. This will help prevent particles of foreign
material, such as sand, from entering the car burettor
and engine.
Applicat ion of carburettor heat will result in an
RPM decrease. If there is no decrease in RPM , suspect
a malfunction. Should you suspect that an in-flight
power loss is due to an engine air intake filte r clogged
with snow or ice, apply full carburettor heat to obta in
an alternate source of intake air. Carburettor heat
should be applied at any time when a power loss due
to ice is either noted or suspected. Depending on
atmospheric conditions, ma ny pilots perform periodi c
carburettor heat checks for ice accum ulation every ten
to fift een minutes. Under certain co nditio ns, it may
be necessary to perform this check more often or even
fly with the carburettor heat co ntrol in the full hot
position.

high
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range, but may be well below maximum
When an ignition system operate s satisfactorily
at maximum pressure, proper operation at lower pressures is ensured. Therefore, when other than the RPM
specifi ed in the Aircraft Flight Manual is used the
check may not prove what it is supposed to prove.
RPM

RPM.

Full Power Check
Most light aircraft engine run-up procedures no longer
include a static full power check, but unless this is
carried ou t nothing in the normal check will ensure
th at full power is actu ally ava ila ble . Nor ma lly thi s
check is car ried out during the take-off roll, but if the
surface allows, for a short field take-off do a full
power check before allowing the aircraft to move.

Climbing
Most light aircraft climb at high power and relatively
low airspeed compared with cruising flight. Since the
engine is dependent upon the flow of outside air for
cooling, the lower the airspeed the less effective the
cooling. The norm al climbing speed spec ified for an
aircraft takes into account, among other things, the
need for adeq uate cooling.
However, two other climbing speeds are generally
specified for an individual aircraft:

1. Best angle of climb speed.
2. Best rate of climb speed.

Magneto Check
The primary purpose of d ual ignition in aircraft
engines is safety, and the magneto check tests this
feature . The magnetos arc both operating when the
magn et o switch is selec ted to the " bo th" po sition .
W hen the mag neto switc h is se lec ted to " left" or
"right," the engine is operating on one magneto only.
By selecting o ne or the other, you can test the proper
functioning of each. The first check should be made
at low RPM (idle or slightly above) before leaving the
flight line to en sure both are working. Next, check the
magnetos during the run -up as recommended in the
Aircraft Flight Manual. Normally this involves a
check of each ignition system for smooth running and
"drop" in RPM and that the RPM differe ntial between
magnetos does not exceed that specified in the Aircraft Flight Manual.
Ignition systems opera te properly up to the point
of maximum co mpression stroke pressure in the
engine cylinders. This high pressure point is in the

As both of these climb speeds are often lower tha n
normal climb speed, with resultant higher engine temperatures, their use should be limited to the period of
time they are necessary, with normal climbing speed
resumed as soo n as possible.
In the case of engines designed to cl imb at full
throttle until cruising altitude is reach ed, you gain no
advan tage by reducing power on cli mb with the
thought of "sparing the engine" provided you strictly
adhere to the specified clim bing speed. One of the
important reasons for maintainin g the recommended
speed concerns adeq uate cooling, which has already
been discu ssed. Another reason is that with a fi xed
pitch propeller an airspeed higher than normal may
cause engine RPM to exceed the limitations for sustained full throttle operation .
Unless otherwise specified, the procedu re for aircraft eq uipped with a mixture control is to take off
and climb with the co ntrol in the "full rich" position.
Within certai n bounds an aircraft engine runs coo ler
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with a rich mixture, and since a power setting greater
than that of norma l crui se power generates much more
undes irable heat the enriched mixture con tributes
greatly to the welfare of the eng ine.

Cruise Power
Most of the time the average light aircraft is operated
in the normal cruising range. In determining the
cruise power setting of an engine for a particular aircraft, the manufactu rer strives for the best choice in
consideration of reliability, performa nce, eco nomy of
operatio n, and engine life. Of these, engine reliability
is the overriding factor. It goes without saying, therefore, that a sustained power setting in excess of that
recommend ed for normal cruising may threaten a
most important factor of safe flight, i.e., engine
reliability.

General
When descend ing with low power settings or idle
power, as in the case of a glide , an engine will cool

rapidly even in relatively warm weather. A sudden
application of power, such as for an overshoot, can
damage a cold engine and/or result in a momentary
engine malfunction. Therefore, it is good practice in
a sustained descent to apply power periodically to
retai n engine operating temperatures.
Power should be increased and decreased by
prompt but smooth operation of the throttl e; this eliminates backfiring and the possibility of an abrupt loss
of power at a cruci al moment.
With nor mal use an engine will cool enoug h duri ng
appro ach, landing, and taxii ng to perm it shutting it
off without furth er idling. However, if there has been
an excessive amount of power used while taxiing,
allow the engine to run two or three minutes at ju st
above the idling speed, before you shut it off.
Prior to shutdown, at idle RPM , select the magnetos
"off" mom entar ily to deter min e if the engine will
stop. If it doesn't, you have a live magneto. This is
very dangerous because the engine may fire should
anyone turn the propeller by hand after shutdown.
This condition should be reported immediately to the
opera tor or an Aircraft Maintenance Engineer.

CHAPTER FOUR

Aircraft Documentation

Your student pilot permit indicates that, subject to certain conditions, the holder may, for the purpose of
their flight training and under supervision, act as
pilot-in-command of any aircraft not carrying passengers. Pilot-in-command means the person responsible
for successful completion of a safe flight. The pilotin-command of any aircraft must be familiar with, and
conform to, all the regulations and administrative
requ irements relating to the flight and in particular,
the conditions under which the aircraft must be flown.
In many respects these conditions are governed by the
documents that must normally be carried on board an
aircraft during flight.

Document s Required on Board
I. Student Pilot Permit, Pilot Permit or Pilot Licence

and Medical Certificate.
2. Radiotelephone Operator's Restricted Certificate
(Aeronautical).
3. Aircraft Radio Station Licence (not requ ired for
flight in Canada).
4. Certificate of Airworthiness or Flight Permit.
5. Certificate of Registration.
6. Aircraft Journey Log.
7. Copy of Liability Insurance (privately registered
aircraft).
8. Aircraft Flight Manual (in most cases).

Document Information
It is the responsibility of the pilot-in-command to ensure
that all documentation required for an aircraft and its
crew is on board and valid for the flight.

Student Pilot Permit. Upon receipt of a satisfac tory
medical assessment, a Medical Certificate or Medical
Assessment Letter will be issued by Transport Canada.

Thi s is required before the Student Pilot Permit can
be validated . The Student Pilot Permi t is normall y
issu ed and va lidated by an " Autho ri zed Person "
delegated by Transport Canada to carry out certain
licensing actions. It shall be carried by the pilot while
flying solo.
An expired Student Pilot Permit may be re-issued
by satisfying all the requirements for initial issue as
outlined in Part IV of the Canadian Aviation
Regulations.
Pilot Permi t or Pilot Licence. Pilots shall, during
flight, carry a valid permit or licence, appropriate to
their duties. This includes the Student Pilot Permit. The
validity period of the permit or licence is determined
from the accompanying Medical Certificate.
Regulations also require crew members to produce
their permits or licences upon demand by designated
Transport Canada officials, peace officers, or immigration officers.
The Medical Certificate, pilot permit and licence
have important information o n the back with which
you must comply.
Rad iotelephone Operator 's Restricted Certificate
(Aero nautical). Any person ope rating radio transmitting equipment installed in an aircraft registered in
Canada is required to hold and carr y this certific ate
issued by the Depart ment of Communications.
Aircraft Radio Station Licence. Radio equipment used
in Canadian registered civil aircraft does not require
a radio station licence for flights within Canada.
However, a valid radio station licence issued by
Industry Canada is required for international flights.
The licence should be checked to ensure that the call
sign is correct and the document is valid.
Certificate of Airworthiness. The issuance of a Certi fi cate of Airworthine ss signif ies that Tr an sport
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Canada is satisfied that the aircraft identif ied on the
certificate con forms to Transport Ca nada recognized
design standards and is co nside red fit and safe for
night on the date of issue of the certificate. A Certificate o f Air worth iness makes the aircra ft valid for
ni ght in any ICAO Contracting Slate. for a Certificate
of Airworthin ess to remain in force. the aircraft must
be safe and fit in all respects for the intended ni ght.
and certain cond itions must be met :
I. The weight of the aircraft and its load must not
exceed the maximum permissible weight specified.
2. The load must be prope rly distributed .
3. The equipment and any cargo ca rrie d must be
secured to prevent shifting in flight and placed
to allow unrestri cted exit of passenge rs in an
eme rgency.
4. The required emergency equ ipment must be carried
on board in good condition.
5. As well. to be safe and fit for the intended ni ght.
aircraft owners and operators are responsible for
compliance with all airworthiness directives (A DS)
that are applicable to their aircraft. ADS are notices
issued by Tran sport Ca nad a co ncern ing safe ty
defects that must be rectified immediately or within
a spec ified time period or flig ht time limi tatio n.
All aircraft maintenance requirements inspectio ns must also be completed. These inspections
may vary according to aircraft type. operation. o r
the maintenance program being followed.
6. Where an airc raft has undergone maintenance. the
Certificate of Airworthiness or n ight permit of that
aircraft is not in force until a maintenance release
has been entered in the aircraft journey log and
other mainten ance reco rds and signed in respect
of the work performed. T he maintenance release
ind icates that th e mainten ance was perfor med in
accorda nce with the applica ble standards of airworthiness.
7. Th e Cert ificate of Airworthiness indicates under
which category the ai rcraft may o perate . Most
operate under the standard category. When checking an older Certificate of Airworth iness. you may
note the term normal. which means the same as
standard. The Certificate of Airworthiness must be
on board during flight. and the pilot must ensure
that it is valid and the one issued for the aircraft.
A Spec ial Certificate of Airworthin ess is issued
when an aircraft does not meet all the requirements
for a standard Certi ficate of Airworthiness but is considere d fit and safe for ni ght on the date of issue of
the ce rtificate. II is valid o nly in the country in which
it was issued. A Special Certificate of Airworthiness
may be issued in anyone of the following classifications: provision al , restricted. amateur built, or lim-

ited. An ag ricult ural spray aero plane wou ld be an
example of an airc raft issued a Spec ial Certificate of
Airworthin ess classifi ed as restricted.
Ri ght Perm it. A Flight Permit may be issued for
experi mental or other specific purpo ses in place of a
Cert ificate of Airworth iness.
An Experimental Flight Pennit may be issued for
any aircraft. excluding amateur built aircraft. manufactured for or engaged in aero nautical research and
development. or for showing compliance with airwor thiness standards.
A Specific Purpose Flight Permit may be issued for
an aircraft that does not co mply with applicab le airworthiness standards but is capable of safe flight . It
provides ni ght authority in circumstances when a Ce rtific ate of Airworthiness is invalidated or there is no
other certific ate or permit in force. A Specific Purpose Flight Permit may be issued for:
l. Ferry ni ghts to a base for repairs or maintenance.
2. Importation or exportati on ni ghts.
3. Demonstration. market survey. or crew-training
nights.
4. Test purposes following repai r. modifica tion. or
maintenance.
S. Other purposes as determined by the Minister of
Transport .

A Specific Purpose Flight Pennit may carry restrictions with it such ali a prohibition from carry ing passengers; therefore, it should be checked carefully prior
to operating the aircraft.
Certificate of Registration. Every aircraft in Canada,
other than hang gliders. is issued a Ce rtifica te of Registration. Except for balloons it shall be kept on board
the aircraft during ni ght. Check the Cert ificate of
Registrati on to ensure that it is the o ne issued for the
aircraft. If a chan ge of owners hip is in process. there
may be circumstances where the aircraft cannot be
flown. Information conce rning aircraft registration ca n
be found in the Licensing. Registration. and Airworthiness section of the Aeronautical Info rmation Publication (A.1.P.) Canada.
Aircra ft Journey Log. Prior to flight. ensure that the
journey log is the one assigned to the aircraft and
check that it is up-to-date. Check that all airworthiness
in spection s are completed and that the appropria te
airworth iness entrie s and certificatio ns have been
made. Remember that irregularit ies in the journey log
may invalida te the Cert ificate of Airwo rthiness. Close
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scrutiny of the journey log will assist the pilot in
determining whether the aircraft is legal and safe to
fly. Certain companies, including many flight training
units, have been authorized to conduct specific types
of flights without having to carry journey logs. Companies affected by this authorization have a letter from
Transport Ca nada out li ning the co nditions und er
which the journey log need not be carried. It is recommended that copies of that letter be on board the
aircraft in the event of inspection by a Transport Canada delegated official. If in doubt about whether the
journey log must be on board, check with the operator
before taking the aircraft.
Entries in the journey log shall be made in ink by
a co mpete nt pe rso n, as soon as po ssible aft er the
events occur. Should an error be made in an entry, do
not erase or alter the cntry. Draw a single line through
the full length of the incorrect e ntry, initial it, and
insert the correct entry in the next space. No person
shall tear or remove any leaf from the log, or otherwise
deface or destroy the log.
Every aircraft owner shall normally preserve each
journey log maintained for a period of not less than
one year after the date of the last entry in the log. The
owner shall also, on the fi rst page of every log taken
into use to replace another log, make entries from the
preceding volume necessary to ensure that an unbroken
chronological record is maintained.
When making entries, it is important to differentiate bctweenflight time and air time. Flight time is the
total period of time from the moment the aircraft first
moves under its own power for the purpose of taking
off until the moment it comes to rest at the end of the
flight. Air time is the time elapsed between the aircraft
leaving the surface on take-off and touching the surface again on landing.
Liability Insurance. All Canadian aircraft, whether
privately or commercially registered, are required to
carry liability insurance. Privately registered aircraft
must carry proof of insurance coverage on board during flight.
Aircraft R ight Manual. Information contained in
this manual may be required by the pilot during the
flight. Aircraft manufactured prior to the requirement
for flight manuals may not be equipped with this document. In such cases the aircraft operating limitations
must be conspicuously placarded in the aircraft. To be
considered airworthy, some aircraft require that the
Aircraft R ight Manual be carried as part of the documentation. Whether this requirement exists or not, if
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an Aircraft Flight Manual for the type and model to
be flown is published, it is strongly recommended that
it be carried at all times.

Other Documents
Weight and Balance. The specific weight and balance documents for the aircraft should be carried on
board, especially when landing away from the pilot's
home base.
Annual Airworthiness Information Report. A personalize d Annual Airworthiness Information Report is
sent to each registered aircraft owner normally five to
six weeks in advance of the anniversary of the last
issued Certificate of Airworthiness or Flight Permit.
The aircraft owner shall complete the annual report
by entering all data required and certifying that the
information supplied is correct.
Submission of the annual report is mandatory,
regardless of whether or not the Certificate of Airworthiness or Flight Permit is being renewed. It will
not, however, cause the reinstatement of a previously
expired or out-of-force Certificate of Airworthiness or
Flight Permit.
One copy of the Annual Airworthiness Information
Report is retained with the Certificate of Airworthiness or Flight Permit.
Interception Procedures. Every person operating an
aircraft in Canadian airspace should understand the
procedures for interception and visual signals. It is
recommended a copy of these procedures be carried
on board the aircraft. These can be found in Part VI
of the Canadian Aviation Regulations, the Search
and Rescue section of the Aeronautical Infonnation
Publication (A.I.P.) Canada, or the Canada Flight
Supplement.
Aircraft Technical Log. Every aeroplane must have a
Technical Log in which the overhaul and maintenance
history of the aircraft 's airframe, engine, propeller,
components, and installations and modifi cations is
recorded.
Pilot Log-book. You must maintain a pilot log-book
of recognized for m, with accurate, legible, certifi ed
entries. A personal log-book is a requirement for proof
of experience for the issue of licences and endorsements throughout a pilot's career.

CHAPTER FIVE

Airport Operations

An aerodrome means any area of land, water (including the frozen surface thereof), or other supporting
surface used, designed, prepared, equipped, or set apart
for use either in whole or in part for the taking off,
landing, surface manoeuvring, or servicing of aircraft.
In Canada there are two classes of aerodromes: aerodromes that are not certified as airports; and aerodromes that are certified as airports. Those certified
as airports must be maintained and operated in accordance with applicable Transport Canada standards.
Aerodrome s listed in the Canada Flight Supplement (CFS) that are not certified as airports are called
registered aerodromes. Before using them, pilot s
should obtain current information on the aerodrome
condition from the owner or operator. Where use of
an aerodrome requires prior permi ssion from the
owner or operator the designator "PPR" is shown in
the Canada Flight Supplement. However, in an emergency any airport or aerodrome may be used.

Notice to Airmen (NOTAM): Field Condit ion
Reports
At many airports, the NaTA M office provides NaTAM
and NOTAM summaries concerni ng opera tio ns that
may affect an aircraft in flight at or in the vicinity of
certain airports.
These NOTAM S also contain field condition reports
on various airports and should be reviewed very carefully by pilots prior to carrying out local or crosscountry flights. Usually the airport NaTAM office is
located in or adjacen t to the Flight Serv ice Station
(FSS). Transport Canada's flight information publication, the Canada Flight Supplement provides information on those aerodromes where NOTAM service can
be obtained and the telephone number of the operator
where applicable.
When approaching an airport to land, never hesitate
to ask the control tower (or Flight Service Station) for
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a field condition report if you have any concerns,
especially when winter airport maintenance is being
carried out.

Runway Conditions
Snow, slush, or standing water on a paved runway can
seriously degrade take-off performance. The length of
grass or crops, gravel, roughness of the surface, or
mud on any unprepared area selected for take-off can
also greatly affect aircraft performance. Aircraft Hight
Manuals often give an approximation of the increase
in take-off length under some of these conditions. Due
10 the variables involved, such as depth of snow, no
one figure can be applied to all situations.
Pilots must take great care in assessing their own
capabilities and the capabilities of their aircraft when
deciding whether to attempt a take-off under any one
or combination of these conditions. It is recommended
that pilots select a reject point somewhere along the
take-off path. If the aircraft has not lifted off by this
point, the pilot should throttle back and stop. The
reject point should take into consideration adequate
room to stop if required to do so and also the clearance of obstacles off the departure end once airborne.
Pilots will often walk the runway to check it before
making a final decision. If in doubt, don't go!
When landing at an unfamiliar location, it is important to obtain prior information concerning the condition of the runway or landing area . A couple of
inches of snow could be enough to put an aircraft on
its nose or its back. Ice or standing water could cause
the aircra ft to have reduced or no bra king actio n
which could be disastrous if the length of the landing
area is short. Prior information may not be available
or perhaps conditions changed en route. Upon arrival
it is extremely important that the pilot check the landing area carefully to determine its suitability. The pilot

Airport Operations
must be prepared to divert elsewhere if it is doubtful
that a landing can be accomplished. This co ntingency
should be included in the pre-fligh t pla nning .

Surface Winds
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Taxiway centre- line mar kings and holdin g- po int
markings are readily d istinguished from run way mark ings. The colour used is yellow instead of white and
they are a relatively narrow width of 6 inches. Taxiway holding-point marki ngs co nsist of solid and broken lines across the taxiway (or holding bay) parallel
to the ru nway (Fig . 1-24).

Control towers and Flight Serv ice Stations broadcast
surface winds for the airpo rt where they are located. in
knots and in degrees magnetic. As well. a Flight Service
Sta tio n pr ov id ing a Remot e Aerodro me Ad vi sory
Serv ice (RAAS) throu gh a Remote Communication s
Outlet (RCO) will broadcast surface winds in kno ts
and degrees magnetic. At sites other than the airport
where the Flight Service Station is located, or providing Remo te Aerodrome Advisory Service. winds are
given in degrees true.

Wind Direction Indicator
At ae rodro mes that do no t have prepared runways,
th e wind direction indicator is usually mounted on or
near some co nspicuous building associated with the
aerodrome or the genera l aircraft parki ng area.
Wind direction indicators may be located near both
ends of long ru nways. At aerodromes with shorter
ru nways the wind direction indi cator will be centrally
located so as to be visible fro m approa ches and the
aircraft park ing area. For night operations the wind
direction indicator will be lighted .
At aerodromes certified by Transport Canada for
public use, a dry standard wind directi on indicator
will react to wind speed as follows:
Wind Speed

Wind Indicator Angle

15 KT+
10 KT
6 KT

Horizontal
5 degrees below horizontal
30 degrees below horizontal

At other ae rodro mes, no n-standa rd wi nd indica to r
systems may be in use that co uld react d iffere ntly to
wind speed.

Figure 1·24 Taxi Holding Position

Taxi Holding Position s
Taxi holding positions are established at many airports,
but at airpo rts where they have not been established
an aircraft should be held at least 200 feet (6 1 metres)
from the edge of the runway in use. Where this is not
possible. aircraft should be held at a distance that does
not create a hazard to arriving or departing aircraft.

Runway Button
Th e term "button" has no off icial definition. It normally means the point at the end o f a runway where
an aircraft is positioned for take-off with the inten tion
of having the full length o f the ru nway available.

Runway Numbering
Manoeuvring Surfaces
An airc raft should not be ope rated on the aircraft manoe uvring surfac es at a co ntro lled airport without a
cle ara nce to do so from the co ntrol tower. Even if the
aircraft is being moved for pur poses other than intend ed flight. the control tower must be advised by radio.
telephone, or other means.

Runways are num bered according to their direction. A
ru nway ru nning eas t and west would be ca lled runway 09-27. These numbers represent the beari ngs of
090 and 270 degrees with the last digit removed. The
number near est the even IO degrees division is used .
For example. a ru nway bearing 134 degrees is numbered 13 at one end and 31 at the other. If an aircraft is
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aligned with runway 14, the compass should indicate
a heading between 135 and 144 degrees.

Runway Threshold Markings
The markings for runway thresholds consist of lines
across the width of the runway at the threshold ends
parallel with the runway centre line.
The threshold of a runway may be temporarily or
permanently displaced to take a poor surface out of
service or to bring the runway within zoning standards. Under certain conditions you may be tempted
to land before the displacement marking because the
displaced part may look reasonably serviceable. Avoid
this. The area may not receive regular maintenance
and could contain hazards not readily visible, especially
during the winter when windrows of snow may be left
by snow-ploughs.
The markings that indicate a temporarily displaced
threshold consist of a white line placed across the
width of the runway to indicate its new end, and four
white arrowheads equally spaced across the width of
the runway on the approach side of the runway end
with their points indicating the new threshold. A permanently displaced threshold will have a while line
across the width of the runway and two white arrows

on the approach side, one following the other on the
former centre-line, leading up to and pointing toward
the new runway threshold.

Centre-Line Markin gs
Centre-line markings of a ru nway are useful both as
a directional guide and as an aid to depth perception
because of the "broken" line presentation. The marks
are 100 feet long and longitudinally spaced 100 feet
apart at airports under Transport Canada's jurisdiction.

Responsibility
Whether an airport is controlled or uncontrolled, nothing relieves the pilot-in-command of the responsibility
for exercising good judgement and adhering to the
rules of the air when an aircraft is being manoeuvred
on or in the vicinity of an airport. At a controlled
airport, air traffic control will provide assistance to
increase the safety of the operation, but the pilot-incommand must never assume that operation of the aircraft is handed over to that agency. For example, when
a tower controller clears an aircraft across a runway
or through any active area, the pilot-in-command must
still check that there are no hazards before proceeding.

CHAPTER SIX

Weather Considerations

Encountering Weather Below
Conditions

VFR

If you are qualified for flight under the Visual Flight
Rules ( VFR) only, plan your flight so that there is no
risk of encountering weather below these conditions.
However, always have an alternate plan should the
weather deteriorate. Nonna lly, the best plan is an early
180 degree tum to fly back into berter weather. When
no alternate appears available and the weather continues to deteriorate, contact ATe . They will do all that is
possible to:
I. Provide information concerning an alternate route
and radar navigation assistance if this will enable
the ni ght to be continued in V FR weathe r conditions; or
2. If the above action is not practicable, provide radar
navigation or radar approach guidance. If you have
any doubt about the safety of your flight, don't
allow a doubtful situation to develop into a bad one.
Declare an emergency.

Special

VFR

When weather conditions are below VFR minima, special V FR flight in a Control Zone may be authorized
by the appropriate ATC unit subject to current or anticipated Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) traffic.
An ATC unit cannot suggest special V FR to a pilot.
If the controller or Flight Service Station operator
indicates that the weather is below VFR. it becomes
the responsibility of the pilot to request special VFR.
Authorization is normally obtained through the local
tower or Flight Service Station and must be obtained
prior to operating in or entering a Control Zone. It
does not relieve pilots from the responsibility of avoiding other aircraft, obstructions, or weather conditions
beyond their capabilities.

Pilots should assess their abilities and the capabilities of their aircraft very carefully before intentionally
flying in special V FR conditions. Remember weather
is never a constant and can change quickly.

White-out
Each winter there are a number of aircraft accidents
as a result of pilots flying into white-out conditions
and becoming disoriented due to reduced visibility,
the lack of distinguishable features on the ground, and
the loss of a visual horizon. The causes and effect of
the phenomenon known as white-out may be described
as follows:
Overcast White-out. A product of a uniform layer of
cloud over a snow-covered surface. The rays from the
sun are scattered and diffused as they pass through
the cloud and are then reflected by the snow surface
in all directions. As a result, the space between the
ground and cloud appears to be filled with a diffused
light with a uniform white glow. Depth percepti on
is completely lacking as the sky blends impercept ibly with the gro und at the horizon line, causi ng
disorientation.
Water Fog White-out. Produced by the clouds containing supercooled water droplets with the cloud base
usually in contact with the cold snow surface. Visibility both horizontally and vertically is affected by the
size and distribution of the water droplet s suspended
in the air.
Blowing Snow White-out. Produced by fine blowing
snow plucked from the snow surface and suspended
in the air by winds of 20 KT or more. The suspended
grains of snow reflect and diffuse sunlight and reduce
visibility.
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Precipitation White-out. Although all falling snow
reduces visibility, small wind-driven snow crystals
falling from low clouds above which the SWl is shining
produce a white-out condition. The multiple reflection

of light between the snow-covered surface and the
cloud base is further complicated by the spectral
reflection from the snowflakes and the obscuring of
the landmarks by the falling snow.

PART TWO

AIR EXERCISES

EXERCISE ONE

Familiarization

The first flight will involve very little formal instruction. You will occupy the seat from which you will
subsequently fly the aircraft. Your role as student will
be mainly that of an observer. This flight will begin
to accustom you to the sensation of flying and to the
appearance of the countryside from the air. Your flight
instructor may also include Exercise 4, "Taxiing;' and
Exercise 5, "Attitudes and Movements."
The first flight may be an entirely new experience.
Remember, what looks complicated and diffi cult at
this time will become less so as your flight training
progresses.
You may be asked to keep your hands lightly on
the controls and your feet lightly on the rudder pedals.
The instructor will emphasize that only small, smooth
control movements are required to control the aircraft
and will briefly discuss the procedures to be followed

in future flight training exercises.
Do not hesitate to ask questions. The instructor's
voice must be completely audible and understandable;
if it is not, say so.
The flight instructor will point out readily identifiable local landmarks and explain their orientation to
the airport. The function of various flight instruments
will also be explained, and from time to time you may
be asked to state the altitude and the speed of the
aeroplane.
You will also be given the responsibility to assist
in looking out for other aircraft that may be in the
vicinity. These aircraft could be in any position relative to you and flying in any direction. Their position
should be passed on immediately to the instructor,
who will decide if any avoiding action is necessary.
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EXERCISE TWO

Aircraft Familiarization and
Preparation for Flight

This exercise begins wit h the flight instructor
acquainting you with the type of aircraft to be used
during the training period. The main components of
the aircraft will be pointed out and the function of each
carefully explained. For example:
Wings. The wings provide the lift required to make
the aeroplane fly by obtaining a useful reaction from
the air through which the wing moves.
Fuselage. This is the main body of the aircraft. It is
what is left if the wings, engine, landing gear, and tail
surfaces are removed.
Tail Surfaces. These may be separated into horizontal stabilizer (tail plane) and vertical stabilizer (fin).

As the names imply, they provide the aircraft with
stability in certain planes of movement.
Ailerons, Elevators, and Rudder. These are movable
aerofoil surfaces, which enable the pilot to manoeuvre
and control the aircraft in flight.
The ailerons are positioned on hinges toward the
outer ends of the wings; one moves up as the other
moves down when the control column is moved from
side to side. They are used to control bank in flight.
The elevators are hinged to the trailing edge of the
horizontal stabilizer and are moved up or down when
the control column is moved backward or forward. They
are used to pitch the aeroplane up or down in flight.
The rudder is hinged to the trailing edge of the
vertical stabilizer and is linked to the rudder pedals.
The pilot controls yaw by means of the rudder.
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Propeller Spinner
Propeller
Engine cONling
Nose wheel
Main landing gear
Leading edge of wing
Wing tip
Left position light (red)
Right position light (g reen)
Rear position light (white)
Fuselage
Aileron

9

Flap
Wing root
Horizontal stabilizer
Vertical stabilizer (fin)
Rudde r
Elevator
Anti-collision lig ht

2
4

Figure 2-1 Major Components of an Aircraft
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Aircraft Familiarization and Preparation f or Flight
Land ing Gear. The function of thi s component
requires little explanation, other than that it includes
at least the supporting struts, wheels, tires, and any
springs or other device s to absorb shocks due to uneven te rrain or land ing impact. Floa ts and skis are
components of other types of landing gear.
Flaps. These are movable surfaces forming part of
the wing and are mounted at or near the trailing edge,
between the wing root and the ailerons, They extend
and retract together and increase or decrease the effective lift of the wing by alte ring its ca mber and in some
cases the area . They are controlled by the pilot.
Trim Tabs. These are small ancillary aerofoils hinged
to the elevator s and, in some aircraft, to the ailerons
and rudder. They help the pilot by reducing control
pressures induced by changi ng flight attitudes.
Flight Controls, These consist of the control column
and the rudd er pedals, The control col umn may consist of a wheel ar rangement or a straight " stick,"
Rotate the wheel (or move the slick) to the left, and
the left aileron moves up while the right aileron moves
down; rotate the wheel (or move the stick) to the right,
and the right aile ron moves up while the left aileron
moves down . Push the left rudder pedal , and the rudder moves to the left; push the right rudder pedal, and
the rudder moves to the right. The rudder peda ls may
also be used to "steer" the aircraft on the ground by
mean s of a stecrable nose wheel or tail wheel; pushing
the left rudder peda l turn s the aircraft to the left. and
vrce versa,
Throttle. This is the power control. To increase
power, move the thrott le forward; to decrease power,
move the throttle back. Most throttle arrange ments
includ e a device for increasing or decreasing tension
on the throttle so that the power setting does not
change when your hand is removed from the thrott le.
Ancillary Controls. These comprise the mixture
control and earburettor heat control (sec Exercise 3,
"Ancillary Contro ls") .
Environmental Controls. These are normally the
windshield defogger, and the heating and vent ilation
controls (see Exercise 3, "Environmental Controls") .
Instrument Panel. The instrum ent layout directly in
front of the pilot is called the instrument panel. The
instrume nts may be divided into three catego ries:
Jlight instruments, engine instruments, and navigation
instruments.
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Flight Instruments
Airspeed Indicator. Thi s instrument indicates the
aircraft's speed through the air. It relates only indirectly to the speed of the aircraft over the ground. It
may indicate speed in miles per hour (mph) or knots
(KT). Knots are nautical miles per hour.

Alt imeter. Thi s is a pressure sensmve instrument
which, if properly set, indicates the height at which
the airc raft is flying. The customary procedure is to
set the instru ment so that it indicates height above
mean sea level. When the aircraft is on the ground,
the indication on the altimeter will be that of the elevation of the aerodrome.

Tum- and-Bank Indicator. The needle portion of this
instrument indicates whether the aircraft is turn ing,
together with the direction and rate of tum. The ball
portion of the instrument is fundamentally a reference
for co-ordina tion of controls. In all co-ordinated flight
the ball will be centred in its curved glass tube. Instead
of a tum-and-b ank indicat or, the ai rcra ft may be
equipped with a tum co-ordinator, which provides basi.
cally the same information. but with a different display.

Magnetic Compass . Thi s is the basic reference for
headi ng information . The compass points toward the
magnetic north pole, but it is susceptible to certain
errors such as osc illations in turbule nce and incorrect
readin gs during turns or when influenced by ot her
mag netic att rac tions. These errors are exp lained in
Exercise 6, "Straight-and-Level Flight."

Head ing Ind icato r. Thi s gyroscopic instrument has
no magnetic qualities of its own and, therefore, must
be set periodically by reference to the magnetic compass. Its main asset is that it provides a stable directional refere nce, and (unlike the magnetic compass) is
relativel y free of error during turns, acceleration. and
deceleration in normal flight manoeuvres.

Attitude Indicator. This gyroscop ic instrument is an
artificial horizon. The miniature aircraft superimposed
on its face enables the pilot to determi ne the aircraft 's
attitude relative to the real horizon.
Vertical Speed Indicator. Th is pressure sensitive
instru ment indicates the rate at which the aircraft is
climbing or descending, in feet per minute.
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Outside Air Temperature Gauge. This is not a flight
instrument, but it is a valuable aid to night safety
sinee its indications can help the pilot assess the possibility of icing conditions, including carburettor ice.
The instrument usually registers outside air temperature in both degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Celsius.

increase in RPM. As the throttle is eased back, the
opposite effect is achieved.

Engine Instruments

Oil Pressure Gauge. This vitally important instrument registers, usually in pounds per square inch, the
pressure or the lubricating oil being supplied to the
engine. Refer to the Aircraft Flight Manual for limits
and recommended pressures during particular phases
of engine operation.

Tachometer. This instrument indicates the speed at
which the engine crankshaft is rotating in revolutions
per minute ( RPM) . In aircraft with a fixed pitch propeller, RPM is directly related to power. As the throttle
is eased forward , the tacho meter will indic ate an

Oil Temperature Gauge. This gauge indicates the
temperature of the engine lubricating oil. It reacts by
showing higher than normal temperatures if the oil
pressure system malfunctions or if engine cooling is
inadequate.

Airspeed indicator

Attitude indicator

Vertical speed indicator

Magnetic compass

Figure 2-2 Basic Flight Instruments

Turn co-ordinator
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Manifold Pressure Gauge. This instrument indicates
the pressure in the intake manifold of the engine,
which relates to the pressure developed for any given
condition of throttle setting and RPM. It is mainly used
on aircraft equipped with a constant speed propeller.
This instrument is calibrated in inches of mercury.
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Ignition System
The engine ignition system uses magnetos for its electrical power source. As an added safety feature, each
engine has two magnetos, and each cylinder has two
spark plugs firing simultaneously. Should a magneto
fail in flight, the engine will run quite satisfactorily
on the one remaining, with only a slight loss of power.

Navigation Instruments
VOR (Very High Frequency (VHF) Omnidirectional
Range) Receiver Display and Control Unit. This
instrument permits an aircraft to track to or from a
VOR ground station on any track the pilot selects.
(Automatic Direction-Finder). The A DF display
includes a pointer (often referred to as the "needle")
that points in the direction of any suitable ground radio
station tuned into the ADF receiver by the pilot.
A I>F

(Global Positioning System) Receiver. By utilizing information received from GPS satellites, the GPS
receiver displays accurate position information allowing an aircraft to fly a direct track to any point on the
Earth. The recei ver can also calcu late a variety of
navigation solutions, such as, groundspeed, track. and
time to destination.

GPS

Fuel System
The fuel system of the average training aircraft is relatively simple, but the fact that the fuel supply to the
engine is under the pilot's control requires that it be
understood thoroughly. The fuel system must be managed as outlined in the Aircraft Flight Manual.

Electrical System
The electrical system of a light aircraft is not a great
dcal different in principle from that of an automobile:
there is a generator or alternator, a starter, a battery,
a voltage regulator, an ammeter, and various switches
for carrying out routine functions.
Master Switch. When the master switch is turned on,
it connects the battery to the electrical system. Electrical power is required to operate specific instruments
and equipment and is also used to start the engine.
Once the engine is started, it runs independently from
the electrical system, requiring only the magnetos
for its operation. If the master switch is turned otT,
you will lose all electrically powered instruments and
equipment, but the engine will continue to run.

Communications System
The air-to-ground communications system usually consists of a two-way radio operating on VHF. Although
two-way, it is not simultaneous like a telephone. The
pilot presses a button on the microphone to talk, and
during this period all other nearby transmitt ers and
receivers on the same frequency are jammed. The
pilot must release the microphone button after the
transmission to receive a reply. Transmissions must be
short and to the point.

Flight Preparation
It is good practice to take all the charts and publications required for the proper navigation of the flight.
No VF R flight should leave the ground, regardless of
how short its duration, without current aeronautical
charts on board covering the area in which the flight
will be conducted.
After releasing the aircraft tie-downs, ensure that
the following actions are carried out:

I , Remove exterior flig ht contro l locks, where
applicable.
2. Remove pitot tube cover.
3. Remove wheel chocks.
4. Free flight controls of any locking or securing
system in the cockpit.
The pre-flight external line check, often referred to as
the "walk around," determines from the pilot's point
of view that the aircraft is serviceable and that it has
sufficient fuel and oil for the intended flight. A recommended line check is included in most Aircraft
Flight Manuals.
Your first impression of an aircraft cockpit may be
that it is cramped and complex. This impression will
quickly disappear as you learn the proper method of
entering the cockpit and adjusting the seat and controis. Once comfortably seated, fasten the seat-belt
and shoulder harness and learn how to adjust and
release them. Fastening the seat-belt and shoulder
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harness as soon as possible after you are seated in the
cockpit is a habit to acquire immediately.
In a seaplane operation, the practice concerning
seat-belts and shoulder harnesses is slightly different.
It is considered good seaplane practice to delay fastening seat-belts and shoulder harnesses until ready for
take-off and to release them when the aircraft reaches
the taxiing mode following a landing.
The flight instructor will explain the opening and
proper securing of doors, panels, and windows. Cabin
and baggage door latches used on most small aircraft
do not provide a conspicuous visual indication that
a door is not secure, nor are such aircraft usually
equipped with a "door open" warning device in the
cockpit. Therefore, if a pilot becomes distracted or is
otherwise inattentive when performing the pre-flight
checks, an unsecured door can be overlooke d. The
unexpected opening of a door, window, or panel during any phase of flight can be very disconcerting due
to noise and airframe buffeting. In some aircraft, control may be affected by increased drag, loss of lift,
and adverse aircraft stability. (See Exercise 29.)
The aircraft should be positioned so that the propeller slipstream does not present a hazard or nuisance
to others when the engine is started or during the subsequent engine run-up. It is discourteous and thoughtless to start an engine with the tail of the aircraft
pointed toward a hangar door, parked aircraft or automobiles, or a crowd of spectators. The ground or surface under the propeller should be firm, smooth turf
or concrete if possible, so that the propeller slipstream
does not pick up pebbles, dirt, mud, or other loose
particles and hurl them backward, damaging not only
the rear portions of the aircraft but often the propeller
itself. Avoid blocking a taxiway.
Before starting the engine, make a geographic
check of all items in the cockpit, and then do a prestart check. These checks are very important. For
example, if the brakes are not on and secure when the
engine starts, the aircraft may move forward unexpectedly. Starting the engine with the carburettor heat
on can damage the carburettor heat system should the
engine backfire. The battery may become discharged
should you vainly attempt to start the engine with the
mixture control in the idle cut-off position or with the
fuel selector valve in the "off" position.
Your flight instructor will show you the procedures
that apply to your own aircraft. The pre-take-off
checks are carried out as specified in the Aircraft
Flight Manual. One item important to remember is
that if there is to be a change in fuel tanks before
take-off, make it before the engine run-up. Then, if
a fuel malfunction exists, it will show up before
take-off.

Parking
Carefully select the surface upon which to park or stop
an aircraft. Avoid icy surfaces, since the wind exerts
considerable force upon an aircraft and may move it
even though the brakes are securely applied. During
engine start or run-up, the wheels must not be on a
slippery surface, otherwise the aircraft may move forward again st its brakes. When park ing the aircraft
make sure it is left on firm ground, otherwise it may
settle and subsequently prove very difficult to move
under its own power.
If for any reason the brakes have been used a lot,
the braking system may have been overheated. Should
the parking brake be applied immediately under these
circumstances, the brakes may self-release when the
system cools. When overheated brakes are suspected,
allow a suitable time interval for cooling to take place
before you apply the parking brake, or chock the two
main wheels, both ahead and behind each wheel, before
leaving the aircraft.
When an aeroplane is parked for any length of
time, or if high winds exist or are forecast, it should
be tied down. Tie-downs consist of appropriate lengths
of rope or nylon line attached to weights, pickets, or
other devices on or in the ground, with which the aircraft may be securely tied. The correct way to tie down
a specific aeroplane is usually outlined in the Aircraft's
Flight Manual.
In addition to the tie-down, the aircraft being parked
should also be secured as follows:
I. Secure flight controls in cockpit.
2. Set the parking brake. For additional security, place
wheel chocks ahead and behind each main wheel.
3. Install the pitot tube cover.
4. Install the exterior control locks, where applicable.

Surface Contamination
Never attempt to take off with any frost, ice, snow, or
other such contaminants on any of the critical surfaces. Critical surfaces are the wings, control surfaces,
propellers, upper surface of the fuselage on aircraft
that have rear mounted engines, horizontal stabilizers,
vertical stabilizers, or any other stabilizing surface of
an aircraft. Even a minute film of ice or frost can
seriously reduce the lift qualities of an aerofoil. It has
been demonstrated that contamination having the
thickness and roughness of medium to coarse sandpaper can reduce lift by as much as 30 percent and
increase drag by 40 percent. Insofar as frost, ice, or
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snow on other parts of the airc raft are concerned,
con sideration must be given to the additional load and
the possibility of the controls becoming jammed due
to chunks dislodgi ng or the refree zing of melting
precipitation.
Removal of the contaminant by cleaning or de-i cing
can be accomplished in ma ny ways; using squeegees,
bru shes, broo ms, etc., or by using approved de-icing
fluids containing various mixtures of hot wate r and
glyco l depending on the co nditions .
De-icing fluids with higher co ncentrations of glycol
may provide some protect ion against refree zing, but
do not provide much protection against further accumulation. Accumulations of mud can be removed
through washing. In winter cond itions , care must be
taken to ensure that the water used docs not result in
a covering of ice.
Only close inspection can determi ne if an aircraft
is clea n, and the inspection sho uld be performed just
prior to take-off if there is a possibility that the aircra ft
may be contaminated. In some cases while taxiing,
wate r, snow, and mud could be thrown up onto the
wings and tail surfaces by the wheels, prope ller(s), or
other aircraft. If the pilot cannot co nfirm that the aircraft is clean, the take-off must not be attem pted . It
is the ultimate responsibility o f the pilot-in-command
to ensure that the aircraft is in a condition for safe
flight.
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survival. Due to the varyi ng climate and terra in of a
country as vast as Canada it is difficult to spec ify all
requi rements; however, you can use as a guide the
eq uipment and clothing listed under the followi ng
subj ect headings in Transport Canada's Aeronautical
Inf ormation Publication: " Sparsely Se ttled Areas: '
" ELT (Emergency Locato r Transmitte r);' "Life-Saving
Equipment,'" and "Si ngl e-En gine Aircraft Operating
in Northern Canada:'

Emergency Locator Transmitter
(ELT)
An ELT is a unit carried on board an aircraft which,
when activated, transmits a distinctive audible signal on
the emergency frequ encies of 121.5 megahertz (MHz)
and 243 .0 kilohertz (KHz) . Th is enables search and
rescue personnel to quickly locate downed aircraft .
As there are many types on the market, you should
be fami liar with how to operate the ELT in the aircraft
you are flying . Deta ils o n the need to carry an ELT
and its testing and use may be found in the Search
and Rescue section of the Aeronautical Information
Publication.

Passenger Safety Briefing
Survival Equipment and Clothing
Because the average light aircraft is as comfortab le
and warm as an automobile, there may be a temptation
to treat the need for proper clothing and survival
equipment too lightl y. Should you be forced to make
an unschedu led landing, there is every possibi lity that
the landing site will be in a remote or isolated area
where warmth and shelter are not immediately at
hand. Proper clothing and equ ipment at such a time
arc essential to your welfare, perhaps even to your

If you are carry ing passengers, a safety briefi ng is
essential. They should know about the use of seatbelts and shoulder harnesses, smoking limitations, and
how the doors work. Th ey should know what actions
to expect in the event of an emergency landing. To be
prepared for this, they must know the locat ion and use
of eme rgency exits, the ELT, the fire ext inguisher, the
fi rst-aid kit, and other item s for use in an emerge ncy.
Items specific to the aircraft being used (e.g. life vests)
must be incl uded in the briefing.

EXERCISE THREE

Ancillary Controls

Although the usual definition of ancillary is "subordinate to" or "auxiliary;' ancillary controls arc vital
to the safe and comfortable operation of an aircraft.
The ancillary controls to be discussed here are the
carburettor heat control, the mixture control, and the
environmental controls.

I ce=~-

:::::= Ice

Carburettor Heat Control
Icing
Under certain moist (and "moist" is a key word)
atmospheric conditions, with air temperatures ranging
anywhere from - l3°C to +38°C, it is possible for ice
to form in the induction system (Fig. 2-3). The rapid
cooling in the induction system using a float type carburettor is caused by the absorption of heat from the
air during vaporization of the fuel and is also due in
part to the high expansion of air through the carburettor venturi. As a result of the latter two influences,
the temperature in the venturi may drop as much as
21°C below the temperature of the incoming air. If
this air contains a large amount of moisture, the cooling process can cause precipitation in the fonn of icc,
which may build up to such an extent that a drop in
power output results and, if not corrected, may cause
complete engine stoppage. Indications of icing to the
pilot are a loss of RPM with a fixed pitch propeller,
and a loss of manifold pressure with a constant speed
propeller, together with the accompanying airspeed
loss and engine roughness with both types.
To counteract the formation of carburettor ice, an
aircraft is equipped with a controllable system for preheating the air before it enters the carburettor.

Carburettor Heat
Always anticipate possible icing and use carburettor
heat before the ice forms. However, should ice begin
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Figure 2-3 Carburettor Icing

to form, use the "full hot" position long enough to
be sure of eliminating the ice. Using full heat will
initially cause a loss of power and possible engine
roughness. Heated air directed into the induction system will melt the ice, which goes through the engine
as water, causing some of the roughness and more
power loss. Despite this temporary roughness and
power loss, a pilot is not damaging the engine at a
cruise power of 75 percent or less with any amount
of heat.

Ancillary Controls

When using carb urettor heat, there are related factors to remember. The engine loses an average of 9
percent of its power when full heat is applied, due to
the reduced volumetric efficiency of heated air and
loss of the ram air feature. Carburettor heat also creates a richer mixture. which may cause the engine to
run rough, particularly in the full hot position. If there
is any throttle available, bring the power up to the
former RPM setting. then lean out and readjust the
mixture until the engine runs smoothly again. Readj ust the mixture as subsequent throttle and carbureno r
heat changes arc made.
At low power such as in the traffic pattern, it may
not be practical to lean the mixture.
Carburettor icing may be controlled or avoided by
adopting the following practices:
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I. Start the engine with the carburettor heat control
in the "cold" position, to avoid damage to the carburettor heat system.
2. When relative humidity is high and the summer
ambient temperature is below 28°C, use carburettor
heat immediately before take-off. In general, carburcu or heat shou ld not be used whi le taxiing
be cau se in the "on" position. intake air usuall y
bypasses the carburertor air filter.
3. Avoid using earburettor heat during take-off since
it may cause detonation and possible engine damage.
An exception to this might be in very low temperature areas, which call for special procedures.

CARB ICING
CAUTION - chart not valid when operatmq on MOGAS
The curves encompass conditions known to be
favou rable lor carbu renor icing. The sev erity of
this problem varie s with different types. but these
curv es are a guide for the typical light aircraft.
Cautl on : Ug ht icing over a prolonged period
may become serious. When you rece ive a
weather briel ing, note the temperature and dew
point and cons ult this chart.
MOGA S Wamin I .

Moderate idrg affects cruse
powe r; serious icirg
affects glide power

Serious icing affects any power

~/I 'O"

Dew point
('1::)

Serious icing affects
glide powe r

~"""":~~ '------+------1 0"

Lig ht icing affects
glide or cruse power

zt::;;:;;......i - - i - - i - - i - i -10"
- 20"

- 10"

0"

10"
Anbient teroerense ("C)

Figu re 2-4 Carburettor Icing Graph

20"
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4 . Remain alert after take-off for indications of car-

5.

6.

7.
8.

9. During descents when carburettor icing is present
or suspected, apply full carburettor heat and periodically apply sufficient power so that enough
engine heat is produced to prevent or disperse ice.
This is a general rule for many aircraft. Consult
the Aircraft Flight Manual for the procedures in a
specific aircraft.

burettor icing, especially when visible moisture is
present.
With a carburettor air temperature gauge, partial
carburettor heat should be used as necessary to
maintain safe temperatures to forestall icing. Without such instrumentation, use full heat, if you consider carburettor heat necessary.
When carburettor ice is suspected, immediately
apply full heat. Watch for a power loss to indicate
the presence of carburettor heat, then an increase
in power as ice me lts.
If carburettor ice persists after a period of full heat,
gradually increase power to obtain the greatest
amount of carburettor heat.
Carburettor icing can occur with the ambient temperature as high as +38°C and humidity as low as
50 percent. Remain especially alert with a combination of ambient temperature below +28°C and
high relative humidity. The possibility of carburettor icc decreases (a) in the range below O°C,
because of Icsscned humidity as the temperature
decreases, and (b) at around - 10°C because of ice
crystals that pass through the induction system
harmlessly. It should be remembered that if the
intake air does contain ice crystals, carburettor heat
might actually cause earburettor icing by melting
the crystals and raising the moisture laden air to
the icing temperature.

A
B

Carburettor heat on
Carburettor heal off

The diagram of a carburettor heat system (Fig. 2-5)
shows that when the system is in the "heat on" mode,
air entering the carburettor is no longer filtered. This
is the main reason for ensuring that the system is in
the "heat off" mode when taxiing. At ground level
thc air may be laden with airborne particles harmful
to the engine if ingested; at 100 feet above ground
level this possibility is almost negligible.
There is a misconception that it does not matter to
the efficiency of the engine whether the carburettor
heat is on or off. If this were true, engine manufacturers would design their engines so that heated air
was constantly directed through the carburettor air
intake system, to completely eradicate the problem of
carburettor icing. But they don't, because the application of carburcttor heat in standard atmospheric
conditions will:
I. Reduce the maximum power output of the engine.
2. Increase fuel consumption.

Cartcrenor heat valve

~

Carburettor

T

Outside air

~

--+

7

--+

Carbu-ettor heat control

Carburettor air filter

Heater muff

Exhaust pipe
Figure 2-5 Carburettor Heat System
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As the ambient temperature decreases, the effect of
carburettor heat on the efficiency of the engine also
decreases. Light aircraft engines operated at extremely
low (winter) ambient temperatures may require the
warming influence of carburettor heat to ensur e
adequate response to throttle application.

Mixture Control
As an aircraft gains altitude, the surrounding air
becomes less dense. Atmospheric pressure of approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch at sea level is
only 10.2 pounds per square inch at 10,000 feet above
sea level. At altitude, the engine draws a lesser weight
of air into its cylinders than it does on the ground. If
the weight of the fuel drawn into the cylinders
remained the same, regardless of altitude, the mixture
would become too rich at altitude.
Since the carburettor of an aircraft engine is
adjusted to give maximum power for take-off, as the
aircraft gains height the fuel/air mixture gradually
becomes too rich. This imbalance may be corrected by
use of the mixture control, which is a lever or push-pull
knob within easy reach of the pilot.
To obtain the best performance from an engine a
proper fuel/air mixture is important. Unless otherwise
specified, the customary procedure is to take off and
climb with the control in the "full rich" position, and
leave it there while operating within the airport traffic
pattern. Within certain bounds an aircraft engine runs
cooler with a rich mixture, and since a power setting
greater than that of normal cruising power generates
much more undesirable heat, the enriched mixture
contributes to the welfare of the engine. Some Aircraft
Flight Manuals suggest leaving the mixture control
lever in the "full rich" position below specific altitudes. Only on rare occasions would mixture control
have to be leaned for take-off and climb, for example
at airports with a very high elevation. Some aerodromes on the North American continent have field
elevations of over 5,000 feet.
Correct procedures for mixture control are outlined
in the Aircraft Flight Manual. However, the generally
accepted procedure for leaning the mixture is to move
the mixture control slowly toward the "lean" position
until maximum RPM is obtained with a fixed power
setting. Then, move the mixture control toward "rich"
until a decrease in RPM is just perceptible. This produces optimum power for the throttle setting, with a
slightly rich mixture to prevent overheating, since sustained operation with the mixture too lean can damage
the engine. It is important to note that aircraft performance chart fuel flow and range figures are based
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on the recommended lean mixture setting detailed in
the Aircraft Flight Manual.
Many light aircraft pilots place the mixture control
in the "full rich" position prior to a routine descent
from altitude. The prime reasons for doing this are to
ensure that the mixture will not be too lean should
there be a sudden need for power and to guarantee
that the control is in the proper position for the
approach to landing. Ideally, the mixture should be
adjusted gradually toward "full rich" as the descent
progresses. An overrich mixture tends to cool an
engine, which is probably already being overcooled
due to the lower power-to-speed ratio of the descent
itself. Prolonged descents with the mixture in the
"rich" position have been cited by some engine manufacturers as one of the causes of premature spark
plug failure.
The correct adjustment of the mixture control and
a technical knowledge of how it affects the engine,
plus its overall effect on the total aircraft operation
are most important, especially during cross-country
flights in a varying environment. For example, when
the fuel/air mixture is too rich:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The engine may not develop the rated power.
The engine will run unevenly.
The engine may operate cooler than is desirable.
Fuel is wasted.
There is increased possibility of spark plug fouling.
Range is reduced.

On the other hand, when the fuel/air ratio is too lean:
I. Power will be lost.
2. The engine may run TOughly and be subject to
unnecessary vibration.
3. The engine may operate hotter than is desirable.
4. The engine may be damaged due to detonation.

Under normal flight conditions, if an aircraft is not
equipped with fuel/air ratio instruments, it is best to
adjust the mixture so that it is on the rich side.

Environmental Controls
Windshield Defogger
At all times the windshield of an aircraft should be
kept clear and free of anything that will interfere with
forward visibility, not only for control purposes but
also to see outside fixed obstructions and other air
traffic clearly. For those aircraft so equipped. the
windshield defogging system will generally keep the
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windshield clear of interior fogging when the aircraft
is in flight; however, while taxiing or waiting at the
take-off position, or during run-ups, windshield fogging may occur. On these occasions, fogging may be
controlled by opening the aircraft door or window
slightly to improve interior air circulat ion. This procedure has also been found effective for aircraft without windshield defoggers.
Take care to ensure that the door and window are
closed and properly latched again before take-off.

Heating and Ventilation
The cabin heating arrangement of most training aircraft consists of a controllable system of directing outside ram air (air entering an air inlet as a result of the
forward motion of the aircraft), through an exhaust
manifold heat exchanger and by flexible tubing into
the cabin area. Many aircraft are also equipped with
a controllable system for bringing in outside air to
coot the cabin during hot weather.

EXERCISE FOUR

Taxiing

Taxiing is the generally accepted word for manoeuvring an aircraft on either water or land surfaces. The
prime purpose of taxiing is to manoeuvre the aircraft
to the take-off position and return it to the apron after
landing. Study the aerodrome chart and the runway
and taxiway layout of all aerodromes you intend to
use so that taxiing can be carried out expeditiously
and safely.
Taxiways are identified by letters and spoken as
Alpha, Bravo, Delta, Echo, etc.
Part of the taxi clearance that an aircraft could
receive from a control tower might sound like this:
". . . the runway in use is two six - cleared to taxi via
taxiways Bravo and Echo." This means that you first
use taxiway Bravo, then turn onto taxiway Echo. You
must know the taxiway and runway layout in order to
determine the direction of turn from one taxiway to
another. In the above taxi clearance the control tower
has cleared your aircraft to, but not onto the runway
in use; you will not have to ask permission to cross
other runways. When the tower wants you to report
crossing other runways it will be stated in your taxi
clearance, but this does not relieve you of the responsibility of ensuring that other aircraft are not using
these runways before you cross them.
Should you be told to "hold short" of any particular spot such as a taxiway, runway, or perhaps a terminal parking gate, that portion of the clearance must
be "read back" to the controller.
At large, unfamiliar airports, especially those that
use more than one runway simultaneously for takeoffs and landings, taxiing an aircraft in the correct
direction can be complicated and puzzling. Do not
hesitate to ask the control tower or ground control for
guidance if there is any doubt in your mind concerning correct procedure. Mention that you are a student
pilot or unfamiliar with the airport; you will find Air
Traffic Control personnel very co-operative and

helpful.

Weathercocking. Taxiing a single-engine aircraft
with a tail wheel in moderate to high winds can
require effort and skill, due to its tendency to weathercock (continually wanting to head into wind). In the
case of the aircraft with a nose wheel arrangement the
wcathercocking tendency is far less; as a result such
aircraft are easier to control and manoeuvre on the
ground, except under strong wind conditions.
Commence Taxiing. More engine power is required
to start an aircraft moving, than to keep it moving.
The amount depends on several things, but the principal factor is the degree of firm ness of the surface
upon which the aircraft is resting. In any case the
throttle may have to be used more or less liberally,
but once the aircraft starts to move, power must be
reduced promptly. As soon as the aircraft starts moving, test the brakes by bringing it to a smooth full
stop. The brakes may not operate perfectly, and it is
important to know ju st how efficiently they are
working.
Turning. Most light aircraft have steerable nose
wheels or tail wheels connected to the rudder system,
and under most circumstances they may be manoeuvred on the ground by this feature alone, without
using brakes to assist turning. To turn the aircraft to
the left, move the left rudder pedal forward; to maintain a straight heading, neutralize the rudder pedals.
The amount of rudder pedal action required to
establish a desired heading varies according to the
radius of turn, the condition of the manoeuvring surface, and the strength and direction of the wind. Of
these three the wind has the most influence. In aircraft
with differential braking systems (a separate brake
system for each main wheel), a turn may be assisted
by applying a suff icient amount of brake pressure on
the same side as the rudder pedal being used to
initiate the tum . Use brakes sparingly and never
harshly.
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Taxiing

Taxi speed and look-out. It is considered poor practice to taxi an aircraft with excessive power settings
and then control speed with continual braking. This
may lead to overheating of the brakes and reduce their
effectiveness. The lower the speed, the easier it will be
to stop: taxi slowly and remember that there is a slight
interval between the time the pilot initiate s a change
in speed or direction and the time the change actually
occurs.
It is essential that the view ahead be unobstructed
by the nose of the aircraft ; in the case of many tail
wheel aircraft, it may therefore be necessary to zigzag,
first looking out one side of the aircraft and then the
other, to ascertain that the taxiway is clear.
Use of controls while taxiing. When taxiing directly
cross-wind, if the control column is held to the side
from which the wind is coming, the deflection of the
ailerons will help maintain directional control. Various
amounts of rudder will be required to prevent the aircraft from turning into the wind and to maintain a
constant direction along the taxiway. When taxiing into
wind and a right turn is desired, holding the control
column to the left will assist the turn (and vice versa).
Take extra care when taxiing nose wheel aircraft,
particularly those with a high wing, in strong quartering tail winds. To understand this term, picture an
aircraft taxiing on a heading of, say, due north. Any
wind blowing from a southeasterly or a southwesterly
direction would be a quartering tail wind. When taxiing in strong quartering tailwinds, the elevators
should be down (control column forward) and the
aileron, on the side from which the wind is blowing,
down (Fig. 2-6). As an added precaution, avoid sharp
braking and sudden bursts of power.
You should realize that some manufacturers of nose
wheel aircraft recommend the use of ailerons at variance to this method. In all cases the recommendations
of the manufacturer should be followed.
When turning from downwind to upwind (into
wind), slow down. The inherent tendency for an aircraft to turn into wind, further aggravated by too much
forward speed, can introduce an excessive amount of
centrifugal force. Coupled with top-heaviness, the additional centrifugal force may cause the aircraft to overturn. At the very least it may result in an undesirable
side force being placed on various components.
When the manoeuvring area is soft or very rough,
and more power is being used than would be normal
for a finn level surface, it is best to taxi with the
control column held firmly back, unless the wind
strength and direction dictate otherwise.
Except when the air is still, the amount of foot
pressure that must be applied to a rudder pedal to
execute a manoeuvre or maintain a heading on the

Use up aileron on
LJ-l wing and neutral
elevator

Use down aileron on
LH wing and down
elevator
~

Use up aileron on
RH wing and
neutral elevator

Use down aileron on
RH wing and down
elevator

Wind direction

Note: Strong quartering tail winds require caution:
avoid sudden bursts on the throttle and sharp
braking when the aircraft is in this attitude. Usethe
steereble nosewheel and rudder to maintain
direction.

Figure 2-6 Taxiing Diagram

ground depends basically on the wind velocity, the
speed at which the aircraft is taxiing, and whether the
aircraft has a tail wheel or a nose wheel landing gear
arrangement. Of these three wind velocity is the most
important.
Because of the many influencing factors, the aircraft's response to steering on the ground varies. In
reasonably still air, steering can be almost as positive
as that of an automobile , but control difficu lties
increase as wind velocity increases. Relatively little
pressure on the rudder pedal is required to tum an aircraft into wind, but considerable pressure and coarse
movement may be necessary to tum the aircraft out of
wind. In addition, once the aircraft is started into the
tum, this pressure may have to be varied to maintain
the desired radius of tum . It may be necessary under
some cir cumstance s, especially in the case of a tail
wheel aircraft, to anticipate the need for a control action
before the requirement for such action becomes evident.
For example, when turning into wind you may have
to anticipate a need for opposite rudder pressure to
arrest the tum, so that it does not become too sharp.
It is impossible to rule on a specific taxiing speed
that will assure safety at all times. The primary
requirement for safe taxiing is complete control of the

Taxiing

aircraft. which means the ability to stop or tum where
and when necessary. The speed should be slow enough
that when the throttle is closed the aircraft may be
stopped promptly. However. it is again emphasized that
safe taxiing is directly related to wind velocity: the
stronger the wind, the more slowly the aircraft should
be manoeuvred on the ground.
When taxiing on a soft surface, such as a muddy
field or in slush or snow, maintain speed at a slow,
steady pace, otherwise the aircraft may come to a halt
before power can be reapplied. This may necessitate
the use of near full power to begin moving again.
Besides being bad for the engine, this carries the risk
of the propeller picking up lumps of mud, ice, snow,
etc., damaging itself or other parts of the aircraft.
It is poor practice to turn or try to tum an aircraft
by pivoting it about a stationary main wheel through
the use of differential brake. If differential braking is
used to assist a tum, allow the braked wheel to rotate
forward sufficiently to avoid putting a twisting strain
on the wheel and strut assembly.
When starting to taxi, first let the aircraft roll forward slowly and centre the nose or tail wheel. This
will prevent the possibility of a swerve into another
aircraft or a nearby obstruction.
Instrument Checks. While taxiing in an area clear of
obstacles and other aircraft. check the turn-and-bank
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indicator (T&O), attitude indicator (AI), and heading
indicator (HI) for deflection, displacement, and indications as follows:

Instrument

Taxiing
Straight

T&8 Need le
T&8 Ball
Al Bar
HI Degrees

Centre
Centre
Steady
Steady

Turn ing

Len
Le.
Right
Steady
Decreasing

Turn ing
Right
Rig ht
Lett
Steady
Increasing

Marshalling. When an aircraft is receiving outside
guidance, it is being marshalled. It is always wise to
have competent outside help when taxiing on an icy
surface, in high winds. or in congested areas. The
standard system of marshalling signals may be found
in Transport Canada's Aeronautical Inf ormation Publication (A. I.P.) Canada.
Taxiway Courtesy. Never block a taxiway unnecessarily. If for some reason the engine warm-up or runup will cause delays to aircraft behind you, choose
some other convenient place on the airport to carry
out these functions.

EXERCISE FIVE

Attitudes and Movements

In this exercise you will learn the range of attitudes
through which the aircraft will normally be operated
and how the movements necessary to achieve and
maintain the desired attitudes of flight are produced
and controlled. Some of these matters may appear
complicated on paper, but you will gain understanding
very quickly when they arc demonstrated in the air.

tones, "You have control." This should be imrnediately acknowledged by the words, "I have control."
When the flight instructor wishes to take over control
of the aircraft, the instructor does so and at the same
time says, "1 have control." The student acknowledges
immediately by saying, "You have control"

Attitudes
Look-out
Now that flight training has begun in earnest, start
observing this rule: look around. For safety in flight,
keep alert for other aircraft. Look continually. Realize
that there is a blind spot beneath your aircraft and
never assume that others see you. Be especially alert
during periods of nose-up attitudes of your aircraft,
when the blind spot enlarges due to a decrease in forward visibility.
A pilot must be constantly on the look-out for other
aircraft and must keep up a continuing search of the
sky. It is commonly believed that the eye sees everything in its field with equal clarity. This is not so. Fix
your gaze about 5 degrees to one side of this page,
and you will no longer be able to read the printed
material. Studies have revealed that the eye perceives
very poorly when it is in motion. Wide sweeping eye
excursions are almost futile and may be a hazard,
since they give the impression that large areas of sky
have been examined. A series of short, regularly
spaced eye movements is recommended for maximum
efficiency in searching the sky.

Transfer of Control
During flight training there must be a clear understanding, between the student and the flight instructor,
of who has control of the aircraft at a given moment.
Whoever is handing over control should say in clear
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The basic attitude of an aircraft is termed a cruise
attitude. Cruise attitude is the datum (reference point)
to which all other attitudes of flight are related. It can
be defined as the aircraft attitude for level flight at a
constant altitude and airspeed, using a recommended
cruise power setting, with the wings parallel to the
horizon. All attitudes arc considered as being relative
to the horizon.
The attitudes of flight may be broken down into
two groups:
Pitch Attitudes. Any attitude of the nose of the aircraft above or below the reference datum. Fig. 2-7
illustrates a range of pitch attitudes above and below
the reference datum and indicates the approximate
attitude limits for this stage of training. The attitudes
above the datum are termed "nose-up attitudes;' and
those below, "nose-down attitudes."
Bank Attitudes. Any attitude of the wings of the aircraft when inclined relative to the datum. Fig. 2-8
illustrates a range of bank attitudes relative to the reference datum. The illustration indicates the approximate bank attitude limits for this stage of training.
The airspeed for flight in the cruise attitude
selected should be noted, as it will be referred to when
nose-up and nose-down attitudes arc demonstrated.
The other flight instruments will be referred to frequently. If you have an appreciation of the performance of your aircraft by reference to flight

Attitudes and Movements
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gers, not grabbed and squ eezed. Apprehension and
ten sion may result in a tendency to choke the control
column. Develop ing such a habit destroys "feel" .

Nose-up attitude

not exceeded in
normaJ fight

Nose-up

Control Response

attitudes

Cruise
attitude

Nose-down
attitudes
Nose--daMl altitude
not exceeded in

normaJ flight
The position of the nosein the cn..ise altitudeis the
datum (or reference altitude) lor pitch attitudes.

Figure 2-7 Pitch Att itudes
The position of the wings in the cruise attitude is the
datum (or reference attitude) for bank attitudes.

The amount of control movement required to achieve
a desired flight response depends to a great extent on
the speed of the air flowing over or past the ailerons,
elevators, and rudder. The cruise attitude airspeed may
be con sidered the design datum for control effec tivene ss; at speed s above cruise speed, the co ntrols
beco me firmer, and the re is a greater rea ct ion to
equivalent control movement. At lower cruisi ng airspeeds , the co ntrols becom e more yield ing and less
effort is needed to move them, but relatively more
control movement may be needed to achie ve an attitude change . The ailerons, being out side o f the prope ller slipstrea m, react consistently w ith a irspeed
changes, but the elevators and rudder do not (except
in a power-off descent). Since the elevators and rudder
are in the propeller slipstream, they will remain sensitive to control movement. This sensitivity increases
with increase of power more or less independently of
airspeed in the low ranges, until the cru ise attitude
airspeed is reached . In a power-assisted descent at a
low airspeed., the aileron control will require relatively
coarse movement, whereas elevator and rudder control
movements will remain relatively fine to achieve the
desired control respon se.

Movements, Controls, and Axes
Bankattitudes
not exceeded in

Rangeof normal
bank attitudes

normal flight

Figure 2-8 Bank Attitudes

instruments, as well as by outside reference, you will
develop from the start the habit of mon itoring your
own and the aircraft's perform ance continuously.

The fundam ental consideration is the method of control of the three movements o f the aircraft. In any
aircraft all three movements are around one central
fulcrum, the Centre of Gravity, and they can be defined
relative to the pilot and/or the air craft as foll ows
(Fig. 2-9):

Handling the Contro ls

1. Pltchlngr any movement aro und the lateral axis.
2. Rollin g: any movement around the longitudinal
axis.
3. Yawing: any movement around the norma l (vertical) axis.

During the air exerc ises the position of the feet, when
applying pre ssure to the rudd er pedals, should be
comfortable, with most of their weig ht supported by
the heels in contact with the floor, thus allowing a
fine sensitivity o f touch with the toes. The control
co lumn should be held firmly but lightly with the fin-

These movements are always relative to the airc raft
and the pilot, regardless of the aircraft's position relative to the horizon. This may be difficult to visualize
here but will become apparent in flight.
The three movements of an aircraft (Fig. 2-9),
pitchin g, rollin g, and yawing, are governed by the
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Movement about the lateral axis is called the
pitching movement and is produced and
controlled by the elevators or stabilator.
Lateral
Axis

Movement about the longitudi nal axis is
called the rolling movement and is produced
and controlled by the ailerons.
Longitudinal
Axis

~~

1/

h

( nr'
Normal
Axis

Figure 2-9 Aircraft Axes and Movements

,,"

)

Movement about the normal axis is called
the ya wing movement and is controlled by
the rudder.

Attitudes and Movements
three controlling surfaces - elevators, ailerons, and
rudder. The elevators are used to produce and control
the pitching movement required to achieve and maintain the de sired pit ch attitudes. The ailero ns are
used to produce and co ntrol the rolling movement
required to achieve and maintain lateral level and
bank attitudes. The rudder is used to control yawing
movement.
Yaw may occur adversely for many reasons: turbulence. power changes. or misuse of rudder. Failure
to control yaw may cause the aircraft to slip or skid
and ultimately roll; therefore. control of yaw is very
necessary to mainta in co-ordinated flight.
The following statements concerning the flight controls will be true regardless of the position of the aircraft relative to the earth.
1. When backward pressure is applied to the control
column, the nose pitches up.
2. When forward pressure is applied to the control
column, the nose pitches down.
3. When the aileron control is moved to the right, the
aircraft rolls to the right.
4. When the aileron contro l is moved to the left, the
aircraft rolls to the left.
5. When the left rudder ped al is pu shed. the nose
yaws to the left.
6. When the right rudder pedal is pushed, the nose
yaws to the right.

Inert ia
An aircraft posses ses inertia. It tries to continue on its
original path even when forces are introduced to
change that path. Thus when the controls are moved
there may be a slight lapse of time before the flight
path changes, even after the attitude has been altered.
The attitude of the aircraft is always referred to as
relative to the horizon. The horizon referre d to is the
earth 's natural horizon, but the inference also includes
the horizon bar of the attitude indicator.

Flight Instrument Indications
During the pitch and bank demonstrations, the insrructor will ask you to observe the indicatio ns of certai n
flight instrume nts.
When the aircraft is pitched into a nose-up attitude,
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I. Airspeed decreases.
2. The miniature aircraft will be above the horizon
bar of the attitude indicator.

When the aircraft is pitched into a nose-down attitude,
1. Airspeed increases.
2. The miniature aircraft will be below the horizon
bar of the attitude indicator.
When the aircraft is rolled into a banked attitude for
a tum,
I . The miniature aircraft will indicate a bank in relation to the horizon bar on the attitude indicator.
2. The heading indicator shows a change in direction.
3. The turn-and- bank ind icator need le will be
deflected in the direction of the tum ; if the tum is
co-ordinated, the ball will be centred.
When the aircraft is pitched up or down while banking
left or right, the instrume nt indications will be a combination of those indicated during the individual attitude demonstration s. For example, should the aireraft
be pitched into a nose-down attitude while in a coordinated bank to the left:
1. The airspeed will increase .
2. The miniature aircraft will be below and banked to
the left in relation to the horizon bar of the attitude
indicator.
3. The needle of the tum-and-bank indicator will be
deflected to the left, and the ball will be cent red.
4. The heading indicator will show decreasing degree s
of heading.
5. Th e altime ter will show a constant decrease in
altitude.
This is your first real training exercise. Many new and
relatively strange events seem to be occurring rapidly.
Even after the exercise has been demonstrated in the
air, there are bound to be things you do not fully
understand. This is perfectly natural, so do not hesitate
to question your flight instructor concerning areas that
still appear vague to you.
At a certain stage you may feel that you cannot do
anything right, that you lack co-ordination and comprehension, that you aren't learn ing anything . All students go through this stage. Stay determined and you
will discover that learnin g comprehension and coordination will sharpen as you become more familiar
with the aircraft and the environme nt in which it
operates.

EXERCISE SIX

Straight-and-Level Flight

Straight-and-level flight may be described as holding
a steady direction with the wings laterally level while
maintaining a constant altitude. This skill is essential
in all of your subsequent training, so it is important to
establish correct habits in this exercise.
Straight-and-level fli ght is achieved by the restrained
use of all three flight controls. It is normal for minor
variations to occur in heading, altitude, and airspeed.
Pilots constantly strive for accuracy by checking the
instruments and making prompt, small corrections to
keep performance within close tolerances. In smooth
air, the actual control movements are so small that it
is more a question of applying slight pressure than any
appreciable displacement of the flying controls.
In this exercise, straight-and-level flight will be
demonstrated and practised, using the cruise attit ude
as the focal point around which variations of attitudes
and airspeed s in straight-and-level flight will be
achieved. The cruise attitude is established by visually
fixing the relationship of some portion of the aircraft,
usually the nose and the wing tips, with the horizon.
As experience is gained, you will develop a sense of
being level but the visual aids will be used as checks.
Straight fli ght is maintained by keeping the wings
level and applying the necessary pressures on the rudder
pedals to prevent yaw. If you allow the aireraft to bank,
it will begin to turn in the direction of the lower wing.
Use the heading indicator to maintain straight flight.
This instrument must first be set by readings taken
from the magnetic compass and reset every fifteen
minutes thereafter to remain accurate.

Magnetic Compass
Due to the construction of the magnetic compass,
errors occur duri ng ni ght in turbulent air or while
turning or changing speed. The errors presented here,
classified as acceleration error and turning error, are
valid only for flight in the Northern Hemisphere.
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As you accelerate on a heading of east or west, the
compass indicates a turn to the north . The compass
returns to its previous heading as the accelerat ion
subsides . A deceleration will produce the opposite
effect. The compass will indicate a tum to the south
and will return to its previous heading as the deceleration diminishes. Acceleration/deceleration error is most
pronounced on headings of east and west and diminishes to no effect on headings of north and south.
Turning erro r is most pronounced when you are
turning from a heading of north or south. When you
begin a turn from a heading of north, the compass
initially indicates a tum in the opposite direction. Once
the tum is established the compass will show the tum,
but it will lag behind the actual heading. When you
begin a turn from a heading of south the compass will
indicate a tum in the correct direction, however, it will
lead the actual heading. The amount of lag or lead
diminishes as the turn progresses until the aircraft
reaches a heading of east or west, at which point the
turning error is nil.
When turning from a heading of cast or west to a
heading of south there is no error as you begin the
turn. However, as the heading approaches south the
compass increasingly leads the actual aircraft heading.
The opposite is true when turning from a heading of
cast or west to a heading of north. In this case the
compass increasingly lags the actual aircraft heading
as it approaches north.
The magnetic compass reads correctly only when
the aircraft is in straight unaccelerated flight. In other
words, you can set the compass when flying straight
in either level, climbing, or descending flight
provided the airspeed is constant. When taking
readings under turbulent conditions it may be
necessary to take two or three readings and average the
results or read the mean of the swing of the compass.

Straight-and-Level Flight
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Effect of Power

Redu cing Airspeed

The air pushed backward by a propeller revol ves with
considerable force around an aircraft in flight, in the
same dire ction as the rotation of the propeller, cau sing
an increased pressure on one side o f the fin . This produces a forc e that moves the tail sideways and cau ses
the ai rcraft to yaw. To compensate for this action, the
fin may be slightly offset, either aerodynamically or
mechanically, to provide optimum directional balance
at no rma l cru ise power settings . An increa se in power,
which increases the rotational force of the propeller
slipstream, will cause airc raft with clockwise rotating
propellers to yaw to the left. A decrease in power will
cause the aircraft to yaw to the right. Th is action can
be readily observ ed if power is increased or decreased.
Any tenden cy fo r the aircraft to yaw wi th power
changes should be antic ipated and prevent ed by appropriate use of rudder.
Whe n power is increased, the nose will pitch up
an d if no co mpe ns ating co ntro l movem ent is ma de ,
the aircra ft will begin to climb. Decrease power and
the nose will pitch dow n and if no control adj ustment
is made the aircraft will start to descend. Whcn power
adjustments are made to increas e or dec rea se airspeed
in straight-and- level fli gh t, immed iate fl ight control
adju stments are required to keep the nose from pitching up or down . As power is increa sed or decreased,
keep the pitch attitude constan t with appropriate elevator control pressur e. W hen the ai rcraft is at the
de sir ed airspe ed, trim to reli eve the contro l pressure
requ ired to maintain straight-and-Ievel fligh t.

To reduce the airspeed wh ile in straight-an d-level
flight, throttl e back smoothly to the power setting esti mated for the speed desired. Ant icipate and prevent any
yaw that will occur as a result of the power change.
Apply sufficient back pressure to the co ntrol co lumn
to maintain the desired altitude. Keep the wing s level.
At fir st, the back pressure needed will be barely perceptible, but as the speed decreases, the pressure needed
will increase. When the desired airsp eed is reac hed,
readjust the power setting, then trim the aircraft.

Attitude Plus Power Equals Performance
A question often arises co ncern ing whic h coc kpit controls have primary control over ai r speed and altitude.
The tru th is that neither elevator nor thro ttle controls
airspeed or alt itude inde pendently. The elevators contro l the pitch attitude of the aircraft, and the throttle
controls the power. An expression you will hcar many
time s in yo ur flight career explai ns this: "Attitude plus
power equals performance."
When an airc raft is in the cruise attitude , forward
or backward pressure on the control colum n will affect
both speed and he ight. Likewise, changes in power
settings can affect both speed and height. This may
prompt the quest ion of which control takes preceden ce
in a manoeuvre that require s adju stme nt of both power
and flight co ntrols. The fact is that the contro ls are
interdependen t, since changes in speed in the cru ise
attitude require simultaneous adjustment of the thrott le
and e levator controls. Any concept to th e cont rary
will only delay progress in acqui ring the control co ordination needed to man oeuvre an airc raft from one
airspeed to anothe r.

Increasing Airspeed
To increase the airspeed while in straight-and-levc1
flight , advan ce the throttle smoothly to the power setting estimated for the speed desired. At the same time ,
apply su ff icient forward pressure to the co ntro l colum n to keep the altitude from inc rea sing . Keep the
w ing s level. When the de si red ai rspeed is reach ed ,
readjust the power setting, then trim the aircraft.
Increasing and decrea sing airspeed in level fligh t
has impo rtant practical appl icatio ns. For example, you
necd this skill to maintain correc t spacing with othe r
aircraft in the circuit. At a busy airpo rt, aircraft have
vary ing circuit and approach spee ds . It may be necessary at one point in the circu it to maintain a high
cruise speed and then red uce speed at another point to
f it safely into the traffic pattern while mai ntaining a
constant altitude.
Stra ig ht-and- Iev el requires min imum use of th e
controls if the airc raft is pro perl y trimmed and the air
is smooth. In roug h air, more physical effort and co ordi nation are needed to maintain heading and altitu de.

Trim
As you increase and decrease airspeed, you will feel
pressure on the controls as you try to ma intain level
flight. The morc the speed cha nges, the more pressure
you will feel. Once the new speed is established, eliminate the co ntro l pressures by trimming thc aircraft.
Trim is also influenced by a change in power. Pressure changes on the contro ls will be felt before there
is any change in airspeed. The amo unt of pressure felt
will depend on the amou nt of power change.
Changing att itude and power affects trim . In trimming the ai rc raft , it is not what you do that di ctates
whether you tri m, but rather wha t pressure you feel
on the contro ls.
Once you r instructor shows you how to trim the aircraft, make trinuning a habit. Learn to recognize control
pressure s and eliminate them to make your flying more
accurate and less fatiguing .

EXERCISE SEVEN

Climbing

Climbing is the process whereby an air craft gains altitude . During the first demonstrat ion of thi s exe rcise,
you will noti ce that there are changes in far more tha n
altitu de. When an aero plane climbs, forward visi bility
decreases because of the higher nose attitude . Airspeed also changes and becomes an imp ortant reference. Maintaining a particular airspeed during the
climb allows you to obta in opti mum perfo rmance.
T he quest ion " W hat is opti m um performance?"
depends on the ci rcumstances. There are a numbe r of
ways of climbing. If you are departi ng from an aerodrome where you must climb over an obstacle the
best cl imb will be one that provides the steepest cl imb
angle. If you depart on a long cross-c ountry flig ht and
wish to ta ke advantage of strong tail winds at altitu de,
the best climb will be one that allow s yo u to ga in
altitude as qu ickly as possible (Fig. 2- 10). If you are
cl imbing in the vicinity of other traffic, the best climb
will be one with a pitch attitu de low enough to afford
good visibility. If you arc j ust climbing with no particular concern or aim other than gaining alt itude the
best cl imb will be one that combines reasonabl e climb
rate with good visi bility and efficie nt engine cool ing .
During your trai ning, you will learn how to acc omplish eac h of the follow ing kinds of cl imbs:
I.
2.
3.
4.

achieve the greatest gain in height in a given dista nce.
If there are obstacles in the take-off path, for examp le,
the aircraft sho uld be climbed at the be st ang le of
climb speed so that within the sho rtest possible ground
distance the aircraft will be well above the height of
the obstacle s.
It is pos sible for the engine to become overhea ted
if the aircraft is flown for too long a period at the best
angle of climb or best rate of cli mb speed. The norma l
cl imb speed should therefore be resu me d as soon as
it is appropriate to do so.

Best rate of climb speed

Minimum time to altitude

Best angle of climb speed

Best rate
Best angle
No rma l
En route

The airspeed at which you climb will determ ine which
of the performance s will be achieved.

En route climb speed

Best Rat e. The recommended best rate of climb
speed is the airspeed that will affo rd the greatest gain
in height in a give n time. If it is impo rtant to reach a
given altitude quic kly, then this is the ai rspeed to use.
Best Angle.
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Cruisin altitude

The best angle of cl imb is used to

No hurry to get to altitude
Figure 2
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Climb Speed

Climbing

Normal Climb. As the tenn implies, nonnal climb
speed is the speed at which the aircraft is climbed
under normal circumstances. Normal climb speed is
higher than best rate of climb and best angle of climb
speeds and is recommended for routine climbing situations because:
I. Forward visibility is better.
2. Most light aircraft take off and climb at full throttle. At this power setting the engine is dependent
upon a high volume of airflow for cooling. Therefore the higher the airspeed the more effective the
cooling. The normal climb speed specified for an
aircraft takes into account and allows for (among
other things) the need for adequate cooling.
En route Climb. En route climbs are carried out at
various airspeeds between normal climb and normal
cruise speed. The purpose could, for example, be to
gain altitude slowly under a gradually upsloping cloud
cover, using an airspeed slightly under normal cruise
speed and a power setting slightly above cruise power.
During this type of climb, convenience and comfort
are the prime factors, since no climb time or climb
distance limitations are assumed to apply.
As mentioned in Exercise 6, the propeller slipstream attempts to yaw the aircraft to the left. This
effect becomes especially apparent at low airspeeds
with high power settings, such as during a climb. Keep
the wings level and use rudder to control any tendency
for the aircraft to yaw to the left.
Before you begin a climb, look around carefully for
other aircraft, particularly in the area ahead. As the
nose of the aircraft rises, your forward scan becomes
limited to the point where other aircraft at the same
altitude or below become obscured.
To enter a nonna l climb, establish the aircraft in a
nose-up attitude, one that you estimate will maintain
normal climbing airspeed and increase power to the
recommended setting for a normal climb. At first the
operation of flight and power controls will be separately timed movements, but as you gain experience
they should occur almost simultaneously. When the
airspeed has settled, adjust the aircraft attitude to
attain the desired airspeed. Recheck the power setting,
then trim the aircraft until no pressure is required on
the control column. The altimeter will show a steady
increase in height, and the vertical speed indicator will
show a steady rate of climb.
If the air is turbulent, even experienced pilots can
have difficulty achieving steady indications on these
instruments, especially the vertical speed indicator.
To return to straight-and-Ievel flight from the
climb, establish the aircraft in the normal cruise attitude, allow it to accelerate to cruising airspeed (care
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must be taken not to exceed manufacturer's recommended RPM at this time), and reduce engine power
for normal cruise flight. Readjust attitude to maintain
altitude, recheck the power setting, then trim the aircraft
for straight-and-level flight.
The density of the air plays an important part in
the climb performance of an aircraft (Fig. 2~ 11 ). The
more dense the air the better the performance. Three
generally true factors to remember about air density
are:
I. Density decreases as height increases.
2. Density decreases as temperature increases.
3. Density decreases as moisture in the air increases.
Humidity also affects aircraft engine performance
because water vapour in the air reduces the amount
of air available for combustion.
Relatively good climb performance can be expected
on a cold, dry day from an aircraft at an airport with
a field elevation of 150 feet above mean sea level,
whereas a much poorer performance can be expected
on a hot, humid day at an airport with a field elevation
of 2,000 feet above mean sea level.
The air density, or lack of it, that affects the engine
performance also affects the function of the airspeed
indicator as the aircraft gains height. As the density of
the air decreases with gain in height, the airspeed indicator indicates a progressively lower speed, although
the actual speed of the air craft may be relatively
unaffected. Unless airspeed adj ustments are made as
the aircraft climbs, the rate of climb will decrease
until finally the aircraft will be flying level instead of
climbing.
To maintain a reasonably accurate rate of climb, a
rule of thumb is to decrease the recommended indicated sea level climb speed by 1.75 percent (about
2 KT) for every 1,000 feet increase in height above
mean sea level, excluding the first 1,000 feet. Suppose
the recommended normal indicated climb speed of the
aircraft is 90 KT. At an indicated altitude of 2,000 feet,
the indicated climb speed would be adjusted to 88 KT;
at 3,000 feet indicated, 86 KT; and so on.
Density altitude is the altitude corresponding to a
given density in a standard atmosphere. It is a "condition;' not a level of flight. Unless density altitude is
known, it is difficult to determine the performance of
an aircraft accurately, and this can be a very important
factor under some conditions of take-off and climb.
For example, the flight manual for a certain aircraft
states that at an airport 3,000 feet above sea level the
initial rate of climb will be 400 feet per minute. The
elevation of the airstrip should be converted to density
altitude to give a true picture of expected aircraft
performance. Should the outside air temperature be
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Figure 2-11
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The Effect of Air Density and Humidity on Take-off Run and Rate of Climb

+28°C at the time, the density altitude could be as
high as 5,000 feet. Looking at the flight manual again
for an elevation of 5,000 feet, the initial rate of climb
is reduced to 260 feet per minute. Some climb data
tables give mean temperatures with field altitudes, but
they must be inter polated carefully unde r extre mes
of temperature. Density altitude calculations can be
resolved quickly on most circular slide-rule or electronic
flight computers. As moist air (water vapour) weighs
less than dry air, it is less dense. Therefore, on a moist
or rainy day the resulting climb performance is less than
on a normal dry day. Thus, under some conditions,
the rate of climb after take-off could be critical.
An aircraft with retractable landing gear climbs at
a higher rate, and gains height in a shorter distance
when the landing gear is retracted. As soon as
possible after the aircraft is established in its initial
climb attitude, the landing gear should be retracted to
obtain optimum climb performance. Be prepared to
make attitude corrections as the landing gear retracts,
since many aircraft are inclined to pitch upward when
the wheels are no longer offering resistance to the
propeller slipstream.
On some types of aircraft a certain degree of flap
is extended as a routine take-off procedure, but customarily flaps are used only when it is necessary to
shorten thc take-off run and steepen the initial angle
of climb. In any case, consult the Aircraft Flight Manual for correct usage, since even the flap setting offering optimum lift for minimum drag will lower the
aircraft's rate of climb. Therefore, if flaps have been
extended for take-off, retract them as soon as there is
no longer any operational requirement for them, but
not before the aircraft is established in the desired
climb attitude well above any obstacles.
Should there be a risk of carburettor ice, you may
have to apply carburettor heat during the climb. In the
case of full throttle climbs, this will reduce available
engine power. Maintain airspeed and accept a slight
reduction in rate of climb. In an aircraft designed to

climb at power settings less than full throttle, when
carburettor heat is applied, maintain the desired RPM
(or manifold pressure) by advancing the throttle, and as
air density allows, maintain airspeed and rate of climb.
Consult the Aircraft Flight Manual for procedures in
a specific aircraft.
The effect of weight on the performance of a light
aircraft is more pronounced in a climb than any other
normal manoeuvre. Because of ground effect, an aircraft may leave the ground within an acceptable distance when loaded to its maximum permissible gross
weight, but once out of ground effect its rate of climb
may be seriously affected. Climb performance data arc
of great importance if there are obstacles in the proposed climb path of the aircraft, especially if the airport
(field) elevation is high and the ambient temperature
is high. Consult the Aircraft Flight Manual for climb
performance data.
Occasions arise when it is necessary to overshoot
from an approach to landing and enter a climb when
the aircraft is in the landing configuration with flaps
fully extended. Take-off power must be app lied
smoothly but promptly as the aircraft is placed in a
nose-up attitude consistent with a safe climb airspeed.
With flaps fully extended, this attitude must be estimated by outside visual references based on a prior
knowledge of the attitude. Since the trim was adjusted
for a landing, the application of power will most likely
pitch the nose upward; therefore, it is important that
you be prepared to apply forward pressure on the control column and readju st the trim to maintain the
desired attitude. The flaps must be retracted as soon
as possible to an appropriate setting for the climb, but
gradually and in small increments. Each time the flap
setting is changed, the trim must be readjusted. For
those aircraft with mechanically defined flap settings,
retract the flaps one setting at a time.
During prolonged climbs, lower the nose momentarily, or change heading at regular intervals to search
the sky ahead of the aircraft for other air traffic.

EXERCISE EIGHT

Descending

Descending from a higher to a lower altitude can be
carried out in several ways to satisfy various operational requirements. Descents can be divided into two
basic procedures:
I. Power-on (power assisted) descents.
2. Power-off (glide) descents.
Both basic methods of descending can be varied to
meet the rate of descent and distance covered requirements of practically any situation. However, the
power-on descent gives the pilot more control of the
aircraft 's descent path.
The airspeed that provides the best lift/drag ratio
will permit the aerop lane to glide for maximum range.
Determine and remember this airspeed. as this is
the type of descent used for approaches to forced
landings. Most Aircraft Flight Manuals include the
best glide speed in their maximum glide charts. One
typical chart shows that, at its best glide speed of 70
KT (in still air) from a height of 6,000 feet above
ground level, the aircraft will glide a distance of 10
nautical miles (NM). The same aircraft flown at 60
KT may sustain a slightly lower rate of descent, but
it will not attain the IO-mile distance, because of the
lower airspeed. If the same aircraft is flown at an airspeed of 55 KT, the lift/drag ratio deteriorates to the
point where the rate of descent is much greater than
it would be at 70 KT. This together with the lower
airspeed would achieve a glide distance of less than 4
miles.
The recommend ed best gliding speed will provide
an attitude that achieves the greatest range (distance)
in still air. However, wind velocity plays a commanding role in determining the airspeed and attitude to
cover the greatest distance per unit of height available.
Determining this attitude under the constantly varying
conditions of wind direction and wind speed can be
most difficult. So, in an emergency such as a forced
landing, instead of complicating an already problem-

atic situation, it might be better to usc the familiar
recommended still air gliding speed, then estimate the
range available to you under the circumstances. A
visual method for estimating gliding range is outlined
in the following paragraphs.

Estimating Range
You will recall from a previous chapter that if another
aircraft appears to occupy a stationary position on
your windshield and to be growing larger, you will
eventually collide with it unless evasive action is
taken. In relative terms, the other aircraft becomes a
stationary object and as it appears to grow larger you
are on a collision course with it. This same principle
may be effectively applied when attempting to reach
a specific point on the ground during power-on or
power-off descents, such as when executing a normal
approach, a precautionary landing, or a forced landing. The point on the ground may be the point of flare
at an aerodrome or the touchdown point of a forced
landing. If the selected spot on the ground remains
stationary in relation to a fixed point on your windshield, the aircraft will subsequently touch down at
the selected spot on the ground.
The fixed point is any point on the windshield that
you choose as a reference point. It could be so many
inches up from the instrument panel, or adjacent to
the magnetic compass, a mark you have made yourself
with a non-permanent marking pencil, or a small piece
of tape. Everything is measured in relation to this
imaginary, or actual, point on the windshield.
When stabilized in a constant power or power-off
descent at a constant attitude and airspeed, visual
observations of ground positions in relation to a fixed
point on your windshield will provide information as
follows:
I. Positions on the ground that appear to move down
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from the fixed position on the windshield are
ground positions that you can reach and fly over
with height to spare .
2. The position on the ground that remains stationary
in relation to the fixed position on your windshield
is the ground po sition that your airc raft should
reach .
3. Positions on the ground that appear to move up
fro m th e fi xed position on the wi nd shield are
ground positions that your aircraft cannot reach.

Power-off Descents
To enter a power-off desce nt from straight-and-level
flight:

I . Com plete any cockpit checks and note the altimeter
reading.
2. Sea rch the sky, above and below, for other aircraft.
3. Close the throttle smoothly but promptl y.
4. Keep straight (the aircraft will tend to yaw to the
right) and allow airspeed to decrease.
S. Assume the app roximate attitude for best glide
airspeed.
6. Trim.
7. If necessary make minor pitch adjustments to attain
correct airspeed, and retrim.
8. Note the steady dec rea se in altit ude on the alti meter and the rate of descent on the vertical speed
indicator.
To return to straight-and-level n ight from a power-off
descent :

I . Search the sky ahead, and above, for other aircraft .
2. Note the altimeter reading.
3. a) Advance the throttl e to the power setting for
cruise flight (earbureUor heat o ft).
b) Assume the cruise attitude and maintain it
until the aircraft accelerates to cruise speed.
c) Keep straight (the aircraft will tend to yaw to
the left as the throttle is advanc ed).
4. Trim.
S. Adjust power and flight contro ls to maintain the
desired airs peed and altitude.
6. Retrim.
During power-off desce nts the engine must not be
allowed to become too cool, otherwise it may fail to
respo nd properly when the thro ttle is advanced to
rega in straight-and-level flight. Cru ising power should
be applied at appropriate intervals during the desce nt
to keep engine temperatures near normal and to prevent fouling of the spark plugs. Many aircraft require

carb urettor heat during power-off descents; in others
it is not recomme nded. Consult the Airc raft Flight
Manual for the correct procedure.

Power-on Descents
A power-on descent is used when precise control of
the rate of descent and distance attained is desired.
Most routine descents and approaches to landings are
power assisted to contro l the rate of desce nt for passenger comfort and meet the speed and spac ing
demand s of airport circuit procedures. To enter a
power-on descent, carry out the coc kpit checks, look
around for other aircraft. then:

l. Reduce engine power to an RPM setting judged (or
predetermined ) to give a desired airspeed and rate
of descent.
2. Allow th e airsp eed to de crease to th at desi red
airspeed.
3. Lower the nose to an attitude that will give the
desired rate of descent.
4. Trim to maintain this attitude.
S. Check tha t th e ai rspeed and rate o f descent are
tho se desired; if not. increase or decrease the
amount of power, adjusting the no se attitude as
required, unt il the proper flight condition is
obtai ned.
6. Retrim.
To decrease the rate of descent while in a power-on
descent, apply the amoun t of engine power that will
give the desired rate of descent. and simultaneou sly
adjust the attitude of the aircraft to maintain the best
desce nt speed and retrim for the new attitude. In most
aircraft the applicat ion of power will pitch the nose
up. and as a result very little control adj ustment is
needed to establish the new attitude and maintain the
original airspeed . If the need for a power-off descent
ensues, as the throttle is closed the nose will pitch
down and more or less assume the attitude for best
gliding speed without a grea t deal of adjustment, if
the aircraft is properly trimmed for each attitude .
Proper trim is the key to a smooth and accurate tra nsition from one attitude or airspeed to another.
Any variation of airspeed and rate of descent may
be combined to obtain the effect desired. An en route
descent is usually a power reduction to provide a suitable rate of descent while still maintaining crui sing
airspeed. When approachin g the destination airport . it
may be desirable to reduce power so that descent is
made at a reduced airspeed. Finally, the power-on
descent involves a power setting that will provide the
des ired rate of descent while maintaining the recommended approach to landing airs peed.

Descending

Power-on descents requm ng steep angles of
descent, as in an obstacle clearance approach, usually
involve full extension of the flaps and lower than normal approach airspeeds. Consult the Aircraft Flight
Manual or Pilot Operating Handbook to determine the
flap setting and airspeed. Should "calibrated airspeed"
(CAS) be given, ensure that you use the airspeed
correction table in the manual or handbook to calculate the " indicated airspeed" ( lAS) to fly the obstacle
clearance approach.
The angle of descent of aircraft with retractable
landing gear can be effectively steepened by extending
the landing gear. Most aircraft have too flat a glide
angle for many purposes, such as clearing obstacles
on the approach to landing. The angle of descent
could be steepened by descending at a very high or a
very low airspeed. but neither is satisfactory under
normal circumstances. Therefore the aircraft is fined
with flaps. Flaps, when extended. steepen the angle of
descent for any particular airspeed (Fig. 2-12). The
more the flaps are extended. the steeper the angle of
descent for a given airspeed. Another advantage is that
the steeper the descent attitude, the bener the view
ahead. In addition to the drag caused by extending the
flaps, lift is increased for the same airspeed. It is
therefore possible to descend at a lower airspeed than
when the flaps are retracted.

The prevailing wind will affect the maximum gliding distance greatly (Fig. 2·13 ). When gliding into a
head wind you can increase range by selecting an airspeed slightly higher than normal. When gliding
downwind a greater distance can be covered by using
an airspeed lower than normal. The same logic applies
when cruise flying for range into, or with, a wind.
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Figure 2·12 Wing Flaps Affect the Rate of
Descent and Range

Thewind cetermres the maximumgliding distance as well as the best glide speed.

I--Distance travelled while gliding into

wind~.'----Distance

Figure 2-13 Gliding Distance and Gliding Speed
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EXERCISE NINE

Turns

The turn is a basic manoe uvre used to change the
headi ng of an aircraft. An accurate level tum may be
described as a change of direction, maintaining a
desired angle of bank, with no slip or skid, while
mainta ining a desired altitude. This is also the description of a co-ordinated tum. Aerodynamically the tum
is probably the most complex of basie manoeuvres
and involves close co-ordination of all controls.
To turn an aircraft, co-ordinated pressures are
applied to the controls until a desired banked attitude
is achieved. The object of bank during a tum is to
incline the lift so that in addition to supporting the
aircraft, it can provide the necessary force (centripeta l
force) toward the centre of the tum to oppose centrifugal force, which is endeavouring to pull the aircraft
away from the centre of the tum . Incidentally,
centrifugal force is not a true force but is the result
of a body, for example an aeroplane or a car, tending
to continue in a straight line.
In a level tum, lift must be suffic ient both to support the aircraft and to provide the inward force.
Therefore, it must be greater than during straight-andlevel flight. The additional lift can be acquired by
increasing the angle of attack of the wings and accepting a varying degree of reduction in airspeed
(Fig. 2- 14). Up to a certain degree of bank, airspeed
may he mainta ined by increasing power.
For training purposes turns are divided into three classes:
I. Gentle turns, involving angles of hank up to 15

degrees.
2. Medium turns, involving angles of bank from 15
to 30 degrees.
3. Steep turns, involving angles o f bank over 30
degrees.
In addit ion to level turns there are:

I. C limbing turns, which arc normally gentle turns.
2. Descending turns, which may be gentle, medium,
or steep.
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Figure 2-14 Forces In a Turn

Entering a turn, the rising wing creates more drag than
the descending wing. This tends to yaw the aircraft
toward the raised wing and causes the aircraft to
attempt initially to turn in the wrong direction. This
is adverse yaw (sec Chapter I). To counteract adverse
yaw, use appropriate rudder pressure, in the direction
o f the tum . The amount of rudder movement necessary varies according to the abrup tness of the execution of the tum, and often the type of aircraft.
It is most important at this stage to under stand fully
that rudder is used in a turn only if there is any
adverse yaw. Adverse yaw has almost heen eliminated
from aircraft of recent manufacture, so that the rudder
pressure required on tum entry to counteract adverse
yaw has been reduced very effectively.
These are some basic facts you should understand:

1. At a given airspeed, the greater the angle of bank:

Turns
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(a) The greater the rate of turn.
(b) The smaller the radius of tum .
(c) The higher the stalling speed.
(d) The greater the load factor.
2. The higher the airspeed at a given angle of bank:
(a) The lower the rate of tum .
(b) The larger the radius of tum .
3. To achieve a tum of the smallest radius and
greatest rate for a given angle of bank, fly at the
lowest possible airspeed for that angle of bank. A
fact applicable to all aircraft is that the stalling
speed increases as bank angle increases, and this
increase in stalling speed accelerates very rapidly
as the angle of bank continues to steepen. At 30
degrees of bank, the stalling speed increases to
about 8 percent over the stalling speed in level
flight; at 45 degrees, 18 percent; at 60 degrees, 40
percent; at 75 degrees, 100 percent; at 83 degrees,
200 percent. Therefore, an aircraft with a level
flight stalling speed of 50 K T has a stalling speed
of 150 KT (50 + 100) when subjected to an 83
degree bank tum .
Similarly, the wing loading or load factor increases
slowly at first as the angle of bank increases and very
rapidly thereafter (see Chapter I , "Load Factor"). As
an example, the load factor on an aircraft executing a
60 degree bank tum at any flying speed while maintaining altitude is double that of straight-and-Ievel
flight, while the load factor for an 80 degree bank tum
is 5.76.
The importance of look-out, or searching the sky
for other aircraft before and during a tum, cannot be
overempha sized. Before entering a tum , look around
carefully in both directions, above and below. During
the turn continue to look out, especially in the direction of the tum . When recovering from the tum look
around again, in all directions, above and below. To
maintain a good look-out and manage the aircraft at
the same time requires the pilot's constant attention.
Posture is important in all aircraft manoeuvres, but
especially so in turns. Sit comfortably upright; do not
lean away from the centre of the tum, but do not make
a conscious effort to keep your body sti ffly vertical.
Relax and ride with the tum . Stiffening up or continually changing sitting position affects visual references and may cause handling of the controls to
become tense and erratic (Fig. 2-15).
An accurate level tum entry requires that the aircraft be flying straight-and-level, as accurately as possible, prior to entering the tum. Any error made before
entering the tum is likely to be exaggerated as the tum
develops. The same principle applies to climbing and
descending turns.
When entering, maintaining, or recovering from a
tum, the trained pilot co-ordinates the movement of

Figure 2-15

Posture During Turns

all three controls into one simultaneous movement.
Initially, however, it is best to think of each control as
having one definite function, the ailerons controlling
bank attitude, the elevators controlling pitch attitude,
and the rudder controlling yaw. This will help eliminate some of the more common faults at the outset,
such as overcontrol of the rudder.
To enter a level tum :
I. Make sure that the aircraft is in accurate straightand-level flight.
2. Look around for other aircraft.
3. Roll the aircraft gently to the desired bank attitude
with aileron control. Maintain this attitude.
4. At the same time, use appropriate rudder pressure
to control any tendency for the aircraft to yaw
adversely.
5. Use elevators to maintain the aircraft in the correct
pitch attitude in relation to the horizon.
6. Maintain the look-out.
In a gentle tum, the position of the nose in relation
to the horizon, which is the visual reference for pitch
attitude, will remain almost the same as in straightand-level flight. However, as the angle of bank is
increased beyond a gentle tum , the pitch attitude must
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be altered (by backw ard pressure on the control column) to increase lift; this is to compensate for the
added load factor imposed by centrifugal force as the
turn steepens. The loss in airs peed, o r the need
for an increase in power to maintain ai rspeed,
becom es more app arent as the angle of ba nk
Increases.
As the aircraft settles into an accurate tum :
I. The nose will move steadily around the horizon,
neither rising nor falling.
2. The airspeed will be constant.
3. The tum indicator will show a constant rate of tum .
4. The ball will be centred in its glass tube.
5. Th e altimete r will be steady on the selected
altitude.
One of the most common faults when entering turns
is excessive use of rudder. This fault can be corrected
quick ly or completely prevented if you remember
right from the outset not to apply rudder unless it is
necessary to control adverse yaw.
To recover from a turn:
I. Look around.
2. Roll the wings level with aileron control.
3. At the same time, use appropriate rudder pressure
to control adverse yaw.
4. Keep wings level.
5. Maintain eorrect pitch attitude with elevator
control.
6. Keep straight.
7. Look around.
g. Trim.
In gentle level turns the lateral stability designed into
the aircraft will attempt to return it to straight-andlevel flight, therefore, slight aileron pressure may be
required to maintain it in such a tum . However, as the
bank attitude increases beyond a certain angle, lateral
stability is overcome. Simply stated, this results from
the outer wing travelling faster than the inner wing
and therefore obtaining more lift, causing the aircraft
to continue its roll unless the pilot takes some action
to stop it. Therefore, aileron control must be used
accordingly to maintain the desired angle of bank.
Climbing and descending turns are executed like
level turns except that, instead of maintaining a constant altitude, a constant cl imb or descent is maintained. While the control inputs to enter, maintain, and
recover from the tum are the same as in level turns,
there are additional considerations regarding power
and attitude control.
In a climbing tum, additional power is required to
achieve the desired increase in altitude. The nose-up

attitude selected and maintained during the climbing
tum will depend upon the operational requirements at
the moment and will be those attitudes described in
Exercise 7, "Climbing." In a descending tum , power
will be reduced in varying amounts from cruising to
throttle fully closed. The nose-down attitude will
again vary to achieve the desired results, but will correspond to those attitudes as discussed in Exercise 8,
" Descending."
The lateral stability of an aircraft in a climbing or
descending tum is affected by the angle at which the
relative airflow meets each wing. As a result:
I. In a descending turn, the aircraft moves a given
distance downward during a complete tum , but the
inner wing, turning on a smaller radius, descends
on a steeper spiral than the outer wing, like the
handrails on a spiral staircase. Therefore, the relative airflow meets the inner wing at a greate r
angle of attack and so obtains more lift than the
outer wing. The extra lift acquired this way compensates for the extra lift obtained by the outer
wing due to its travelling faster. Therefore, in a
power-off descent the angle of bank will tend to
remain constant.
2. In a climbing tum, the inner wing still describes a
steeper spiral, but this time it is an upward spiral,
so the relative airflow meets the inner wing at a
smaller angle of attack than the outer wing. In this
case the outer wing obtains extra lift, both from its
extra speed and its greater angle of attack. Therefore, the angle of bank will tend to increase and
the aileron control must be used accordingly to
maintain the desired angle of bank.

Initially, climbing and descending turns will be
entered from normal straight climbs and descents and
the recovery made back to straight climbing or
descendi ng flight, to enable you to experience and
readily observe the difference in pitch attitude necessary to maintain the desired airspeed. As you gain
proficie ncy, these turns will be entered directly from
straight-and-level flight and recovery made directly
back to straight-and-level flight.
Power-off descendi ng turns are particularly important, as they are directly related to forced landing procedures. It is necessary that you learn to execute this
type of turn to reasonable proficiency almost subconsciously, sin ce during a forced land ing you must
attend to many other details. Because the controls may
be less responsive than in power-on turns, power-off
descending turn s requ ire the develop ment of a different techniq ue from that requ ired for power
manoeuvres.
When recovering from a power-off descending tum ,
the pressure exerted on the elevator control during the
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bank, an aircraft with a level flight stalling speed of
50 KT would stall at 70 KT.)
The greater the angle of bank, the greate r the
amount of lift required to maintain a constant altitude.
Increased lift produces increased drag , thus more
engine power is req uired to maintain a constant airspeed. There fore , the angle of bank that can be
sustained in a level turn (dis regarding structural
limitations) depends on the engine power available
(F;g. 2- 17).
A steep tum is entered like any other turn, but as
the angle of bank is increased beyond the 30 degree
angle of the medium tum, you will need extra engine
power to maintain altitude and airspeed. A steep tum
requires complete and simultaneous co-ordination of
all controls. Because of the rapid rate of change of
direction, the look-out for other aircraft before doing
a steep tum is even more important than for other
turns.
Enter as for a medium turn. As the bank increases
beyond that of a medium tum, move the control column back to maintain the correct pitch attitude. Start
increasing power as necessary to maintain airspeed as
the angle of bank increases beyond 30 degrees. When
the required angle of bank is reached, keep it constant
with aileron control.

turn must be decreased, or the aircraft will pitch up
too high and airspeed will be lost. Such an error will
require a lot of attention and control adjustment before
the correct attitude and airspeed can be resumed.
More altitude will be lost in a power-off descending
turn than in a straight descent.

Steep Turns
Steep turns are a means of turning quickly in a relatively small area, but as an exercise in flying they have
a value beyond purely practical appli cation . They
provide one of the best instances of sustained extra
loading effect, together with excellent practice in
co-ordinating all three flight controls and the power
control. The practical applications of steep turns are
almost all limited to emergency situations. Practise
them dil igently so you can execute them accurately
and without hesitation.
Up to a limited angle of bank, a steep tum may be
executed without increasing engine power. However,
in order to maintain a constant altitude, airspeed must
be sacrifi ced. When carrying out this procedure
remember that the stalling speed increases with an
increase in angle of bank (Fig. 2-16). (In a 60 degree
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Figure 2-16 Th e Relationship Between Angle of Bank, Load Factor, and Basic Stall Speed
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Turns
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In level flight, all
lifl is vertical

60" bank

30" bank

Level flight

Vertical component
of lif!

3

2
1

Weight

As the aircraft is banked,
the line representing
lifl becomes longer.

Weight

Weight

In a 60" bank, the line
representing lift is
twice as long as the
one for level flight.

Figure 2-17 Lift and Angle of Bank

If the nose pitches too far down in a steep tum , do
not attempt to correct by applying back pressure
alone, as this may serve to tighten the tum . Use co ordinated aileron and rudder pressure to reduce the
angle of bank slightly and correct the pitch attitude.
Recover from the tum exactly as from any other
tum , except that engine power should be reduced
simultaneously with the return to straight-and-level
flight. Maintain a good look-out.
As it gives you the ability to tum quickly in a
reduced radius, the steep tum has important practical
applications. For example, by increasing the rate and
reducing the radius of tum , a steep tum can be used
to avoid a collision. The reduced radius also makes a
steep turn useful as a "canyon tum ." This type of tum
may require both a steep angle of bank and a reduced
airspeed. The suggested airspeed to use is not less
than the airspeed for maximum endurance. You will
recall that maximum endurance airspeed is somewhere between the airspeed for slow flight and the
airspee d for maximum range. Extending a small
amount of flap in most aircraft will reduce the stall
speed, thereby providing an increased margin of
safety. It is seldom necessary in practice or in an
emergency to carry this turn beyond the 180 degrees
needed to reverse direction in a canyon.
After you have performed the look-out, and the aircraft is at the desired airspeed in straight-and-Ievel
flight, enter the tum promptly with co-ordinated use
of all controls. As the aircraft approaches a 30 degree
angle of bank, apply power and establish the required
bank. Maintain the bank and adjust the pitch attitude
as necessary to control altitude.
When recovering from the turn, establish straightand-level flight and allow the airspeed to increase
before raising the flaps and reducing power.

A steep descending turn can be used to come down
through a hole in elouds should you be unable to
maintain adequate reference to the ground or water.
Care should be taken in a steep descending turn to
maintain a safe and constant airspeed and avoid a
spiral.
Specific techniqu e in these applications of steep
turns - bank angle, power, airspeed, and flap settings
- may vary according to the situation and type of
aircraft. Your instructor will discuss these with you.
It is important to note that many of the situations
that require the use of a steep turn are a result of poor
decision making. Superior decision making can keep
you out of situations requiring the usc of superior
skill.

Instrument Indications
During a turn instrument indications are as follows:
Turn-and-Bank Indicator. The needle will deflect in
the direction of the turn and will indicate the rate at
which the aircraft is turning. In a co-ordinated turn,
the ball will be centred in its curved glass tube. If the
ball is off-centre to the inside of the tum , the aircraft
is slipping into the centre of the tum. If the ball is
off-centre to the outside of the turn, the aircraft is
skidding out from the turn.
Attitude Indicator. The horizon bar (of most instruments) will remain parallel to the real horizon, and
the miniature aircraft, in relation to the horizon bar,
will indicate a bank in the same direction as the real
aircraft. This instrument also indicates the attitude of
the aircraft in the pitch ing plane. The nose of the

Turns
miniature aircraft, in relation to its artificial horizon,
corresponds to the pitch attitude of the nose of the
real aircraft in relation to the real horizon.
Heading Indicator. Immediately as a tum begins,
this instrument begins rotating to indicate the successive new headings of the aircraft during the turn .
When the tum stops, it stops. To decrease the numerical values on the face of the instrument tum left; to
increase values tum right. A memory aid is " left for
less?'
Airspeed Ind icator. Becau se the load factor
increases as a result of the tum , additional lift must
be obtained by increasing the angle of attack. This in
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tum creates more drag, resulting in a decreased airspeed. In a steep tum the airspeed decrease is more
noticeable than in a gentle or medium tum . In the case
of a poorly co-ordinated tum , the airspeed indicator
will react more significantly. As well, if the nose is
allowed to pitch too high, there will be a decrease in
airspeed; conversely, if the nose is allowed to pitch
too low, the airspeed indicator will rapidly indicate an
increase in speed.
Altimeter. In a co-ordinated level tum , the altimeter
needle would remain stationary at the selected altitude. If the nose is held too high, there will be an
increase in altitude. If the nose is allowed to drop too
low, a decrease in altitude will be indicated.

EXERCISE TEN

Flight for Range and Endurance

To make effective use of an aircraft, you must understand the concepts of range and endurance and be able
to use available charts to determine range and endurance in known circumstances.

However, since most light aircraft do not have an
angle of attack indicator, thc pilot must rely on some
other means to determine when the aircraft is being
flown at the correct angle of attack.

Flight For Range

Airspeed

When an aircraft is being flown for maximum range,
the objective is to fly the greatest distance possible
per unit of fuel consumed. This capability depends on
a number of factors.

There is an indirect relationship between airspeed and
angle of attack. By referring to the chart in Fig. 2-18,
you can see that flying at thc correct angle of attack
results in minimum drag, as shown on the total drag
curve, and corresponds to a given calibrated airspeed.
You can use indicated airspeed since the difference
between the two speeds in most light aircraft is negligible. This is fortunate since it is the only speed to
which you have direct reference.
So, there is an indicated airspeed that corresponds
to the angle of attack that provides the best lift/drag
ratio. This speed does not change with altitude, but
must be increased slightly for increases in aircraft
gross weight.

Fuel Available
Perhaps the most obvious factor affecting range is the
amount of fuel available. Whcn the tanks are full, it
is an easy matter to detennine the range for the aircraft by simply referring to the appropriate charts,
which normally assume full fuel, in the Aircraft Flight
Manual.
However, there are occasions when it is not possible
to carry full fuel, particularly whcn aircraft gross
weight is a consideration. In these circumstances, it is
simply a matter of determining the rate of fuel consumption for a given power setting and dividing the
amount of fuel carried on board by that figure.

Angle of Attack
As far as the aerodynamics of the aircraft arc concerned, maximum range is achieved when the aircraft
is being operated at the angle of attack giving the
greatest ratio of lift to drag. The angle of attack that
gives the best lift/drag ratio for a given aircraft will
always be the samc and is not affected by changes in
altitude or gross weight.
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Aircraft Weight
Increasing the weight carried by an aircraft results in
an equal increase in the amount of lift required to
maintain level flight. This can be accomplished by
either increasing the airspeed or the angle of attack.
Since there is only onc angle of attack that will produce the best lift/drag ratio, the only way we can generate the extra lift required is to increase the airspeed.
As more power will be required to increase the airspeed, more fuel will be used per mile flown, and
range will be decreased.
Note that manufacturers of light aircraft normally
base performa nce data for their aircraft on gross
weight. This doesn't mean that you should decrease
your speed when operating at weights below gross.

Flight fo r Range and Endurance

Drag or
thrust
req uired
(Ibs)
Minimum drag

or
(UD) max.
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the airflow to exert this force. This force is equivalent
to adding weight to the tail and, depending on the type
of aircraft, could be several hundred pounds. This is
the same as carrying another passenger with baggage
insofar as it affects the aircraft's performance.
When the Centre of Gravity is at its forward limit,
more down force is required on the tail. This is
accomplished by trimming the elevator to a slight
nose-up position, which produces the following undesirable results:
I. More lift will be required (see the previous section
on Aircraft Weight).
2. The position of the trim tab and the elevator will
cause an increase in drag.

Veloc ity - knots
Power
requi red
(HPJ

,.
:0

.,~

s

4'0>'

o

,~

<J)

",.

<;):0

Minimum
power
requ ired

Since the solution to both of these problems is an
increase in power to maintain the correct airspeed, our
range will be reduced.
Conversely, with a Centre of Gravity at the aft limit
of the Centre of Gravity envelope, we will increase
our range because there will be less down force on
the stabilizer and less drag caused by the elevator trim.
Therefore, less power will be required to maintain the
correct airspeed for range.
So, when considering Centre of Gravity and its
effect on the range performance of an aircraft, it is
best to have an aft Centre of Gravity.

Altitude

.:::l~=-_ ( UD)
max

Veloc ity - knots

Selection of an altitude to fly is based on many factors, including wind, turbulence, ceiling, distance to
fly, terrain, radio reception, map reading, and aircraft
performance. Altitude has a significant effect on the
range performance of an aircraft. The best altitude at
which to fly is determined by the efficiency of the
engine (and to some extent by propeller efficiency)
and not by the aerodynamics of the aircraft design.

Figure 2-18 PowerlDrag Curves

Although technically correct, this would not have a
significant effect on range performance for most light
aircraft. Besides, manuals for these aircraft don't give
range performance charts for aircraft weights other
than gross weight.

Centre of Gravity
One of the ways pitch stability is achieved in aircraft
design is to have a positive force exerted downward
on the stabilizer. This is usually accomplished by fixing the stabilizer to the aircraft in a manner that causes

Engine Efficiency
At low altitude, the engine power output is controlled
with the venturi in the carburettor partially closed by
the throttle valve to avoid exceeding the recommended
power settings. Restricting the flow of the fuel/air
mixture to the engine in this manner causes it to run
less efficiently than when the throttle valve is fully
open.
To use both the aircraft and engine to best advantage to obtain maximum range, you must choose a
higher rather than a lower altitude at which to fly.
The optimum altitude is the altitude that permits
the throttle to be fully open while providing the power
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necessary to fly at the correct airspeed or angle of
attack. At altitudes above this, more power would be
required to maintain the correct airspeed. This will not
be possible as the engine is already operating at full
throttle.

Range Profile
45 minutes reserve
24.5 gallons usable fuel
Conditions:
1670lbs
Recommended lean mixture for c ruise
Standard temperature
Zero w ind

Climb
In many cases, it may not be practical to climb to the
optimum altitude for maximum range due to the
nature of the intended flight, weather conditions, and
the fuel required to climb to that altitude.
Referring to the chart in Fig. 2-19, you can see that
range decreases for the 45 percent power setting from
sea level up to 12,000 feet. This appears to contradict
what was said about selecting a higher altitude for
maximum range. However, a glance at the notes provided in the chart reveals the reason. Allowances have
been made for the fuel used for engine start, taxi,
take-off and climb, the distance travelled during the
climb to altitude, and 45 minutes reserve fuel. These
allowances reduce the amount of fuel available for
achieving maximum range at the optimum altitude.

Notes:
1. This chart allows for the fuel used for eng ine
start, taxi, takeoff and climb , and the distance
d uring cl imb.
2. Reserve fuel is based on 45 minutes at 45% BHP
. and is 2.8 gallo ns,

12,000

,---;-=...,..'1:"':::-......-:-:-.,
l'---....---80 KTAS
<, 94 KTAS
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I
10,000 f-'-0-0-K-T-A-S +' i

Wind
One of the conditions specified for the chart shown
in Fig. 2-19, is that these range figures arc based on
a no wind situation. Depending on its strength and
direction, wind may have a greater effect on the range
of an aircraft than any other factor and is an important
consideration when selecting an altitude at which to
fly.

As wind speed generally increases with altitude, it
may be prudent to select an altitude where any headwind component will have minimal effect, and tailwind components will have maximum effect. How
does a head-wind affect range? Quite simply, it
reduces your ground speed and increases the length
of time to get to your destination. This results in more
fuel being used.
You will never get the same range with a head-wind
component as you would in calm wind or with a tail
wind. However, with a head wind, you may improve
the situation slightly by increasing the indicated airspeed required for range by approximately 5 to 10
percent (a negligible increase for most light aircraft)
allowing you to get to your destination a little sooner.
Consequently, by arriving sooner you have decreased
the time you have been affected by the head wind
without appreciably increasing fuel consumption.
As an exaggerated illustration, consider a typical
light aircraft with fuel for 5.5 hours of flight at a recommended range cruising speed of 80 KT, planning
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Figure 2-19 Range Profile

to fly to a destination 170 miles away in a 50 KT head
wind. (For illustration purposes, disregard the reserve
fuel requirement.) At a ground speed of 30 KT and
fuel for 5.5 hours, the aircraft would run out of fuel
at 165 miles, leaving it 5 miles short of its destination.
The same aircraft with power increased to give it a
higher cruising speed of 90 KT has also increased its
fuel consumption so that only 4.5 hours of fuel is
available, but at a ground speed of 40 KT the aircraft

Flight for Range and Endurance
will cover 180 miles on its available fuel, to mi les
more than required to reach its destination .
Converse ly, by reducing the indicated airspee d by
the same amount (5 percent to to percent) with a tail
wind, you ca n increase the benefit derived from this
situation due to the increa sed ground speed and a
slight decrease in fuel con sumption that will result in
an increase in range.

Determining Range
When we speak of range, we are simply ta lking about
the distance the aircraft will trave l in numerous highly
variable circumstances. The cruise performance and
range charts provided by the aircra ft manufacturer
make it possible to achi eve optimum performance
from your airc ra ft for a given set of these circumstances and to determine the range for a parti cular
power setting. You must be proficient in the use o f
these chart s to determine range information for your
flights.

Using the Charts
First look carefully at the cond itions spec ified for the
Range Profi le and Cruise Performance charts. For the
Range Profil e chart (Fig. 2-19 ), you will note that the
figures are based on standard temperature, zero wind,
and a weight of 1,670 pounds, which happens to be
the gross weight for this aircraft. Another important
po int to note in the conditions spec ified for both
charts is that the mixture must be leaned in acc ordance with the manufacturer 's recommended procedures. Again, read the app licable conditions carefull y.
They are not the same for all charts.
When considering aircra ft performance, true airspeed and fuel consu mption for a given power setting
at a given alt itude are obtained from a chart in the
Aircraft Flight Manual such as the one shown in
Fig. 2-20, Cruise Performance.
For examp le, let us ass ume that you have selected
6,000 feet ASL as the altitude for your cross-country
flight (for illustration purposes, disregard the VFR
Cruisi ng Altitude requirement). Let us also ass ume
that you are going to attempt to get the best range
possible under the circum stances (co nsider the wind
to be calm and the temperature to be standard).
By referring to the Range Profile chart (Fig. 2-19),
you find that 45 percen t power will provide the best
range for 6,000 feet, slightly more than 4 20 NM . Now
that you know how far you ca n go, you need to know
your true airspe ed in order to calculate your ground
spee d and ETA . To do this, consult the Cruise Perfonnance chart (Fig. 2-20).
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Find the 6,000 ft. Pressure Altitude figure on the
left of the chart, and move across to the Standard
Temperature column . Move down the % BHP column
to the figure 4 5, read the first column to the right and
find that your TAS will be 79 KT . As there is no wind,
ground speed and true airspe ed will be the same. Note
that the co lumn next to the Pressure Alt itude provid es
the RPM requ ired to ach ieve various power settings . In
this case for 45 percent power you would adj ust the
throttle to 2000 RPM.
While there are occasio ns when you m ight wa nt to
achieve the best range possib le for a given set of circum stances, the truth of the matter is that in the
majorit y of cases you will probably trade the economy
of flight for range (and the lower speeds) j ust to get
to your destin ation more quickly.
The desire to get there faster is usually a matter of
personal preference. [f this shou ld be your choice, the
Cruise and Range charts would be used in a different
ord er. After selecting a power setting and correspo nding TAS from the Cru ise Performance chart , you
would then refer to the Range chart to determine how
far you could safely go before stopping for fuel. A
rem inder once again, these charts do not make allowance s for wind and in some cases, non-standard
atmo sphere.

Flight For Endurance
Th ere is a maximum length o f tim e an aircraft may
remain airborne for a given power setti ng depending
on the amount of fuel ca rrie d. Thi s time or endurance
will obviously be less whe n the aircraft is ope rated at
high power settings and greater at low power settings.
However, when an aircraft is being operated in a
manner that w ill ena ble it to remain in the air as long
as possible for the amount of fuel car ried on board, it
is said to be flying for maximum endurance. While
most pilots will seldom enc ounter situations necessitating flight for maximum endurance, there are circumstances that do requ ire the use of this skill.
Th e pilot who requests Spe cial VF R into a busy
Class C ae rodro me may be required to hold clear o f
the control zone due to IFR and possibly other SVFR
arrivals and dep artures. Setting the aircraft up for
maximum endurance flight might be advisable in this
situation, especially if the possibility exists for a
lengthy wait for a clearance into the zone.
Even in situations where a delay won't be so long
as to threaten your fuel reserves, it makes sense to
slow down and save fuel.
Perhaps the most important decision the pilot has
to make is whethe r to set the aircraft up for endurance
flight and wait for the situation to improve, or take
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CRUISE PERFORMANCE

CONDITIONS:
1,670 lbs.
Recomme nded Lean Mixture
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Figure 2-20 Cruise Performance

other action. Proceeding to an alternate may be the
most prudent course of action in many cases.

Altitude
For reciprocating engines, maximum endurance is

achieved at sea level. That is not to say that you must
fly at sea level each time you set the aircraft up for
endurance flight. However, the best endurance perfonnance will be achieved at the lowest practicable
altitude commensurate with safety, which includes
considerations such as traffic, ATe instructions or
clearances, and obstacles.

Flight f or Range and Endurance

Turbulence
Turbulence will have a significant effect on the endurance performance of an aircraft. This is due to the
upsetting effect turbulence has on the stability of the
aircraft.
Turbulence changes the angle at which the relative
airflow meets the wing. At higher angles of attack,
more power is required to overcome the increased
drag. Because the aircraft is already being operated at
the minimum power setting to maintain level flight,
there will not be sufficient power to both overcome
the increased drag and maintain altitude.
Therefore, if the pilot is to maintain level flight, it
will be necessary to constantly change the power setting resulting in a considerable increase in fuel consumption. In this case, the pilot would be better off
using a slightly higher continuous power setting.
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Endurance Profile
45 minutes rese rve
24.5 gallon s usab le f uel
Conditions:
1670 lbs
Recommended lean mixture fOf cruise
Standard temperature

Noles :
1. This chart allows for the l uel used for eng ine
start, taxi, takeoff and cl imb , and the distance
durin g climb.
2. Reserve fuel is ba sed on 45 minutes at 45% BHP
and is 2.8 gallons,

Flaps
Flaps are not generally used when the aircraft is being
flown for endurance. While increasing the coefficient
of lift. flaps will also increase the coefficient of drag
resulting in more power being required to maintain
level flight thus defeating the purpose.
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Mixture
Once the minimum power setting for level flight has
been found. maximum endurance may only be
achieved with the mixture leaned properly. You may
notice that as the mixture is leaned, in the case of an
aircraft with a fixed pitch propeller, there will be an
increase in RPM . If this should be the case, remember
to readjust the RPM.
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Determ ining Endurance
SL

Endurance flight may be determined by reference to
the information provided in the Aircraft Flight Manual, usually in the form of a chart, or by experimenting with various power settings.

Using the Chart
Most manufacturers do not provide a particular speed
for maximum endurance. The Endurance Profile chart
shown in Fig. 2-21, is typical of the endurance information provided by one manufacturer and simply
gives the endurance that can be expected at various
power settings. Read the conditions associated with
the chart carefully.
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Figure 2-21 Endurance Profil e

Use of this chart is straightforward. Select an altitude from the left side of the chart and move horizontally to the right to the desired power setting. From
the intersection of these two lines, move vertically
down to the figures at the bottom of the chart representing Endurance (hours). The increments between
these numbers represent .2 hours or 12 minutes. For
example, at 4,000 feet and 65 percent power, endurance
for this aircraft is just under 4 hours.
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Experimental Method
Referring to the Endurance Profile chart shown in
Fig. 2-21, note that the lowest power setting provided
by the chart is 45 percent, giving an endurance of 5.6
hours at sea level. However, 45 percent power may
not be the lowest power setting required to maintain
level flight. In fact, most light aircraft are capable of
maintaining level flight at much lower power settings.
Why then doesn't the manufacturer provide a specific power setting or airspeed for maximum endurance? As with range, it is impossible to do so due to
the number of variable factors, such as altitude, temperature, and gross weight, that may affect the endurance performance of an aircraft on a given flight.
In the absence of any specific information in the
Aircraft Flight Manual, it is left to the pilot to determine the power setting for maximum endurance for a
given set of circumstances. You may find the approximate maximum endurance speed for your aeroplane
experimentally by flying at various power settings
while maintaining level flight.
For example, commencing at a power setting in the
mid-cruise range for your aeroplane, decrease power
in 100 RPM increments while retrimming for level
flight and allowing the airspeed to stabilize at a constant value. You will eventually arrive at a point where
further reductions of power will result in a stall if you
attempt to maintain altitude, or in a loss of altitude if
you attempt to prevent the stall. In fact, the only way
you can prevent either of these events from occurring
is to increase power so that you will now find yourself
flying at an airspeed requiring a somewhat higher
power setting to maintain level flight. You have now
entered slow flight. (See Fig. 2-18, Power/Drag
Curves.)
It is now a matter of adjusting power to the lowest
setting that enables you to maintain level flight, and
you will be flying for endurance. Remember to retrim
the aircraft.

Fig. 2-22, shows an actual test of an aeroplane with
a fixed pitch propeller and fixed gear with a poweroff stall speed of 56 KT . Note that for this particular
aircraft, the minimum power setting at which level
flight is possible is 2075 RPM which in this case, corresponds to a speed of 65 KT indicated airspeed. In
this manner, the power setting for maximum endurance for any aircraft with a reciprocating engine may
be determined.
RPM Indicated Airspeed (KT)

2700
101
2600
96
2500
90
2400
86
2300
78
2200
74
2150
70
2075
65
2250
61
2300
57
Figure 2-22 Endurance Power and Resultant
Airspeed

The power setting for endurance flight determined
in this manner, will be adequate for straight-and-level
flight. However, if turns are to be made, and this is
usually the case when you are "holding;' it will be
necessary to increase power slightly to maintain altitude and compensate for the forces acting on the aircraft in the tum . Leaving the power constant at this
setting will result in less fuel being used than if the
power is changed each time you tum.
Remember, the decision to fly for maximum endurance while waiting for a particular situation to
improve must be an informed one based on the knowledge that all of the factors that influence good decision making have been considered and that reasonable
options exist to provide an out if things don't go as
planned. If in doubt, don't hesitate to proceed to an
alternate.

EXERCISE ELEVEN

Slow Flight

Slow flight , for the purposes of this manual, may be
defined as, "that range of airspeeds between the maximum endurance speed for a particular airc raft and the
point just above its stalling speed for the existing
flight conditions." Training in slow flight has four main
purpo ses:
I. To learn to recognize the symptoms when approaching the slow flight speed range to avoid inadvertent
entry into this speed range.
2. To maintain safe flight control, in all configurations,
within the slow flight speed range. This will aid in
development of co-ordination and instill confidence
in the handling of the aircraft .
3. To acquai nt the student with the possibl e con sequences of failing to take prompt corrective action,
part icularly when flying at airspeeds close to minimum control speed.
4. To learn to reco ver to norma l airspeeds promptly
with a minimum loss of altitude.
There are several condition s where an aircraft may
encounter slow flight. Some of these conditions are:
take-offs, landings, recovering from a misjudged landing, and an approach to a stall. Of prime importance
is your awareness of the effect of controls in slow
flight.
During slow flight, control and manag ement of the
aircraft require the full atte ntion of the pilot. Furthermore, operation in slow flight is not necessarily econo mical: fue l con su mption is hig her and engine
damage can result from overheating during prolonged
flight at these airspeeds, partic ularly while attempt ing
to climb. An aircraft should not be operated in slow
flight while waiting for weather to clear, while inspecting a potential landi ng area, or while searching for
grou nd fixes when lost.
When operating within the slow flight speed range,
you must know and understand the characteristics
associated with the pcrfonnance and control of the

aircra ft, especia lly the con trol of alt itude , airspeed,
and yaw.
To enter slow flight, f irst establ ish the aircraft in
straight-and-level fli ght for maximum endu rance.
Once established, raise the nose beyond the normal
nose-up limits for maximum endurance. The airspeed
will decrease due to increased drag, and a loss of
height will become apparent. To offset the loss of
height and to maintain altitude, an increase in power
will be required. The aircraft is now in slow flight
(Fig. 2-23).
With the aircraft established in slow flight, a further
decrease in airspeed without a change in power setting
will result in a loss of height. Th erefore, you must
increase power to mainta in a constant altitude . Con versely, an increase in airspee d without a change in
power setting will result in a decrease in induced drag.
You must then reduce power to maintain a con stant
altitude at the higher airspeed. There may be a slight
loss of altitude during the transition period.
Slow flight at minimum airspeeds should be practised in straight-and-level flight, climbing and descending, level turn s, and cli mbing and descending turn s.
Should it be necessary to manoeuvre in slow flight in
gusty wind condit ions, the airspeed must be adjusted
upward to allow for the gust factor.
Dual flight instruction should include exposure to
slow flight in a climb to simulate the conditions that
may be experienced during an overshoot at a hig h
density alt itude, o r when affecte d by obstacle s, to
demonstrate the need for prompt and proper transition
from slow flight.
Whe n you are esta blis hed in a co nstant rate of
descent in slow fligh t, a redu ction in airspeed will
result in an increased rate of descent, thereby necessitating an increase in power to maintain the former rate
of descent.
It should be remembered that slow flight should be
of short duration becau se of the insuff icient airflow
for engine coo ling.
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Figure 2-23 Transition from Cruise to Minimum Controllable Airspeed

Flaps
Straight-and-level flight, climbs, descents, and turns
in slow flight should be practised at various flap settings. Your instructor will show you how certain flap
settings may afford better forward visibility due to a
lower nose attitude. You will also see how flap extension will decrease the stall speed; thus, allowing you
to fly safely at lower speeds. Flaps will often be
extended when it is necessary to transition from slow
flight to level flight or a climb: examples are recovering from a bad landing and an overshoot. Therefore,
you should become proficient in controlling the aircraft in slow flight at different flap settings.

Control Responses
The control responses in slow flight will be different
from those experienced when flying in the normal
speed range. Lack of aileron response will be the most
noticeable, and the lower the airspeed the less effective the ailerons will be. In fact aileron drag on most
aeroplanes will become quite prominent in slow flight
and produce a noticeable yaw opposite to the direction
of intended tum. When entering a turn during slow
flight, you will have to compensate for aileron drag
by use of rudder in the direction of the desired tum.
Elevators and rudder will be influenced by the
propeller slipstream, and these controls will continue
to be effective. Any alteration in power or speed will
affect all the controls and changes in response may be
noticed.

It is very important to note that during slow flight
the engine and propeller produce slipstream and
asymmetric thrust, which tend to yaw the aeroplane
to the left. Remember that this yaw must be controlled
by rudder. Depending upon the power and speed combination, a firm right rudder pressure may be required
to maintain direction. As well, because of the high
power low airspeed combination, torque will tend to
roll the aeroplane to the left. This rolling is not as
noticeable as the yaw, but nevertheless must be compensated for with aileron.

Encountering A Stall
As speed is further reduced, more power is required
to maintain the desired height (or rate of descent), but
when the nose pitches down with full power applied,
the airspeed has gone below the minimum controllable airspeed. At this point the aircraft has entered a
stalled flight condition. Near the stalling speed, factors
such as air density, aircraft weight, and the drag from
flaps and landing gear (when applicable) may produce
a condition in which it becomes impossible to maintain
height. This may happen in attempting a turn after
take-off with a high all-up weight and a critical density
altitude.
The slow flight speed range does not automatically
imply serious control difficulties or hazardous conditions. However, it does amplify any errors of basic
flying technique. Hence, proper technique and precise
control of the aircraft are essential.

EXERCISE TWELVE

Stalls

A stall is a loss of lift and increase in drag that occurs
when an aircraft is flown at an angle of attack greater
than the angle for maximum lift. Stall training will
allow you to recognize the symptoms of an approaching stall early enough to take action to prevent a stall
from happening. You will also learn how to recover
positively and smoothly with a minimum loss of altitude should a stall occur.

Why Does a Wing Stall?
The lift generated by a wing is dependent upon a
smooth accelerated airflow over the wing. At moderate angles of attack the airflow near the trailing edge
of the wing becomes mildly turbulent. As the angle

of attack increases, the turbulent air progresses forward toward the leading edge of the wing until the
stalling angle is reached. At that point, the downwash
and the pressure differential are greatly reduced, and
a loss oftift results. Due to the loss oft ift and increase
in drag, the remaining lift is insufficient to support
the aeroplane, and the wing stalls. The four parts of
Fig. 2-24 show the airflow over the aerofoil at various
stages leading to the stall.
It is basic in recognizing stalls to remember that,
unlike angle of incidence, angle of attack is a relative
factor. Therefore you cannot rely upon aircraft attitude
entirely to indicate the possibility of a stall. Angle of
attack may be simply defined as the angle between
the mean chord of an aerofoil and its direction of
motion relative to the airflow (relative airflow). In this
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manual, the term " relative airflow," is used to describe
the direction of the airflow with respect to an aerofoil
in flight. An aircraft may be stalled in practically any
attitude and at practically any airspeed.

Stalling Speeds
Regardless of airspeed, an aircraft always stalls when
the wings reach the same angle of attack. Remember,
angle of attack and aircraft attitude arc not consistently related. Although stalling speeds may be given
for a specific type of aircraft, the stalling speed for
each aircraft may vary with the following factors:
Weight. Since weight opposes lift, a lightly loaded,
properly balanced aircraft will have a lower stalling
speed than a similar aircraft operating at its maximum
permissible weight.
Balance. The position of the Centre of Gravity will
also affect the stalling speed of an aircraft. A forward
Centre of Gravity location will cause the stalling angle
of attack to be reached at a higher airspeed while a
rearward Centre of Gravity will cause the stalling
angle of attack to be reached at a lower airspeed.
An improperly loaded aircraft may display undesirable stalling characteristics. This is particularly true
of an aircraft loaded beyond the aft Centre of Gravity
limits.
Power. Because of the additional upward thrust and
other lift contributing factors of a power-on stall, the
stalling speed will be lower than with power off.
Flaps. When flaps are extended the camber of the
wing is effectively increased. This deflects more of
the airflow downward for a given airspeed, thereby
increasing lift. This factor allows the aircraft to be
flown at a lower speed before the stall occurs.
Pitch. When an aircraft is pitched upward abruptly,
the load factor is increased correspondingly and a
higher stalling speed is introduced for the duration
of change in pitch atti tude (see Chapter I, " Load
Factor").
Angle of Bank. The greater the bank angle, in coordinated flight, the higher the stalling speed.
Aircraft Condition. A clean, well-maintained, properly rigged aircraft will invariably have better stalling
characteristics and lower stalling speeds than a similar
aircraft in poor general condition.
Retractable Landing Gear. Extending the landing
gear increases dr ag. The effect on stalling speed

varies from aircraft to aircraft, but generally in the
classic wings level nose-up attitude a slightly lower
stalling speed will be noted, especially in the poweron configuration.
With altitude, the density of the air in which an
aircraft is flying decreases. Although the true airspeed
at which the aeroplane stalls is higher at altitude, the
airspeed indicator, which itself functions by the effect
of the air density, will record the same speed when
the aircraft stalls at altitude as it did at or ncar ground
level. Therefore, indicated stalling speeds will remain
the same at all altitudes.

Symptoms of an Approaching Stall
As most aircraft do not have an angle of attack indicator, the airspeed must be used as a guide to identifying the approach to a stall. Other symptoms of an
approaching stall are:
I. A decrease in the effectiveness of the controls,
especially elevator and aileron control: the "live"
resistance to pressures on the controls becomes
progressively less and less as speed decreases.
2. Audible or visual stall warning devices fitted in
most aircraft are activated prior to the stall.
3. Buffeting (the beating effect of turbulent airflow
on the aircraft's structure, which can be heard and!
or felt) varies in intensity with different types of
aircraft.
4. Loss of height, despite rearward movement of the
elevator control.
Always remember that should the approach to stall
symptoms begin when a stall is not intended, movement of the controls should be smooth and prompt.
Most aerofoils stall at about 17 degrees angle of
attack; therefore, the stall symptoms occur at 15 to 16
degrees. The alert pilot will be able to recognize the
stall since it normally occurs gradually. Because of
the wash-out of the wings, the stall begins at the wing
roots, and, as the angle of attack is increased, moves
progressively toward the wing tips. When the first
symptoms of a stall occur, move the elevator control
forward smoothly and promptly to reduce the angle of
attack and to return the aircraft to stabilized flight. If
additional power is available you may effectively
reduce the angle of attack by applying appropriate
power, without any change in the aircraft's pitch attitude. However, under normal conditions you should
eliminate stall symptoms by adding available power
and lowering the nose to reduce the angle of attack.
Approaching close to the stall but not fully stalling is
referred to as an imminent stall (Fig. 2·25).
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Begin recovery by reducing angle of attack and applying power as needed.

Figure 2-25 Recovery from an Imminent Stall

Power-Off Stall Entry and Recove ry
Practise stalls only over an unpopulated area and at
an operationally safe altitude. Practice stall recoveries
should be completed at or above the height recommended by the manufacturer, or no less than 2,000 feet
above ground, whichever is the greater. During training your instructor will emphasize repeatedly that the
objective is not how to stall an aircraft but how to
recognize the onset of a stall condition and take prompt
corrective action.
Intentional stalls must be preceded by:
1. The cockpit check. Check for such things as carburettor ice, seat-belts secure. windows shut, loose
articles secured, etc.
2. The look around. Do a very careful look around in
all directions, especially below.
Power-otTstalls are generally entered from straightand-level flight. Apply carburettor heat if required,
close the throttle smoothly, control yaw with rudder,
and hold the aircraft in level flight by continued back
pressure on the control column. The airspeed will
gradually decrease through endurance speed and enter
the slow flight range. As the airspeed decreases, control response diminishes and greater displacement of
the controls will be required to produce a desired
result. You will also notice a change in tone and intensity of the slipstream noise. Maintain the back pressure to hold the nose in the attitude used in a normal
climb until the stall occurs. Keep straight with rudder
control.
When practicing stalls. avoid raising the nose of the
aircraft too far above the horizon to produce the stall
(Fig. 2-26). This will ensure you experience more
realistic symptoms of an accidental stall.
A simplifi ed explanatio n of the procedure for
recovering from a stall is:

,

Excessive
nose-up attitude

~

.~

Add climb power

Cruise speed

Figure 2-26 Improper Stall Entry from Cruise

I. Immediately reduce the angle of attack.
2. Regain a correct flight attitude with co-ordinated
use of flight controls. Not every situation demands
the application of power, but its use must become
an integra l par t of the recover y procedure
(Fig, 2-27).
First, at the indications of a stall lower the nose
positively and immediately. The amount of forward
control movement required varies from aircraft to aircraft - in most cases only moderate pressure to about
the neutral position is needed. The objective is to
reduce the angle of attack sufficiently to smooth the
airflow over the wing. Keep straight with rudder. Use
ailerons if permitted by the Aircraft Flight Manual.
Second, apply full power promptly and smoothly.
Rough or abrupt throttle operation may result in
delayed engine response or a complete loss of power
at a most crucial moment, especially if it has cooled
off during a glide. At altitude a cruise power setting
is normally sufficient, but at low altitudes application
of full power is necessary to minimize loss of altitude.
Due to the low airspeed there is very little risk of
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Nose pitches down

Apply power as necessary

Decrease angle of attack

~

Co-ordinate rudder and ailerons

Figure 2-27 Full Stall Recovery

overspeeding the engine. It's better to use too much
power at this point than too little. Resume the normal
power setting as soon as recovery is accomplished,
and you have regained cruise attitude.
Straight-and-level flight is regained by co-ordinated
use of controls. Recovery from the stall should result
in regaining normal flight with the least loss of height.
In the average light aircraft, with the use of power,
lowering the nose to the cruise attitude, or slightly
below, will accomplish this end.
A stall can be aggravated by yaw. As the aeroplane
yaws, a difference in lift between the two wings develops causing one wing to drop. This automatic rolling
tendency is called autorotation and is described in
detail in Chapter 13.
Should the aircraft yaw and a wing drop, carry out
the full stall recovery procedure: unstall the aircraft,
keep straight by controlling yaw, and level the wings
with co-ordinated use of flight controls (Fig. 2-28).

Power-On Stall Entry and Recovery
The principles that apply to power-off stalls also apply
to stalls entered with power, although there are some
differences in the manoeuvres. The pitching of the

aircraft from a full stall with power on is much more
steep and rapid. The aircraft is also more difficult to
control during recovery, since in many cases there is
a tendency for one wing to drop at the same time as
the nose pitches down.
When you enter a stall with power on, the elevators
and rudder retain their effectiveness longer due to the
propeller slipstream. However, the ailerons are less
effective than in a power-off stall. This is partially due
to power causing the stalling speed to be slightly
lower, which decreases aileron effectiveness.
To enter a stall with power on, raise the nose
smoothly to a nose-up attitude and hold it there with
continued aft movement of the control column as necessary until the stall occurs. Because of the additional
thrust the nose must be raised higher to accomplish a
stall. During a power on entry, yaw due to slipstream
and asymmetric thrust will make directional control
more difficult.
Recovery from a power-on stall with any given
power setting is made in the same manner as recovery
from any other stall. However, as the stall could be
more abrupt and the loss of control more complete,
full application of any remaining power is of great
importance.

Figure 2-28 Co-ordinated Rudder and Aileron Control is used during Stall Recovery
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Acceleration Stall s

Stalls During Tu rns

At the same gross weight, configuration, and power
setting, an aircraft will consistently stall at the same
indicated airspeed, provided no additional load factor
is incurred by a manoeuvre or abrupt use of the controls. The aircraft will, however, stall at a higher airspee d when manoeuvring loads are imposed by
sudden turn s, pull-ups, or abrup t changes in its flight
path. Stalls entered from such flight situations are
called acceleration stalls.
Following an intentional stall, if the nose has been
allowed to pitch down at a large ang le the airspee d
will increase rapidly. Should the elevato r con trol be
brought back too rapidly to recover from the dive the
aircraft will enter a "secondary stall" at a much
greater speed than that experienc ed in a normal stall.
Regardless of airspeed trend, any movement of the
controls which increases the "G" factor produces an
acce leration.
In a turn, the aircraft is acce lerated toward the centre of the turn ; the steeper the turn, the greater the
acceleration, hence the greater the load factor and the
higher the stalling speed. An aircraft that might normally stall at 50 K T may stall at a speed well in excess
of 100 K T in a steep turn when the angle of bank
exceeds 60 degrees. Therefore, acceleration forces
generated by turns or abrup t changes in upward pitch,
regardless of airspeed, will always increase the stalling
speed. This holds true in climbing turns, level turns,
gliding turns, steep turn s - in fact any turn, regardless
of power. A manoeuvre which requires special attention to airspeed and angle of bank is the power-off
(gliding) tum , especially when conducted close to the
ground.
Turbulence can cause a significant increase in stalling speed. An upward gust causes an abrupt change
in the relative airflow, which results in an equally
abrupt increase in ang le of attac k. All stalls are caused
by exceeding the critical ang le of attac k, and the base
from which th is ang le is measured is the direction of
motion of the relat ive airflow. This is why an airspeed
slightly higher than normal is usually recommended
when approaching to land in turbulent conditions.
That an aircraft may be stalled at any airspeed, doe s
not imply that it is permi ssible to do so. The lower
the airspeed when a stall occurs the less the possibility
of structural dama ge, as the load factors are minimaL
However, the higher the airspeed the higher the load
factor, and correspondingly the greater the chance of
in flic ting structura l dama ge . Th is is why A ircr aft
Flight Manuals include " manoeuvring speed" as an
operating limitation. Manoeuvrin g speed is the maximum speed at which the appl ication of full aerody namic control will not overstress the aircraft.

When an aircraft is stalled during a level or descending turn, the inside wing normally stalls first, and the
aircraft will roll to the inside of the turn . In a level
turn, the inside wing is travelling more slowly than
the outside wing and obtains less lift, causing it to
sink and increase its angle of attack. Under the proper
conditions, this will produce a stall. During a descending turn, the path described by the aircraft is a downward spiral; therefore, the inside wing is meeting the
relative airflow at a steeper angle of attack and is the
one to stall first and drop lower.
However, during a climbing tum, the path described
by the aircraft is an upward spiral; therefore, the outside wing is meeting the relative airflow at a steeper
angle of attack than the lower wing. As a resu lt, the
higher wing will normally stall first and drop abruptly
when the stalled condition occurs.

Departure Stalls
During take-off and the initial stage of departure, an
aircraft enters into and passes throug h a critical condition of flight. After leaving the ground and accelerating to climbing airspeed, the aircraft passes
through a period of low airspeed at low altitude. Any
abrup t pull-up or reduction in engine power could
cause the aircraft to stall. Should a mishap occur at
this point and good airmanship has prevailed, the
throttle can be closed and a landing safely made
stra ight ahead with only small changes in direction to
avoid obstructions. However, should an airc raft attitude become too nose high after rotat ion, a stall may
occur from which a successful recovery cannot be
made, or if the aircraft is in a near stalled condition,
it will not climb sufficiently to clear obstacles in the
flight path (Fig. 2-29). Therefore, establishing the correct nose-up attitude for a climb after take-off is
imperative. As part of the departure procedure, take
great care to establish the correct nose-up attitude
when executing a climbi ng tum , especially if the turn
must be carried out before a safe height is reached.
Another critical departure procedure is the "overshoot" resulting from a missed approa ch. More often
than not, when a decision is reached to discontinue an
approach, the airspeed is low and the flaps are
extended. In addit ion, it may be necessary to turn very
shortly after initiating the missed approach (for traffic
pattern purpo ses). To avoid conditions that may lead
to a stall or ncar stall, pay particular attention to the
following:
1. App ly full power. Remem ber, this is a form o f
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Figure 2-29 Departure Stall
take-off under adverse conditions so nothing less
than full power is adequate.
2. Application of power plus the nose-up trim used
during the approach will tend to force the aircraft
into a nose-high attitude. Anticipate this and compensate by holding the correct pitch attitude until
the trim can be readjusted.
3. Very few aircraft are able to sustain a climb with

flaps fully extended. Retract the flaps smoothly in
accordance with the instructions in the Aircraft
Flight Manual. Should the Aircraft Flight Manual
not indicate how to raise the flaps, it is recommended that they be raised in stages. When the
flaps are fully retracted immediately, a sudden loss
of height can occur. Attempts to arrest this descent
by raising the nose suddenly may induce a stall.

EXERCI SE THIRTEEN

Spinning

The spin has no practical application in normal flight.
You are trained in spins to learn recognition, avoidance, and recovery.
It is imperative that only aireraft certified for intentional spinning be used for any form of spin training.
The type certificate, Aircraft Flight Manual, or cockpit placards must be consulted to determine under
what conditions, if any, spin practice may be undertaken in a particular aircraft. The pilot of an aircraft
placarded against intentional spins should assume that
it might become uncontrollable in a spin. Entry and
recovery techniques recommended in this text apply
to the average light training aircraft. Should the Aircraft Flight Manual dictate different techniques, they
must be followed.

Autorotation
An automatic rolling tendency, or autorotation, will
develop following a stall that has been aggravated by
yaw. If allowed to continue, autorotation will develop
into a spin.
If for some reason one wing of an aircraft produces
more lift than the other, the aircraft will roll and the
downgoing wing will meet the relative airflow at a
greate r angle of attack. At ordinary angles of attack,
this increase in angle will cause an increase in lift,
which tends to restore the aircraft to its previou s
att itude . When a downgoing wing experiences an
increased angle of attack at or near the stalling angle,

Movement about lhe yaH axis

Move ment ab out the foil axis

Figure 2-30 Angles of Attack and Forces Acting in a Spin
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it loses lift, becomes more stalled, and automatically
continues to drop. The upgoing wing, because of its
relative upward movement, meets the airflow at a
reduced angle of attack, becomes less stalled, and produces more lift, which accentuates the roll. Also, drag
on the downgoing wing increases sharply, adding to
the existing yaw force, which effectively increases the
angle of attack of the downgoing wing, stalling it further (Fig. 2-30). The nose drops owing to the loss of
lift, and autorotation or spinning sets in.
The spinning motion is complicated and involves
simultaneous rolling, yawing, and pitching. The aircraft follows a helical or corkscrew downward path,
rotating about a vertical axis. Pitch attitudes may vary
from flat to steep, while forward and vertical speeds
are both comparatively low. Forces are somewhat
above normal but are relatively steady.
The spin consists of the three stages illustrated in

Fig. 2-31 :
I . The incipient stage.
2. The fully developed stage.
3. The recovery.

-

The Incipient Stage
The incipient stage occurs from the time the aircraft
stalls and rotation starts until the spin axis becomes
vertical or nearly vertical. During this time, the flight
path changes from horizontal to vertical, and spin
rotation increases from zero to the fully developed
rate. The incipient stage usually occurs rapidly in light
aircraft, some 4 to 6 seconds, and consists of approximately the first two turns. Model and actual tests
show that the typical incipient stage motion starts during the stall with a wing drop. As the nose drops the
yawing motion begins to increase. About the half-turn
point, the aircraft is pointed almost straight down but
the angle of attack is usually in excess of that of the
stall, because of the inclined flight path (Fig. 2-31).
Near completion of the first tum, the nose may come
back up. and the angle of attack continues to increase.
As the aircraft continues to rotate into the second tum,
the flight path becomes more nearly vertical, and the
three spinning motions become more repeatable and
approach those of the fully developed stage.
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In the fully developed stage, the attitude. angles, and
motions of the aircraft are somewhat repetitious and
stabilized from tum to tum with a nearly vertical
descent. The spin is maintained by a balance between
the aerodyna mic and inertia forces and moment s

(Fig. 2-32).
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Figure 2-31 The Three Stages of a Sp in

Recovery

Entry
A spin, whether deliberate or inadvertent, may be
entered in many ways. It is not necessary for an aircraft to have a relatively high pitch attitude for it to
stall and spin. The angle of attack is the key factor,
not the attitude, It is possible to enter a spin with the
aircraft in a descending, level, or climbing attitude. A
spin can also be entered from an accelerated stall.
Many types of aircraft require special techniques to
get the spin properly started. Strangely enough. these
same aircraft have been known to spin accidentally,
due to mishandling in routine turns or in slow flight.
The primary requirement is that the aircraft be fully
stalled. otherwise it might not spin. and the result
would likely be a skidding spiral of increasing airspeed. If this occurs, immediately recover from the
spiral dive and start over.

Spinning
Aerccynamc moments
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Figure 2-32 Balance of Aerodynamic and Inertia Pitching Moments in a Spin

One method of inducing a spin is outlined below.
I. Complete safety precautions - cockpit checks,
minimum altitude, suitable area, look-out, etc. All
practice spin recoveries should be completed no
less than 2,000 feet above ground, or at a height
recommended by the manufacturer, whichever is
the greater.
2. Reduce power to a minimum and stall the aircraft
by gradually applying full aft control column while
maintaining a ncar normal climb attitude. At or
slightly before the stall, apply full rudder in the
direction of the desired spin.
3. Allow autorotation to occur by maintaining full
rudder and holding the control column fully back,
as at this point there may be an instinctive tendency
to release pressure.
4. Allow the spin to progress through the desired
number of turns, but never through more than six.
Approved aircraft arc not tested beyond these limits. Normally, two complete turns of a developed
spin should be sufficient.

Recovery
The aim in recovery is to upset the balance between
the aerodynamic and inertia moments. Because aircraft spin characteristics differ, recovery techniques
specified in the Aircraft Flight Manual must be followed. The procedures outlined below arc suitable for
most small aircraft and may be used in the absence
of manufacturer's data.

I. Power to idle, neutralize ailerons.
2. Apply and hold full rudder opposite to the direction of rotation.
3. Just after the rudder reaches the stop, move the
control column positively forward far enough
to break the stall. Full down elevator might be
required.
4. Hold these control inputs until rotation stops.
5. As the rotation stops, neutralize rudder, level the
wings, and recover smoothly from the resulting
dive.

Factors Affecting Recovery
The most important difference between the fully
developed stage and the incipient stage is an increase
in recovery time, for some aircraft, and to a lesser
extent the amount of control input needed. From the
fully developed stage it is not unusual for a full tum
or more to occur after the application of recovery controls before rotation stops. Therefore, it is very important to apply the recovery controls in the proper
sequence and hold them until rotation stops. Premature relaxation may extend the recovery time.
Some of the factors likely to affect spin behaviour
and recovery characteristics arc: aircraft loading (distribution, Centre of Gravity, and weight); altitude;
power; flaps; and rigging.
Distribution of the weight in the aircraft can have
a significant effect on spin behaviour. The addition of
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weight at any distance from the Centre of Gravity of
the aircraft will increase its moment of inertia about
two axes (Fig. 2·32). This increased inertia, independent of the Centre of Gravity location or weight, will
tend to promote a less steep spin attitude and more
sluggish recoveries. Forward location of the Centre of
Gravity will usually make it more difficult to obtain
a pure spin, due to the reduced elevator effectiveness.
The farther back the Centre of Gravity is, and the
more masses distributed along the length of the fuselage, the flatter and faster the spin tends to become.
Changes in gross weight as well as in its distribution
can have an effect on spin behaviour, since increases
in gross weight will increase inertia. Higher weights
may extend recoveries slightly.
High altitudes will tend to lengthen recoveries since
the less dense air provides less "bite" for the controls
to oppose the spin. However, this does not suggest you
should use low altitudes for spin practice.
The effect of the use of ailerons, either with or
against the rotation, apparently follows no set rule for
all aircraft. As application of ailerons might increase
the rotation rate and delay recovery, there must be no
tendency to use ailerons, particularly in a cross-control manner.
If a spin occurs with flaps extended, retract them,
as extended flap might:
1. Prolong the spin, because it induces a flatter spin
attitude and lower spin rate.

,

...

2. Reduce the effectiveness of the rudder, due to
deflected air flow.
3. Incur damage from high speed or high loading, or
both, in recovery from the dive.
With power on, the attitude of the aircraft might be
less nose down, and the propeller will tend to add
some gyroscopic inputs, which will be reversed
between left and right spins. The effect of leaving
power on during a spin is to lengthen recoveries on
some aircraft. Additionally, a power-on recovery will
likely result in increased airspeed and height loss during the dive recovery.
If disorientation prevents determining the direction
of rotation, refer to the turn needle or tum co-ordinator to establish the direction of rotation. For example, if the turn needle or turn co-ordinator indicates a
tum to the left, the aircraft is spinning to the left. Do
not refer to the ball indicator because the ball does
not remain in a constant position, due to transient yaw.

Secondary Spin
A secondary spin may result from mishandling the
controls following recovery from the initial spin. An
abrupt or premature pull-up from the dive recovery
could cause a secondary stall (Fig. 2-33) . If yaw is
present - for example, from inadvertent retention of
anti-spin rudder - the aircraft might enter a secondary
Sp ill.
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Figure 2-33 Secondary Stall Resulting from Improper Spin Recovery
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EXERCISE FOURTEEN

Spiral

A spiral may be informally described as "a steep
descending turn in which airspeed, rate of descent,
and wing loading increase rapidly." The spiral is not
usually considered a normal or useful manoeuvre, and
in its accidental form it can become very hazardous.
It can be readily seen why this manoeuvre is considered hazardous, especially if it occurs at a low altitude. A high-speed stall could result from incorrect
use of elevator in an attempt to check the rapid rate
of descent. If airspeed is permitted to increase beyond
nonnal limits, the aircraft can be structurally damaged
during the spiral or during the pull-up from the dive
if loading becomes excessive.
In a way, a spiral resembles a spin. Therefore, when
executing practice spins it is possible to become ternporarily disoriented, so that what appears to be a spin
is actually a spiral. Under these conditions, always
remember that the main difference between the two
manoeuvres is airspeed. In a spin the airspeed is constant and low - at or about the stalling speed; in a
spiral the airspeed will be well above stalling speed
and increasing rapidly. A spiral may result from
attempting to force an aircraft into a spin too soon
before a stall occurs or from relaxing the elevator controls once a spin has started.
A spiral may also result from mismanagement of
controls during manoeuvres in which additional
engine power is used, such as steep turns. In these
circumstances be sure that the throttle is c1oscd, to
bring the rapidly increasing airspeed under more
effective control and to reduce the load factor build
up when recovering from the dive.
Once recognized, it is not difficult to recover from
a spiral dive. The following action must be taken
promptly and in this order:

I. Close the throttle.
2. Roll the wings level. (Avoid rolling and pulling up
at the same time.)
3. Ease out of the dive.
4. Apply power only after the airspeed has decreased
to within the normal range.
The spiral is a manoeuvre that should not be practised
solo, but for recognition and recovery action purposes,
the flight instructor will demonstrate it in various
ways, such as from an incorrectly entered spin or a
poorly executed steep tum. During this demonstration,
the sudden increase in airspeed and wing loading will
be vcry evident. You will also see how any attempt to
pull out of the dive without first levelling the wings
further tightens and aggravates the manoeuvre.
Resist the temptation to roll the wings and pull out
of the dive simultaneously, because there will be a
much greater load imposed on the aircraft.
In carrying out intentional spira ls the foll owing
point s are stressed so that you can take adequate
precautions:
I. Considerable height may be lost. Recovery should
be completed at a height recommended by the
manufacturer, or no less than 2,000 feet above
ground, whichever is the greater.
2. Airspeed increases rapidly; take care not to exceed
the speed limitations of the aircraft.
3. An attempt to recover from the ensuing dive too
abruptly could result in an excessive load factor,
with the danger of a pilot black-out, structural
damage, or a high-speed stall.
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EXERCISE FIFTEEN

Slipping

Slipping is a manoeuvre in which the aircraft is placed
in a banked attitude but its tendency to tum is either
reduced or prevented by the use of rudder.
Slipping is used for two purposes. One purpose is
to increase rate of descent without increasing airspeed.
For aircraft without flaps, this technique. known as a
fo rward slip, is essential in controlling the angle of
the approach. Even for aircraft equipped with flaps,
slipping can still be used to correct the approach
angle, provided that the Aircraft Flight Manual allows
slipping while flaps are extended. Moreover, flaps
have been known to fail. Another purpose of a slip is
to counteract the effect of drift when landing in a
cross-wind. This is called a side-slip.
The forward slip is one in which the longitudinal
axis is at an angle to the desired descent path. If there
is any cross-wind. the slip is more effective if made
into the wind. As the aim is to increase the rate of
descent. the slip should be done with the engine
idling.
To enter a slip, use ailerons to lower the wing on
the side toward which the slip is to be made. At the
same time, use rudder to move the nose in the opposite direction. Bank applied one way is balanced by
rudder applied the opposite way. The result is a constant direction of flight during the slip. Use elevators
to maintain the desired airspeed . Note, however, that
because of the location of the pitot tube and the static
vents. slipping can cause airspeed errors. Pilots must
learn to recognize a properly performed slip by the
aircraft attitude and the feel of the flight controls.
Anticipate control pressures when maintaining a
slip. If full rudder is used, considerable aileron pressure may be needed to maintain the bank. There will
also be a tendency for the nose to pitch up as a result
of the banked attitude and rudder input. This must be
counteracted by the use of elevators to maintain the
proper pitch attitude.
Recovery from a slip is achieved by simultaneously
releasing rudder pressure. levelling the wings, and
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adjusting the pitch attitude to resume norrnal descent
and airspeed.
A side-slip is a slip in which the aircraft's longitudinal axis remains parallel to the original flight path.
This is essential in a cross-wind landing when the aircraft is slipped into the wind the right amount to
counter the effect of drift. The desired flight path in
this case is the centre of the runway. The aircraft must
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Figure 2-34

Forward Slip
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SUpping

remain positioned over the centre of the runway while
the longitudinal axis is held in alignment with it. This
is a highly developed skill as control inputs must
change as airspeed reduces and, if the wind is gusting,
as the wind changes in speed and direction.
A slipp ing turn achieves the same aim as a forward
slip - increased rate of descent without increasing airspeed - but does this in a tum. The tum is slowed,
but not prevented, by the use of opposite rudder. The
slipping tum can be useful during the tum to final
approach, especially in the case of a forced landing in
which excess altitude must be lost.

I No ~nd I

,

Figure 2-35 Side-Slip
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EXERCISE SIXTEEN

Take-off

Takin g o ff, as defin ed in th e Canadia n Aviation
Regula/ions in relation to an aircraft, means "the act
o f leavin g a support ing surfac e and incl udes the
im m edi ate ly preced in g and fo llo wi ng act s." In a
normall y execute d take- o ff the aircraft beco mes
airborne smoothly and efficiently, with the minimum
take-ofT run consistent with positive control and good
cl im b p erfo r m an c e . It is a re qu ir eme nt of th e
Canadian Aviation Regulat ion s th a t take-offs a t
aerodromes be executed into wind, insofar as practicable, unless otherwise authorized by an appropriate
Air Traffic Control unit. It makes good sense to take
off into the wind since it

A
No wind

Head wind

B

1. Permits a shorter run and a lower ground speed at
the mome nt of take-off.

2. Eliminates drift, so that there is no additional strain
on the landing gear.
3. Affords best directional control, especially at the
beginning of the run.
4. Results in better obstacle clearance owing both to a
shorter run and a steeper angle of climb (Fig. 2-36).
5. Establishes circuit pattern direction for all aircraft
in the case of an uncontrolled airport.
The safety, and very frequently the quality, of a takeoff can depend on the proper execution of the pretake-off check. You must consider carry ing out this
check in the sequential manner prescribed by the
authority responsible for the operation of the aircraft,
or as laid down in the Aircraft Flight Manual, as a
compulsory action at all times.
The first few yards (metres) of any take-off are very
important. If a good, straight, well-controlled start is
made, the success of the take-off is fairly well assured.
Avoid the use of brakes if possible, since any use of
brake will cause an undesirable increase in the take-off
distance.
At first it is diffic ult to appreciate the varying contro l pressures required as the speed of an aircraft
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Figure 2-36 The Effect of Wind on an Obstacle
Clearance Climb

increases during the take-off run. Therefore, there is
a tendency to move the controls through a wide range,
seeking the pressures expected, and as a consequence,
to overcontrol badly. This will be aggravated by the
initial sluggish reaction of the aircraft to the control
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movements. It is necessary that you develop a feel for
control resistance and accomplish the desired results
by pressing against them. With increased practice and
experience, you will be able to sense also when sufficient speed has been attained for rotation so that you
do not have to direct your atten tion to the air speed
indicator too soon. Achieving the recommended airspeed before beginning rotation is important, but until
that time you must give full attentio n to outside
references.
Nose Wheel Aircraft. For ncrrnal take-offs in nose
wheel aircraft, the aircraft should be carefully aligned
with the runway centre line. Ensure that the nose
wheel is centred. Power should be applied by opening
the throttle smoothly but positively. Keep the ailerons
and elevator in the neutral position. As the take-off
roll commences, gradually move the elevator control
back to lighten the weight on the nose wheel. As the
speed of the aircraft approaches that required for takeoff, raise the nose to the take-off attitude. Premature
or excessive raising of the nose will delay take-off
because of the increased drag. Keep straight by concentrating on a reference point at the far end of the
runway and maintain directional control with smooth
rudder pressures. Keep the wings level with aileron
control.
Nose wheel aircraft are not ordinarily subject to
gyroscopic effect or asymmetric thrust during the
take-off run since, until rotation for lift-otT is executed, the thrust-line remains constantly parallel to the
ground. The exception would be the nose-up attitude
required in a soft field take-off.
When the aircraft lifts off the ground, it should be
at approximately the attitude for its best rate of climb
airspeed and allowed to accelerate to this airspeed
before any attempt is made to reset the throttle for the
climb. Some pressure is normally required on the elevator control to hold this attitude until the proper
climb speed is established. If back pressure on the
control column is relaxed before a climb has been
established, the aircraft may "settle," even to the point
of dropping down onto the runway again.
The best rate of climb speed should be maintained
until a safe height is reached, except when there are
obstacles in the flight path, in which case the best
angle of climb speed should be used. Unless the Aircraft Flight Manual states otherwise, light aircraft
should maintain full power until at least 500 feet
above the ground. The combination of full power and
best rate of climb speed gives an additional margin of
safety in that altitude is gained, in a minimum of time,
from which the aircraft can be safely manoeuvred
should there be an engine failure. Also, in many light
aircraft, full throttle provides a richer mixture for
additional engine cooling during the climb.

Tail Wheel Aircraft. At the outset of the take-off
run, keep the tail wheel on the ground so that directional control may be maintained by means of tail
wheel steering. When speed has reached the point
where both the elevators and rudder become effective,
lower the nose to the take-off attitude.
As take-off speed is attained, ease the control column back to assist the aircraft into the air. It should
not be forced into the air prematurely.
There may be a tendency for the aircraft to yaw to
the left during the take-off run. The main reason for
this is undoubtedly the propeller, but which of its
effects is the chief cause is not so easy to dctcnnine.
For example:
I. The torque reaction of the clockwise rotating propeller being anti-clockwise, the left main wheel
will be pressed on the ground and the extra friction
at that point should tend to yaw the aircraft to the
left. (This is similar to having a partially flat tire
on the left front wheel of an automobile.)
2. The slipstream will strike the fin and rudder on the
left side, tending to yaw the aircraft to the left.
3. Gyroscopic effect will enter the picture when the
tail is being raised, and will tend to yaw the aircraft
to the left.
4. Asymmetric thrust. In the case of a tail wheel aircraft, since the right side of the propeller's plane
of rotation is developing more thrust than the left
side, it will cause the airc raft to yaw to the left ,
while the tail wheel is on the ground.

Cross -Wind Take-offs
The strength and direction of the wind is an important
consideration for take-offs. It is not always practical
to take off directly into the wind. As a result, crosswind take-offs must be practised until the skill has
been mastered.
For all take-offs, the aircraft must maintain a
straight path along the centre of the runway. During a
cross-wind take-off, the wind blowing across the runway makes directional control more difficult and must
be counteracted. There is a tendency for the into wind
wing to rise causing the aircraft to roll. Wind moving
across the runway may also make the aircraft turn into
the wind or drift sideways.
At least four factors account for the aircraft's reactions to a cross-wind (Fig. 2-37):
I . The aircraft has more keel surface behind the main
wheels than ahead of them. As a result, the wind
exerts a greater sideways force on the rear portion
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3. The into wind wing is exposed to more wind
because the fuselage shelters the other wing somewhat. The wing that receives the greater efTeet
from the wind will produce more lift.
4. With positive dihedral, the angle of attack on the
into wind wing is larger than the angle of attack
on the other wing. Again, the wing that receives
the greater efTect from the wind will produce more
lift than the other wing.

c

Figure 2·37 Effects of a Cross-Wind during
Take-off

of the aeroplane which eauscs the nose to turn into
wind. This is referred to as "weather cocking."
2. The wind blowing across the runway tends to push
the entire aircraft sideways creating a sideways
strain on the landing gear.

During a cross-wind take-ofT, directional control is
maintained with rudder. Depending on the strength of
the wind and the aircraft type, much greater rudder
pressure than normal may be required to maintain a
straight path along the runway.
During a cross-wind take-off ailerons are deflected
as though turning into the wind. This counteracts the
tendency for the into wind wing to rise. Full aileron
should be deflected as the take-off roll begins. As the
aircraft gains speed along the runway, aileron deflection will be reduced. Whenever a cross-wind is prescnt, some into wind aileron deflection will be required
at the point of lift-off to counteract the tendency for
the aircraft to roll.
The aircraft must leave the runway surface cleanly
and positively. Once the aircraft is airborne, it must
not be allowed to settle back onto the runway. If the
aircraft were to drift sideways after takc-ofT and settle
back onto the runway, the sideways movement would
create a considerable side loading on thc landing gear.
Should the runway be quite narrow, the aeroplane
could drift completely off the runway onto the unprepared surface along thc sidc.
As soon as the aircraft is airborne and there is no
possibility of settling back on the runway, a co-ordinated tum is made into wind. The tum is stopped and
the wings levelled whcn the new heading compensates
adequately for drift. A steady climb is maintained on
this heading, which should result in a ground track
aligned with the centre line of the runway. From time
to time the tcnn crab or crabbing may be used to
describe an alteration to the heading of an aircraft to
compensate for drift. Crabbing is a very descriptive
and convenient term, but always bear in mind that the
activity being described is relative to the ground only.
Except in the case of a direct head wind or a 90
degree cross-wind, a wind from any forward angle
contains both a cross-wind component and a headwind component. A wind blowing at a 90 degree
angle contains only a cross-wind component. One of
the simpler methods for determining acceptability of
crosswinds uses this principle as a basis for
calculation.
It is a certification requirement that an aircraft be
capable of safe operation in a 90 degree cross-wind
provided the speed of the wind does not exceed 20
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percent of the stalling speed of the aircraft in question.
This information, in conj unction with the known stalling speed of a particular aircraft, makes it possible to
use the cross-wind component graph (Fig. 2-38) to
derive a general rule for most light aircraft. This
method must be used as a guide only, since acce ptability of winds of any angle or strength depends on
all circumstances involved, including the pilot-incommand's level of competence. Examples of the
method used in this interpolation are shown below:

Example 1 Aircraft with a C AS Stalling Speed of
60 KT
Wind
(Degrees off Runway)

Permtselble
WInd Speed s

90 deg rees
60 degrees
graph
30 degrees
graph
15 deg rees
graph

(0.2 X 60 KT stalling speed)
Using cross-wind co mponent

= 12 KT
:: 14 KT

Using cross-wind component

= 24 KT

Using cross-wind component

= 45 KT

Example 2 Aircraft with a

CAS

Special Considerations
Most flight train ing occurs at aerodromes with fir m
surfaces that are of adequate length and free from
obstacles, which allows for normal take-offs. However, many take-offs must be made under less than
ideal conditions. You may have to carry out take-ofTs
from locations with:

Stalling Speed of

50 KT
Wind
(Degrees off Run way)

90 degrees
60 degrees
graph
30 deg rees
graph
15 degrees
graph

Permi ssible
Wind Speed s

(0.2 X 50 KT stalling speed)
Using cross-wind component

= 10 KT
= 12 KT

Using cross-wind co mponent

= 20 KT

Using cross-wind component

= 38 KT

When you have determ ined that a strong crosswind is within acceptable limits, it is often important
to know the value of the head-wind and cross-wind
components. Both of these values may be determ ined
by using the graph in Fig. 2-38. Say, as an exaggerated
example, the wind is 30 degrees off the runway at
40 KT (Example 3). The point where the 40 KT "s peed
curve " intersects the 30 degree " wind degrees off runway" line becomes the datum. Draw a vertical line
down from the datum, and where it intersects the "KTI
mph" line read off the cross-wind component (20 KT) .
Draw a horizontal line from the datum to the "runway
edge: ' then from this point parallel the "speed curves"
to a point on the "xrvmph" line and read off the head
wind component (34 KT) .

I. Reduced overall runway length.
2. Snowdrifts, puddles of water, or other hazards limiting available runway length.
3. Obstacles (Fig. 2-39).
4. Soft or rough surfaces (Fig. 2AO) .
Whenever speci al take-off conditions exist, consult
the Aircraft Flight Manual for essential information.
The manual may provide special procedures to follow
or indicate the configurat ion that will provide optimum performance as well as graphs, charts, or other
methods to determine take-off performance such as
distance requir ed to lift off or the distance required to
cli mb over obstacles. When you ca lculate the take-off
and cli mb distance required, you may decide against
a take-off until more favourable conditions exist.

Take-offs From Firm Surfaces With
Reduced Field Length
50 40 30 20 10

KT/mph
Example 1

J

Jl

10 20 30 40 50 60
KT/mph
Example 3

Example 2

Figure 2·38 Cross·Wind Component Graph

l'l

To maximize aircraft performance in these situations
you will need to configure the aircraft to allow a safe
lift-off at a slow speed. You will also have to accelerate as quickly as possible to this lift-off speed. The
Aircraft Flight Manual will help you determine how
to proceed.
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Depending on the aircraft being used, the configuration that allows the slowest safe lift-off speed may
involve flaps up or extended only partly. Consult the
Aircraft Flight Manual to determine the flap setting for
your aircraft.
Maximum acceleration is accomplished by ensuring before the take-off begins that maximum power is
being produced. With brakes applied on a firm surface, the maximum power you can obtain should be
compared with figures provided by the aircraft manufacturer. Failure to obtain the power readings specified in the manual is an indication that the engine is
not delivering maximum power. This means that takeoff performance will not be what you expect, therefore, you should not attempt the take-off If full power
is available, you should begin the take-off roll with
full power. Most manufacturers suggest that, when
possible, you should apply power against the brakes
until the engine is developing full power and then
release the brakes.
Normally, the take-off roll is completed with the
aircraft in the attitude that provides the least drag. This
attitude is similar to the normal cruise attitude. Allow
the aircraft to reach the correct lift-off speed before
raising the nose for the take-off. Lifting off the ground
at too slow a speed will result in control difficulties
or even a stall.
Once airborne, allow the aircraft to accelerate to the
desired speed and climb away.

Take-offs From Soft or Rough Surfaces
Soft and rough surfaces require more distance for an
aircraft to accelerate to flying speed. Take-offs from
soft or rough surfaces are normally accomplished by
completing all required check-lists on whatever solid
surface is available and then taxiing and taking off
without stopping on the soft or rough surface. Stopping may mean getting stuck and will require large
amounts of power to get the aircraft moving. The aircraft is configured in accordance with the Aircraft
Flight Manual.
A nose-high attitude is maintained during the takeoff roll. Thi s procedu re will result in the aircraft
becoming airborne at a slower speed than that associated with norma l take-offs. This speed will be
slower than required for a safe climb. In some cases,
due to ground effect, the lift-off speed may be close
to the speed normally associated with a stall. Immediately after lift-off, the aircraft must be transitioned
into level flight with the wheels just clear of the surface until the desired climb speed is achieved. Care
must be taken to prevent climbing until the proper
climb speed is attained. Care must also be taken to

ensure that the aircraft is not forced back onto the
runway.
Aside from maximizing acceleration, any steps that
will reduce minimum flying speed can lead to reduced
take-off distance . In some light aircraft, the use of
small flap exten sions wi ll allow a safe lift-off at a
lower than normal speed. The use of large flap extensions generally causes excessive amounts of drag.
Check the Aircraft Flight Manual to determine the
flap settings recommended for take-off.
Tricycle gear aircraft present an additional impediment to take-offs from soft surfaces. The nose gear
may dig into the soft surface unless elevator forces are
used to raise the nose wheel above the surface. While
this increase in angle of attack causes additional drag,
the drag is less than the resistance encountered by the
nose wheel on a soft runway surface.

Obstac le C learance Take-ofts
Whether taking off from a solid surface or from a soft
or rough one, it is possible that a further take-off problem exists in the form of obstacles over which the
aircraft must climb. Whenever obstacles are of concern, the take-off must begin with the procedure dictated by the surface conditions. Soft fields still require
soft field techniques; short fields still require short
field techniques.
Once airborne, the aircraft must be operated so as
to provide the greatest gain in height when compared
to the distance travelled over the ground. When taking
off and climbing over an obstacle the best angle of
climb speed (Vx), as provided in the Aircraft Flight
Manual, should be used. After lift-off at the recommended speed, the aircraft should accelerate to the
best angle of climb speed and should be transitioned
into a climb at this speed. This speed should be maintained until the obstacle has been cleared or until it is
obvious that a normal climb would be appropriate.
When the top of the obstacle appears to be below the
level of the horizon, the aircraft is higher than the
obstacle. At this point a normal climb should be
established to improve forward visibility and safety.
For some aircraft, partial flap settings are recommended to reduce take-off dista nce. In some cases,
the use of partial flaps improves climb performance,
in other cases it reduces climb performance. Check
the Aircraft Flight Manual for the aircraft you are
flying to determine the procedure and flap setting
recommended.
Aircraft weight affects climb performance. Many
aircraft usc slightly different speeds for the climb over
an obstacle, depen ding upon the aircra ft weigh t.
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ineffective, making control of the aircraft difficult at
critical points during the take-off. When raindrop s
appear to bounce on the runway. the possibility of
hydrop laning should be suspected. Depressions in the
runway that cause extensive pooling to occu r during
heavy rain or spring thaws may also cause an aircraft
to hydroplan e during the take-off run. If a take-off
must be made under suspected hydro planing conditions, be prepared to control the aircraft withou t the
aid of brakes after an estimated grou nd speed of 30 KT
has been achieved.

Again. consult the Aircraft Flight Manual for the aircraft you are flying.

Tail Wind Afte r Take-off
Due to surface friction and other causes, it is possible
to have a condition of "no wind" at ground level, but
at several feet above the gro und. sufficient wind to
affect climb performance. Should this phenomenon
develop into a tail wind aloft. there is a risk of the
aircraft not being able to clea r obstacles adequately in
th e cl im b o ut. When the wi nd is calm o r light and
variable at the surface, carry out a take-off procedure
that makes adequate allowance for the possibility of a
tail wind shortly after the aircraft has left the ground.

Ground Effect
Anything that will impede the acceleration of the aircraft duri ng its take-off run, such as mud, slush, snow,
surface irregularities, grass (or other vegetation),
grade, etc., must be fully considered in respect to the
ta ke-off distance pe na lty tha t these facto rs ma y
impose. Under the se circumstances it would be wise
to use the soft field take-o ff technique, which makes
use of a phenomenon called ground effect. This is due
to the effect of the ground on the airflow patterns
about a wing in flight. Ground e ffe ct resu lts in
decreased induced drag; thus, making it possible for

Hydroplaning
The wheels of an aircraft rolli ng on a wet paved runway press a " bow wave" ahead of them . Th is ca n
cause a film of water to develop between the tires and
the runway of sufficient strength to " float" an aircraft
d uring the take-o ff run. Under these co nditions the
aircraft may drift sideways and brakes can become
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Figure 2-39 Rot ation and Lltt-ott During Obst acl e Clearan ce Take-off
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Figure 2-40 Soft Field Take-off
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an aircraft to become airborne at less than normal airspeeds. As a general rule the results of groun d effect
can be detected up to a height equal to one wing span
(of the aircraft being used) above the surface
(Fig . 2-41). The phenomenon of ground effect has two
important aspects which, if not recognized, can be
extremely hazardous. Any attempt to climb out of
ground effect prior to reachi ng the best angle of climb
airspeed may resu lt in the aircraft settling back to the
surface of the runway. Secondly, it is possible to lift
an aircraft off the ground into grou nd effect with
insufficient power or too great a load to permit the
aircraft to climb out of ground effect.

Groond effect

40 ' AGL

Perform ance
Many of the finer points associated with other than
normal take-offs vary as to aircraft type and existing
conditions. Aspects of these procedures are continually open to discussion and the apparent solutions will
vary with the background and experience of the individual pilot. Such points include whethe r to apply
take-off power before releasing brakes or as the
aircraft moves forward, when commencin g a takeofT; wheth er to use flaps or not to use flaps; whether
to extend flaps before the take-off run commences or
as the take-ofT ro ll progresses. The answers to these
questions are generally outl ined in the procedures recommended in the Aircraft Flight Manual, which
should be carefully followed. Othe r points of judgemen t arise as to the advisability of comme ncing to
build up speed for take-o ff while moving from the
run-up position to the runway centre line on a short
field or obstacle take-off. The deci sion to follow this
tech niqu e must be govern ed by the man ufacturer's
recommen dations. Some type s of aircra ft may suffer
an engine failure on the take-off ro ll following the socalled "rolling take-o ff " because the fuel will flow to
one side of the tank, due to centrifuga l force, leaving
the outlet mome ntari ly dry. Th is expo ses the engine
to fuel starvation and the possibilit y of failure at a
critical po int of the take-off. The amo unt of fuel in
the tanks is anot her governi ng factor.
Du ring a soft field take-off the taxiways and proposed take-off surface must be carefully inspected for
extra soft spots. Provided the surfaces are deem ed usable, the inertia of the aircraft and perhaps extra power
must be used to carry it through these area s.
The base measurement for development of the performance data for a particular aircraft is customarily
the performance achieved by the aircra ft in a standard
atmo sphere, or as it is some times called, standard air
density. The standard atmosphere is the air density
when the barom etric pressure is 29.92 inches of mercury and the tem perature is 15°C (59°F).

Groond effect dirrinishes with altitude

Figure 2-41 Ground Effect

The density of the air plays an important part in
the take-off performance of an aircraft . Cold, dry air
is denser than hot, moist air, and the denser the air,
the better the performance. Factors to remember about
air density at airports are:
I. Airport elevation high, air less dense '" reduced
performance.
2. Ambient air temperatur e high, air less dense =
redu ced performance.
3. Relative humidity high, air less den se = reduced
perfo rma nce.
4. Combination of I, 2, and 3 = poor performan ce
(Fig. 2-42).
Good take-off performance can be expec ted from an
aircraft at an airport with a field elevation, say, of 150
feet above mean sea level on a cold day, whereas a
poorer performance can be expected from the same
aircraft at the same airport on a hot day.
The worst possible take-off (and climb) performance can be expected when the following four conditions are combined:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Air tempera ture - High (above 15°C).
Airport elevation - High.
Atmo spheric pressure - Low (below 29 .92).
Relative humidity - High.

(The above combination repre sents a high density
altit ude.)
Density altitude is the altitude cor respo nding to
a given density in a standard atmosphere. It is a

Aircraft performance
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Figure 2-42 Effects of Elevation, Temperature, and Moisture on Take-off Run and Rate of Climb

"condition," not a level of flight. Unless density altitude is known it is difficult to determine the performance of an aircraft accurately, and this can be a very
important factor under certain take-off' conditions.
Density altitude can be calculated very quickly on the
pilot's flight computer.
Full use should be made of the take-off distance

tables in the Aircraft Flight Manual, which show the
changes in performance resulting from various airport
elevations and air temperatures. The aircraft manufacturer's recommendations are always the best source for
this information but should these recommendations
not be available, useful take-off'performance data may
be calculated by using the Koch chart (Fig. 2-43).
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To find the effect of altitude an d tem p eratu re ,
connect the tem pe rature and airport altitude by
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a straight line. Read the increase in take-off
d istance and the dec rea se in rate of c limb he re:
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Figure 2-43 The Koch Chart for Temperature and Altitude Effects

Koch Chart
When using the Koch Chart remember that the airport
altitude factor is pressure altitude. To determine the
pressure altitude of an airport upon which the aircraft
is standing, set the altimeter barometric pressure scale
to 29.92, then read off the altitude in the nonnal manner. After determi ning the pressure altitude of the airport, do not forget to reset the altimeter to the actual
field elevation or alt imeter setting.
The straight line ( I) used as an example in the
Koch Chart (Fig. 2-43) shows that an aircraft at an
airport with a pressure altitude of 6,000 feet with an
outside (ambient) air temperature of 38°C ( lOO°F)
requires 220 percent more take-off distance than the
same aircra ft would require at sea level in standard
atmosphere. Even at a common airport pressure altitude of 1,000 feet, 30 percent more take-off distance
is required if the ambient air temperatu re is 27°C
(80°F) (line 2).
The Koch Chart indicates representative values only.
There fore, if it is available the take-off distance chart

in the Aircraft Flight Manual must be used. In addition, the Koch Chart may be conservative when used
to calculate the take-off and climb performance of aircraft with turbocharged engines.

Wheelbarrowing
Whee/harrowing may be described as a cond ition in
nose wheel equipped aircraft that is encountered when
the nose wheel is firm ly on the runway and the main
wheels are lightly loaded or clear of the runway during take-off or landing. This causes the nose gear to
support a percentage of weight greater than normal
while providing the on ly means of steering.
During take-off, wheelbar rowing may occur at relatively low speeds due to the slipstream increasing the
lifting effect of the horizontal stabilizer, and excessive
forward elevator control pressure being applied during
take-off to hold the aircraft on the gro und to speeds
above those normal for take-off. When taking off in
a cross-wind, or if any other yaw force is introduced
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at this time. an aircraft in this flight condition tends
to pivot about the nose wheel, and if not brought
under control quickly may execute a manoeuvre similar to a ground loop in a tail wheel type aircraft.
Corrective action must be based on a number of
factors - degree of development of the wheelbarrowing, the pilot's proficiency, remaining runway length,
and aircraft performance versus aircraft configuration.
Only after considering at least these factors should
you initiate one of the following corrective measures:

take ofT. An aircraft flying into the core of a wing tip
vortex will tend to roll with that vortex. It is entirely
possible that this induced roll will be at a greater rate
than a light aircraft's capability to counteract it.
Wake turbulence from any preceding aircraft will
be maximum j ust before the point of touchdown for
a landing aircraft, and just after the point of take-off
for a departing aircraft. On take-off, wake turbulence
can best be avoided:
I. If following an aircraft that has j ust departed. by
planning the take-off so as to become airborne
prior to the point of take-off of the preceding aircraft. Avoid passing through the flight path of the
preceding aircraft.
2. If following an aircraft that has j ust landed. by
planning the take-ofT so as to become airborne
beyond the point of touchdown of the preceding
aircraft (Fig. 2-45).

I. If the aircraft is not pivoting, ease back on the control column to take weight ofT the nose wheel and
continue with the take-ofTand climb procedure.
2. If pivoting has begun, relax forward elevator control to lighten the load on the nose wheel and
return steering to normal. If pivoting stops, resume
the take-ofT; if pivoting continues, reject the takeolT.

Should you have the slightest doubt or indecision concerning wake turbulence on take-off, delay the takeoff for up to two minutes to allow the vortices of a
landing aircraft to dissipate and up to four minutes in
the case of a preceding take-off. The larger the preceding aircraft, the longer the delay. Remember that

WakeTurbulence
Wake turbulence (Fig. 2-44) caused by wing tip vortices of departing or arriving aircraft, especially large.
heavy aircraft. must be avoided by aircraft about to
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Vorticesdrift with the wind.
When the vortices'
downward movement takes
them near the ground . they
lend to spread outward.

A cross-wind amponeot of
approlcimately 5 KT can
move one vortex right over
the runway.

Figure 2-44 Wake Turbulence

Vortices ma y drift over a
paral lel runway.

An intersection take-off can
put you closer to the vortices.
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"Ntlch has jjst taken ott. use
the "close" end at the runway.

Calm wind

II the large aircraft has ;..st landed,
use the "far' end at the rul'JlNay.

Figure 2-45 Wake Turbulence Avo idance Proc edures

although the strength of the wind is a vortex dissipation factor, a cross-wind may move or hold a vortex
directly in the proposed take-off path.
It is unlikely that a control tower would clear a light
aircraft for an immediate take-off in the wake of a
large heavy aircraft. but in any case there should be
no hesitation whatsoever on the part of the light aircraft pilot in requesting a take-off delay, should such
a clearance be given.
Even though a clearance for take-off has been
issued, if you consider it safer to wait or alter your
intended operation in any way in the interest of safety
or good ainnanship, ask the control tower for a revised
clearance. The air traffic controller's chief interest is
safety of aviation, but the controller may not be aware
of all circumstances, especially a pilot's level of competency when unusual conditions prevail.
At an uncontrolled airport (an airport without a
control tower), the pilot-in-command is responsible for
making decisions that are consistent with safety, good
airmanship, and the Canadian Aviation Regulat ions.
In this regard, two of the most important Canadian
Aviation Regulations indicate that:
I . Where an aircraft is in flight or manoeuvring on the
ground or water;the pilot-in-command shall give way
to other aircraft landing or about to land.
A landing aircraft has priority in the use of the
landing area and an aircraft proposing take-off
must not usurp this priority in any way. Whether a
take-off may be mad e, in view of the di stance a

landing aircraft is from the landing area, is a matter
of good judgement and courtesy. Never presume
that a landing aircraft can always abort its landing
in favour of a pilot who has exercised poor j udgement in timing the take-off.
2. No person shall take off or attempt to take off in
an aircraft until such time as there is no apparent
risk of collision with any other aircraft.
Search the entire sky for other aircraft that may
conflict with your take-off Another aircraft may
be landing with a tailwind on the runway; this may be
in conflict with the Canadian Aviation Regulations
but such an aircraft still has priority over aircraft
proposing take-off. The aircraft landing wit h a
tailwind may have reasons compelling it to do so. Do
not take off, or positionyour aircraft for take-off, until
a landing aircraft has cleared the runway. When
positioned for take-off, the pilot no longer has a view
of the runway approach and possible landing traffic.
It is an indication of poor ainn anship and lack of
courtesy on your part to proceed onto the active runway if you are not fully prepared to take off as soon
as the runway is clear. Remain clear of the active runway until you have carefully completed all pre-takeotT checks. Do not delay aircraft taxiing behind you
by carrying out cockpit procedures that should have
been completed at the apron or ramp. If there is some
difficulty that may delay your take-off, position your
aircraft so that others may pass.

EXERCISE SEVENTEEN

The Circuit

The International Civil Aviation Organization ( ICAO)
terminology for the circuit is "aerodrome traffic circuit." It is defined as: "The speci fied paths to be
flown by aircraft operating in the vicinity of an aerodrome:' The circuit is often erroneously referred to as
the "traffic pattern." Although the latter does involve
the circuit, the correct defin ition of traffic pattern is:
"The geographica l path flown by an aircraft after it
enters a control zone and until it enters the downwind
leg of the aerodrome traffic circuit."
The prime purpose of an orderly and well defined
circuit is safety. However. circuit procedures are also
fundamental to the execution of good approaches and
landings.
The basic pattern of the circuit remains fi xed, but
its orientation is determined by the headin g of the
runway in use at the time. A plan view of the circuit
(Fig. 2-46) shows that it is rectangular in shape and
has the following components:
I. Take-off.
2. The cross-wind leg (not to be confused with circuit
jo ining cross-wind).
3. The downwind leg.
4. The base leg.
5. The final approach.
In actual practice, at controlled airports it is customary for pilots and controllers to omit the word
" leg" when referrin g to the circuit components, e.g.:
"Burton tower I FOXT ROT. AL PUA. BRAVO. CHARLIE
I downwind;" "FOXTROT, AL PHA, BRAVO, CHARLI E I
Burton tower I report turni ng base." It is recommended that the downwind call be when the aircraft
is abeam the control tower.
Unless special conditions exist and there is authorized advice to the contrary, all circuits are left hand;
therefore, all turns within the circuit arc left turns.
In addition, unless otherwise authorized, all normal
circuit heights are 1,000 feet aboveaerodrome elevation.

After take-off there will be a straight climb into
wind, normally to a height of 500 feet. and then a 90
degree tum cross-wind. The cross-wind leg is a continuous climb to circuit height where the aircraft is
levelled off, Then a 90 degree tum brings the aircraft
onto the downwind leg. The downwind leg is flown
so as to track parallel with the intended landing path.
On the downwind leg any necessary pre-landing
checks are made. When past the downwind boundary
an appropriate distance, another 90 degree tum is
made onto the base leg. Whcn within gliding distance
of the landing area and a gliding approach is desired
the throttle is closed and the aircraft is put into a glide.
Just before reaching the intended line of the final
approach, another 90 degree tum is made onto final
approach and the aircraft is kept in line with the centre
of the runway until the landing is completed (see
F;g.2-46).
The strength of the wind will affect the heading to
be steered on the cross-wind and base legs of the circuit. Maintain a track over the gro und, which is at
right angles to the landing path. Thus, during the base
leg, an aircraft in a very strong wind will be heading
well in toward the aerodro me although its path over
the ground will be at right angles to the landing
path.
On all legs of the circuit it is essential to maintain
a good look-out on both sides. above, and below.
The latter part of the circuit is usually called the
approach. Technically, the approach to landing commences on the downwind leg, at the turning point
from downwind to base leg. Exactly where or when
the tum onto the base leg is made will depend largely
on the strength of the wind. The stronger the wind.
the steeper the angle of descent will be during the
final straight approach; therefore, the sooner the tum
onto the base leg should be made.
When on the base leg, adj ust the heading to allow
for drift and j udge when to start the glide (or descent)
by the angle at which the runway is observed - the
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Figure 2-46 Aerodrome Traffic Circuit

stronger the wind the greater this angle should be.
Once the descent has begun, you can judge whether
the aircraft is going to be too high or too low on the
final approach and correct by appropriate use of flaps
or power.
Judge the whole circuit in relation to the runway,
not in relation to other points on the ground. This will
rapidly improve your judgement of approaches and
changes of runway, landing direction, or aerodrome
will not be upsetting. It will also help you considerably in j udging other types of approaches.

Right Hand Circuits
The standard direction of any aerodrome traffic circuit
is left hand. However, exceptions occur where traffic
conflicts with other airports, or hazardous terrain

necessitate the adoption of a right-hand pattern, for an
entire airport or for specific runways. The exceptions
are listed in the Canada Flight Supplement.

Spacing
It is extremely important that you be constantly aware
of the position of other aircraft in the circuit. particularly those that are ahead of you in the pattern. Be
careful not to "cut off" a preceding aircraft by turning
onto the base or final leg out of proper sequence.
Maintain suitable spacing between your aircraft and
the one ahead to allow thai aircraft time to land and
taxi clear of the runway. If you crowd the preceding
aircraft it may be necessary for you to execute a
missed approach and "go around;' which in these circumstances is an unnecessary waste of flight time. At
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the same time, overspacing in a busy circuit will
inconvenience aircraft that are following you. Correct
spacing is a judgement skill you must develop as
quickly as possible. It takes into account such matters
as wind direction and strength, and the circuit speeds
of other aircraft. Correct spacing may be accomplished by widening or narrowing your circuit and/or
increasing or decreasing airspeed.

Controlled Airports
A control zone is controlled airspace about an airport
or military aerodrome of defined dimensions extending upward from the surface to a specif ied height
above ground level. Civilian control zones with control towers are normally designated as Class "8," "C"
and " D," within wh ich special regulations apply.
Control zones without operating control towers are usually designated Class "E." For information concerning
airspace classification, refer to the RAe section of the
Aeronautical Inf ormation Publication (A. l.P.) Canada.

Leaving the Circuit - Co ntro lled Airpo rts
When an aircraft leaves the circuit after take-off it
does one of two things. It either operates outside the
circuit while remaining within the control zone, or it
leaves the control zone. When an aircraft remains
within the control zone, the control tower will most
likely ask that it ( I) remain on the control tower frequency; (2) advise the type of exercise; (3) advise the
altitude at which the aircraft will be flown; and
(4) advise where the flying will be carried out. When
an aircraft intends to leave the control zone, permission to cease monitoring the control tower frequency
must be granted by the control tower so long as the
aircraft is in that tower's control zone. The control
tower exercises jurisdiction over all V FR traffic within
its control zone. A V FR aircraft may not operate within
a control zone without permission from the appropriate control tower, even though the aircraft may be
using another airport within the control zone.
When leaving the circuit, if the aerod rome traffic
circuit is left hand you may execute a right-hand tum
after take-off only with permission from the contro l
tower. If this permission cannot be granted, you must
follow the tower controller's instructions until clear of
the zone.
After leaving the circuit it may be necessary to fly
through the control zone of another airport at which
you do not intend to land. It is compulsory that you
make radio contact with the control tower in this zone
and remain under its control until out of the zone
again. Unless some special prior arrangement is made
with the appropriate Air Traffic Control unit, aircraft
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without two-way radio communication should remain
clear of control zones.
Automatic Terminal Information Service ( ATIS) is
provided at many larger airports. The recorded broadcast includes weather, runway, and NOTAM information
affecting the airport. Where it is provided, you should
monitor the ATI S broadcast prior to calling the ATC
facility, and inform ATC on first contact that you have
received the pertinent information.

Joining the Circuit
When returning to an airport for landing, advise the
control tower of your identification, geographical
location, or estimated distance in miles and direction
from the airport, and altitude. Then request landing
instructions. If you are outside the control zone you
must do this prior to entering the zone. When the control tower gives you clearance "to the circuit" you are
expected to join the circuit on the downwind leg at
circuit height. The descent to circuit height must be
made outside of the arca occupied by the circuit.
"Cleared to the circuit" authorizes you to make a
right tum, if required, to join cross-wind, or to joi n
the downwind leg provided the right turn is only a
partial turn that can be carried out safely (Fig. 2-47).
When cleared by the control tower for a "straight in"
approach, you are authorized to join the circuit on the
final approach leg without having executed any other
part of the circuit. The same ruling applies to being
authorized to join on base leg.
When an aircraft has been cleared to land by a control tower it does not mean the runway is clear of all
hazards. Any known hazards will be mentioned at the
time of the clearance; however, at times of restricted
visibility or at night, when a view of the runway from
the tower may be limited, unauthorized vehicles or
animals may have moved onto the runway without the
controller's knowledge. As the pilot, it is your final
responsibility to keep a look-out for hazards on the
landing and manoeuvring area. You alone must decide
whether it is acceptable to land considering your aircraft and level of flying skill.

Uncontrolled Aerodromes
An uncontrolled aerodrome is an aerodrome without
a control tower or one where the tower is not in operation. An airport which is a certified aerodrome (see
Chapter 5) can also be uncontrolled. There may be no
air-to-ground radio communication at an uncontrolled
aerodrome. However, at many sites there is a mandatory or aerodrome traffic frequency on which communication can be established with a Flight Service
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Figure 2-47 Standard Left-Hand Traffic Circuit at Controlled Airports

Stat ion or a locally based aircraft operator. These
facilities exercise no control over aircraft, but they can
be very helpful in advisi ng of surface wind s, the
runway being used by others, known air and ground
tra ffic, runway conditions, weathe r, etc . Pilots are
encouraged, and in many cases, required to monitor
and make use of any radio or unicorn communications
that may be available at uncontrolled aerodromes, and
to transmit po sition repo rts and broadca st their
intentions before joi ning and while in the circuit.

Leaving the Circuit
After take-off, climb straight ahead on the runway
heading until reaching the circuit traffic altitude
before commencing a tum in any direction to an en
route heading. Turns back toward the circuit or airport
should not be initiated until at least 500 feet above
the circuit altitude.

Join ing the Circuit
When returning to the airport for landing take full
advantage of air-to-ground communications for
advice. Many conditions can change at an airport after
even a short absence. If you cross the airport to make
observations, the cross-over must be done at least 500
feet above the circuit altitude. The descent to circuit
height should be made on the upwind side so as to
join the circuit at circuit altitude in level flight. Under
normal circumstances, circuit height is 1,000 feet above
aerodrome elevation.

Where no mandatory frequency procedures are in
effect, aircraft should approach the traffic circuit from
the upwind side, or, if no conflict exists with other
traffic, the aircraft may join the circuit on the downwind leg (Fig. 2-48).
Where mandatory frequency procedures are in
effect and airport and traffic advisory information is
available, aircraft may join the circuit pattern straight
in or at 45 degrees to the downwind leg, or straight
in to the base or final approach legs. Be alert for other
VFR aircraft entering the circuit at these positions and
for Instrument Flight Rules ( IFR) aircraft on straight
in or circling approaches. The pilot of an aircraft
inbound on an If·R or practice instrwnent approach
may give a position report that you do not understand.
Do not hesitate to request clarification in order to gain
a clear und erstanding of that aircraft 's position and
intentions.
Normally the runway to use for landing is the one
most nearly aligned into wind. However, the pilot has
final authority; therefore, for the safe operation of the
aircraft another runway may be used if the pilot deems
it necessary.

Taxiing on a Runway in Use
It is sometimes necessary to tum 180 degrees and taxi
back down the runway to position the aircraft for takeoff, or after landing in order to clear the runway. Do
th is as quick ly as possible consistent with safety.
Remember, after landing, until the runway is cleared
no other traffic has landing priority.
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EXERCISE EIGHTEEN

Approach and Landing

It is common for the student to believe that landing
an aircraft is the sum total of flying, and that once
this is learned, about all there is to know has been
accomplished. This belief, if allowed to persist, produces two unfortunate results: first, mental hazards,
based on attaching undue importance to the landing
procedure, which may hinder progress in learning the
procedure; and second, slacking off once reasonable
proficiency in executing landings has been attained.
Actually the landing is j ust another manoeuvre,
representing the logical result of all the preparation up
to this point, and only one of a series of extensions
of principles by which learning has progressed and
will continue to progress toward the goal of pilot compotency, A landing is the last of a sequence of major
manoeuvres, during which the altitude must be controlled, air traffic observed, and the whole process
performed safely with an acceptable degree of
proficiency.
Landing an aircraft consists of penn itting it to contact the ground at the lowest possible vertical speed,
and under normal circumstances, at the lowest possible horizontal speed consistent with adequate control.
The first step toward reducing the horizontal velocity
relative to the ground is to land into the wind; the
second step is to obtain the desired airspeed and attitude at the appropriate moment.
Although the approach to landing and the landing
itself may be considered two separate manoeuvres,
onc is usually an integral part of the other. The success of a landing depends on the type of approach
technique used to meet the operational requirements
of a specific landing procedure. Landings may be
classed as follows:

1. Normal landing.
2. Cross- wind landing.
3. Short fi eld landing.
4 . Soft and unprepared fi eld landing.

Except under the most ideal conditions, even a normal
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landing involves some degree of cross-wind, and other
landings may involve a combination of all three classes. For example, a short field landing will very likely
involve the techniques required for cross-wind landings and those for landing over an obstacle. The techniques for each class of landing will be treated
separately in the sequence shown, beginning with the
norrnal landing.

Normal Landings
A normal landing is a slow transition from the nonna l
glide attitude to the landing attitude. This transition is
referred to as the flare, or the round-out. It is started
approximately 15 to 30 feet above the ground, and
progressively increased and continued as altitude is
lost until, in tail wheel aircraft, the main landing gear
and the tail wheel touch the ground simultaneously.
Aircraft with tricycle landing gear should contact the
runway on the main landing gear, with no weight on
the nose wheel (Fig. 2-49).
Your body's sense of motion will not have developed enough at this stage to be of primary assistance
in landings, although it will be a factor. Vision is
therefore the most important sense you use and you
will operate the controls in accordance with it. Reactions on the controls to prevent the aircraft from flying
into the ground will be instinctive, but some reactions
arc Iikcly to be wrong, particularly as to degree and
often as to type as well.
Accurate estimation of distance and depth, besides
being a matter of practice, depends on how clearly
objects are seen. It requires that your vision be
focused properly so that important objects stand out
as clearly as possible. Speed blurs objects at close
range; nearby objects seem to run together while
objects farther away stand out clearly. At the time of
landing you should focus ahead of the aircraft, at
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Figure 2-49 Landing

about the same distance as you would in a car travelling at the same speed. The distance at which the
vision is focused should be proportionate to the speed
of the aircraft. Thus, as speed decreases, the distance
ahead of the aircraft at which it is possible to focus
sharply beco mes closer; therefore, the focus should be
brought closer accordingly. However, if your vision is
focused too closely, or straight down, obj ects become
blu rred and react ions will be either too abru pt or
delayed too long.
At the very outset, form the habit of keeping one
hand on the throttle control throughout the landing. If
a situation suddenly arises that requires an immediate
application of power, the time necessary for recognizing the problem, moving the hand to the throttle, opening it, and havi ng the eng ine respond, is too great.
Bounces are common at the initial stages of training
and pro per use o f the throttle at the exact instant is
imperative.
In addition to practising power assisted approaches,
at every opportunity you should practise landings from
full glides, with the engine throttled back to idling.
This type of approach is very necessary to develop the
j ud gement and planning required for forced landing
procedures.
When the airc raft is within IS to 30 feet (5 to 9
metres) from the ground, the flare (round-out) should
begin. Once started, it should progress continuously
until the aircraft is on the gro und. If your speed is
co rrec t, as back pressure is applied to the control
column the aircraft will begin to lose speed and start
to settle. As the ground "comes up," continue to ease
the control column back. This movement of the elevator control is timed so that the slow, smooth, continuous, backward movement holds the aircraft just above
the surface until the desired landing attitude is attained.
Nose wheel aircraft should contact the ground on the
main wheels first, with no weight on the nose wheel. In
tail wheel aircraft all wheels should touch the ground
simultaneously, with the elevator control all the way

back and the throttle closed. This requires the dcvclopment of fine timing, technique, and ju dgement of
height and distance.
The point at which the aircraft is flared makes all
the difference to the subsequent landing. Much research
has bee n done with a view to find ing out how an
experienced pilot j udges this point. Here are some
suggestions which may be helpful:
I . Try to judge the height of the aircraft above the
landing surface using the height of known objects.
2. Try to j udge that point at which the gro und seems
to be coming up so rapidly that something must be
done about it.
3. Watch the ground where touchdown is expected.
When it appears to start to approach rapidly, check
the rate of descent by easing thc control column
back.
4. Note the point at whi ch the whol e area o f the
landing surface seems to expand.
5. Note the po int at whic h movement o f grou nd
suddenly beco mes apparent.
Once the actual process o f landing is started, the
elevators should not be pushed forward to offset any
ordinary erro r in backward movement of the controls.
If too much back pressure has been exerted, this pressure may be either slightly relaxed or held constant,
depe nd ing on the degree of error. In some cases it
may be necessary to advance the throttle slightly to
compensate for a loss of speed.
When the aircraft has come to within 2 or 3 feet
( 1 metre) of the ground, check its descent by further
back pressure on the elevator control. At this point the
aircraft will be very close to its stalling speed; therefore, backward pressure does not increase or maintain
height as might be expected. Instead, it slows up the
sett ling pha se, so that the a irc raft wi ll to uch the
ground gently in the desired landing attitude. Remember, as was evident in yo ur slow fligh t train ing, as
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airs peed decrea ses more co ntro l movem ent will be
needed to gain the desired effect.
The co mpletion of the touchdown should be j udged
by the chang e in attitude of the aircraft rathe r than by
movements of the co ntrol column. The attitude should
be changed by reference to the landing horizon (edge
of the aerodrome) and the front of the aircraft.
Once a tail wheel aircraft is on the ground, the
control column should be held as far back as possible
until the aircraft comes to a stop. This will shorten the
landing roll and tend to prevent bouncing and skipping of the tail, together with improving directional
contro l.
In the ease of a nose wheel aircraft, allow the nose
wheel 10 lower ge ntly to the runw ay of its own accord
as the forward speed decreases and the elevators lose
their effectiveness. Do not relax your attention at this
point. Keep straight. Thi s type of aircraft should not
normally be " flown on" and held on the run way with
exce ssive speed, since this may impo se exce ssive
stress on the nose wheel and possibly cause the undesirable condition known as wheelbarrow ing (discussed
in Exerc ise 16).
As train ing progresses, you will be required to plan
the approa ch and landing while the aircraft is on the
downwind leg of the traffi c circuit. Thi s may be done
by visuali zing the flight path and estimating where
you will reduce power and make the tum onto fina l
approa ch to land . As practice progresses, the descent
should be initiated by reduci ng the power and airspee d
to produce the desired flight path on the base leg, and
then making a 90 degree descend ing turn onto final
approach . When the descent has been started, make
drift corre ctions on the base Icg to follow a ground
track that will appro ximate a right angle to the runway. The base leg should be flown to the point where
a gentle tu rn will bri ng the aircraft to th e fi nal
approach directly in line with the landing runway.
This turn must be completed at a safe altitude, which
will depcnd on the elevation of the terrain at this point
and the height of any obstructions. Make the fi nal
approach long enough to estima te the po int of touchdown and allow for any necessary reductions of power
and airspeed in preparation for the landing.

Flaps and Trim
To avoid und ershooting a runway, there is ofte n a natural tendency to be too high on the normal approach
with the result that height must be lost. It is considered that the last 500 feet ( 152 metres) of a normal
approa ch should be straight, without any slipping or
turn ing, and that height should be controlled by the
use of flap . Extending the flaps changes the airflow
patt ern over and under the wing and aro und the tail

plane, which affects the trim requirements. Th us, corrective con tro l and tri m is o ften required to maintain
the desired rate of descent and airspeed.
A good land ing is invariably the result of a we llexecuted approac h, which in tum depen ds upo n the
main tenance of the desired approach slope at a co nstant angl e. One meth od of achieving this is by using
the perspective phenomenon. A runway appears to
change its shape as t he p ilot's ob servation po int
changes. For exam ple, seen from final approach a runway will appear wider at the approach end than at the
opposite end . When a co nstant approach angle is
maintained, the appare nt co nfiguration of a runway
will also remain constant. The pilot sees the runway
as a four-sided figure with the approach width much
greater than that of the far end and the runway sides
of equal length but co nverg ing toward the horizon . If
the approach angle is made steeper, the runway will
appear to grow longer and narro wer. If the approach
angle is made more shallow the runway appe ars to
grow shorter and wider.
Although the runway area steadily grow s larger as
the approach progresses, as long as the relationship of
the sides of the run way co nfiguration remain the same
the approach angle is remai ning constan t and touchdown will be near the threshold (Fig . 2-50).

Cross-Wind Landings
It is not always possible or practical to land directly
into the wind. Consequent ly, the principles involved
in cross-wind landings must be learned and practised
until they present no difficu lty. A signifi cant change
in wind direction is possible between the time an aircraft takes off and the time it lands, even during one
circuit, so it is important that you are able to cope
with crosswinds before your first so lo.
An aircraft land ing directly into the wind tends to
maintain a straight heading while it is rolling on (or
about to touch down on) the runw ay, with minimum
control assistance from the pilot. However, in a crosswind, which is any wind affecting the aircraft at an
angle to its longitudinal axi s, a more complex situation exis ts, which ifnot properly attended to can cause
a loss of control. The land ing heading of an aircraft
is normally determ ined by the direction in which the
runway is oriented, rather than by the actual wind
direction. There fore, an aircraft land ing in a crosswind has the wind striking it from one side or the
other whi le it is in contact with the ground, and due
to the airc raft's inherent tendency to weathercock it is
being forced off its intended heading. Prior to landing,
the aircraft will tend to drift across the runway instead
of running true to the centre line. If no correc tive
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Figure 2-50 A Runway as It Appears from Different Angles

action is taken an undesirable side force is exerted on
the landing-gear when it touches the surface. The
same condition will occur if the path of the aircraft is
held true 10 the centre line, with compensation for
drift by crabbing, and the wheels allowed to touch the
surface while not aligned with the direction of the
runway.
Cross-wind landings are somewhat more difficult
to manage than cross-wind take-offs. This is mainly
due to the difference in the difficulties presented in
maintaining control over the aircraft while speed is
decreasing. instead of increasing as in the take-ofT.
During take-off, as the speed of the aircraft increases.
aerodynamic control of the aircraft becomes progressively more positive; as the aircraft's speed decreases.
before and following touchdown, the effect of this
control decreases. Before attempting a landing in a
cross-wind, other than a very slight one. consult the
Cross-Wind Component Chart (Fig. 2-38) in Exercise
16. It is used in the same manner as for a cross-wind
take-off.
There are two basic methods for counteracting drift
while executing a cross-wind landing.
The first, a side-slip, or wing down method of
counteracting drift is probably the most popular of the
two basic methods (Fig. 2-51 ). It affords the important
advantage of continuity in flight control positioning.
from before touchdown to the end of the landing roll.
and will compensate adequately for acceptable crosswinds under most conditions. When using this
method, avoid initiating the slip too far back on the
final approach unless there are other reasons for slipping. As you approach the landing area and drift
becomes apparent, side-slip into wind sufficiently to
counteract the drift. Keep the longitudinal axis of the

aircraft aligned with the centre line of the runway by
use of the rudder. On touchdown devote all possible
attention to keeping the aircraft rolling in a straight
line to forestall any tendency for the aircraft 10 ground
loop. The aileron control should be held toward the
upw ind wing after touchdown to prevent it from
rising.

Figure 2-51 Landing in a Cross-Wind
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When the side-slip method is used, the upwind
main wheel will make contact with the surface first.
The downwind wheel of the aircraft is still airborne
but under normal circumstances the upwind wheel is
not subjected to undue weight or impact stress.
The second method for eliminating drift when landing in a cross-wind requires considerable skill. excellent timing and a great deal of practice. For these
reasons it is seldom used in elementary training. With
this method the aircraft is maintained on a heading
(crabbed ) into wind so that the flight path of the aircraft is aligned with the runway centre line. This
means that the longitudinal axis of the aircraft is not
aligned with the intended landing path and if contact
with the surface is allowed in this condition. there is
a risk of damaging the landing-gear or subsequent difficulty in controlling the aircraft . Therefore. j ust prior
to touchdown the longitudina l axis of the aircraft must
be lined up with the runway by use of rudder. This
method requires prompt and accurate rudder action to
line up the aircraft exactly with its direction of travel
over the ground at the instant of contact. If contact is
made too soon the aircraft will land with crab; if contact is too late. it will land with drift. Either will
impose side-loads on the landing-gear and impart
ground looping tendencies. As well. as the upwind
wing has not been lowered into the wind. a gust at the
wrong moment can easily lift it and aggravate the tendency to groundloop.

Short Field Landing
Aircraft Flight Manuals usually describe the technique
to be used for landing in a short field. They also provide tables or charts showing what landing performance you can expect. Compared to what you see in
routine flying. this performance is impressive. If any
head wind is present, you might expect a very short
ground roll after landing. perhaps only a few hundred
feet.
Achieving the performance figures given in the
Aircraft Flight Manual requires careful handling of
the aircraft and good j udgement. The aim is to
approach at the airspeed recommended for the aircraft
weight and to touch down at the desired spot at the
lowest possible airspeed commensurate with safety.
Touching down at the required spot requires precise
control of the approach so that you flare at the right
point and at the right speed. The aircraft will normally
float some distance after round-out . and this must be
considered when aiming for a particular touchdown
point.

Power
On a short field approach power is required to more
accurately control descent. When power is used. very
little change in the aircraft's pitch attitude is required
to make necessary corrections in the approach slope.
l eave power on until the landing flare is completed.
A high power. "drag in" approach is not recommended as a landing technique for a short field. This
method can very easily bring the aircraft into slow
flight and result in undershooting the landing area. It
also requires that the pilot maintain skill in a second
approach method when there is an obstacle . One
method can serve perfect ly well in all short field
situations.

Touchdown
The aircraft should touch down on the main wheels
at its lowest possible airspeed. Lower the nose wheel
onto the runway as recommended in the Aircraft
Flight Manual. Tail wheel types should be held in the
three-point attitude for touchdown and braking.
Retraction of the flaps after touchdown is recommended by some flight manuals. While leaving flaps
extended initially produces aerodynamic braking. it
also produces lift that. by taking weight off the
wheels. reduces the effectiveness of the wheel brakes.
In aircraft with retractable landing gear, take care in
raising the flaps during the landing roll to avoid unintentional gear retraction.

Obstac le
Whether a short field has an obstacle or not, most
pilots prefer to use a power assisted approach. The
aim is to establish a stabilized approach configuration
and speed and maintain a constant descent angle to
the flare (Fig. 2·52). The steepest angle of descent
will be achieved with the throttle closed, but this can
also give very high rates of descent that can be hard
to check in the flare.

Wind Gusts
When approaching for a landing under strong wind
conditions. the need for a reduced approach speed
decreases as the wind speed increases. In gusty wind
conditions it is advisable to add an amount equal to
half the gust factor to the calculated approach speed.
For example. if the wind is gusting from 15 to 25. the
gust factor is 10; therefore. an approach that would
normally be flown at 65 should be increased to 70 to
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Th e aircraft will decelerate quickly on a soft field .
You might find it necessary to hold the control column fully back and add power as speed is reduced to
keep the aircra ft from getting stuck in the soft surface
or nosing over.

Landing Run

Figure 2-52 Approach Angle Compari son

allow for gusts. An airspeed increase of 10 is normally
the max imum applied ; increase s above that could result
in extremely long land ing runs, and on some run ways
it may be impo ssible to stop before going off the end .

Decision making
Sho rt field landi ngs will challe nge your decisionmaking skills. You have to decide whether the field
length warrants a special tech nique. Most short fields
arc turf or gravel strips, so you may have to inspec t
the field first to dec ide whether landing is appropriate.
You will have to co nsider wind direction, possible
slope of the landing surface, obstacles. and the possibility of turbulence . wind shear, or rising or sinking
air curren ts. If the fi eld is really short, you will have
to decide whether you will be able to take-off later,
as it usuall y takes more distance to take off than it
does to land. If the approach is not going well, you
will have to decide early to overshoot and try aga in.

Soft and Unprepared Field
Landings
Landi ng on a so ft or unprepared field also requires a
touchd own at the lowest possible speed consistent
with safety. No special approach techn ique is needed.
Assum ing the length of the field is not a probl em. a
nonnal power-on approach works well, but care is
needed on touchdown . Use of some power can help
achieve a smooth landing. The attitude on touchdown
should be nose up, roughly the attitude for a powerotT stall. After touchdown, hold the nose wheel clear
of the surface as long as possible and use brakes with
care to preven t excess ive loads on the nose gear. In
tail wheel aircraft the tail wheel should touch down
with or just before the main wheels and should be held
down with the elevators throu ghout the landin g roll.

The objec tive of any landing is 10 use as short a landing run as is consistent with safety and good j udgement. Several factors that can lengthen the landing run
must be taken into account. Identifying them requ ires
knowledgeable observation. Then good j udgement
and skill are needed to co mpe nsate for them adequately. Some of these factors are:
Cross-Winds. The skills required for this factor have
been adequately covered in this exercise; however.
when contemplating a landin g in a cross-wind, give
due co nsiderati on to the diminished head-wind component. In fact, in cross-winds of 70 to 90 degrees
other co ntrol factors make it necessary to make allow ance s in the length of the landing run as though a no
wind co ndition existed.
Light, Shifting Winds. Unde r these conditions you
may be wise to allow for a landing run length that the
aircra ft would experience under no wind co nd itions.
Tail Winds. Occasions may occur when you have no
alternative to accepting a tail wind. Provided co nd itions permit, usc the short field land ing techn ique to
reduce the ground speed at which the wheel s make
contact with the ground. To understand the effect of
a tail wind on a typical light aircraft perfo rming a
nonnal landing on a hard surfaced ru nway with a pilot
of average skill, co nsider the following.
With flaps extended until it comes to rest, and only
moderate use of brake toward the end of the landing
run, a certa in aircraft touchi ng down at 60 KT in a 20
KT head wind requires a landing run of 800 feet (244
metres). The same aircraft in a 20 KT tail wind requ ires
a landing run of 1600 feet (488 metres), with mode rate
to heavy braking start ing at the 800 foot (244 metre )
point. When an aircraft must be landed in a tail wind,
retract the flap s and pl ace a ll co ntro ls in the neutral
po sition as quickly as po ssib le after the aircraft is
positively on the ground.
Runway Gradient. When co nstructing an airport , the
construc tion engineer does everything possible to prov ide a lan d ing area witho ut any gradient. However,
this is almost impossible to do, and in many cases
there may be a considerable downgrade or upgrade to
a runway. This situation may be amplified considerably
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at remote airstrips or fields not primarily constructed
as aircraft manoeuvring areas. Even a relatively
imperceptible downgrade can increase the landing run
considerably. When a downgrade is readily perceptible, all the factors must be assessed carefully and a
decision to land uphill with a slight tail wind may have
to be made. Some of the factors to consider are: degree
of gradient, strength of wind, length of landing area,
type and condition of surface, obstacles on approach.
condition of aircraft braking system, and the skill and
experience of the pilot.
Gross Weight. Operating conditions being equal, the
heavier an aircraft is, the longer a landing run it will
require. The reasons for this fact are basic, but it is
surprising how often it is ignored when a marginal
landing area is being assessed. An unbraked light aircraft in still air [empty weight 1,000 pounds (454
kilograms), gross weight 1,500 pounds (680 kilograms)]
will roll an additional 5.3 inches (135 millimetres) for
every pound of load between its empty weight and its
gross weight. With the pilot and half its fuel load [total
fuel 70 gallons (265 litresj] it will roll, say, 500 feet
(152 metres) after touching down. Wilh a full fuel load
and a passenger [260 more pounds (I 18 kilograms)],
it will roll an additional 138 feet (42 metres). Under
normal conditions this may not be too important, but
with a short field, obstacles on the approach, a slippery
surface, and a light and variable wind, it becomes
increasingly significant.
Grass Surfaces. A suitably sized, well-maintained
grass area, free of soft and rough spots, probably
offers one of the best landing surfaces for light aircraft. A grass surface helps absorb the shock of a hard
landing and is much more tolerant of a landing made
without sufficient compensation for cross-wind drift
or imprudent sudden application of brake. In addition,
even short c1 ippcd grass will offer significant resistance to the roll potential of the wheels, this resistance
becoming greater as the aircraft slows down. The end
result is that a grassy surface which is suitable in other
respects, will afford a much shorter landing roll than
you could expect from a paved surface. However, if
you are making a landing into a short grassy field and
you know that braking action will be required. it is
also important to know that if the grass is wet. or even
damp with dew. the wheels will skid very easily and
provide up to 30 per cent less braking capability than
a wet paved surface. One rule of thumb is: the greener
the wet grass the more slippery the surface. To illustrate this point, float planes have landed and successfully taken off again on wet, lush grass.
Wet Runways Hydreplanln g. When hydroplaning
occurs, the tires of the aircraft are completely sepa-

rated from the runway surface by a thin film of water.
They will continue to hydroplane until a reduction in
speed permits the tires to regain contact with the runway. This speed will be considerably below the speed
at which hydroplaning commences. Under these conditions, tire traction drops to almost negligible values,
and in some eases the wheel will stop rotating entirely.
The tires will provide no braking capability and will
not contribute to the directional control of the aircraft.
The resultant increase in stopping distance is impossible to predict accurately, but it has been estimated
to increase as much as 700 percent. Further, it is known
that a 10 KT cross-wind will drift an aircraft off the
side of a 200 foot (6 1 metre) wide runway in approximately 7 seconds under hydroplaning conditions. When
hydroplaning is suspected, release the brakes immcdiately, then reapply a very slight pressure. This pressure
may be gradually increased as the aircraft slows down,
but be prepared to release the brakes and reapp ly
pressure as often as necessary.
Whcelbarrowing. On landing, take care not to allow
the nose wheel of a nose wheel equipped aircraft to
touch the ground first, or simultaneously with the
main wheel, if compensating for drift in a cross-wind.
The nose wheel is not structured to bear the landing
impact load nor accept major surface irregularities it
may encounter at the high touchdown speed. If the
nose wheel is steerable it may be cocked to one side
when compensating for drift and if it is allowed to
contact the runway at touchdown speed in this position, the aircraft may develop a swing and/or the nose
wheel may be damaged. Nose wheel type aircraft are
normally landed using a procedure in which the nose
wheel is held off the ground as long as practical unless
any difficulty is experienced in maintaining direction.
Nose wheel type aircraft should not be flown onto the
runway with excess speed, but under gusty and turbulent conditions the nose wheel may be lowered to
the ground sooner than usual to prevent the aircraft
from skipping or lifting ofTagain.
You may remember that wheelbarrowing is a condition encountered when the main wheels are lightly
loaded or clear of the runway and the nose wheel is
firmly in contact with the runway. This eauses the
nose gear to support a greater than normal percentage
of weight while providing the only means of steering.
In the extreme condition, a loss of directional control
may ensue at a very critical point in the landing procedure. wheelberrowing may occur if the aircraft is
allowed to touch down with little or no rotation and
the pilot tries to hold the aircraft on the ground with
forward pressure on the elevato r control. This often
occu rs as a result of the use of excessive approac h
speeds, particularly in a full flap configuration. In a
cross-wind the aircraft in this situation tends to pivot
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(yaw) rapidly about the nose wheel, in a manoeuvre
very similar to a ground loop in a tail wheel type
aircraft. Other indications of wheelbarrowing are
wheel skipping and/or extreme loss of braking effect
when the brakes are applied.
Wheelbarrowing incidents have occurred during
cross-wind landings in aircraft equipped with nose
wheel steering when the "slip" technique for crosswind correction is being used. On many training aircraft the nose wheel steers when rudder is applied; for
this reason, such landings require careful rudder opcration j ust prior to and during touchdown.
Corrective Action (Wheelbarrowing). Correct ive
action must be based on a number of factors, i.e.,
degree of development of the co ndition, the pilot 's
proficiency, remaining runway length, and aircraft performance. After considering these factors, you should
initiate the following corrective measures:
1. Close the throttle, relax forward elevator pressure
to aft of the neutral position to lighten the load on
the nose gear, and return steering and braking to
normal. If the flaps can be retracted safely, additional
braking will be obtained on dry runways.
2. If control can be regained and adequate aircraft
performance and runway are available. abort the
landing and go around again .
A ground loop, generally associated with tail wheel
equipped aircraft, is defined as: "A violent uncontrollable turn resulting from failure to correct (or overcorrecting) a swing on landing (or take-off)," An
undesirable turn during the ground operation of an
aircraft is generally referred to as a s wing. A swing
may be caused by any of the following:
I. Touching down while crabbing into wind.
2. Touching down when the aircraft is drifting
sideways.
3. A cross-wind acting on the fuselage and rudder,
causing an aircraft to weathercock into wind.
4. Allowing the upwind wing to rise, which combined
with weathercocking effects on the tail causes a
swing into wind.
5. Failing to control a wheel landing properly: when
the tail settles onto the runway, heading control
changes from rudder to tail wheel and during the
transition period, a ground swing can develop.
6. Incorrect recovery action for drift after a bounce,
which has the same effect as landing with drift.
To prevent a swing from developing into a ground
loop in a tail wheel aircraft, you must anticipate and
take firm, immediate action. Keep the control column
fully back and apply opposite rudder.

III

If the landing is doubtful, or if you are starting to
get into trouble, open the thrott le and go around again,
as long as you are positive there is adequate runway
or open space to do so. In gusty cross-wind conditions, retract the flaps as soon as the aircraft is firmly
on the ground. Flaps provide more surface for a crosswind to act upon; therefore, if they are retracted there
will be less swing effect.

Air Density
The Aircraft Flight Manual usually contains tables
indicating the effect that airport elevation and ambient
temperature have on the length of the landing run.
Density altitude is the key term in determining the
length of landing run required; it may be reviewed by
referring to Exercise 16.
The required landing run length of an aircraft is
based on its performance in standard atmosphere i.e., 29.92 inches of mercury and an ambie nt temperature of 15°C. Rules of thumb of the effect of temperature and pressure varying from standard are:
I. If the air is warmer the landing run will be longer.
2. If the aerodrome is higher the landing run will be
longer.
3. If the air is warmer and the aerodrome is higher
the landing run will be even longer.

Wheel Landings
As you gain experience, you may find that the ability
to carry out wheel landings in tail wheel type aircraft
will be beneficial to you when flying specific types
or under certain landing conditions. The approach
should be normal with or without power according to
the conditions of the day, to the point where the
descent is checked. The airspeed is then decreased to
the point at which the aircraft settles. Adjust the power
at this point so as to descend in a level attitude at a
slow rate (approximately 100 to 300 feet per minute).
You will not be able to watch the vertical speed indicator during this stage, but with practice you can easily estimate the descent rate. A fast rate of descent
could cause a hard contact with the surface, followed
by a downward rotation of the tail through inertia and
a subsequent bounce back up into the air. Small control adju stments only should be used as the aircraft
settles to assist in descending slowly and maintain a
level attitude. As the wheels smoothly contact the surface, apply gentle but firm forward pressure to hold
the wheels on the ground and decrease the angle of
attack. The aircraft should be held on the wheels,
nearly level, until it has slowed sufficiently to ensure
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full control in a three-point attitude unde r existing
conditions.
As speed gradually decrea ses in the landing roll, a
transition point is reached in tail wheel aircraft at
which the rudd er ceases 10 provide adequate direc tional control. At this point the tail whee l must be
positive ly and firml y on the ground so that the aircraft
may be directionally con trol led by the action of the
steerable tail wheel. Keep the control column well
back until the aircraft is clear of the runway and in
the taxiin g mod e.

Recovering from Bad Landings
It doesn 't take very much to tum a promi sing land ing
into a bad one. The sequence of event s often starts
with a poo r approac h, then all it takes is a gust of
wind, or a tenden cy to overcontrol the aircraft; or
touching down while the speed is too high. Even combinations of these are possible, and quick recognition
o f the situation and careful hand ling is needed to
recover.
You first have 10 recogn ize that the situation call s
for correc tive action. Then you have two cho ices. You
can either go around or you ca n co ntinue the landing.
Your choice will be d ictated to some extent by the airspeed, thc height o f the aircraft, and by your own skill.
An aircraft ca n touch down and immediately return
to flight a mere two or three feet (I metre) above the
runway, or you cou ld find yourself at ten to twenty
feet (3 to 6 metres). It can " balloon:' which means the
aircra ft rises due to overcont ro lling or to a gust of
wind in the flare. You might also round-out too high.
All these situations result in an aircraft that is flying
close to the ground with airspeed that is very low and
getting lower.
If you sec a bad landing developing, hold the clevator controls steady. Do not move them for a moment
until you see what is going to happen. W hatever you
do, do not immediately apply forward pressure. Th is
will only result in an immediate loss of lift, a rapid
rate of sink, and hard contact with the ground. probably in an attitude that could damage the nose wheel.
If you are flying a tail whecl aircraft this will likely
result in a serie s of bounces caused by overcontrolling
with each successive landing becoming worse than the
one before.
After you check the elevator controls and if you
judge that the rise in altitude is not serious, perhaps
5 feet (2 metres) or less, then wait for the aircraft to
sett le before co nti nuing with the land ing. Rem ember that the airs pee d will continue to decrease and
when yo u are re ad y to co ntinue holding off, larger
control movement s will be needed to stop the desce nt.

However, if you sense you are somewhat higher then
apply power, mai ntain control and slowly ease the
nose down in the same manner used when recovering
from slow flight. Do not overcontrol. Make mi nor
adju stments as necessary to stop the sink. Even if the
airc raft lands hard, provided that it lands on the mai n
wheel s, it is unlikely that any damage will occur.
While you are taking corrective actio n you must
remember to co ntinue to eliminate any drift .
If you aren 't sure that you ca n continue the landin g
safely, you should go around. As you may be in the
slow flight speed range, going aro und will have to be
done carefully. You will need immedi ate yet smooth
application o f full power and control o f yaw. Carb urenor heat will be set to cold and flaps will be brought
up in stages acco rding to the procedure in the Aircraft
Flight Man ual.

Overshooting (Going Around)
The decision to overshoot or go around because of a
poor approach or landi ng rests with the pilot. Occasionally, however, the control tower may ask you to go
around. The tower will norm ally issue this instruction
by saying " Pull up and go around:"
As soon as the decision to overshoot has been
taken, apply full power, accelerate to a safe climb
speed in level flight, reduce flap extension as required
according to type, and raise the nose to the climbi ng
attitude . Keep straight as the thrott le is opened, and
roughly trim off the pressure on the co ntrol column.
Start the climb, and when you have firm control of
the aircraft , raise the flaps. adju st the climbing speed,
and rctrim .
If a bad approach, flare, or landing is the cause of
the overshoot, and the remain ing portion of the runway is clear o f other aircraft, it is perm issible to climb
straight ahcad . However, if you have been forced to
go around for some reason while on the approach, it
is difficult to see ahead and below. Ease over to thc
right of the runway, fly para llel to the runway, and
while climbing out keep a look-out for other tra ffic,
especially aircraft takin g off and climbi ng up beside
you.
It is a genera l rule that if carbure ttor heat is in the
"o n" posi tion du ring t he approa ch to land ing, it
should be placed in the " o ff'" po sition as soo n as
po ssible afte r power is applied on the overshoot
procedure . However, be guided in thi s ma tte r by the
Aircraft Flight Manual and/o r the rules of the Flight
Training Unit.

Wake Turbulence
Wake turbulence , generated by preceding larger air-
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craft, should be avoided by light aircraft at all times
but especially during approaches and landings.
Since vortices are subject to many variable factors
(size. weight, and speed of the aircraft and air conditions) it is not possible to forecast their presence
accurately. However. it should be remembered that the
vortices are carried by the ambient wind and have a
downward movement imparted to them when they are
shed, and an outward movement near the ground, due
to cushion effect.
I. When it is necessary to operate behind a large
heavy aircraft, remain above the night path of that
aircraft.
2. Whcn preparing to land remember that wake turbulence generated by a preceding aircraft will be
maximum:
(a) j ust before the point of touchdown for a landing aircraft; and
(b) at the point of lift-off for a departing aircraft.
3. On landing, wake turbulence can best be avoided;
(a) if following an aircraft that j ust departed. by
planning your approach to land near the
approach end of the runway so as to be down
before reaching the point where the preceding
aircraft took off; and
(b) if following an aircraft that has j ust landed,
by planning your approach so as to stay above
the night path of the preceding aircraft and to
touch down beyond the point where the preceding aircraft touched down (Fig. 2-53).
4. Remember. even though a clearance for take-off or
landing has been issued, if you believe it is safer
to wait. to use a different runway, or in some other
way to alter your intended operation, ask the controller for a revised clearance.

Visual Illusions
Visual illusions are frequently mentioned by accident
investigators as contributing factors in approach and
landing accidents. How do these illusions occur?
Research has thrown light on these phenomena.
In approaching a runway. you will normally use
several cues to adjust your glide path. One important
cue is the visual angle between the point you are aiming for on the runway and the horizon. This angle is
equal to the angle of approach.
If the horizon is not visible. because of poor visibility or darkness, a number of other means may be
used to estimate your position. Your perspective of the
shape of runway is such a cue (Fig. 2· 50). The
extended sides of the runway intersect at the horizon,
and the surface texture and objects of the surrounding
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terrai n also suggest the position of the horizon. But
these cues are only accurate when the terrain and runway are level. Sloping terrain and runway can give
you a false sense of the horizon and mislead you into
flying an approach that may be too steep or too shallow for safety.
Even a relatively small upslope of the runway can
give the illusion that you are higher than you should
be and mislead you into making a shallower than ncrmal approach. This may place you dangerously close
to objects on the approach and may cause you to touch
down before the runway threshold (Fig. 2-54).
Similarly. when the runway slopes away from your
landing aircraft, you may fly a steeper than normal
approach. Sloping terrain on approach to the runway
can have the same deceptive effect as a sloping runway. It would not be unusual for the approach terrain
and the runway to slope in the same direction and so
these two different effects would then be cumulative.
If an approach is made over water. snow, or other
featureless terrain, or carried out over a darkened area,
there is a tendency to fly a lower than normal
approach. Factors that obscure visibility such as rain.
haze, or dark runway environment can have the same
effect.
Bright runway and approach lights may cause you
to believe that the airport is closer than it actually
is. The result may be a premature descent. but this
depends on how you perceive this situation and what
other illusions are present.
Steep surrounding terrain can create an illusion of
being too low and can lead to a steep approach.
The round-out and touchdown phase of the landing
require you to make important height judgements. To
do this you are likely to use a number of cues. These
include apparent speed, apparent ground texture, and
size of known objects. If these cues are removed
because of an approach over water. snow, featureless
terrain. or darkness. you may be forced to make a
j udgement based on only one cue, for example, runway width.
If you are used to a runway 100 feet (30 metres)
wide and approach a narrower runway. say 50 feet (15
metres), the smaller target may give the illusion that
you are higher than you should be. influencing you to
descend to a lower than normal altitude before roundout. If the error is not corrected in time. this could
result in a hard landing.
Conversely. if the unfamiliar runway is significantly
wider. say 150 feet (45 metres). you may experience
the illusion of being lower than you actually are. This
would influence you to make a higher than normal
round-out, and could also result in a hard landing.
To take preventative measures against visual illusions it is important to realize that visual illusions are
normal phenomena that affect all of us. Illusions result
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When landing behind a large aircraft which has just taken off,
plan to touch down prior to the point where the large airc raft rotated.

Calm wind

If the large aircraft has just landed , plan to land beyond
the point where the large aircraft touched down.

' Ufu
Figure 2-53 landing behind a Large Aircraft

Normal approach path
Potential approach path

Figure 2-54 Illusions Caused by Sloping Runways

from the way humans process visual and other information. Therefore, you must understand the nature of
the illusions and the situations in which they are likely
to he encountered.
When you expect an illusion, an effective counter
measure is to supplement visual cues with information
from other sources. In making visual approaches to
unfamiliar aerodromes, note the size and terrain conditions of those destination aerodromes when planning

the flight. Plan to take advantage of visual aids such
as VAS I lights (where available). It is often helpful to
overfly an unfamiliar field before making an approach
to land, and ensure that you fly a normal circuit. Often
things such as the slope of a runway cannot he accurately judged from the air, hut your awareness of situations where you expect illusions and knowledge of
their effects will go a long way in helping you to make
safe decisions to deal with them.

Approach and Landing

Touch-and-Go
To save flight time touch-and-go landings are frequently employed during various stages of training . In
this manoeuvre a take-off is executed while the aircraft is still in its landing roll. This means that the
essential components of a pre-take-off cockpit check
must be carried out while the aircraft is moving along
the runway. Before attempting the cockpit check be
sure that the aircraft is under complete control in the
landed mode. The essential components of touch-andgo pre-takeoff actions are:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Flaps up (or set for take-oft) .
Trim set for take-off.
Carburettor heat "cold."
Power " full" (or take-off setting).

When operating at a controlled airport a standard
landing clearance presu mes tha t you w ill land and exi t

from the runway. If a touch-and-go landin g is intended
you must obtain clea rance to do so from the control
tower. Their clearance will most likely be "cleared for
touch-and-go."

Clearing the Runway
Unless otherwise instructed by ATC, ai rcraft are
expected to continue in the landing direction to the
nearest suitable taxiway and exit the runway without
delay. No aircraft should exit a runway onto another
runway unless instructed or authorized to do so by
ATC. When required, ATe will provid e the pilot with
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instructio ns for leaving the runway. These instruct ions
will normally be given to the pilot prior to landing or
during the landing roll. After landin g on a dead-e nd
runway, a pilot will norm ally be given instructions to
"back track:' After leaving the runway, unless otherwise instructed by ATC, pilots should continue forward
across the taxi holding position lines or to a point at
least 200 feet (61 metres) from the edge of the runway
where a taxi holding position line is not available. The
aircraft is not considered clear of the runway until all
parts of the aircraft are past the taxi holding position
line or the 200 foot (6 1 metre) point.

Simultaneous Intersecting Runway
Operations (SIRO)
To increase the traffic capacity of an airport, ATe may
use spec ia l proc edure s fo r sim ult aneo us use of
intersecting run ways. For exa mple, if an aircraft is
landing while another aircraft is either approaching to
land or taking o ff from an inte rsecting runway, the
clearance to land will include an instruc tion to "hold
short" of the intersecting runway. If the pilot is unable
to comply with this instruction, the clearance must be
declined. Knowledge of your aircra ft's performa nce
and your personal skill level is very important when
determining your ability to comp ly with these instruction s. The cond itions under which Simultaneo us
Inter se cting Run way Op erations (S IRO) may be
approved can be found in the RAe section of the
Aeronautical Inf ormation Publication (A.l.P.) Canada .
Similar procedures are known in the USA as Land and
Hold Short Operations (LAHSO).

EXERCISE NINETEEN

First Solo

The first solo is a landmark in your flying career. You
will never forget it, and it is quite normal to look
forward to it, but do not exaggerate its importance. It
is not so much when you solo, but rather what you
know and what you can do correctly at this period of
training that is important. Soloing is merely another
step in the orderly process of flight training, bringing
you to the stage where learning really begins.
The amount of dual instruction required to solo
need not be a reflection on your ability. Everyone varies in capacity to learn, and very often the student
who is a little slow to learn ultimately makes the better
pilot.
Before being permitted to take your first solo flight
you will have to satisfy your flight instructor that you
are able to:
I. Take off and land while using the correct technique for runway surface and wind conditions.
2. Fly accurate circuits while maintaining safe separation from other aircraft.
3. Correct a potentially poor landing, but be capable
of j udging when it is necessary to go around
agam.
4. Recognize whether you are overshooting or
undershooting a predetermined touchdown zone
and take early corrective action.
5. Operate the radio competently where airport traff ic control is in effect, and in the event of communications failure know the emergency procedures to follow and the light signals that may be
directed to you from a control tower.
6. Use the eorrect overshoot procedures.
7. Realize the importance of keeping an alert lookout for other aircraft now that you are the sole
occupant of the aircraft.
8. Conduct a forced landing from any point in the
circuit in the event of an engine failure.
9. Handle the emergency procedures listed in the
Aircraft Flight Manual.
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10. Properly adjust your circuit pattern in the event
of a change of runway in usc after you take off.
As pilot-in-command you are responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft when on solo flight.
However, for this first solo your instructor will ensure
that suitable conditions exist and precautions are taken
by:

1. Ensuring that the aircraft has sufficient fuel for the
intended solo flight, with adequate reserve for possible delays or overshoots.
2. Allowing the flight only when sufficient daylight
must remain for successful completion of the anticipated flight, allowing a liberal margin for possible
additional circuits due to traffic congestion, overshooting, etc.
3. Ensuring that the first solo is flown only if suitable
weather conditions exist and arc forecast to
continue.
4. Selecting a time when air traffic conditions are
light.
5. Ensuring that the solo flight does not follow a
lengthy session of dual instruction.
Securely fasten the seat-belt in the empty seat.
On a solo flight, the take-off will be much quicker
and the climb more rapid due to the absence of the
instructor's weight. Many students have remarked that
this was the outstanding feature of their first solo
flight: they were not fully prepared for the suddenness
with which the aircraft became airborne.
Since the aircraft is relatively lightly loaded, it will
require less power to maintain a desired rate of
descent. Also, after the flare for landing, the aircraft
will tend to "float" longer before touching down, and
it may be more sensitive to gusts during the initial
stage of the landing roll.
New manoeuvres and procedures will be added as
progress permits and further solo periods planned and

First Solo
authorized. Specific practice on procedures learned in
earlier stages of your trainin g will also be included.
When authorized solo to do specific manoeuvres, it is
impo rtant to pra cti se the specific work d iligently;
there will be ample time for sightseeing or ple asure
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cruising when flight training is finished. Perfection of
technique as early as possible is your obj ective; therefore. after the first solo, subsequent solo flights must
be devoted to attaining greater precision, co-ordination,
orientation. and j udgement.

EXERCISE TWENTY

Illusions Created by Drift

There are times when it may be necessary to manoeuvre an aircraft relative ly close to the ground, such as
during a forced landing, when carry ing out precau tionary landing procedures, or becau se of deteriora ting weather. On these occasions it is very importan t
that you recognize and understa nd illusions created by
drift (Fig. 2-55) .
Once an aircraft becomes airborne, it enters a
medi um of movement almost unrelated to any it
encounters on the ground. As soon as the wheel s leave
the surface there is no wind in the sense that we normally assoc iate with the word . Instead, the aircraft
enters a bod y of air, and while airborne its movement
is directly relat ed to the speed and direct ion of movement of that body of air.
In flight at normal operating altitu des the movement of the aircraft relative to the grou nd appears to
be comparatively slow even when the airspeed is quite
high. However, when the aircraft is flown clo ser to the
ground, movement in relation to the ground becomes
more apparent and in strong winds illusions are created. If mis interpreted, they ca n develop into potentially dangerous flight conditions.
In conditions of good visibility, flight below norm al
operating altitude s ca n be at norm al cruising speed,
but if it is necessary to fly near the ground in reduced
visibility it is usually advi sable to reduce speed. The
flaps should be partially extended when flying at
lower speeds near the ground. This will allow a lower
operati onal speed. a smaller turning radiu s to avoid
obstacles, and a better view, owing to the lower position of the nose. The increased power required with
flap extension will also improve control. due to the
add itional slipstream over the elevators and rudde r.
To demonstrate illusions created by drift, your
instructor will choose a day when the wind is strong
enough for the effects to be easily d isce rned. Flying
upwind the reduction in ground speed is noticea ble.
Flying downwind the increased grou nd speed is very
noticeable, sometimes to the extent that there is a
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temptation to reduce airspeed, which if carr ied to
extremes could lead to a stalled condition. Flying
cross-w ind, the sideways drift over the ground is very
apparent, especially when the aircra ft is aligned with
a straight road or section line.
In a turn from upwind to downwind, becau se o f the
drift over the ground the aircraft seems to be slipping
inward. even though the turn is accura te and well coordinated. Thi s impression is an illusion and you must
not use the rudder in the attempt to correct it. A quick
glance at the centred ball of the turn-and -bank indicator will confirm that no slip is occurring. However,
the drift itse lf is very real and plenty of room must
be allowed when turnin g from upwind to downwind
if there is an obstacl e on the inside of the turn . Similarly, in a tum from downwind to upwind the aircraft
see ms to skid outward, although the ball is centred.
Th is too is an illusion, but again the dri ft is real and
ample room must be allowed betwee n the aircraft and
obstructions on the outside of the turn .
Remember, the lower the airspeed, the greate r the
illusion of skid and slip with a given wind velocity.

Low Flying. The closer you are flying to the groun d,
the greater the illusory effe ct. At such times, little
atten tion can be given to the flight instruments. The refore, it is most important to understand the false
impressions that can be created by the decept ive
appeara nce of the ground . An alert watch must be
maintained not onl y for other aircraft but also for high
obstacles on the ground, which under the circum.
stances add con siderabl y to the hazard. Continual vigilance is essential.
Since the aircraft's altimeter indicates the height of
the aircraft above sea level and not its height above
the ground. it is most important to watch the gro und
contours carefully and learn to estimate the height
above the groun d. Heights can be more easily judged
by look ing well ahea d.

Illusions Created by Drift

Illusion of reduced airspeed

tll ~i!l

Square field of
suitable size

Shallower angle of
bank required here
Path in
still air

Steeper angle of
bank required here

increased
airspeed

Ground reference manoeuvre:
flying a circle, making
allowances for drift by varying
the angle of bank-constant
altitude and airspeed.
Illusions of increased and
decreased airspeeds; illusions
while turning; effect on flight
path when constant angle of
bank maintained.

t
Ground reference manoeuvre:
180" turns crossing a reference
line of irregularly spaced points,
maintaining a constant altitude
and airspeed. Bank angles must
be varied to obtain the radius of
the tum necessary to cross at
each successive point.

Areas where balanced flight in
the tum is most frroor tent due to
drift illusions at IO'N altitude. Drift
in turns must be anticipated,
particularly when turning from
the base teg to tine up for the
final approach.

Low-level circuit: practical
application of the principles
learned in this exercise when
low ceiling necessitates a lowlevel circuit.

Figure 2-55 Examples of Illusions and Effects of Drift in Turns during High Wind Conditions
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Illusions Created by Drift

Map Reading. When an aircraft is flown at lower
than norm al altitudes, map reading becomes more difficult due to the reduced area of gro und visible and
the sho rter time availab le for identifying landmarks.

2. Turn accurately in spite of the illusory effect of

drift.
3. Maintain a safe height above ground contours.
4. Keep a good look-out.
S. Do not tum too steeply.
6. Do not annoy others or frighten livest ock.

Points to Remember
When flying close to the ground:
I. Maintain a safe airspeed.

Never practise this exercise unless there is a flight
instructor on board the aircraft. The height and suitability of the area should be govern ed by local restrictions and Canadian Aviation Regulations.

EXERC ISE TW ENTY-ONE

Precautionary Landing

The aim of this exercise is to successfully carry out a
landing at a location where there is doubt as to the
suitability of the landing surface or where advance
information is unavailable. Therefore, the area and
surface must be visually inspected to provide sufficient information for the pilot to make the best decision on circuit, approach, and landing procedures.
Each year, many landings are completed at sites
that do not otTer advisory service or published information. Pilots planning flights to these locations must
find alternate sources ofinformation to make the decisions associated with safe and efficien t landing operations. In some situations. this information is available
only from aerial observations.
Precautionary landings may result from a planned
landing at a location about which information is limited, from unanticipated changes during the flight, or
from abnormal or even emergency situations. When
the procedure results from abnormal or emergency situations, the pilot is well advised to begin the precautionary landing early. The sooner the pilot locates and
inspects a potential landing site, the less the chance
of additional limitations being imposed by worsening
aircraft conditions, deteriorating weather, or other
factors.
Once the decision has been made to complete a
precautionary landing, the pilot should consider completing associated radio calls and cockpit checks while
at altitude, in order not to interfere with the inspection
of the landing site.
Although suggested procedures are provided later
in this chapter, pilots must understand that no two
precautionary landing situations are identical. Wind
may be different. Cloud conditions may vary. Visibility may change. In the case of an emergency situation,
the urgency of the landing adds its own pressure. To
complete a successful precautionary landing, the pilot
must combine the skill to control the aircraft with
knowledge of procedures and terrain.

A precautionary landing is an excellent opportunity
to practise new and previously acquired skills. Before
this exercise can be completed meaningfully, the pilot
must possess basic flight skills associated with circuit
procedures and all types of landings.
In its simplest form a precautionary landing involves
two parts (Fig. 2-56):
I. A normal circuit flown to a low approach over the
intended landing site to visually inspect the potential
landing area.
2. Another normal circuit ending in a safe landing.
While inspecting the landing site, the following factors
must be considered and evaluated.

Wind Velocity
Smoke gives a good indication of wind velocity. Dust
is blown by the wind. Tall grass and crops ripple in
the direction of the wind. The upwind side of bodies
of water usually have a calmer surface, and wind lines
are obvious in strong wind conditions. Some deciduous trees often display the white or silver coloured
underside of leaves on the upwind side.
In the absence of any indication of wind, you will
have to make the best possible estimate. To do this,
remember the wind conditions at the point of departure and the forecast for your destination. Consider
the ground speed and in-flight drift to give an indication of the wind aloft. Then compare the wind aloft
with what would be expected on the ground.

Land ing Area
To safely land an aeroplane, you need a surface that is:
I. Sufficiently long.
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l egend
- - - - Inspection circuit
•••••••• FI~ i nspection
FInal circuit

e

Figure 2-56 Precautionary landing Procedure

2. Smooth and finn.
3. As level as possible.
4. Free of obstacles.
5. Into wind, if possible.
Transportation, communication facilities, and the need
for assistance may be a consideration in the choice of
landing areas.
You probably will be interested in departing later,
so if possible, you will need a field that is adequate
for take-ofT. Remember, it is not uncommon to require

greater distances to take off than to land. As well,
remember that changing conditions may tum a suitable field into an unsuitable one.
Except in emergency situations, pilots are not at
liberty to use an area indiscriminately for landings or
take-offs. When contemplating a landing at a private
aerodrome , remember that "private" means private
property and that permission from the owner or operator may be required before using the aerodrome. If
you are proposing to land away from an aerodrome,
remember that someone owns the land. The owner

Precautionary Landing

may not be enthusiastic about aircraft using the property. Canadian Aviation Regulations, provincial laws,
municipal bylaws, and the rights of a property owner
may limit a pilot's selection of a landing site.
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They may also suggest the use of partial flaps to give
a more nose-down attitude than that nonnaJly associated with flight at slower speeds and to reduce the
stall speed. In the absence of a speed given by the
manufacturer, consider using a speed close to the normal approach speed.

Detecting Obstacles
Altitude

Obstacles such as wires and towers are difficult to see,
especially in conditions of poor visibility. Many obstacles appear camouflaged against ground terrain. These
obstacles may not be readily seen until descent below
their altitude makes them more visible against the sky.
Take care to observe the sorts of things that could
present problems in the circuit area, on final approach,
and in the overshoot and departure areas.
Experience and observations up to this point will
help you to detect obstacles. For example, you have
probably noticed that power or telephone lines parallel
many roadways; trees frequently border fields and
laneways. As you fly or while driving through the
countryside, pay attention to the location and type of
potential obstacles.
Many hazardous obstacles look considerably different from the air than they do from the ground.
Through the course of training your instructor will
show you what obstacles such as trees or power Jines
look like from the air.
It may be useful to walk or drive along an area that
you have inspected from the air. This ground level
observation may help to better visualize height. distance, and surface conditions.

Altitude also presents some trade-offs. The lower you
fly. the closer you are to what you are inspecting, and
the greater the chance of identifying details on the
surface. However, remember that as an aircraft gets
closer to the ground, the sensation of speed increases
(see Exercise 20). At the same time, the lower you
go, the greater the likelihood of getting too close to
obstructions such as trees, power lines, towers. or
hills. The higher you fly, there is less chance of
e ncountering obstructions, but your ability to see
detail on the surface decreases. A compromise is
required. If the procedure is being completed at an
airport, a lower inspection altitude might be selected
than would be used in a hilly, forested area. The flight
training unit where you are training may have minimum altitude restrictions for practising these types of
exercises.
Whatever altitude you select, take care to ensure
that the aircraft is established in level flight at that
altitude. Trimming the aircraft for flight at the selected
speed is one way to reduce cockpit workload while
maintaining aircraft control.

Airspeed

Inspection of the Landing Surface

The speed chosen for the inspection of the landing
area is the result of a trade-off. The slower you go,
the more time you will have to inspect the landing
area. but the more difficulty you will have controlling
the aircraft. The faster you go, the more case you will
have in controlling the aircraft, but the more difficult
it will be to see the surface detail. Every aeroplane
has a minimum safe operating speed. In training thus
far you have explored flight characteristics at and
near the stalling speed. The aircraft is controllable in
slow flight, but takes much more attention to operate
in this range. Therefore, slow flight is not a good
speed range to choose. As the primary objective is to
inspect the landing surface, you must fly the aircraft
in a way that requires a minimum of attention to maintain control leaving maximum attention to inspect the
surface.
Most manufacturers recommend a speed in the
lower portion of the normal operating range but above
endurance to keep out of the slow flight speed range.

If you fly directly over the landing area, you will be
unable to sec below. You must fly to one side. lf flying
an aircraft with tandem seating, fly along whichever
side of the landing area you like. If in the left seat of
a side-by-side seating aircraft, flying along the right
side of the landing area will allow the best view of
the landing area.
Fly close enough to the proposed landing path to
see it plainly and far enough to the side to have a
clear view without having to look through wheels,
struts, or other pans of the aircraft. If flying a high
wing aircraft, there arc fewer aircraft parts to interfere
with downward vision, and you may be able to fly
closer to the landing area than in a low wing aircraft.
The best place to fly is along a path that gives the
best view of the potential landing surface.
The inspection work associated with precautionary
landings can be completed at low or high altitudes. If
appropriate, both high and low passes provide their
own important information.
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Some pilots suggest that when both a high- and
low-level pass are planned. the high pass should tell
you about the particular flight path to follow. It should
also let you identify any obvious reasons not to land
at the location. Subsequent low-level passes must provide good reasons to land at the site.
Sometimes conditions require a number of inspection passes. There may be much to see, many potential
problems with the chosen landing area. and little or
no advance information about the landing site. In situations where advance information about the landing
site is available, fewer or even abbreviated inspection
procedures may be appropriate.
When inspecting an unknown area in which there
arc numerous obvious obstacles, some pilots suggest
a numbcr of inspection passes at progressively lower
altitudes to prevent encountering unexpected obstacles
on an initial low pass.
During the inspection pass, speed and altitude
should be stabilized so that the aircraft can be controlled with as little of the pilot's attention as possible.
The pilot can then devote maximum attention to
inspecting the field. Many pilots at some point in their
training determine the power setting required for level
flight at the inspection pass airspeed . When reaching
the area to be inspected, the pilot merely has to set the
known power and trim for level flight at the desired
airspeed.
Your instructor will demonstrate altitudes, speeds
and flight paths that are appropriate for the inspection.

Length of the Landing Surface
There are methods you can use to determine the
length of the landing surface. In some areas, roads arc
known distances apart and fields arc of known length.
For example, much of Western Canada features roadways that are either one or two miles apart and fields
that are generally one-half mile or one mile square. If
operating in these areas, you have a distance scale to
determine the length of the potential landing site. You
may now compare ground distances in miles [approximately 5,000 feet ( 1500 metres)] with figures obtained
from aircraft landing performance data.
If these natural scales are not available, compare
the potential landing path with runways on which you
have landed. Exercise care when a comparison to a
known runway is the only basis for determin ing length
because of factors such as optical illusions and the
indirect comparison.
Your speed during the inspection pass can provide
assistance. An aircraft travelling at a ground speed of
60 KT covers one mile in one minute or approximate ly
100 feet each second. In this case, to calcul ate field

length check the time in seconds and multiply by 100.
This provides another means of j udging field length
provided your calculations are based on a reasonably
accurate ground speed estimate .
Use as many means of determining length as possible. If the lengths from each system are similar, you
are justified in believing the figure . If there is significant discrepancy, additional caution is warranted.

Suitability of the Landing Surface
You must consider whether the field is smooth, level
and hard enough to support the aircraft. Aside from
the surface itself, you must determine whether any
vegetation growing on the surface will create a hazard
during landing and subsequent take-off Some crops
are thick, tall or intertwined enough to cause considerable resistance to the forward motion of an aircraft.
You must rely on your knowledge of what acceptable surfaces look like. This is the time to look for
features that experience tells you can indicate problems. For example, a dark coloured field with signs
of having been recently cultivated is probably quite
soft. Standing pools of water, snow-drifts and evidence of deep snow are also signs of a soft landing
area. Rocks, holes, or furrows in a field may indicate
a surface too rough for usc by an aircraft. Shaded
areas or areas that appear to rise above or fall below
the remainder of the surface may well indicate holes
or mounds that can cause problems. Patches of different coloured vegetation can indicate hollows, wet
areas, or even overg rown obstructions.
Knowledge of what has been happening recently in
the area will help you in selecting a landing site. After
significant rain, areas at the base of hills are more
likely to be moist and soft than areas at the top. During certain times of the year, agricultural fields may
have been cultivated and arc probably quite soft. At
other times, heavy harvesting equipment may have
been on the field indicating surfaces hard enough to
support an aircraft.
During training, your instructor will point out features that indicate suitable and unsuitable surfaces.

Touchdown Area
If your chosen landing site is relatively short and narrow, there is little choice as to where you touch down.
However, if your landing area is longer than your aircraft requires and the initial section of the runway is
obviously too soft or there are obstacles, you may
decide 10 touch down at some point farther along.

Precautionary Landing

If you are landing in a large square field that
appears to be acceptable throughout, you will need to
decide on a landing path. Perhaps a diagonal landing
will allow you to land into wind. Maybe landing parallel to the edge of the field near habitation and
accepting a slight cross-wind is better.

Appro ach and Landing
Yourtraining to this point has included procedures for
landing on a variety of fields. This exercise involves
the practical application of that training. The information from your inspection will indicate whether or
not the selected location is suitable for a landing.
Once you have decided to land at a particular location and identified the precise landing path, you need
to decide the best approach procedure and aircraft
configuration. You will have to consider wind, surface, obstacles and touchdown point to determine the
best approach and landing technique to use. This may
be an obstacle clearance procedure, a short field procedure, the procedure for a soft or rough field or some
combination of these.
Don't let the pressure of the situation or preoccupation with the approach make you forget the pre-landing
cockpit check.

Some Examples
The following are examples of how these procedures
can be adapted to various situations. Notice that each
features both an inspection of the proposed landing
path as well as a nonn al circuit to prepare for a landing. Compare and contrast the examples, to understand how and why the procedures suggested differ.
Try to think of situations in which you would use
similar procedures or modify them further. Discuss
these ideas with your instructor to obtain further
suggestions.

Landing at a Familiar Aerodrome
Let's assume you are approaching a familiar airport,
either your home airport or one from which you fly
frequently. Also, assume that there is reason to suspect
that the runway condition may have deteriorated
somewhat since you last landed there. Perhaps it has
snowed, or there is concern about recent rain, or there
may be uncertainty as to whether or not recent construction work has been completed. Whatever the reason, you are j ustified in obtaining more information
before you attempt to land.
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Use whatever radio advisory services you can to
determine the runway condition. lfno service is available or you are still in doubt fly a nonn al circuit on
to the final leg. Rather than land on the runway, fly
level beside the runway as low as is safe and necessary to inspect the surface. If still unsure of the surface condition, make as many more passes as are
needed. If satisfied with what you see, do another normal circuit and complete whatever type of landing
observations tell you is appropriate. If observations
tell you that the surface is unsuitable, depart the circuit in the appropriate manner and proceed to an alternate landing site.

Landing at an Unfamiliar Aerodrome
Again, use whatever radio advisory services you can
to determine the runway condition. If no service is
available or you are still in doubt, fly overhead the
airport at least 500 feet above circuit altitude to determine which runway to use, circuit direction, and what
features other than the runway could affect selection
of a landing path.
Once you have decided upon the runway and circuit
direction, proceed to the inactive side of the runway,
descend to circuit altitude, and jo in the circuit. Once
in the circuit. complete as many inspection passes as
needed to determine the suitability of the selected
landing area and decide on the type of landing. If you
like what you see, complete one more circuit and land.
If you don't like what you see, depart the circuit and
go on to an alternate destination.

Landing on an Unprepared Surface
Although the surface on which you propose to land is
unprepared, using standard circuit procedures will
help you to orient yourself. As at an unfamiliar aerodrome, if possible, a pass well above circuit altitude
has considerable benefit. It provides the opportunity
to check for wind, traffic and obstacles. It also allows
you to observe the general layout of the proposed
landing site and see possible approach and departure
paths that may not be obvious from lower altitudes.
When satisfied that there is no reason to avoid the
landing site, descend on the inactive side of the "runway" set up a normal circuit pattern, and complete as
many inspection passes as required to determine the
site's suitability.
As in the other situations, keep looking until sure
the location is acceptable. If you like what you sec,
complete another circuit for landing. If you don't like
what you see, depart and locate another landing site.
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Landing with Minimum Time for the
Inspecti on
A good rule is to use as much time as you require to
determine the information needed to plan a landing.
However. make the decision to land before such things
as dete rior ating weather, approa ching dark ness. or
low fuel make an abbreviated inspection procedure
necessary.
In some situations. the time required for detailed
inspection may not be available. Perhaps engine problems or illness on board dictates an immediate landing. In these cases you must find ways to abbreviate
the procedure.
Perhaps the inspection passes above circuit altitude
can be eliminated. Perhaps you can inspect the site
adequately while passing overhead the field on crosswind. While on the inactive side of the landing area,

you may be able to fly parallel to the landing path and
observe the surface from that side and also from the
downwind leg. Perhaps base leg or some other portion
of the circuit affords an adequate look at the landing
surface.
There are many ways to shorten the procedure.
However, take sufficient time to obtain the information
necessary to ensure a safe landing.

Making the Right Decision
Build on your experience and on that of other pilots.
Each precautionary landing is unique in many respects.
Each situation presents an opportunity to combine
your pilot knowledge and skill with the ability to
analyse the situation and make safe decisions.

EXERCISE TWENTY·TWO

Forced Landing

Engine failures are remarkably rare but they do happen. This fact makes it extremely important that you
become proficient in the execution of forced landing
procedures to bring you to a safe landing.
During earlier training you learned about gliding
for range and how to estimate the point of touchdown
by referring to the terrain ahead of you. You also learned
how to determine the distance you can glide allowing
for the effect of the wind. During practice landings, you
learned how to choose a point from which a successful power-off approach and landing could be made.
These skills are developed further in forced landing
training and practice. It is strictly a matter of practical
and methodical application of what you already know.
Those who believe that a successful forced landing
is difficult to achieve are reminded that every landing
made by glider pilots must be a success ful forced
landing, and they develop this skill very rapidly as the
average student pilot reaches licensing standard in less
than 8 hours total flight time.

Initial Actions
Should your engine fail totally or partially, follow the
procedures recommended in the Aircraft Flight Manual.
In the absence of manufacturer's instructions the following steps should be taken immediately and in order:
I . Control the aircraft - establish a glide, place
carburettor heat on, and trim.
2. Select a landing site.
3. Plan the approach.

Control the Aircraft - Establish a Glide,
Place Carburettor Heat On, and Trim
Establish the aircraft in a glide attitude at the speed
recommended in the Aircraft Flight Manual. Once you

have established the glide and placed the carburettor
heat on, trim the aeroplane. Should the aeroplane not
be properly trimmed, variations in gliding attitude will
reduce gliding distance, making it difficult to j udge
accurately the approach and the touchdown point.
A common cause of engine failure on carburettor
equipped aircraft is carburettor icing. If the engine
fails totally, or if power decreases to a low value,
engine heat will be lost rapidly. Therefore, it is imperative that you apply carburettor heat simultaneously
with establishment of the glide to make use of the
remaining engine heat. On aircraft with fuel injected
engines the alternate air source to the engine should
be opened at this point. These procedures may remedy
the icing problem, if that is the cause, and prevent a
forced landing.

Select a Landing Site
Always be on the look-out for suitable landing fields.
Befor e se lect ing the lan ding site, determine the
distance the aircraft will glide. Then look ahead, to
either side, and if time and altitude permit, bank the
aeroplane and take a look below and behind you. This
is to ensure that no potentially good landing site or
aerodrome has been overlooked. Fields may be nonexisten t in mountainous or heavily forested areas.
Roads and highways may be your best choice in some
cases, but beware of unseen hazards such as power
lines and signs. Traffic must also be considered. Naturally the best field for a forced landing is an established airf ield or some hard -packed, long, smooth
field with no high obstacles, at least at the approach
end. Since no guarantee can be given as to the location
of your forced landing, you must learn to select the
best available field. Cultivated fields are good, provided
you reme mber to land parallel to the furr ows, but
fi elds used for pastur ing animals usually harb our
boulders or tree stumps. Avoid fields with contour
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plowing, deep ditches, or with any other features that
reduce the suitability. Try to pick a good field near
houses, or at least near a road . This is particularly
important in the winter.
When choosing a field, you must take it's length
into account. If a strong wind is blowing, the normal
landing roll will be comparatively short, but if it is
imperative that you land downwind, the landing roll
will be extended. Similarly, the existence of a slope
affects the length of the landing roll. Normally you
should always attem pt to land into wind. If this is
impossible because of lack of altitude, or the absence
of a suitable field, carry out a crosswind landing, or
as a last resort, a downwind landing.

Determining the Wind Direction
Nature provides numerous methods of determining the
direction of the wind. Smoke gives the best indication.
If smoke rises and drifts off slowly, the wind is light;
if it rises and abruptly breaks away, the wind is probably strong. Grass and grain fields ripple with the wind,
and dust blows with the wind. If it is impossible to
tell from which direction the wind is blowing, land in
the direction of the wind at the time of take-off

Low-Altitude Engine Failures
Engine Failure on the Runway
If partial or complete failure is encountered on takeoff, while the aircraft is still on the runway, close the
throttle and apply the brakes. If it is obvious that the
aircraft cannot be stopped before it runs off the runway, select the battery master switch and the fuel valve
to the ir "Off" positions. Try to avoid obstructions
such as fences or ditches, which may badly damage
the aircraft.

a little more time to assess the situation. You should
be able to select a field straight ahead; then carry out
the following steps:
I. Close the throttle.
2. Lower the nose to maintain the glide speed.
3. Land straight ahead, or alter course slightly to avoid
obstacles.
4. If time permits. complete the "Cause Check." Call
"Mayday." Advise your passengers.
5. Secure the engine.
6. Carry out a forced landing.
Numerous fatal accidents have resulted from attempting to turn back and land on the runway or aerodrome
following an engine failure after take-off. As altitude
is at a premium, the tendency is to try to hold the nose
of the aircraft up during the tum without consideration for airspeed and load factor. These actions may
induce an abrupt spin entry. Experience and careful
consideration of the following factors are essential to
making a safe decision to exec ute a return to the
aerodrome:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Altitude.
The glide ratio of the aircraft.
The length of the runway.
Wind strength/ground speed.
Experience of the pilot.
Pilot currency on type.

Should you have only partial power, it may be possible
to complete a circuit and execute an emergency landing.

Engine Failure in the Circuit
When flying a normal circuit, it is highly probable that
a forced landing can be completed successfully on the
runway in use, or on one of the other runways more
suited to your positio n. As soon as the engine fails,
carry out a normal forced landing.

Engine Failure After Take-Off
If the engine fails immediately after take-off, you may
only have time to close the throttle, attain a recommended gliding speed, pick a landing path, and concentrate on a good landing. Do not become so engrossed
in doing checks that you jeopardize the chances of
making a good approach and landing.

Engine Failure Below Circuit Altitude
Engine failure while climbing after take-off gives you

Forced Landing From Altitude
Circuit Forced Landing Pattern
When an engine failure occurs, judge the glide to
approach and land as you did when you were practising power-off approaches and landings at your home
base. A key position may be defined as some physical
features on the ground that are chosen to provide continuing orientat ion to the fi eld selected for forced
landing purposes and to establish a near to normal base

Forced Landing
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flown. Plan your glide to the key position
to corre spond as closely as possible to the
familiar circu it pattern. However, depending on altitude and posit ion, it may be
necessary to fly directly to the key position, or fly a direct or straight in approach.

-

360' Forced Landing Pattern
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Figure 2-578 360" Forced Landing Pattern

leg distance from that field. Distance in thi s case must
be well within the into-wind gliding range to the field .
In a strong wind, the base leg must be flown closer to
the field than in a light wind. Key positions are shown
in Fig. 2-57A. The flight paths shown are a few examples of how an approach to a forced landi ng might be

There are some situations in which a 3600
forced landing pattern (Fig. 2-578) can be
useful, even essential. This forced landing pattern is a gent le 360 0 descending
turn. The turn is started with the aircraft
heading in the direction of th e intended
landing at an appro priate altitude over the
desired to uchdown po int. This starting
position is called the high key. The appro priate altitude for this high key depend s
on the glide perfo rmance of the aircraft.
To calculate this altitude, take the amo unt
of alt itude your aircraft normally loses in
two minutes of gliding descent, add 200
feet , and yo u have the height above
groun d that works well for high key. For
example, if your glide rate is 600 feet per
minute, the high key altitude should be
1,400 feet AGL (2 x 600 + 200) .
The 360 0 for ced landing patte rn is
actually qu ite easy to execute, but it does
require that you estimate the elevation of
the landing area and can manoeuvre the
aircraft successfully to the high key position. Once at the high key position, you
start a gentle turn to reach the low key
po sitio n, wh ich is hal f-way around th e
circle and abeam the touchdown point.
The aircraft at low key will be about a
one-minute glide lower than it was at the
h igh key, the aircraft wi ll be heading
downwind, and you will have a good view
of the landing area on your wing-tip. From
there, the turn is continued to the fi nal
key, where the aircraft will be around 500
feet AGL in a tight base leg position.
Li ke any fo rced la nding pattern,
thi ng s may not always work out perfectly. If you find it impossible to ar rive
at high key at the recommended altitude, do not panic!
Instead, try to reach low key at the correct altitude. If
you are really high when you reach the high key
position, you can do a 360 0 orbi ting turn down to the
corre ct altitude. If you are just a few hundred feet high,
fly upwind until you lose half the excess altitude. The
remainder will be lost on the downwin d as you turn
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the circ le into a slight oval racetrack pattern . If you
are slightly low when you reac h high key, tighten the
tum slightly, but not more than a medium turn. This
will keep you eloser to the landing area and allow you
to get around to low and final key more qui ckly. If
there is a strong wind, move the high key down the
field to com pensate for the way the wind will distort
the pattern. If there is only a light wind, use slightly
less bank during the first half of the turn and slightly
more bank durin g the second half to maintain a good
pattern. Exercise 20 explains drift co ntrol duri ng
ground reference manoeuvres.
One of the difficulties with the 3600 forced landing
pattern is most noticeable with low-wing aircraft. It
can be difficult to know whe n you are di rectly over
the touchdown point because the wings block the view
below. For this reason, once you choose the landing
area, look for roads or other landmarks that are abeam
the high key position and can be used as references
once you are overhead. Fortunate ly, thc low key position is quite easy to identify with a low wing aircraft.
As soon as you bank to start the turn, the low key
position will be the point you see on the ground when
you look down the lowered wing.
No matter what pattern is used, you should plan to
arrive in the correct po sitio n fo r a normal final
approach but slightly high. When a landing can be
made into the first third of thc selected site, use flaps
or side-slip to lose excess altitude so that touchdown
can be made at the most desirable point on the landing
area. Remember that there are ways to lose altitude,
but there is no way to correct an undershoot. Never
stretch a glide. Practise forced landing oftcn and vary
the entry altitude, field, and geograp hical location.
This will help you to develop the confidence, skill, and
judgement necessary to carry out this procedure safely
should a real forced landing become necessary.

Cause Check
Many actual forced landings need not have occurred,
as the failure or near failure of the engine was caused
by something within the pilot's ability to remedy, For
this reason , forced landing training includes certain
checks which should be carried out during the descent
if time permits.
The actions that follow have no set time or place
where they should be done. They are suitable for most
ligh t aircraft and may be used in the absence of
manufacturer's data.
1. (a) Fuel on and amount. Check that the fuel
selector is on the correct tank or has not been placed
accidentally in the "off " position. If already selected
to a tank indicating a good quant ity of fuel, select

another tank known to contain fuel. The gauge may
be faulty or a line blocked.
(b) Fuel Pumps. Place the switch in the "on" position, as there may be a failure in the regular fuel feed
system.
2. Primer Locked . Check that it is in and locked. A
primer that has worked itself out through vibration can
cause the engine to malfunction .
3. Mixture Rich. Check that the mixtu re control is
in the " full rich" position; it could have been moved
accidently into " idle cut-off " or left in "lean" during a
descent.
4. All Switches On as Required. Check that the
magneto switches are in the correct position. If the
engine continues to run roughly, select left and right
positions to determi ne if it will function smoothly on
one magneto.
MAYDAY

Depending upon the geograp hical location, altitude,
and situation, the cause check and mayday action may
be transposed. As an example, it may be more important in remote areas to let someone know you are in
trou ble be fore you att empt to f ind a cau se for the
engine failure. If you wait too long to make an emergency transmission, you may have descended below
the radio range of ground stations.
Comm unicate with someone. If already established
on a specific frequency, inform that unit of your problem. If uncertain that you can make contact on any
selected frequency due to the time and altitude remaining, switch immediately to the emergency frequency
of 12 1.5 MHz and transmit to ALL STATIONS.
Remember that those receiving an emergency radio
transmission will be anxiou s to help and will want to
know as much about your situation as possible. You
may have very little opportun ity to spend time or effort
answering their questions; therefore, your initial call
should be organized and clea rly spoken.
In the case of a forced landing, the word MAYDAY
should be spoken three times. This is followed by your
AIRCRAfT IDENTIFICATION three times and then the
message. The message should briefly state your problem , geographic location, and intent. For exa mple ,
engine failure over the town of "Sumwhcrc," landing
in a field approxim ately two miles north of the town.
Your aircraft identification should be repeated at the
end. As wcll, if your aircraft is transponder equipped,
ensure it is ON and select code 7700.

Passenger Safety
Adv ise passengers to remove glasses and a ll sharp
objects and stow them securely with other loose objects.

Forced Landing
In a two-place side-by-side aircraft, have the passenger
move the seat as far back as it will go to assist in
preventing head injuries. All scat-belts and shoulder
harnesses should be fastened snugly. On final approach,
provided the aeroplane is not affected aerodynami cally, unlatch the doors to prevent them from jamming
if the aeroplane fuselage suffers damage on landing.

Engine Shut-down
Shut down the engine to reduce the chance of fire.
The fuel should be turned off, the mixture placed in
idle cut-off, and the magnetos turned off. As well, the
alternator or generator and master switches should be
turned off, but the master switch should not go to off
until the flaps are set for landing. It is important to
perform these checks in the proper sequence. Therefore, you should refer to the appropriate section of the
Aircraft Flight Manual for your aircraft.

Other Considerations
Close thc throttle. An engine with a fuel flow malfunction may cease firing completely at a high throttle
setting, but deliver enough power at a lower one to be
of considerable value. Conversely, with the throttle
still open, the engine may pick up because of a change
in aircraft attitude just as you have made the landing
site, only to fail again when you are carried beyond a
safe landing. You might also try adjusting the mixture
to see if a leaner setting will restore at least partial
power.
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Approach Height
The objective in making a forced landing is to have
the aircraft touchdown at minimum safe speed at the
most desirable point in the selected site. It is good
practice to arrive on final approach with slightly more
height than necessary so that you have more freedom
of choice.
Another consideration is that in a real forced landing the gliding angle with the propeller windmilling
or stopped may be steeper than during practice with
the engine throttled back.

Simulated Engi ne Failure
When practising forced landings, the method used to
simulate a power failure will be outlined by your flight
instructor.
You must not allow the engine to gct too cold or it
may fail to respond properly when power is applied.
Cruise power should periodically be applied for a few
seconds dur ing descent . This keeps the temperature
normal and prevents the spark plugs from fouling due
to prolonged idling of the engine. Many aircraft require
application of carburettor heat before reducing power.
Some aircraft can be configured with a specific power
and flap setti ng combination that approximate s a
normal power-off glide; thereby, alleviating the need
to apply power at intervals during the approach.
With the exception of those approaches made to an
aerodrome, all simulated forced landings should be
practi sed in the local practice area, and only to the
minimum altitude specified by the Canadian Aviation
Regulations or the training unit when they are more
restrictive.

EXERCISE TWENTY-THREE

Pilot Navigation

One significant advantage that an aircraft has over
most surface transportation is that it is capable of proceeding more or less directly to its destination at a
constant and relatively high speed.
Pilot navigation is the most comprehensive of all
the exercises you will learn, and some say the most
satisfying. Piloting an aircraft cross-country requires
all the knowledge and flying skills that you have
acquired so far.
Planning and preparation is the key to a safe and
effective cross-country flight. Effort expended before
the flight can save a lot of effort and reduce stress
when you arc airborne. Once you take off you must
be well organized and be able to perform in-flight
calculations. You must be able to recognize features
on the ground from the symbols on the map. You must
be able to look out, listen out , car ry out cockpit
checks, assess your progress, revise estimates, fly
accurately and, if necessary, divert to an alternate
destination.
The exercise abounds in decision-making situations. You must be able to find out all you can about
each situation, identify options for dealing with each,
choose an option, act on your choice, and evaluate the
results of your action. You should be aware of the
factors that can lead to errors and apply the appropriate
counter measures.

Initial Preparation
Preparation for a cross-country flight takes time, and
the most important thing you can do is to make sure
you allow adequate time. Doing some of the preparation before the day of the flight gives you an advantage, although this won't always be possible. Some of
the things you can do beforehand include selecting
your route, preparing the chart, checking aerodrome
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information and chart updating data in the Canada
Flight Supplement, and entering the direction and distance of each leg of your route in the navigation log.
You can also anticipate your needs on the day of the
flight, make arrangements for a weather briefing, and
advise passengers in advance to dress for the expected
conditions. As well, give some thought to weight and
balance at this stage. Make sure your passengers know
how much baggage they can bring and if weight
means you won't be able to carry full fuel then make
arrangements for the correct amount of fuel to be in
the tanks on the day of the flight.
Final preparation is done once you have received
the necessary weather forecasts and reports on the day
of the flight.

Selecting the Chart
For any cross-country flight you will need current
maps in good condition. If your route takes you close
to the edge of a map, you will want to have the adjoining map as well.
The standard chart used for pilot navigation in Canada is the 1:500 ,000 scale V FR Navigat ion Chart
(VNC). The comparable chart used in the United States
is the Sectional Aeronautical Chart. World Aeronautical Charts, with a I:I,000,000 scale, can be useful
for general planning of a long route, and some pilots
carry them as another aid during flight, although they
lack the detail needed for effective navigation at low
and medium altitudes. To satisfy special operational
requirements at certain high-density traffic airports
having complex airspace structures , V FR Term inal
Area (VTA) charts are available in a scale of
1:250,000.

Pilot Navigation

Choos ing the Route
Planning for a flight begins the moment you decide
you want to fly so me where. Decidin g where you wan t
to go and where you will start the trip means you are
making important decisions about your route very
early in the process. Exactly how you get from one
end to the other requires that you make more decisions. A straight line from beginning to end is certainly the shortest, but compromises that result in a
longer route are sometimes needed. Choose a route
th at offe rs both alternate airports and good la ndmarks.

Note the elevation of terrain, giving particular attention to hills, peaks and ot her obstructions. A m ounta in

range could block a direct path, or there might be a
very large body of water you would be wise to go
around. Airspace is another consideration. Restricted
areas must be avoided and entry into these areas
requires prior permission. There may be areas of busy
traffic you would prefer to avoid, such as an advisory
area or the airspace near a busy airport. If refuelling
will be required, choose a route near airports that have
the fuel you need at the time of day you will be there.
II may also be wise to consider a more populated
route, perhaps even a recommended VF R route such
as you find in mountainous regions. All in all, there
are many reasons, including weather, why your route
may often involve several legs rather than one direct
leg. Safety must always be a majo r consideration in
the choice of a route.

Preparing the Chart
Before you draw lines on the chart, make sure you
have the necessary tools at hand - pen, pencil,
marker, protractor, dividers or chart rule, and a
straight edge long enough for the sections of the route.
Track. The first line to be drawn on the chart is your
intended track. The line should be dark and neat and
easily distinguishable from other lines on the map.
Some pilots like to emphasize their track lines using
a highlighting marker, taking care not to obscure
important detail.
Drift Lines. These lines are drawn at 10 degrees
each side of the required track from both ends of each
leg of the route. Extend the lines about two-thirds the
length of the leg and make them distinct from the
track line. One way to do this is to make them dashed
lines.
Ten-Mile Marks. A small stroke across the track line
at ten-mile increments can be very helpful in assessing your progress in flight.
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Fractional Distance Marks. Dividing a leg into equal
segme nts such as one-qua rter, one-half, and threequarters allows easy and rapid revision of ETA without
using a flight computer.
Check Points . Although map reading proceeds continuously thro ughou t a flight , many pilots like to
choose distinct land marks at ten to fifteen minute
interval s a long their track and ide nti fy them with
arrows or circles. Take care when writing on the map
to avoid obscuring detail. Although the markings suggested here are all useful, if they were all used on a
very short leg the result would be confus ing. In this
situation, draw the track line and decide which markings would be most helpful on the leg.

Final Preparation
With the initial preparation done, the preparation on
the day of the flight will be a lot easier.
NOTAMs
Check NOTA MS. This is where you will find out
important information about aerodromes you will be
using. NOTAMS will tell you if certai n facilities,
runways, or airports will be closed. Look for notices
that will affect your progress along the route. You
might find that a navigation aid you were planning to
use is shut down, or there might be radio frequency
changes. You might see that a forest fire is raging at
some point on the route and restrictions may apply to
your direction of flight or altitude. There might be
special areas designated for military flying or search
and rescue operations might be in progress. NOTA MS
are important and they should be checked before you
depart on a cross-country flight.
NOTA MS are not provided for some aerodromes. If
in doubt about field conditions, call ahead by
telephone or radio to obtain current airport
information. Telephone numbe rs are listed in the
Canada Flig ht Supplement.

Weather
Adequate weather information is required for you to
make meaningful decisions regarding the cross-country fligh t. Shou ld the fli ght be delayed unt il the
weather is more favourable? What altitude would be
most suitable or efficient considering terrain height
and obstructions? Is there a route around the weather?
Many pilots set persona l weather limits for themselves
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that are higher than the regulatory minima. If the forecast indicates the weather will be below these minima
they don't go. In setting these limits, they take into
account their experience, currency, familiarity with
the route, terrain, alternate airports, and training.
The best way to obtain weather information is by
a briefing from a specialist at a Flight Information
Centre or Atmospheric Environment Service weather
office.
You should brief the briefer. This will include identifying yourself as a pilot, giving your aircraft registration or pilot licence number, stating that your flight
will be VFR, and giving the planned route, altitude,
destination, departure time, and estimated time en
route. The weather specialist will use this information
to present an appropriate weather briefing for your
planned flight.
When this information has been received and considered, the G OINO GO decision will be yours to make.
Don't forget to check the weather trend. This is done
by comparing the current reports and two or three
preceding weather reports with the forecast. Be alert
for reports showing weather that is worse than what
is forecast.

Choosing an Altitude
Care should be taken in choosing an altitude for your
flight. The height of hills, peaks, and obstructions
must be considered and your altitude should be appropriate for the direction of each leg of your flight.
Weather must be considered, including ceilings, visibility, and upper winds. Distance should affect your
choice of altitude. You won't want to climb to a high
altitude if you are only going a short distance. Fuel
economy. passenger comfort, and the effective range
of any navigation aids that you might be using must
be considered. If you are considering a very high alti-

tude, remember the requirements for oxygen and
know the service ceiling of the aircraft. If you must
cross a body of water, choose an altitude that will let
you glide to the shoreline with some altitude to spare
in the event of engine failure. Comply with any airspace restrictions that may limit your altitude. Think
of your requirements for map reading. You can see
more detail at lower altitudes, and you can see farther
at high altitudes.

The Flight Planning Form
A flight planning form is an organized plan and log
for the flight which minimizes the possibility of forgetting important data and having to do computations
in flight (Fig. 2-59). There is no correct form, as different designs reflect different needs and preferences,
but they all have to balance the need for complete
information with the danger of clutter that can make
the log difficult to use in flight. Many pilots prefer a
log printed on 8 1/2" by II" paper with one-half given
to planning the trip and the other half to in-flight record keeping. Some training organizations like to provide space for weather, NOTAM, and weight and
balance calculations. Others like to use separate sheets
for this purpose.

The Flight Pian, Flight Itinerary
Telling someone where you are planning to go, and
when and how you plan to get there is simply good
sense. A flight plan filed with Air Traffic Services
is the best way to do this. Pilots can also file a
flight itinerary, which means giving the deta ils of
your flight to a respo nsible person who wi ll notify
appropriate authorities should you fail to arrive at your
destination.
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Figu re 2-59 Sample Fli ght Planning Form

Whether you use a flight plan or a flight itinerary,
the aim is to have someone find you as quickly as
possible if something goes wrong, and you are forced
down.

Departure
There are three basic departure procedures you can
use when starting a cross-country flight. One is the
overhead departure where you climb in the vicinity
of the airport to reach cruising altitude and then set
heading overhead the airport. This takes time and fuel
and can conflict with other traffic, but it does give
you a known fix for starting. It is often used when
the airport is surrounded by miles of relatively featureless terrain or the visibi lity is limited. Another
departure is the geographic point procedure in which
you choose to set heading at a distinct landmark a
short distance away. This method allows you to concentrate on departure procedures before you become

concerned about setting heading. It is often used when
departing from busy airports or those where airspace
restrictions apply. Be careful to choose a geographic
point that is distinct and easy to find. The last type
of departure is the en route climb, in which you take
off and at a safe altitude turn to intercept track and
climb en route. This is quick and direct, but you can
become very busy and it is sometimes diffic ult to
determine when you are established on track.

Level-off Procedu re
Level the aircraft at the altitude you want and at the
speed you planned and trim carefully. Check the outside air temperature to confirm that it is what you
expected. If it isn't , and you planned to fly a particular
indicated airspeed, your planned true airspeed won't be
correct.
Lean the mixture if required and set the heading
indicator. Scan your aircraft engine and systems instruments and check your fuel selector and quantity.
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Setting Headin g
It is useful to have a routine or procedure you can use
at the beginning of any leg of a cross-country flight.
When established over a set-heading point on the
desired compass heading, record the time as this is
the basis for all your estimates and ETAS. Maintain
your heading and check the visual angle ofdeparture,
compare the heading indicator and compass and check
major features on the map to confirm that the aircraft
is in fact heading in the correct direction, Finally, calculate an estimate for the first check-point and an ETA
for the end of the leg.

En Route

Pin-pointing means identifying your position relative
to a time and place and noting this on your map. Many
pilots like to mark a dot at their precise position, circle
the dot and write the time beside it.

Ground Speed Check
For a ground speed check to be accurate, you should
be established at your cruise altitude, heading and airspeed for the entire distance of the check. A ground
speed check should he done at the fir st positive pinpoint, ideally between 10 and 25 miles from the
departure point. Use the flight computer unless the
values permit easy mental calculation. Further groundspeed checks and ETA revisions should be made at any
time when conditions such as track, wind, and airspeed
change,

Map Reading
Coc kpit Checks
Arrange charts so that both the charts and the controls
of the aircraft may be easily managed at the same
time, A chart should be folded so that the section
being used is readily available, with a minimum of
refolding or handling in the air. If more than one chart
is to be used, they should be pre-arranged in the order
in which they will be required.
Effective map reading can be broken down into
four steps: orientation, anticipation, confirmation, and
pin-pointing.
Orientation of the map means holding it so that your
map track parallels your ground track. This makes
features on the map easier to compare with features on
the ground, which is far more important than holding
the map so you can read place names.
Anticipation means using the one instrument that
equals the compass in importance in navigation - the
watch, The expression "watch to map to ground"
means to first look at your watch to anticipate features
that should come into view in the next few minutes.
By anticipating where you are going to he you can
study the map to familiarize yourself with the features
that will enable you to positively identify a place on
the ground. This technique can change to "watch to
ground to map" if you are uncertain of your position.
Confirm ation means taking care to positively identify
a landmark. For example, if it is a town, make sure all
the features around it - roads, railroads, streams,
lakes, power lines, and other details - relate correctly
to confirm your identification.

Cockpit checks should be carried out at regular intervals. Include such items as setting the heading indicator, checking aircraft engine and systems instruments, and confirming that fuel is being consumed at
the rate you expected.

Position Reports
VI-'R position reports are easy to give and should be a
routine part of every cross-country flight. Updating
your position lets others know where you are at a
given time, and should your aircraft become overdue,
it can significantly reduce the time it takes Search and
Rescue to locate you.

Pilot Weather Report (PIREP)
Reporting weather conditions you encounter en route
can be very helpful to other pilots. Any conditions
differing substantially from those indicated in forecasts or reports will be important. Pilots will be particularly interested to hear about any turbulence, icing,
thunderstorms, strong winds, heavy precipitation, or
reduced ceilings and visib ility. PIREPS can be
passed to any Air Traffic Services facility, such as a
Flight Service Station.

Track Errors and Corrections
Owing to inaccuracies in the forecast wind, in navigational technique, and in flying the aircraft, errors
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often occur that require alterations of heading to bring
the aircraft back on track. Before corrections are
discussed, the following terms must be defined:
Required Track.
over the ground.

The proposed path of the aircraft

Track Made Good. The actual path of the aircraft
over the ground.
Track Error. The angle between the required track
and the track made good, measured in degrees, and
always expressed as being left or right of the required
track.
Opening Angle. The angle between the required
track and the track made good.
Closing Angle. The angle between the old required
track and the new required track to arrive at the
destination.

Ten Degree Drift Lines
In Fig. 2-60, 10 degree drift lines are shown opening
from the set-heading point and closing to the destination. These lines enable the pilot to estimate track
errors and required heading changes with reasonable
accuracy.
Point A in Fig. 2-60 indicates a point on the track
made good that is 7 degrees left of the required track,
indicating an opening angle of 7 degrees. The angle
can be estimated more accurately by physically making a mark at mid-angle (line B) and establishing the
pin-point in relation to that mark. Closing angles may
be determined in the same manner, using the 10
degree drift lines that converge on the destination. The
angle between the required track and a line joining

point C to destination indicates a closing angle of 4
degrees.

Heading Corrections
Once you have established the position of the aircraft
accurately, and provided it is not on the required track,
decide upon the best course of action. Normally 10 to
25 miles should be flown before attempting to estimate any track error, because errors over a short distance arc magnified considerably. The heading of the
aircraft can be changed to either return to the required
track or fly directly to the destination. Your choice
will depend on the position of the aircraft. It is usually
more desirable to return to the required track, as that
is the track you have studied and, in addition, a line
already drawn on a chart is much easier to follow.
Provided the aircraft has not passed the half-way
point, the double the track error method or the visual
alteration method can be used. lf the aircraft is beyond
the half-way point, you can still usc the visual alteration method, or alternatively, the sum of the opening
and closing angles method. Each method will be discussed in detail later in this text but first some basic
geometry may help.
The key to understanding how these various methods work lies in the fact that if the aircraft heading is
altered in the direction of the required track by a number of degrees equal to the track error or opening
angle, the resulting heading will produce a track parallel to the required track. Using the 10 degree drift
lines in Fig. 2-6 1, it can be seen that the track made
good is widening from the required track by an angle
of 7 degrees. By altering the heading 7 degrees to the
right, you now have the heading that produces a track
parallel to the required track and is approximately the
heading to steer when the required track is regained.
What you now want is to regain the required track

Track made good

l

Set jading point

A
Required track

Drift Line
Track error and opening angle (7")

c

-
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using an orderly method. Once this is accomp lished
you can fly a corrected heading to maintain track.
Alternatively, you have the choice of flying direct from
the position off track to the destination.
As mentioned above, there are several methods
used by pilots to correct track errors. When choosing
one of the following, consideration should be given to
visibility, availability of good landmarks, distance to
destination, and pilot experience.

degree s (090 degrees - 6 degrees) should be flown to
remain on the required track. This method works best
if there are good landmarks, and you are very sure
that the chosen point is, in fact, on your required
track.

The Double the Track Error Method
Should lack of landmarks or some other reason preclude use of the visual alteration method, you should
use the double the track error method. Simply double
the amount of track error or opening angle, and apply
this to the original heading in the direction of the
required track: the aircraft will regain track in approximately the same period of time as it took to drift off
track. The required track will be intercepted again at
a distance along the track equal to twice the distance
from the set-heading point to the point where the
heading change is made (point D in Fig. 2-63) . On
regaining track it is nece ssary to subtract half the

The Visual Alteration Meth od
From time to time, a pin-point will show you to be
left or right of your required track, and one way to
regain track is by visual alteration. Using Fig. 2-62
as an example, you establish your position at point A
and note that the track error is 6 degrees right of your
required track. Fly visually from point A to the positively identified pin-point on your required track.
Upon reaching that point, a compass heading of 084

Pin-point

Required track 90°

Track error and opening angle

Visual alteratio n

A

Wl

Identify pin-po int and turn to establish
track ju st prior to pin-point.

Figure 2-62 Visual Alterations

New heading (084 °) to mainta in
required track .
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Figure 2-64 Tracking by Double Track Error Method and Visual Alterations

correction applied to the original heading to obtain
the heading to keep the aircraft over the required
track.
Now let's look at a practical example using Fig. 2M . Take-off is from Scott airport and you set heading
at 1000 hours over the point where the railway line
crosses the King River, at the town of Cadenhead. Calculations indicate that you must steer a compass heading 065 degrees on the trip to Penner Airport, 148
miles distant. After 14 minutes ( 1014 hours) you pinpoint yourself at the north end of Lac Labrie, and
using the 10 degree drift lines determine that you arc
7 degr ees right of track. A headi ng change of 7
degrees (058 degrees) left would result in a heading
whereby you would parallel the required track. But as
you wish to regain track using the double the track
error method, you alter heading to 051 degrees (065
degrees - 14 degrees = 05 1 degrees). This new heading is held for an additional 14 minutes and you regain
track ju st south of the bend in the Mayer River at
1028. At this time you alter heading 7 degrees right
and steer 058 degrees. Any physical features ncar or
along the track line that will conf irm that the track has
been regained will be helpful, but if none are available, the heading should be altered at the calculated
time. Revised ETAS can be made while flying toward
the required track.

The Opening and Closing Angle Method
Doubling the track error doesn't work once you are
beyond the half-way point of a leg. Because it takes
j ust as far to regain track as it did to get off in the
fi rst place, you would on ly regain track somewhere
past your destination or turn ing point . The visual
alteration or opening and closing angle methods will
work in this case. As we have already discussed the
visual alteration method, let's have a look at the principle behind the opening and closing angle method.
Go back a few pages and study the definitions of
opening angle and closing angle. By going back to
basic geometry again and consulting Fig. 2-65, it can
be seen that by altering the heading by an amount
equal to the sum of the opening and closing angles,
we should track to destination.
In Fig. 2-66 the line A-B passes through point C,
where the heading change is made, and is parallel to
the required track. At point C, which is 4 degrees left
of track, a 4 degree right heading change would parallel the track. Angle X equals angle Y (the closing
angle ) and using the 10 degree drift lines we ca n
determine that angle Y equals 7 degrees. Therefore, at
point C, an II degree right heading change (4 degrees
+ 7 degrees = II degrees) should permit the aircraft
to track directly to destination.
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Now let's look at a practical application. In
Fig. 2-67 the calculated heading to fly from Speer Airport to Hemming Airport was found to be 105 degrees
compass. Set-heading time was 0900. No reliable pinpoint was available until 35 minutes later, close to
where the north-south railway crosses Highway 10,
82 miles along the track. Using the 10 degree drift
lines, we find the opening angle to be 4 degrees and

the closing angle to be 6 degrees. Therefore, to fly
directly to Hemming Airport, a 10 degree right heading change (4 degrees + 6 degrees = 10 degrees) to a
headin g of 11 5 degrees ( 105 + 10 degrees) is
required. As the ground speed is found to be 141 KT,
and there arc 49 miles to go, the revised ETA would
be 0956. It should be understood at this time that the
opening and closing method can be employed at any
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Figure 2-67 Tracking: A Practical Application

distance along the required track and is not limited to
use after passing the half-way point. Alternatively, a
visual correct ion could have been made to the point
where the original required track meets the curve in
the railway line at Rogers Mines, where a heading of
109 degrees ( 105 degrees + 4 degrees opening angle)
taken up at the time would have kept the aircraft on
the track to Hemming Airport.

The Drift Compensation Method
Experienced pilots often establish heading by constantly compensating for drift as the flight progresses.
This is called the drift compensation method. When
the heading to maintain a desired track is established
by this method, drift angle can be easily computed if
required. Visibility must be such that enough checkpoints are visible to maintain an accurate track.
Select at least two prominent check-points a sufficient distance apart (5 to 10 miles or more, depending
on the terrain), on the desired track ahead of the aircraft. Maintain a heading that keeps the nearer checkpoint aligned with the farther one. When the aircraft
and the check-points remain on the same line, the
heading indicated on the compass will be the heading
that, provided there is no wind change, should keep
the aircraft on the desired track for the remainder of
the flight. To continually compensate for wind effect,
select another check-point on track in the distance
before the nearer check-point is reached; then repeat
the alignment and drift compensation procedure. Cal-

culate ground speed by time and distance between
check-points to keep ETAS accurate.

Log Keeping
The pilot navigator has little time for log keeping in
the air, but the following are some of the items that
should be recorded:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Time off and flight plan opening time.
Set heading time.
Each compass heading (use 3 digits - e.g. 037).
The time setting each new compass heading.
ETA at planned turning points and destination.
Time over or by check-points and turning points.
New ground speeds and revised ETAs .

Other Considerations
Avoiding a Collision
The following are some of the simple strategies you
can use to minimize the risk of collision with another
aircraft. Check your physical, mental, and emotional
condition and be on guard for absent-mindedness and
distraction - two enemies of concentration during
flight. Study your route carefully, looking particularly
for areas of greater air traffic activity. Be particularly
careful when you cross airways or enter areas where
traff ic is conce ntrated, such as advisory are as, and
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radio navigation aid sites. Keep the windows clean
and clear of obstructions. Maintain proper separation
from cloud. Follow the correct procedures for departing and joining the circuit. Minimize the time spent
with your head in the cockpit by being well organized
prior to the flight.
All aircraft have blind spots. A high wing aircraft
has a critical one in the direction of the turn as soon
as bank is applied. A low wing obscures the area
beneath the aircraft. The most dangerous combination
of events that could result in a collision arises when
a low wing aircraft descends from the rear toward a
high wing aircraft, or a high wing aircraft climbs from
the rear toward a low wing aircraft. Therefore, in prolonged climbs and descents you should make small
turns to ensure the area above and below is clear of
aircraft.
Use your equipment. Aircraft exterior lights can
help avoid collisions. Anti-collision, navigation, landing, and high intensity strobe lights will make your
aircraft more visible by day and much more so by
night. Transponders allow controllers to identify your
aircraft's position in relation to other traffic.
Be sure to monitor appropriate radio frequencies
when you are en route. This will help keep you
informed about other traffic and weather. The Canada
Flight Supplement specifies the frequency to use
depending on the airspace in which you are flying. If
you have two radios, consider listening out on the
emergency frequency 121.5 as well.
Listen carefully to all radio transmissions. Monitor
transmissions from pilots reporting their position to
the tower, Flight Service Stations, and on published
traffic frequencies. It will help you form a mental picture of traffic in the vicinity. Call at appropriate points
to report your position, altitude, and intentions. As
well, keep a good look-out as there may be aircraft
nearby without radios or operating on a different
frequency.
You must be able to scan a large area of sky in an
organized way without missing small objec ts. Even
the most perfect eye will not detect other aircraft
unless the pilot is alert, expectant, and knows how to
scan the sky. Identifying a target requires picking it
up, locking on, and recognition. Moving targets are
easier to see than stationary targets, and there may be
other clues such as reflection and flashing lights.
Unfortunately, aircraft on a collision course appear to
remain stationary on the windshield until the last few
seconds and so are more difficult to detect. Once you
do sight the other traffic, don't forget the rest of the
sky. If the traffic seems to be moving on the windshield, you're probably not on a collision course but
continue to monitor its position. If the aircraft does
not appear to have motion, then you should watch it
carefully and be prepared to get out of the way.
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Scanning is made up of two parts: the slow movement of the eyes across the f ield allows periph eral
vision to detect a target or movement; then centra l
vision is used for identification. There are different
ways to scan but a common method is sector scanning. For example, the pilot divides the sky into
approximately 30 degree segments and, starting in the
middle of the windshield, scans slowly across each
segment, pausing in the centre of each. The scan is
carried over the two segments on the left and then
brought back sharply to begin scanning the right-hand
segments. Remember, the scan must not only be across
a full field of vision (approximately 150 degrees) but
must also cover an area 10 degrees above and below
the horizontal plane. This will cover the areas most
likely to contain significant traffic.
The most important tool for avoiding collision is
your scan. Watch where you are going, and watch for
other traffic. Use your scan constantly.
A good scanning technique takes time and effort to
develop and must become a habit in all your flying.
Keep in mind that it is an activity shared with other
piloting tasks, and it can be degraded by fatigue, boredom, illness, anxiety, or preoccupation.
Two light aircraft approaching head on, with an airspeed of 120 KT each, have a closing speed of 240
KT. If they become visible to each other at the 3 mile
range, they will have only 45 seconds to determine
and execute the appropriate avoiding action. With a
visibility of only 1 mile, the period of time in which
decision and action must be taken is only 15 seconds.
These times are based on a pilot-in-command actually
sighting another aircraft at the exact point of visibility;
in normal practice another aircraft may not be sighted
until well into visibility range, which further reduces
the time available for what ever action may be
necessary.

Advice of Conflict ing Traffic
In controlled airspace where air traffic is monitored
by radar, Air Traffic Control (ATC) may advise when
aircraft appear to be getting too close to each other
by using the clock position system outlined in the Aeronautical Inf ormation Publication. When advised of
other traffic, acknowledge and advise the controller
whether or not it has been sighted. ATC may continue
with advice until the traffic is sighted or a risk of
collision no longer exists.

Arrival
Preparation for arrival at an airport should begin in
the planning stages of the flight. Review the infor-
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mation given in the Canada Flight Supplement to
familiarize yourself with the airport elevation, circuit
procedures, frequencies, runway layout, and anything
else you might need for a safe arrivaL
Anticipate the destination information you will
need as the arrival phase of your flight can be very
busy, and it happens at the end of the flight when you
might be tired. Details such as weather, altimeter setting, surface wind, runway in usc, and other traffic
will be important. If there is a control tower or a
Flight Service Station then a radio call will be
required. If ATIS is available, use it. Listening to other
aircraft can tell you a lot, so tune in the destination
frequency early and pay attention. Anticipate the type
of circuit joining you will do and don't hesitate to
position the aircraft directly overhead or ask for help
if you are unfamiliar with the local landmarks.
Be sure to plan your descent. For example, if you
have to lose 6,000 feet and you want to descend at
500 feet per minute for passenger comfort this will
take you 12 minutes. If you descend at 120 KT (2
miles a minute), the descent will have to be started
24 N M early.
Be sure to file an arrival report, or if you have filed
a fligh t itinerary, notify the chosen responsible person that you have arrived safely. You should also sign
the arrival and depa rture reg ister at uncontroll ed
aerodromes.

Diverting to an Alternate
Destination
Knowing how to divert to an alternate destination is
an essential skill. There are many reasons why a diversion may be necessary, for example, deteriorating
weather, a sick passenger, or problems with the aircraft. Sometimes, of course, you may j ust decide you
want to go elsewhere.
Making the decision to divert is often the most difficult step. You started with a particu lar destination
in mind, and it may be difficult to accept the fact that
you must now go elsewhere . It is a decision some
pilots make too late.
Once you do make the decision, planning the flight
to the alternate destination while continuing to fly the
aircraft is a challenge that calls on skills you have
already acquired. It may help to slow down while
doing your in-flight planning, but keep in mind safe
minimum operating speeds for your aircraft. Don't
get so absorbed in planning that you forget your first
task - fly the aircraft!

Choose a suitable destination within a suitable distance over suitable terrain. If there is a line feature
such as a road, powerline, railroad, river or shoreline
that leads to the new destination then use it. This
method is the simplest and recommended if it is available. If there is no convenient line feature then draw
a free-hand track line. If the diversion is particularly
long, break it into shorter, more manageable legs.

Estimate Track
Estimating the magnetic direction of the track line is
the next step, and there are various ways to do this
without a protractor. You can compare your track line
to other lines on the map, such as airways or track
lines that you have used before, or you can hold a
pencil over your line and move the pencil at the same
angle to a VOR compass rose. These will give magnetic track. True direction can be obtained by estimating the angle at which your track line intersects
lines of latitude and longitude. You must then apply
variation to obtain magnetic track.

Reciprocal Track
One very common type of diversion is to return to
your departure point. Estimating the heading that will
mainta in this reciprocal track is not difficult. First
work out the reciprocal of your outbound track by
adding or subtracting 180 degrees. If this is difficult,
then either add 200 and subtract 20 or subtract 200
and add 20. Drift will be the same amount as you
encountered outbound, but it will act in the opposite
direction. Ten degrees left drift outbound will mean
ten degrees right drift on the return flight.

Estimate Distanc e
There are a number of ways to estimate distance. The
lines of latitude shown on your map are a convenient
reference, since one minute of latitude equals one NM.
If you prepared your original track line with 10 mile
marks, you will also have these as a reference. As
well, some pilots use the thumb and index finger as
"dividers" and measure this span against a known scale.
Others use the span of their knuckles and some use a
pencil marked in 10 mile increments. It's surprising
how accurate you can be using these methods.
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Estimate Ground Speed

Set Headi ng

To estimate ground speed, you must have some idea
of the wind velocity. If you received a weather briefing before your flight then you should have this information. Otherwi se, you will have to estimate the wind
by observing drift and ground speed. If there is no
wind then ground speed and TAS may be assumed to
be the same. If there is a direct tail wind or a direct
he ad wind then the wind speed can be applied directly
to the TAS, either adding or subtracting the amount.
For example, if you fl y at 100 KT TAS into a 20 KT
head wind then your ground speed will be 80 KT. If
the wind is comin g from your wing tip position,
assume no appreciable effect on ground speed. If it is
coming from arou nd 45 degrees to your direction of
flight, assume a head or tail wind component of
approximately two-thirds the wind speed.

Start from a known fix and note the time you set
heading. Turn to an accurate compass heading to
maintain track, reset the heading indicator, check your
departure angle, and work out an estimated time of
arrival for the end of the leg.

Estimate Time
Gro und speed is used to calculate time en route to the
destination and any intermediate points you may find
useful. This time estimate must be done mentally and
is less difficult when put in the simplest possible
terms. For example, a ground speed of 60 KT means
time equa ls distance (one mile per minute) - 30 NM
flown at 60 KT will take 30 minutes. If you fly at
120 KT (two miles per minute) time will be one-half
the distance - 15 minutes in the above example. At
90 KT (1.5 miles per minute) then time will be twothirds the distance or 20 min utes. You'll likely be
close to one of these speeds and you can add or
subtract a few minutes as req uired.
Anot her way to calculate a time estimate involves
even less mental arithmetic. Divide the leg into equal
parts and the time to fly the first segment is multiplied
by the number of remaining segments. For example,
if you divide the leg into four parts and fly the fir st
part in six minutes, the remaining three parts of the
leg will take 6 x 3 = 18 minutes.

Estimate Heading
Many pilots prefer to assume that track and heading
are equal and upon setting heading they use the drift
compensation method to establish a drift correction.
This is quick, easy, and reliable. Alterna tely, if you
know the wind is strong and anticipate a certain
amount of drift, you can est imate and apply a drift
correction at the ou tset and mak e adj ustments if
necessary.

Ad vise Others
Once you have made the decision to go to an alternate
destination and worked out the details, be sure to let
others know. If you were on a flight plan, Air Traffic
Control will need to know. Otherwise, you may find
a search and rescue effort mounted when you are
safely on the ground at some place other than where
you said you would be. Worse, should a precautionary
or forced landing become necessary, search efforts
will be concentrated along your flight planned route,
not your alternate route.

Low Level Navigati on
If a diversion is necessary because of deteriorating
weather, you may have to navigate at lower alt itudes
than normal. The greatest difference in navigating at
cross-country altitude s lower than normal is the
restricted field of view at low level, especially when
flying over rough or hilly terrain. This, combined with
the greate r attention that must be given to handling
the aircraft, reduces the time you have to positively
identify your landmarks and check-points as they
come up. As it is difficult to continually compare your
check-points with the chart to assist identification,
you must pick unique, easily recogn izable features.
Line features such as railway lines or roads that cross
the track may be used as check-points, or followed if
they para llel your track and lead to a turning point or
to your destination.
Some landmarks that are easy to see at higher altitudes can be very difficult to recognize from low alti tudes. For example, a lake might be hidden by a low
hill. However, provided the visibility is not too limited, some features such as a radio tower might be
easier to see against the horizon .
When flying over water, take special care to remain
within gliding distance of land. It may also be a good
idea to follow shorelines in winter, to reduce the risk
of losing visual orientation because of white-out conditions (see Cha pter 6, Weather Considerations).
Be alert and keep your head out of the cockpit as
much as possible. Be on guard for rising terra in. Pay
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close attention to contour lines, spot heights, and
obstacles along your track. Log keeping should be
kept to essential items. When making log entries,
check outside frequently if altitude is critical, to avoid
flying into the ground. If you become uncertain of
your position, climb as high as possible to give yourself an extended field of view and try to identify a
landmark .
Despite your best efforts you can find yourself in
the middle of a diversion that isn't going well. Be
prepared to re-evaluate your situation and consider
another course of action. If, for example, the weather
is getting much worse, it may be necessary to abandon
all thought of continuing a diversion and carry out a
precautionary landing.
When approaching your destination, take care not
to interfere with other traffic. If your destination is
within a Control Zone, remember the requirements
and procedures to enter a zone. If it is an uncontrolled
airport, usc the correct circuit jo ining procedure.

If You Are Uncertain of Your
Position
There are times when you will be uncertain of your
position. It can be unsettling to look around and not
recognize any landmarks, but it certainly is no cause
for alarm. It is a situation every pilot encounters, and
such moments require calm reasoning and a recognized procedure. Taking slow, deep breaths may help
you to think clearly.
Hold a steady heading and check the heading indicator against the compass. An error here can put you
off track very quickly. Check your navigation log for
possible errors such as drift correction or variation
applied the wrong way. Make sure you are not using
true heading or magnetic heading instead of compass
heading. Check for a possible wind shift. Your log
may show left drift when you can plainly sec the aircraft is drifting right. If you do find an error, you can
estimate where the error would likely have taken you
and take steps to identify your position. If you arc still
close to your last known position, consider returning
to this point. To do this you want to have very good
landmarks behind you. If, after checking your heading
and reviewing your navigation you still can't determine your position, try drawing a circle of uncertai nty.

Circle of Uncertaint y
When you are uncertain of your position, the normal
map reading technique of "w atch to map to ground"

changes to " watch to ground to map" which means
you look for something recognizable on the ground
and try to find it on the map. A circle of uncertainty
will help narrow your search. The centre of the circle
will be on your intended track line (unless you know
your track made good) with the radius of the circle
being 10 percent of the estimated distance flown since
the last confirmed position. For example, if you have
flown 10 minutes at 120 KT since your last known
position, you will have covered 20 N M (2 miles a minute). Draw a circle 20 miles along the track from the
last known position and make the radius 2 NM . Look
in this area for landmarks. Remember, positive identification of a distinctive landmark is the only way to
get back on track.

Manage Your Resources
If a circle of uncertainty doesn't fix your positron,
work your way step-by-step through a process
designed to resolve the uncertainty. Do not exhaust
your fuel in aimless wandering from one heading to
another trying to pick up a landmark, and don't be
afraid to admit to yourself and to others that you are
lost.
Fly toward a major feature, such as a coastline, a
railroad, or a highway. As you proceed toward it
remember that once you get there you will have to
decide which way to tum .
Climb if possible. This will help you to see farther
and it will also increase your radio range. If radio
contact is established, transmit your general position,
amount of fuel remaining, request whatever assistance
you need, and indicate the action you propose to take.
Radar assistance or OF steers arc available from ATC
in many areas, and a heading to fly will be offered.
If you have ADF or VO R and know how to use them,
get a line of position or a position fix.
In an extreme emergency you should broadcast a
MAYDAY message on 121.5 MHz. and listen out on thc
same frequency for instructions. If you have no idea
of the direction to fly, set up a triangular pattern at
endurance power settings, at the highest practical altitude, to alert the radar network (sec Aeronautical
Informati on Publication A.LP. Canada, RAC) . As well,
if your aircraft is transponder equipped, ensure it is
on and select code 7700.
Weather is often a factor in situations where pilots
become lost, and flying aimlessly about in poor
weather is a recipe for disaster. If you can't resolve
the uncertainty, you must consider the possibility of a
precautionary landing. You certainly don't want to fly
until you run out of fuel or risk flying into an obstacle.

EXERCISE TWENTY-FOUR

Instrument Flying

Instrument flight training is a part of private and commercial pilot training in Canada. An increasing number
of general aviation aircraft have a full panel of flight
instruments. More and more licensed pilots are choosing to broaden their competence by learning to control
an aeroplane by reference to flight instruments alone.
While flying with reference to instruments, the control inputs required to produce a given movement are
the same as those used in visual flight. The aircraft
responds to the controls exactly as it has always done.
There is a need to relax and apply control pressures
smoothly, making small corrections and waiting for
the results. The need for power and attitude changes
must be anticipated to arrive at desired airspeeds and
altitudes while accelerating, decelerating, climbing,
descending, levelling off, and turning.
When you started flight training, you became
familiar with the flight instrument indications associated with various attitudes and movements and saw
how these indications compared to outside visual references. You learned to recognize instrument indications that related to the various attitudes and power
settings used to control the aircraft. As well, you
became aware of the fact that changes to attitude and
power resulted in predictable changes to the instrument indications.
Of all the senses, vision is the one we rely upon
most. However, if our normal visual flight references
are taken away, we suddenly become prone to believing other senses that can cause confusion. Not being
able to see the aircraft's position in relation to the
ground may cause you to lose track of direction and
attitude. This can lead to one of a number of illusions,
such as the feeling of turning while the aircraft is
flying straight. You may respond to this sensation and
apply control inputs for the perceived condition; thus,
causing an undesired attitude. You may also lose track
of which way is up unless a reliable visual reference
is available.
Instrument flight is the skill used to overcome
human limitations when you are unable to see the out-

side world. Despite what your senses tell you, when
the turn needle of a turn co-ordinator or tum -and-bank
indicator shows a tum in a certain direction, the aircraft is turning in that direction; when the nose of the
miniature aircraft is below the horizon bar of the attitude indicator, the nose of the aircraft is below the
real horizon. When the airspeed indicator shows a
steady increase in speed during cruise flight, speed is
increasing and the aircraft is most likely in a nosedown attitude. Therefore, during instrument flight you
must have faith in the instrument indications and
never react to an unconfir med physical sensation, no
matter how strong it is. The sooner you become comfortable with this, the more quickly the learning process develops.
As well, it is important to learn to relax while flying by instruments. First, hold rhc controls lightly as
you cannot feel control pressure changes with a tight
grip. Second, make smooth, small changes with a positive pressure . Th ird, with the aircra ft prope rly
trimmed, momentarily release all pressure on the controls when you become aware of tenseness. This will
remind you that, if properly trimmed, the aircraft will
remain in stable flight by itself.
It may also help if you visualize the attitude of the
aircraft, as well as any movements taking place. If necessary, it may help to lower the pilot's seat for a better
view of the instruments. If the aircraft is equipped with
ann rests, use them. This allows more selective application of control pressures without having to constantly
make allowances for the weight of your ann . The seatbelt should be fastened snugly; when the body is too
free to move about in the seat, false sensory illusions
become more acute and believable.

Aircraft Instruments
Throughout this chapter, we refer to three main
groups of aircraft instruments. These are control
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instruments, performance instruments, and navigation
instruments .

Scanning, or cross-checking as it is sometimes known,
is the continuous and logical observation of the flight
instruments. A methodical and meaningful instrument
scan is necessary to make appropriate changes in aircraft attitude and performance.

The Control and
Performa nce Instruments
The two essential control instruments are the attitude
indicator and the tachometer or manifold pressure
gauge. The attitude indicator gives direct and immediate pitch and bank information. The tachometer (or
manifold pressure gauge) gives direct power information. To set the attitude and power, refer directly to
these instruments.
The performance instruments provide information
that enables you to determine how the aircraft is
behaving. fo r example, you may need to know if the
altitude and heading arc being correctly maintained.
Two of the performance instruments, the altimeter and
the heading indicator, can provide this information.
When the performance instruments show unwanted
change in performance, your attention must be
directed to the con trol instrum ents to allow you to
make the required changes. For example, if the performance instruments indicate that the heading or the
altitude has changed, attention is directed to the control instruments (attitude indicator and/or tachometer)
while adjusting attitude and power sufficiently to
make a correction. You then confirm that the required
correction is in progress by referring again to the performance instruments (Fig. 2-68).
The performance instruments give both direct and
indirect information as shown in the following table:

Indirect
Instrument

Direct Inf orm at io n

Airspeed Indic ator
Altimeter
Vertical Speed Indicator
Heading Indicator
Tum-and-B ank Indicator

Airspeed
Altitud e
Climb/descent rare
Heading
Yaw. Co-o rdination
Yaw. Roll, Co-o rd ination
Heading

Turn cc-oronenx
Magnetic Compass

Instrument Scan

Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

attitude
altitud e
attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude

Fundamental Skills
Three fundamental skills are involved in all instrument flight manoeuvres: instrument scan, instrument
interpretation, and aircraft control. A measure of your
proficiency in instrument flying will be your ability to
integrate these skills into unified, smooth, positive
control responses to maintain a prescribed flight path.

The Selective Radial Scan
To obtain information from the flight instruments,
attention must be focused on each instrument long
enough to read it. A split second is often long enough,
and then the scan moves on to the next instrument.
Thc attitude indicator is the central instrument, and it
becomes the hub of the scan so that your attention
usually returns to it after looking at a particular performance instrument. A diagram depicting the viewing pattern would show lines between the attitude
indicator and the other instruments, j ust as spokes
radiate from the hub of a wheel. This pattern of viewing the instruments is called a radial scan.
When using a radial scan, the instruments that provide the information most needed, given the task at
hand, should be scanned more frequently. The other
instruments arc scanned less frequently for backup
information. A radial scan that uses particular instruments to obtain the information necessary to carry out
a particular task is called a selective radial scan. For
example, whcn the task is to fly straight and level, the
most important performance instruments are the heading indicator and the altimeter. Therefore, you would
use the selective radial scan to focus on these two
instruments mere frequently. As shown in Fig. 2-69,
the viewing pattern moves from the attitude indicator
to the heading indicator, back to the attitude indicator,
and from there to the altimeter and back to the attitude
indicator.
Of the remaining performance instruments, the airspeed indicator and the vertical speed indicator give
information to confirm the pitch attitude, and the tum
co-ordinator and magnetic compass give information
to confirm direction. These instruments are included
in the scan but are scanned less frequcntly than the
others.

Appl ying the Scanning Pattern
To develop the technique of always referring to the
correct instrument at the appropriate time, you must
continually ask yourself the questions:

Instrument Flying
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Con trol instruments

Figure 2-68
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Performance instruments

Cont rol and Perfonnance Instruments
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Figure 2-69

Straight -and-Level Flig ht

I. What inform ation do I need?
2. Which instnunents give me the needed information?
3. Is the information reliable?
Fig. 2-69, 2-70, 2-71 and 2-72 show examples of patterns that may be used for particular flight conditions.
Using Fig. 2-69, which depicts a selective rad ial
scan pattern for stra ight-and-level flight. the answer to
the question - What information do I need to fly
straight and level'! - is " heading and altitude." The
answer to the nex t que stion - Which instru ments give
me the needed information? - is "the heading indicator and the altimete r?' To answer the question - Is
the infor mation reliable? - you must fi rst confir m the
reliability of the heading indicator by referring to the
tum co-ordina tor and the magnetic compass, and second, confirm the reliability of the altimeter by referring to the vert ica l speed indica tor and the airspeed
indicator.

Magnetic
compass

•
In all four diagrams, the co loured arrows depict the
scanning patte rn that you use most frequentl y to get
the needed information. The black arrows indicate a
less freq uently repeated scan of the supporting instruments. The scan confirms that the main instrument
indications are reliable, and determines if there is any
trend toward an undesired flight co ndition. The supporting instruments that are more relevant to the task
are viewed more frequentl y than the others . Using altitude cont rol as an example, the vertical speed indi cator wou ld logically be viewed more frequently than
the tum co-ordinator.
Fig. 2-70 shows the correc t scan pattern for a
straig ht climb. The coloured arrows show that most
attent ion is g iven to head ing and a irs pee d wh ile
climb in g. The bla ck arrow s de pict th e less frequ ent sca n used to confirm headi ng and attitude
information.
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Magnetic
com pass

•

Figure 2-70 Straight Climb

In a straight climb. you can use the tum co-ordinator or tum-and-bank indicator and magnetic compass to confirm the heading. The vertical speed
indicator and altimeter can confirm that the aircraft is
performing as expected in the climb and can determine if the attitude indicator is reliable.
Fig. 2-71 shows the most appropriate scan as the
aircraft nears the assigned altitude. At this point airspeed information becomes less important and altitude
infonn ation becomes more important. During the
transition from climbing to straight-and-level flight.
use a scan pattern that gives more frequent attention
to the attitude indicator with support from the heading
indicator and altimeter.

As shown by the coloured arrows in Fig. 2-72. as
the aircraft approaches the cruise attitude. airspeed
information becomes more important. The airspeed
indicator is scanned more often along with the attitude
indicator. As the cruise attitude is established. allow
the aircraft to accelerate to cruise speed before setting
cruise power. Scan the heading indicator and altimeter
often to establish and maintain straight-and-level
flight.
Be sure to include all relevant instruments in your
scan. There can be a tendency to fixate on one instrument when you become concerned about the information it gives you. For example. you might stare at
an altimeter that reads 200 feet below assigned

~_. -

• . .•:::::.
Figure 2-71 Approaching Desir ed Altitude

Magnet ic
compass

•
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Magnetic
compass

•

Figure 2·72 Leve l, Approaching Desired Airspeed

altitude and wonder how the needle got there. Meanwhile a heading change or other errors may occur.
Antici pate significant instrument indication
changes foll owing attitude changes. For example,
when rolling out of a 180 degree turn using the attitude indicator, be sure to check the altimeter for altitude information.
Use all the instruments available for attitude infermation. You can maintain reasonably accurate altitude
control with the att itude indicator, but the altitude
cannot be held with precision without including the
altimeter in the scan.

Instrument Interpretation
Instrument interpretation begins with the understanding of each instrument's operating principles. Then
comes the application of this knowledge to the performance of the aircraft, and the flight condition in
which it is operating. If the pitch attitude is to be
determined, the attitude indicator, airspeed indicator,
altimeter, and vertical spee d indicator are used
together to provide the necessary information. If the
bank atti tude is to be determined, the attit ude, turn
co-ordinator or turn-and-bank and heading indicator
must each be interpreted.
For each manoeuvre, a combination of instruments
must be interpreted to control aircraft attitude during
the manoeuvre.

Attitude Plus Power Equals Performance
You must also interpret the instruments in relation to
the performance capabilities of your aircraft. These

capabilities can vary greatly from aircraft to aircraft
as shown in Fig. 2-73. The combination of power and
attitude is used in a light aircraft for a five-minute
climb from near sea level. The attitude indicator
shows the miniature aircraft two bar widths (twice the
thickness of the miniature aircraft wings) above the
horizon bar. With the power available in this particular
aircraft and a selected attitude, the performance is
shown on the instruments. That is, a climb of 500 feet
per minute at 90 KT, and an altitude gain of 2,500
feet.
Now set up the identical picture in a jet aircraft.
With the same aircraft attitude as in the first example,
the vertical speed indicator in the jet reads 2,000 feet
per minute, the airspeed indicates 300 KT and the altitude gain is 10,000 feet. As you learn the performance
capabilities of an aircraft, you will interpret the instrument indications in terms of the attitude of the
aircraft.
The phrase "Attitude plus power equals performance" summarizes the philosophy behind instrument
flying. In other words, an aircraft's performance is the
product of att itud e and power. Perfor mance is
expressed in terms of airspeed, altitude, rate of climb
or descent, or other criteria. If either attitude or power
is changed, a change in performance will result.

Aircraft Control
With the instruments substituted for outside references, the necessary control responses and thought
processes are the same as those for controlling the
aircraft in visual flight. Control pressures should be
smooth, making small corrections and waiting for the
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Figure 2·73 Attitude Plus Power Equals Performance

results. Anticipate the need to change power and attitude to arrive at desired airspeeds and altitudes when
accelerat ing, decelerating, turning , climbing , descending, and levelling ofT.
The instrument scanni ng techniq ues described in
the preced ing examples are used in the following
flight exercise s, which are considered essential to controlling an aeroplane in instrument flight conditions.

Straight-and-Level Flight
Straight-and-level flight is accomplished by flying in
a constant direction at a constant altitude . Although
the most common ap plication of stra ight-and- level
flight is cruising, it can be achieved through a great
range of pitch attitudes, power settings, and airspeeds.

Straight Flight
An aircraft is in straight flight when it is flying a
constant headi ng. To mai nta in straight fligh t, the
wings mu st be kept level with the horizon . If the
wings arc not level with the horizon, the aircraft will

tum, and this will be shown on the attitude indicator,
heading indicator, and tum co-ord inator or tum -andbank indicator. To level the wings, apply co-ordinated
aileron and rudder control inputs.
The attitude indicator gives a direct indication of
bank. On the standard attitude indicato r, the angle of
bank is shown pictorially by the relationship of thc
miniature aircraft to the attitude indicator bar, and by
the align ment of the pointer with the banking scale at
the top of the instrume nt. One advantage of the att itude indicator is that it offers at a glance an immediate
indication of both pitch and bank attitude.
The performance instruments related to straight
flight are the headi ng indicator and tum co-ordinator
or tum-and-bank indicator. They display an indirect
indication of bank because a banked aircraft has a
natural tendency to tum . A rapid movement of the
head ing indicator in co-ordinated flight indicates a
large angle of bank, whereas a slow movement reflects
a small angle of bank, assum ing the same airspeed in
both instances.
The heading ind icato r gives accurate magnetic
head ing information only if it is set to correspond to
the magnetic compass. An accurate reading can be
taken from the basic magnet ic compass only during
unaccelerated flight. This means while flying straight-
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and- level or during straight, stable climbs and
descents. In turbulent air it may be necessary to take
two or more readings from the compass and average
the readings to detcnnine the heading to set on the
heading indicator.
The turn needle of the tum -and-bank indicator
respond s to yaw in such a way that a rapid yawing
movement causes a large displacement of the turn
needle, and a slow rate of yaw causes a small displacement. The tum co-ordinator responds to yaw in
the same way, but it also responds to roll. You must
keep this in mind when interpreting its indications. If
the ball is centred and the needle of either of these
instruments is deflected from the central position, you
may logically conclude that the aircraft is banked in
the direction of the needle deflection. Return to
straight flight is accomplished through co-ordinated
aileron and rudder pressures.
Abrupt use of aileron and rudder causes oscillation
of the turn needle, making it difficult to interpret.
When using the instrument to maintain straight flight,
apply smooth control pressures. In turbulent air the
turn needle oscillates from side to side. Therefore, you
must average the fluctuations. When the deflection is
greater on one side of centre than the other and the
ball is centred, the aircraft is turning in the direction
of the greater deflection. A turn will then be required
to regain the desired heading.
Adverse yaw can be defined as any ya w, regardless
of origin. having an effect contrary to the interests of
the pilot. As the turn needle responds to yaw, preventing or controlling adverse yaw with rudder will
bring the needle back to the desired position.
The ball of the turn-and-bank indicator or turn coordinator is actually a separate instrument, conveniently located under the turn needle bccause the two
instruments are used together. It is affected by centrifugal force and gravity and indicates whether or not
the aircraft is flying with some angle of side-slip.
When these forces arc balanced, the ball is centred
within its glass tube and the manoeuvre being executed is said to be co-ordinated. However, if the ball
is not in the centre, the aircraft is either slipping or
skidding, and the side to which the ball has rolled
indicates the direction of the slip or skid. To differentiate between a slip and a skid cons ider the
following:

Slip. If the needle is centred and the ball is displaced
in either direction from centre, the aircraft is slipping.
Fig. 2-74 left shows a slip to the right.
If both the needle and ball arc displaced to the same
side of centre, the aircraft is in a slipping tum. Fig. 2-74
right shows a slipping tum to the left.

Slip

Figure

2~74

Skidding

Slipping

turn

tum
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Skid. If the ball is di splaced to one side and the
needle is displaced to the opposite side, the aircraft is
in a skidding turn. Fig. 2-74 centre shows a skidding
turn to the left.
When the needle of a turn-and-bank indicator or turn
co-ordinator is displaced from centre, the aircraft is
yawing in the direction indicated. When the ball is
kept centred, the needle shows the direction of bank
and the direction of turn. However, if the ball is left
or right of centre, the direction the needle is deflected
from centre may not necessarily be the direction in
which the aircraft is banked.
Under most instrument flight conditions the ball
should be centred. If thc ball is displaced to the left
it may be centred by right aileron pressure, but this
may introduce an undesirable bank angle or tum. The
ball may also be centred by left rudder pressure, but
this too may introduce unwanted yaw and subsequent
turnin g. The correc t resp onse is to co-ordinate the
applicat ion of rudd er and aileron to produce the
desired flight path with the ball centred.

Level Flight
An aircraft is in level flight when it is flying at a
constant altitude. At a constant cruise power setting,
a deviation from level flight will result if the nose is
pitched up or down. The instruments that will respond
to this are the attitude indicator, altimeter, vertical
speed indicator, and airspeed indicator. The attitude
indicator gives a direct indication of pitch attitude. A
desired pitch attitude is attained using the elevator
control to raise or lower the miniature aircraft in relation to the horizon bar. This corresponds to the way
the pitch attitude is adjusted in visual flight by raising
or lowering the nose of the aircraft in relation to the
natural horizon.
If the altimeter and vertical speed indicator show a
climb or descent, the aircraft is not in level flight, and
an attitude correction is necessary to maintain altitude
at the selected power setting. When a pitch error is
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detected, corrective action should be taken promptly
but with light control pressures and with three distinct
changes of attitude. First, a change of attitude to stop
the needle movement; second, a change of attitude to
return to the desired altitude ; and third, a chang e of
attitude to stop the correc tion and assume the desired
flight attitude. Use small, smooth attitude changes to
correct for small rates of climb or descent, and retrim.
At this point, it may be desirable to reset the position
of the small aeroplane on the attitude indicator so that
it is superimposed on the horizon line.
When the altimeter and vertical speed indicator
show that the aircraft is not in level flight, it is important to note the rate at which the aircraft is climbing
or descending and apply control inputs accordingly. If
the altitude is changing slowly, it indicates that the
attitude is probab ly close to that required. Small control inputs wil1likely be sufficient to correct. If a rapid
rate of climb or descent is noted, it indicates that a
large deviation in attitude has taken place. Larger
control inputs will be needed to correct this condition,
and a change in power may be required.
The vertical speed indicator gives an indirect indication of pitch attitude and is both a trend and a rate
instrument. As a trend instrument, it shows the initial
vertical movement of the aircraft which, disregarding
turbulence, can be considered a reflection of pitch
change. To maintain level flight, use the vertical speed
indicator in conjunction with the altimeter and attitude
indicator. Note any up or down trend of the needle
from zero and apply a very light corrective elevator
pressure. If control pressures have been smooth and
light, the needle will react promptly and slowly.
Used as a rate instrument, the vertical speed indicator's lag characteristics must be considered. Lag
refers to the time delay before the needle attains a
stable indication following a pitch change . Lag is
directly proport ional to the speed and magnitude of a
pitch change. At a constant power setting, if a slow,
smooth pitch change is initiated, the needle will move
with minimum lag and then stabilize when the rate of
climb or descent is steady. A large and abrupt pitch
change will produce erratic needle movement and also
introduce greater time delay before the needle stabilizes. Take care not to "c hase the needle" when flight
through turbulent conditions produces erratic needle
movements.
When correcting for an altitude error, keep in mind
that the amount of the error govern s the rate at which
you should return to the required altitude. A rule of
thumb is to make an attitude change that will result
in a vertica l speed that is approximately double the
error in altitude. For example, if the altitude error is
100 feet, the rate of return should be approximate ly
200 feet per minute. If a large altitude error is noted,
the rate of return should be correspondingly greater,

but the airspeed shou ld not exceed the speed for optimum rate of climb or descent for the aircraft.
The airspeed indicator gives an indirect indication
of pitch attitude. At a constant power setting and pitch
attitude, the airspeed remains constant. If the nose of
the aircraft lowers, the airspeed increases and the nose
should be raised. If the nose rises, airspeed decreases
and the nose should be lowered. A rapid change in
airspeed indicates a large pitch change, and a slow
change of airspeed indicates a small pitch change. The
apparent lag in airspeed indications with pitch changes
varies among different aircraft and is due to the time
requ ired for the a ircraft to acce lerate or dece lerate
whe n the pitch atti tude is changed . There is no
appreciable lag due to the construction or operation of
the instrument.
To change airspeed during level flight , select a
power setting appropriate to the desired speed and
adjust the attitude to maintain level flight (Fig. 2-75).
Once again, trim the aircra ft so that it is stable, and
reset the attitude indicator.
When making pitch attitude corrections in response
to informat ion taken from the altimeter, vertica l speed
indicator , or airspeed indicator , attention should be
direc ted to the att itude indicator while the cont rol
inputs are being made. When raising or lowering the
nose, the amount of attitude adjustment is monitored
by watching the response of the attitude indicator.
When a new attitude has been attained, a cross-chec k
of the performance instruments will show if it is the
correct attitude to maintain level flight.

Power Control
While in straight-and-level flight, any change in power
setting results in a change in airspeed or altitude.
When the airspeed is constant, an increase in power
will cause the aircraft to climb, and a decrease in
power will cause the aircraft to descend. If the altitude
High cruisi ng speeds
nose-low

Low
cruising speeds
nose -high

Norma l
cruising speeds

Figure 2-75 Attitudes at Different Cruising
Speeds
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is maintained, a change in power will affec t the
airspeed.
To increase airspeed in straight-and-level flight,
power is added: to decrease airspeed. power is reduced.
To maintain altitude at an increased power setting, the
nose must be lowered. When power is decreased, the
nose must be raised. In addition, change s in power
tend to cause adverse yaw, which must be controlled
with rudder.
Power control and airspeed changes are much easier when you know the approximate power settings
necessary to maintain various airspeeds in straightand-level flight. A rule of thumb for airspeed control
is 100 RPM , or one inch of manifold pressure, produces approximately a 5 KT change in airspeed. For
example, consider an aircraft that requires 2,300 RPM
to maintain 120 KT in straight-and-level flight. If the
airspeed is to be reduced to 100 KT, you should reduce
power by 400 RPM to 1,900 RPM . As this is only an
approximate rule, a second minor adjustment in power
may be necessary.
Consider the following points:
Heading
I. Be sure to scan the heading indicator, especially
during changes in power and pitch attitude.
2. Interpret heading changes correctly to avoid making heading changes in the wrong direction.
3. Correct for a/l heading deviations.
4. Use small bank angles for small heading corrections.
Pitch
1. Check the attitude indicator and make any nccessary adjustments to the miniature aircraft for level
flight indication at normal cruising airspeed.
2. Maintain a continuous scan and accurately interpret
all the pitch instruments.
3. Make pitch corrections as soon as an altitude deviation is noticed.
4. As soon as a pitch correction is required, attention
should be focused on the attitude indicator, while
the control inputs are being applied.
Power
I. Apply the power settings appropriate to various airspeeds or drag configurat ions.
2. Make smooth throttle movements.
3. Lead with power when making airspeed changes.
For example, during an airspeed reduction in level
flight, adjust the throttle to maintain the slower
speed before the airspeed reaches the desired level.
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4. Maintain a con tinuous sca n. This will result in
smooth airspeed changes.
Trim
I. Use trim only to relieve pressure on the controls.
2. Use trim frequently if required, and in small
amounts.

Climbing
The ability to climb at a particular airspeed or a given
rate of climb, or both, is essential to obtain the best
climb performance from the aircraft. To accomplish
this, it is a good practice to estimate the airspeed and
power setting appropriate for the desired performance.
The rules of thumb given at the end of this section
will be useful in making these estimates.

Entry
To enter a constant airspeed climb from crursmg
flight, raise the nose of the miniature aircraft to the
approximate nose-up indication for the predetermined
climbing speed. Control pressures will vary as the aircraft decelerate s. Advance the power to the climb
power setting after the nose-up attitude is established
and the airspeed approaches climbing speed. If the
transition from level fligh t is smooth, the vertica l
speed indicator will show an immediate trend upward
and stop at a rate of climb appropriate to the stabilized
airspeed and attitude. Trim as necessary.
Scan the attitude indicator and airspeed indicator to
ensure that the desired attitude is maintained. If the
climb attitude is correct, the airspeed will stabilize at
the desired speed. If the airspeed is low or high, make
an appropriate pitch correction. Scan the heading indicator to ensure that the desired heading is maintained.
Be prepared for the yawing tendency that nonnally
occurs during a climb and keep straight with rudder.
To enter a climb at a predetermined rate of climb
and speed, estimate the attitude and power setting to
achieve the desired performance. Set the climb attitude using the attitude indicator. Adjust the power to
the predetermined setting for the climb. Scan the attitude indicator and the airspeed indicator to ensure that
the desired attitude is maintained and adjust the attitude as necessary to maintain the predetermined airspeed. Cross-check the vertical speed indicator with
the attitude indicator to ensure that the desired rate of
climb is maintained. Adjust the power as necessary to
increase or decrease the rate of climb. A change of
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100 RPM, or one inch of manifold pressure changes
airspeed approximately 5 KT or the rate of climb by
approximately 100 feet per minute. Scan the heading
ind icator to ensure that the desired head ing is
maintained.

Levelling Off
Levelling off from a climb must be started before
reaching the desired altitude. The amount of lead varies with rate of climb. If the aircraft is climbing it will
continue to climb at a decreasing rate throughout the
transition to level flight. An effective practice is to
lead the altitude by 10 percent of the vertical speed
shown.
To level off at cruising airspeed, apply smooth,
steady forward elevator pressure to lower the nose to
the cruise attitude on the attitude indicator. As the
nose is lowered to maintain altitude, the vertical speed
gradually decreases toward ze ro and the air speed
increases. Continuing forward pressure in pitch control is needed as the airspeed increases. When the airspeed reaches cruising speed, set cruise power and
trim. Cross-check the altimeter and heading indicator
to confirm that the required altitude and heading are
maintained.

lower the nose to maintain cruise airspeed and control
yaw. Scan the attitude indicator and the airspeed indicator to ensure that the desired attitude is maintained
and the vertical speed indicator to ensure that the
desired rate of descent is maintained. If necessary,
adjust the attitude to maintain the predetermined airspeed and adjust the power to increase or decrease the
rate of descent. A change of 100 RPM, or one inch of
manifold pressure, changes airspeed approximately 5
KT or the rate of descent by approximately 100 feet
per minute. Scan the heading indicator to ensure that
the desired heading is maintained.

Levelling Off

Descending

Levelling off from a descent must be started before
reaching the desired altitude. The aircraft will continue to descend at a decreasing rate throughout the
transition to level flight. An effective practice is to
lead the altitude by 10 percent of the vertical speed.
To level off from an 800 foot per minute descent
for example, lead the altitude by approximately 80
feet, adj ust the attitude and simultaneously increase
the power to the required setting. The vertical speed
will decrease toward zero. Scan the attitude indicator,
altimeter, and heading indicator to confirm that the
desired heading and altitude are maintained. Make
small adju stments to the attitude as necessary to maintain altitude, and trim.

While descending, the objec tive may be to maintain a
constant airspeed, a constant rate of descent, or both.

Turns

Entry
To enter a constant airspeed descent from cruising
flight, reduce the power as required for the descent
and maintain the cruise attitude. As the airspeed
decreases to the desired airspeed, adjust the pitch attitude to maintain that airspeed and trim as necessary.
Scan the attitude indicator and airspeed indicator to
ensure that the desired attitude is maintained. If the
attitude is correct, the airspeed will stabilize at the
desired speed. If the airspeed is low or high, make a
small pitch correction. Scan the heading indicator to
ensure that the desired heading is maintained.
To enter a descent at a constant rate, estimate the
attitude and power setting for the descent. If the
descent will be carried out at a reduced speed, reduce
the power, maintain the cruise attitude and allow the
airspeed to decrease as necessary before adju sting the
attitude for the descent. If cruise speed is to be maintained during the descent, reduce power as required,

When flying with reference to instruments, control
inputs, turn entry and recovery procedures, and use of
power are the same as when flying with outside visual
references. When using instrument reference the typical turn is accomplished using an angle of bank that
results in a tum rate of 3 degrees per second. This is
referred to as a rate one or standard rate tum. Normally the angle of bank used during instrument reference turns does not exceed 30 degrees.
To produce a rate one tum, first estimate the angle
of bank required using the formula in the suggested
rules of thumb on page 158. Enter the tum referring
to the attitude indicator miniature aircraft and bank
scale. Use co-ordinated aileron and rudder inputs to
roll to the desired angle of bank. Because the angle
of bank calculated from the formula is approximate,
ensure the turn needle on the tum co-ordinator or
tum-and-bank indicator indicates a rate one tum. Note
and maintain the angle of bank shown on the banking
scale of the attitude indicator when the tum needle is

Instrument Flying
directly under the standard rate index. Fig. 2-76 shows
a tum-and-bank indicator and tum co-ordinator indicating rate one turns.
At this poi nt a small amount of nose-up pitch is
usually required to maintain altitude. Refer to the dot
on the attitude indicator and raise it slightly with reference to the horizon bar by applying elevator. Afte r
the tum is established, fluctuation s of the tum needle
must be controlled with co-ordinated rudder and aileron inputs. During the tum , cross-check the attitud e
indicator with the altimeter and the heading indicator,
with occasional reference to the turn needle.
To return to straight flight, lead the desired head ing
as shown in the rules of thumb. Refer to the attitude
indicator while rolling the wings level, and use the
same rate of roll for the recovery as for the entry. As
the wings roll to the level position, the aircraft may
show a tendency to climb if the back pressure on the
elevators is not released . At this point, cross-check the
alt imeter frequently and adjust the pitch attitude to
maintain altitude.
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Figure 2-77 Steep Lett Turn

instead of raising the nose. If the vertical speed indicator and the altimeter indicate a descent and the airspeed is increasing despite increased backward
pressure on the control column, reduce the bank angle
to one where the elevator control can be used to raise
the nose and restore the aircraft to level flight. Then
re-establish the required bank angle.
During recovery from steep turns, lead the desired
heading as shown in the rules of thumb and refer to
the attitude indicator while rolling the wings level. As
the wings roll to the level position, pitch the nose
down slightly to maintain altitude and adjust the
power as requ ired.

Change of Airspeed in Turns
Figure 2-76

Rate One Turns

Steep Turns
Enter a steep turn using the same contro l inputs as for
any other turn, and be prepared to scan rapidly for
pitch and bank attitude information as the tum steepens. As the angle of bank exceeds 30 degrees, pitch
the nose slightly above the horizon bar on the attitude
indicator to maintain altitude and increase power as
required to maintain a selected airspeed (Fig. 2-77).
The power necessary to maintain a desired altitude
and airspeed increases as the bank increases. When
the requ ired angle of bank is reached, keep it constant
with aileron and control yaw with rudder.
As the bank angle increases, pitch corrections necessary to maintain altitude will requir e increasingly
stronger elevator pressure. If bank angle continues to
increase, a point will be reached where further application of back elevator pressure tightens the turn

Changing airspeed in turn s is an effective manoeuvre
for increasing proficiency in all basic instrument skills
as it involves simultaneous changes in all components
of control. Proper execution requires rapid scanning
and interpretation as well as smooth control. Proficiency in the manoe uvre will also cont ribute to confide nce in the instruments during attitude and power
changes involved in more complex manoeuvres. Pitch
and power control techniques are the same as those
used during changes in airspeed in straight-and-level
flight.
The angle of bank necessary for a given rate of turn
is proportional to the true airspeed. The angle of bank
must be varied in direct proportion to the airspeed if
a constant rate of tum is to be maintained. For example, during a reduction of airspeed, decrease the angle
of bank. The pitch attitude must also be increased to
maintain a level tum . The altimeter and turn needle
indications should rema in constant throughout the
tum .
While reducing airspeed in a turn, the rate of scanning must be increased as you reduce power. As the
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aircraft decelerates, check the altimeter and vertical
speed indicator for pitch changes and the bank instruments for bank changes. Adjust pitch attitude to maintain altitude, and as you approach the required
airspeed adj ust the power setting to maintain it. Trim
is important throughout the manoeuvre to relieve control pressures. Frequent cross-check of the attitude
indicator is essential to keep from overcontrolling and
to provide approximate bank angles appropriate to the
changing airspeeds.
Suggested rules of thumb:
I. The approximate angle of bank to produce a rate
one turn may be calculated by using the following
formula: ( lAS in KT divided by 10) + 7 = bank
angle. Add 5 instead of 7 for statute miles per hour.
2. Use small angles of bank to make small heading
changes . Usually a bank angle equal to half the
number of degrees of heading change will suffice.
In any case , limit bank angle to no greater than
that required for a rate one turn.
3. To roll out of a turn on a selected heading, lead
the heading by half the angle of bank, e.g ., if using
a 30 degree bank, begin the roll-out 15 degrees
before reaching the desired heading.

Partial Panel
The term partial pa nel refers to instrument flying
while the attitude indicator and heading indicator are
either not fitted on the panel, or arc unserviceable.
With a full panel, the attitude of the aircraft is determined either by reading direct information from the
attitude indicator or by interpreting indirect information from the performance instruments. While flying
an aircraft without an attitude indicator, you must
determine the pitch attitude by interpreting airspeed,
altitude, and vertical speed indications. For example,
in straight-and-Ievel flight with cruise power set, the
airspeed can be expected to be the same as it has
always been for that condition. By establishing an attitude and power setting that results in the expected
cruise speed, the aircraft will be in, or very close to,
the cruise attitude. The altimeter and vertical speed
indicator will then confinn if the attitude is correct
for level flight.
Without an attitude or heading indicator an important source of direction and bank information is lost.
However, you know that when the ball of the tum and-bank indicator or tum co-ordinator is centred and
the aircraft is on a constant heading the wings of the
aircraft will be level. The magnetic compass is the

perfo rmance instrument used to confirm that a constant, correc t heading is being maintained. Keep
stra ight by using co-ordinated ailero n and rudder
inputs to keep the ball centred and eliminate any yaw
indications shown on the tum needle.

Scanning the Partial Panel
When flying without the attitude and heading indicators, as with full panel, you must scan the instruments to ensure that the aircraft is being flown as
required. However, the scan must be somewhat modified to use other instruments to determine the attitude
information needed to control the aircraft. The principle of instrument flying remains unchanged. You
continue to control the aircraft in accordance with the
formula "attitude plus power equals performance" As
with full panel, you must continually answer the basic
questions:
1. What information do I need?
2. Which instruments give me the needed information?
3. Is the information reliable?

Straight-and-Level Flight
To fly straight in an aircraft with no heading indicator,
frequently refer to the tum needle to detect any heading change (Fig. 2-78). Controlling an aircraft in
straight flight by means of the tum co-ordinator or
turn-and-bank indicator requires a return to basic control principles, i.e., control yaw with the rudder and
keep the wings level with ailerons. Therefore, when
flying straight using the tum co-ordinator or turn-andbank indicator, prevent yaw with appropriate rudder
pressure, and keep the wings level with appropriate
aileron pressure. The needle will remain centred while
heading is maintained as no tum exists. If the ball is
kept centred the needle will always indicate two
important aspects of flight: the direction in which the
aircraft is turning and the rate at which it is turning.
This information is cross-checked with the magnetic
compass to verify or determine whether the heading
is being maintained.
To fly level using partial panel, frequently scan the
altimeter and vertical speed indicator for early detection of altitude errors and occasionally scan the airspeed indicator for feedback on the pitch attitude
(Fig. 2-78).
In turbulent conditions you may have to average the
movement of the tum needle or magnetic compass.

Instrument Flying
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Figure 2·78 Straight-and-Level Flight

Climbing

Descend ing

To enter a climb using partial panel, use normal,
smooth control pressures and observe the indications
of the airspeed indica tor and the vertical speed indicator as a nose-up attitude is being established. They
may take a few moments 10 react. When they begin
to register the changes assoc iated with climb entry,
hold the attitude constant, apply climb power, and
trim. When the airs peed is stable, make minor pitch
adjustments as required .
During the climb, the airspeed indicator must be
interpreted for pitch information. Use small pitch
adjustments for small airspeed corrections, anticipate
yaw, and keep straight with rudder. Check the magnetic compass occasionally to ensure the desired heading is maintained. The scan for a straight climb
includes frequent reference to the airspeed indicator
and tum co-ordinator or tum -and-bank indicator, and
less frequent reference to the altimeter, vertical speed
indicator, and the magnetic com pass (Fig. 2-79).
To level off, the altimeter should be scanned more
frequently as the aircraft approaches the required altitude (Fig. 2-80) . Apply the rule of thumb for leading
the altitude. Suffic ient forward elevator control should
be applied to stop the altimete r movement at the
desired altitude. Cross-check the vertical speed indicator. As shown by the coloured arrows in Fig. 2-81,
as the aircraft approaches the requ ired airspeed the
airspeed indicator is scanned more freque ntly. When
the airspeed increases to crui se speed, set cruise power
and trim.

To enter a descent using part ial pan el, adj ust the
power and att itude as yo u would when using full
pa ne l. After the power is se t and the ai rspeed
approaches descending speed, lower the nose to maintain the desired airspeed. The airspeed indicator is
interpreted to give pitch information for the descent
using the same technique as for the climb. Use sma ll
pitch adjustments for small airspeed correc tions,
anticipate yaw,and keep straight with rudder.
The scan for the straight descent is the same as the
scan for the straight climb(Fig. 2-79).
To level off, apply the cor rect lead and adj ust the
pitch attitude to stop the altimeter at the desired altitude . Se t cruise power wit ho ut del ay to avoi d any
decrease in airs peed and trim.

Turns
While flying on partial panel, most turns are made at a
rate not exceeding rate one (3 degree s per second).
Without an attitude indicator, refer to the tum needle
of the tum-and-bank indicator or tum co-ordinator
while rolling the aircraft into the tum. Maintain gentle
aileron control pressure until the tum need le reaches
the rate one index, then neutralize the ailerons. The
scan for the tum includes frequent referenc e to the
tum needle for bank informat ion and the altimeter and
airspeed indicator for pitch information (Fig. 2-82) . To
return to straigh t flight. roll the wings level using the
same rate ofroll as forthc cntry.
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Figure 2-80 Approaching Desired Altitude

The magnetic compass is not reliable for establishing a heading during a turn . A more reliable turn to
a heading can be made by turning at a known rate of
tum for a known period of time. This is called a timed
turn and. as such, requires that the clock be included
in your scan. For example, a tum through 90 degrees
at rate one takes 30 seconds. Begin the roll-in to
establish a rate one tum when the clock second hand
passes a prominent point. At the last second of the
timing, initiate the roll-out to wings level at the same
rate as you rolled in. After the aircraft is established

in straight flight, check the magnetic compass and
make any required small heading eorrcctions with a
small rate of turn.
Errors in the tum- and-bank indicator or tum coordinator needle indications may exist due to insufficient or excess ive rotor speed or inaccurate
adjustment of the calibrating spring. The accuracy of
the rate one indication on these instruments may be
determined by timing the heading change in a tum
while holding the needle on the rate onc mark. For
example, a 30 degree heading change should take 10
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Figu re 2-82 Turns

seconds. Any errors can be eliminated in future turns
by holding slightly more or less bank as required.

Unusual Attitudes and Recoveries
As a general rule, whenever you note an instrument
rate of movement or indication other than those you
associate with the basic instrument flight manoeuvres

already learned, assume an unusual attitude and
increase the speed of the cross check to confirm the
attitude.
Unusual attitudes can result from a number of conditions, such as turbulence, disorientation, preoccupation with cockpit duties, incorrect scan techniques,
errors in instrument interpretation, and instrument
malfunctions. As unusual attitudes are not performed
intentionally, except in training, they happen unexpectedly. When an unusual attitude is noted on the
cross-check, the immediate problem is not how the
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aircraft got there, but what it is doing and how to get
it back to straight-and-level flight as quickly as possible. As was pointed out in the introduction to this
chapter, you can't rely on what your senses tell you.
Recognition and recovery must be carried out using
the following procedures.

- -~ ••

Airspeed indicator Attitude indicator

Recognition
Nose-up attitudes (Fig. 2-8 3) are identified by the rate
and direction of movement of the altimeter, vertical
speed, and airspeed needles. Nose-down attitudes are
shown by the same instruments, but in the opposite
direction. If the ball of the tum co-ordinator or tumand-bank indicator is centred, the direction of tum
indicated by the needle will also be the direct ion in
which the aircraft is banked.

Recovery
Recovery should then be made by reference to the
airspeed indicator, tum co-ordinator or tum- and-bank
indicator, altimeter and vertical speed indicator.
In moderate unusual attitudes it may bc possible to
establish level flight using the attitude indicator. However, in extrem e attitud es the inform atio n shown on
the attitude indicator may become unreliable as a reference for recovery. The following rules emphasize
inter pretation of the attitude from the performan ce
instruments.

Procedure for Recovery from Unusual
Att itudes
Nose Down:

1. Reduce power to prevent excessive airspeed and
loss of altitude.

2. Level the wings by applying co-ordinated aileron
and rudder pressures to centre the tum needle and
ball.
3. Apply smooth back elevator pressure to return to
level flight.
4. When the airspeed stops increasing, you are at or
ncar level flight; stop the back elevator pressure.

Turn-and-bank
indicator

Figure 2-83

Heading
indicator

Altimeter

Vertical speed
indicator

Nose-Up Unusual Attitu des

3. Level the wings by applying co-ordinated aileron

and rudde r pressure to centre the tum needle and
ball.
4. When the airspeed stops decreasing, you are at or
near level flight; stop the forward elevator pressure.
As the initial control inputs may have to be large,
continue with a fast cross-check to detect possible
overcontro lling. When the movement of the altimeter
and airspeed indi cator nee dles stop, the attitude is
approaching the cruis e attitude. Should the needles
stop and then rotate in the opposite direction, the aircraft has passed throu gh the cruise attitude. As the
indications of the airspeed indicator, altimeter and
turn-and-bank indicator stabilize, check the attitude
indicator for proper function ing before incorporating
it into the scan. A malfunction in this instrument may
have been the cause of the unusual attitude. The attitude indicator, tum needle, and ball should be checked
to determine bank attitude. Correc tive control pressures should be applied as needed. The ball should be
centred, as skidding and slipping sensations can easily
aggravate disorientation and delay recovery.
After recovery from an unusual attitude, it is important to continue with a rapid cross-check of instruments
to prevent entry into a secondary unusual attitude . In
addition, it may be necessary to climb or descend to
return to a safe altitude as soon as the aircraft is under
control.

Spin Rec overy
I. Increase power to prevent further loss of airspeed.
2. Simultaneously apply forward elevator pressure to
lower the nose to prevent a stall.

The spin is the most critical unusual attitude of all,
not necessarily because of the manoeuvre itself but
because of the disorientation that usually accompanies it.

instrument Fly ing

The first requirement for spin recovery is to determine the direction in which the aircraft is spinning.
The only reliable instrument for this purpose is the
tum needle of the tum-and-bank indicator or the tum
co-ordinator. The needle will show a deflection in the
direction of the spin, and the altimeter will show a
rapid loss of height. To differentiate between a spin
and a spiral, check the airspeed. It will be low (near
the stalling speed) in a spin and high and increasing
in a spiral.
Baving determined the direction of the spin, disregard the ball instrument temporarily and use the
recovery techniques specified in the Aircraft Flight
Manual. The procedure outlined below is suitable for
most small aeroplanes and may be used in the absence
of a procedure recommended by the manufacturer.
1. Power to idle, neutralize ailerons.
2. Apply and hold full rudder opposite to the direction of rotation, e.g., if the turn needle is full right
apply full left rudder.
3. Just after the rudder reaches the stop, move the
control column positively forward far enough to
break the stall. Full-down elevator might be required
in some aeroplanes.
4. Hold these control inputs until the tum needle
starts moving back to the centre, indicating that the
spin has stopped.
5. Neutralize the rudder (needle at or near centre).
6. Apply back pressure on the control column to ease
the aircraft out of the dive.
7. When the airspeed begins to decrease, hold the pitch
attitude constant and apply power to resume cruising flight. Keep the turn needle and ball centred
with co-ordinated control pressures.

Fix
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1. A to 8 : reduce to holding speed
appropriate for the aircraft.
2. 8 to C: 180 degrees standard rate tum .
3. C to 0 : 1 minute, straight and level flight.
4. 0 to E: 180 degrees standard ral e tum,
rolling out at E on original A to 8 heading.
5. Eta B: return to fix B (1 minute for practice
purposes if fix is imaginary.)
6. Repeat.
7. For Non-Standard Holding Pattern practice,
make all turns left.
Figure 2-84 Standard Holding Pattern (all turns
right)

Basic Instrument Flight Patterns
A goo d way to co ntinue pra cti ce once you have
achieved a degree of proficiency on instruments is to
simulate basic flight patterns used in Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) procedures. Knowing the flight
requirements of these procedures will prove advantageous if you intend to extend your instrument flight
training beyond an elementary stage. The actual procedures presume a starting point or fix such as a NonDirectional Beacon ( NDB) or a Very High Frequency
Omni Range (VOR). For practice purposes a visual
geographic fix may also be used.
At this stage timing, precision turns, and the maintenance of specific airspeeds and altitudes on instruments are the primary objectives. The holding pattern
outlined in Fig. 2-84 demands accurate timing and

instrument flying skill to stay within the bounds of
the pattern at the assigned altitude.
The procedure tum shown in Fig. 2-85 is typical
of those used in standard instrument approach procedures. For non-standard procedures, make a right
tum at B and left turns at all others.

Radio Navigation
Very High Frequency Omni-directional
Range
One common means of radio navigation is the Very
High Frequency Omni-directional Range (VOR). This
system consists of many strategically placed ground
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1. A to B: 1 minute - Outbound
2. B: Turn left 45 degrees then
3. 45 seconds to C
4. C : Turn right to intercept 0
at a 45 degree angle
5. D: Then fly inbound 10 cross
the fix A

select the VOT frequency. You should hear a rapid succession of morse code dots or the local Automatic
Terminal Information Service (ATIS) broadcast (see
Chapter 30). With the omni bearing selector (OB S) set
at 360 degrees you should get a FRO M indication in
the sense or TO-FRO M indicator and the course deviation indicator ( COl) should be centred. With the O RS
set at 180 degrees you should get a TO indication in
the sense indicator and the C D! should be centred. In
either case if the O BS indicator is reading within plus
or minus four degrees the system is acceptable for
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flight. Finally, tum the
ORS 10 degrees either side of needle centre and full
deflection of the COl should result.
Although there are no error limits specified that
preclude usc in VFR flight, you should be cautious and
not rely on the VOR if you suspect inaccuracies. However, any attempt to apply an error found during the
VOR check will complicate VOR navigation as there is
no guarantee the error is the same throughout 360
degrees. In any event the OBS setting must be the same
as your required track.
VOR provides you with 360 different magnetic
tracks (one for each degree in a circle) from which
you can select the track that best suits your needs to
fly TO or FROM a VOR station. These tracks are called
radials.

-0~;"',
I

Figure 2-85 Procedure Tum
stations that transmit navigational signals in the Very
High Frequency (V HF) range 108.10 to 117.95 MHz.
An airborne VO R receiver converts these signals into
visual indications which may be used for accurate
navigation. A typical airborne VOR installation is
shown in Fig. 2-88.
Like all V HF signals, VOR signals are subject to lineof-sight transmission, hence the greater the height the
greater the range of the signal. For this reason, caution
must be exercised when flying close to the ground or
within mountainous regions. Line-of-sight range at
1,000 feet AGL is approximately 39 miles; at 2,000
feet AG L, 54 miles; at 3,000 feet AGL, 66 miles; at
4,000 feet AG L 77 miles.
Before using the VOR system, tune in the desired
frequency and listen to the identification signal to be
sure the right station has been selected. VO R stations
are identified by a three letter morse code or a voice
identification.
Most large airports have a VHF omni-test frequency
(VOT), which enables you to determine the serviceability and accuracy of the receiver. To test the receiver,

A/ /

c

/

B
1. Approac h fix A in level flight
2. A: Take up a heading 30 degrees "off" the
outbound track ; maintain this heading for one
minute at low cruise speed 10 B
3. B: Turn right to roll out on the inbound track at C
4. C: Descend 800 feet and level off
5. A: After passing fix , descend 500 feet at
approach speed .
Note: Turns and timing must be adjusted to
compensate for wind effect.

Figure 2-86 Tear-Drop Procedure Tum
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o f the aircraft heading. It could be flying along it or
crossing it at an angle (Fig. 2-90). Th us, the VOR is
sensitive to position but not to headin g.

Homing to a Station
To home or fly directl y to a
steps may be used :

E

-,

VOR

station. the following

I. Tune the rece iver to the frequ ency printed on the
chart and identify the station.
2 . Rotate the OBS until the TO- FROM indicator shows
A: Approach fix in level flight; cross fix,
B: Fly 90 degrees 10 outbound heading for
30 seconds at low cruise speed,
C: Rate one turn ; roll out on outbound heading,
0 : Hold outbound heading lor 1* minutes,
(reciprocal of inbound heading).
E: Rate one tum ; roll out on publ ished inbound
head ing and descend 700 feet as soon as
aircraft is 00 a definite inbound head ing,
and level off,
F: Inbound heading to fix; after crossing fix
inbound, descend 500 teet (G) at approach
speed and level off.
Note: Adjust an turns and liming to com pensate
for wind effect.

Figure 2-87

Dir ect Entry Proced ure

Examination of a navigation chart will show the
stations surrounded by a compass rose that enables you to iden tify the radia l or desired track in
degree s magn etic. All radials arc identified as bea rings from the station, for example, the 090 degree
rad ial extend s east of the station. The TO-FROM ind icator is used to indicate wheth er an aircraft is on a
bea ring toward or from the VOR station. If the TOFROM indicator reads TO with the COl centred, the
headin g shown on the O BS represents the track from
the aircraft TO the station. In Fig. 2-89 the aircraft is
on the 090 degree radial flying a magnetic track of
270 degrees TO the VOR. If the TO-FROM indicator
reads FROM the head ing shown on the O BS represents
the track of the aircraft FROM the statio n. At every
position, two VOR indications are possible. One showing the track from the aircraft TO the station and the
recip rocal showing the track to the aircra ft FROM the
station.
The aircraft does not have to be flyin g the headin g
o f the radial inbound or outbound for the CO l to be
centred. The receiver merely indicates that at that
mome nt the aircraft is located on that radial regardless
VOR

a

TO.

Continue rotating the OB S until the COl is ce ntred.
4. The reading under the OBS index is the magnetic
track to the station. Turn the aerop lane to the heading indicated on the O BS. With the COl centred the
aeroplane will fly direc tly to the station. In a crosswind it may be necessary to repeat steps 3 and 4
to keep the CD! centred. Thi s will result in the aircraft flying a curved path to the station.
3.

Intercepting a

\lOR

Radial TO a Station

Expe rienced pilots may usc a num ber of methods to
intercept a specific radial. However, to acquaint you
with the use of the VOR, one basic technique will be
presented (Fig . 2-9 1). Select the appro priate frequency
and identify the VOR . Dctennine the reciprocal of the
radial to be interc epted and set the corresponding
number on the OBS. Check the TO-FROM indication . If
the ind icat ion is FROM, you ca nnot read ily intercept
the desired radia l from the present loca tion . If the
indication is TO, check the COl. If the COl indicates
left, subtract 90 degrees from the O BS reading to
determi ne the intercept heading. If the C O l indicates
right, add 90 degrees to the OB S reading to determine
the intercept heading. Fly the intercept heading until
the COl begi ns to move toward the centre, then reduce
the intercept angle as necessary. Tum to the inbou nd
heading as the COl centres, and track to the station.

Intercepting a

\lOR

Radial

FROM

a Station

If you want to intercept and fly along a radial away
from the station, fi rst select the appropriate frequency
and identify the VOR. Next, determine the radial to be
intercepted and set the corresponding number on the
OBS. Chec k the TO- FROM indica tion. If the indicat ion
is TO, you cannot read ily intercept the desired rad ial
from your pre sent location . If the indication is FROM ,
check the COl. If the e m indicates left, subtract 90
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Communications side

12

2
3
4

5

6

13

Na v ig ati on Rece iv er Frequ en c y
Se lec tor K nob selects navigation
receiver Irequency in 1 MHz steps.
Navigation Frequency Receiver Dial.
Navi gat ion Re c eiver Fr a ctIonal
Frequency Selecto r Knob.
Ident Filter Switc h selects identiner. At
"10" position the filler is switched out of
ci rcuit and station identi fier (Morse
Code) signal is audible.
Navig all on Receiver Vo lume Co ntr ol
Kno b controls the volume of audio from
the navigation receiver only
OfflOn Volume Co ntrol Knob turns the
complete set on and controls the

Figure 2-88

Navigation side

2

B

3

volume of audio from the communication
receiver.
7 Sq ue lc h Co n tro l Kn ob controls the
communication receiver squelch circuit.
Clockwise rotat io n inc re ases back g ro u nd noise (decreases squelch
ac tion): counterclock wise r c tat to n
decreases background noise.
S Co u rse De v iation In di c at or (COl )
indicates the course deviation from the
sel ected omni bearin g or localizer

center-line.
9 QfflTo-From (Omni) Indi cator operates
only with VOR or localizer signal. "Ott"

10
11

12
13

signal. W he n the -o u ' position
disappears. the indicalor shows whether
Ihe selected course is "To" or "From"
the station.
Reci pr oc al Co u rse Index indicates
the r ec ip roc al of the sel ected VOR
course.
Co urse Se le ct o r (Om n l Be ar in g
Se lector OB S Kno b) sel ects the
d esi re d course to o r trc m a VO R
station.
Azim uth Dial .
Co u rse Index indicates the selected
VOR course.

position {fla g} indicates an unreliable

NAVICOM Radio with VOR

degrees from the O BS reading to determine the interccpt heading. lf the CD! indicates right, add 90 degrees
to the a BS reading to determine the intercept heading.

Fly the intercept heading until the CD! begins to move
toward the centre and begin to reduce the intercept
angle as necessary. Tum to the outbound heading as
the CD! centres and track from the station (Fig. 2-92).

Correcting for Drift

Figure 2-89 Aircraft on 090 Degree Radial Flying
a Magnetic Track of 270 Degrees to the VOR

Once you are established on a radial, it may be necessary to eliminate drift. If the wind direction is
known, an allowance for drift may be made before the
aircraft drifts off track. Fig. 2-93 shows the COl indications that may be observed while following a radial.
If the wind is not known, hold a heading identical to
the radial being flown. After a short time any drift
will be indicated by deflection of the CD!. The wind
has drifted the aircraft in Fig. 2-93 to the right of the
090 degree radial. To reintercept, tum to a heading of
070 degrees and confirm that the CD] is moving
toward the centre. An intercept angle of greater than
20 degrees may be required ifthe wind is strong. Hold
the heading correction until the CDI centres. After the
radial is intercepted, reduce the intercept angle to
allow for drift. Subsequent left or right deflection of
the COl indicates insufficient or excessive drift correction and will require further heading changes to
keep the CD! centred.
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the half-way point or as depicted on the chart and set
the inbound radial bearing on the OBS.
A Victor airway or air route joining two VOR stations does not always show the radials as exact reciprocal numbers because of chart convergence and
magnetic variation. The CD! will not necessarily be
centred when the new station is tuned, but it will indicate what direction to turn if necessary to intercept
the new radial.

Determining a Fix

Figure 2-90 Aircraft on 120 Degree Radial
Regardl ess of Heading

Flying Victor Airways and Air Routes
Enroute Low Altitude (LO) charts have the VOR (Victor) airways or air routes clearly indicated, enabling
you to readily dctenni ne the airway or air route to
follow from one VOR station to another. When flying
along a Victor Airway between two VO R stations, tune
in the frequency of the station ahead at approximately

COl indicates that the
aircraft is on the radial

The position of an aircraft can be plotted by taking
bearings from two or more VOR stations. The resulting
lines of position are plotted on a navigational chart
and the point where these lines intersect is called a
fix. Because the aircraft is still moving ahead, the
accuracy of the position will depend on how quickly
the bearings are taken. If the aircraft has two VOR
receivers this is not a problem. Fig. 2-94 shows how
the aircraft's position may be plotted using lines of
position.

Station Passage
As the aircraft approaches a VOR station, the CD I
becomes very sensitive and may show large deflections
Set OBS to 270° and check lor a TO indication.
COl is left so turn to an intercept heading 01 180°.

CD

270 TO

270 TO

Fly a heading of
180° to intercept.

~

o

270

CD
,~

+
-~'!:. .'~~--- --- 0

heading (270°).

090° radial

90

VOR station
Figure 2-91

As the COl moves towards the

@ centre, turn onto the inbound

Inter cepting a VOR Radi al TO a Stat ion

Heading 270
0
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0_..."'F+----+As the COl moves toward
the centre, turn onto the

090 0 radial

180
VOR station
Fly a heading of

360 0 to intercept.

®

®

Heading 090 0 M,

0

+-

CD
Set OSS to 090 0 and check
for a FROM indication.
COl is left so turn to an
intercept heading of 360°.

Figure 2-92

Intercepting a

VOR

COl indicates that the
airc raft is on the radial.

Radial FROM a Station

•••

Heading indicator •

090 0

090 0

~l~

.

VOR ind icator

.
~

Figure

2~93

Correcting for Drift
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Figure 2-94

Determining a VOR Fix

altho ugh the aircraft is only a short distance away
from the desired track. Hold the head ing that kept you
on track along the radial until the aircraft passes over
the station. Station passage will be indicated by full
deflection of the C D! to one side and then the other,
with the TO-FRO M indicator changing from TO to
FROM . This is indicated in positions I and 2 of
Fig. 2-95. If the aircraft is passing abeam the VO R station, the CD! and TO-FROM indicator will record the
fact as shown in positions 3, 4, and 5 of Fig. 2-95.
If a change of direction is desired after station passage, select the outbound radial on the aBS and use
the CD! as before to indicate the direction to fly to
intercept the new radial. If you are close to the station,
a 90 degree intercept angle will likely cause you to
overshoot the radial. This can be avoided by selecting
a shallower intercept angle .

Automati c Direction-Finder
The automatic direction-find er (AD F) is a low frequency radio receiver that can be used for reception
of non-directional radio beacon (NDI!) signals and
commercial broadcast stations. The system has the
ability to provide continuous relative bearings or magnetic bearings, or both, to any radio facility with in the
frequency range of 190 KHz to 1750 KHz.
When radio beacons are used as a navigational aid,
the morse code identi fier signals can be readily used
to identify the beacon. However, if a radio broadcast
station is used, it is essent ial to identify the station
positively by listening to eonfinn station identification and to ensure that a back-up antenna site is not
being used prior to relying on bearing indications.
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ADF reception is not subj ect to line of sight transmissions. Reception range depends to a great degree
on the strength of the broadcast station and atmospheric conditions. Compared with the static free qualities of VO R, radio static caused by lightning or any
disturbance in the atmosphere is quite often a problem
with the use of the ADF.
While there are other types of A DF displays, this
text will discuss the display in which the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft is parallel to a line passing through
the zero index (0 degrees) and 180 degrees, as illustrated in Fig. 2-96 . This is commonly known as the
"fixed card" display. In this figure the AD}' needle is
pointing to a beacon that is 40 degrees to the right of
the nose of the aircraft.

Terms and Definitions
Before using the automatic direction finder, you
should understand the following definition s (Fig. 2-97).
Relative Bearing. The angle formed by the intersection of a line drawn through the centre line of the
aircraft and a line drawn from the aircraft to the beacon. This angle is always measured eloc kwise from
the nose of the aircraft . The relative bearing is indicated directly by the A DF needle when the beacon is
tuned and the function selector knob is in the ADF
position.
Magnetic Bearing. The angle formed by the intersection of a line drawn from the aircraft to the beacon
and a line drawn from the aircraft to magnetic nort h.
For an A DF radio with a fixed azimuth indicator, a
magnetic bearing to the beacon is obtained by adding
the relative bearing shown on the indicator to the magnetic heading of the aircraft. If the total is more than
360 degrees, 360 degrees is subtracted to obtain the
magnetic bearing.
Reciprocal Bearing . The bearing plus or minus 180
degrees. Reciprocal bearings are used when plotting
fixes. A reciprocal bearing (beacon-to-aircraft bearing) is obtained by adding or subtracting 180 degrees
from the aircraft-to-beacon bearing. If the bearing is
less than 180 degrees, 180 degrees is added to obtain
the reciprocal bearing. If the bearing is more than 180
degrees, 180 degrees is subtracted to obtain the reciproca l bearing.
Position Line. When a bearing is taken on a beacon
and plotted on a map, the resulting line is called a
position line. Fig. 2-98 shows how a position line may
be plotted.
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Position 2

Position 1

l

o
270

o

90

Position 5

Position 4

Pos ition 3

Figure 2-95 Station Passage

Hom ing to the Station
Homing to a beacon or station using the ADF in no
wind conditions simply entails keeping the ADF needle
on the 0 degree index. This method can be followed
in a cross-wind condition but will result in a curved
path as shown in Fig. 2-99.

Intercept ing a Track to a Station
To intercept a desired AD" track to a station, first
determine the aircraft's position relative to that track
by turning to the same heading as the desired track.
Next, tum 90 degrees from the parallel heading in the
direction of the ADF needle. As you approach the
desired track the needle will move toward either a 90

degree or a 270 degree relative bearing depending on
whether you are left or right of the desired track. As
the needle nears the wing-tip position, tum inbound
on the desired track.
In Fig. 2- 100 the aircraft is south of track with the
ADF needle reading 030 degrees. For an intercept
angle of 90 degrees, a heading of 015 degrees would
be required. When established on the intercept heading, the A DF will indicate the station to be to the left
and ahead of the wing-tip. When the angle opens to
a relative bearing of 270 degrees, the aircraft is on the
desired track and a tum should be made to the desired
heading of 285 degrees.
If after turning to parallel the required track the
ADF needle indicates a relative bearing between 090
degrees clockwise to 270 degrees, the beacon is
behind the aeroplane. From this position you will be

Instrument Flying
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In Fig. 2-101 the aircraft is west of track, with the
needle reading 14 0 degrees. For an intercept
angle of 90 degrees, a heading of 050 degrees would
be required. When established on the intercept heading, the A DF will indicate the station to be to the right
and ahead of the wing-tip. When the angle opens to
a relative bearing of 0 9 0 degrees, the aircraft is on the
desired track and a tum should be made to the desired
heading of 320 degrees.
A DF

Correcting for Drift
Once you are established on a track, it may be necessary to elim inate dr ift. If the wind direction is

Fixed card
Figure 2-96 Fixed Card
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Airc raft head ing

030 0 M

Relative bearing

300 0 M

Magnetic bear ing
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330 0

Variation
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True bear ing to station

345 0

True bear ing from the
station to the aircraft
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><-0"

NOB (Station)
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Magnetic
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'To the beacon
Figure 2· 97 Bear ings

unable to use the 90 degree intercept method to establish yourself on an inbound track of 285 degrees.

Intercepting a Track from a Statio n
To intercept an A DF track from a station, first determine the aircraft's position relative to that track by
turning to the same heading as the desired track. Tum
90 degrees from the parallel heading in the direction
of the ADF needle. As you approach the track the needle will move toward either a 90 degree or 270 degree
relative bearing. As the needle moves to the wing-tip
position, tum outbound on the desired track.

ADF

0
•

1

-

H eading indi cator
Figure 2-98

Position Lin e
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Flying LF/ MF Airways
Flight path resulting from cross wind
when no corrective action is taken
(0 degree relative bearing is maintained)
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"-Flight path without cross wind
or when adequate corrective
action was taken for cross
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Figure 2-99 Homing

known, an allowance for drift may be made before the
aircraft drifts off track. Any deviation of the ADI' needle from the 0 or 180 degree index while maintaining
the inbound or outbound heading shows that the aircraft is drifting. If it is drifting to the right as in
Fig. 2-102, for example, tum to a heading of 070
degrees. Fly the new heading until the ADI' needle
moves elockwise to a position 20 degrees off the 0
degree index. After the track is rcinterceptcd, divide
the intercept angle by two and Ily a heading of 080
degrees.
In Fig. 2-103 the aircraft is tracking away from the
station and has drifted to the right of track. To reintercept, a tum to a heading of 0 70 degrees is made.
This heading is maintained until the ADF needle
moves to within 20 degrees of the 180 degree index.
After thc track is reintercepted, divide the intercept
angle by two and fly a heading of 080 degrees.
The correct allowance for drift will be evident
when the number of degrees the needle is placed off
the 0 or 180 degree index remains constant, with a
constant heading being shown on the heading
indicator.
If you have not estimated the drift angle correctly, a
change in bearing will again become apparent and
further adjustments to the drift angle will have to be
made until the ADF needle remains steady.

A prescribed track joining two non-directional beacons is called a Low/Medium frequency LF/ MF airway.
LF/Mf airways are marked on aeronautical charts and
are based at 2 ,200 feet above ground level. An I.F/MF
airway joining two NDBS does not always show the
tracks at each station as being exact reciprocal numbers due to the effect of chart convergence and magnetic variation.
When flying along an LF/MF airway between two
NDRS, depending on the power output of the beacons,
tune the frequency of the station ahead at approximately the half-way point. When the new station is
tuned, the ADF indicator may not show you to be on
track, but it will indicate the direction to tum if necessary to reintercept the airway.

Determining a Fix
As with VOR, when two or more magnetic bearings
are taken on different NDBS or VOR / ND B combinations,
and the resulting Jines of position are plotted on a
navigational chart, the point where they intersect will
be the position of the aircraft at the time the bearings
were taken. The intersection of these lines is called a
fix.
Fig. 2- 104 shows how the aircraft's position may
be plotted.

Station Passage
Flight directly over the beacon can cause the needle
to swing back and forth, possibly both clockwise and
counter-clockwise, and finally to swing completely
around to 180 degrees, indicating that the beacon is
behind the aircraft.
When an aircraft approaches and passes abeam a
beacon, the nearer the aircraft is to the beacon, the
greater will be the number of degrees the needle is
off 0 degrees. For example, if an aircraft is I mile to
the right of a desired track 60 miles from the beacon,
under no wind conditions, the ADF will show I degree
off 0 degrees (359 degrees relative). At 30 miles it
will be 2 degrees (358 degrees relative) and at 15
miles 4 degrees (356 degrees relative). This figure
increases as the aircraft gets closer to the beacon, so
that as the aircraft passes abeam the beacon at a distance of I mile, the needle would be 90 degrees off
o degrees (270 degrees relative).
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The aeroplane head ing is 285 °
and the AOF needle indicates
the aeroplane is on the des ired
track of 285 °.
The ADF need le opens (moves counte rclockwise) to a relative bearing of 270°
indicating the aircraft is on the desired
track. Turn to a head ing of 285 °.

The 90° interce ption angle is
now set and the ADF needle
shows the station to the left
ahead of the wingtip .

Turn onto a head ing of 285 ° which
parallels the desired track. As the ADF
needle shows the station to the right,
turn right goo to a heading of 0 15°.

ADF-

-

-{

Start
Figure 2-100 Inte rcepting a Track of 285 Degrees To a Station

Mon itoring
The ADF volume should be left loud enough that it
would become apparent if the beacon or aircraft
receiver fails. Some aircraft receivers have a built-in
fail safe mechanism, such as continuous rotation or
rotation of the ADF needle to the wing-tip position, or
an ofT flag, to indicate equipment failure. In this

case, monitoring the station would not be as
important.

Intercept Angles
Although a 90 degree intercept angle is the shortest
route to a desired radial or track, it isn't the shortest
route to the station. As you become more proficient
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•

The aeropl ane headin g is 320° and the
AOF needle indicates the aeroplane is on the
desired track of 320°.

•
•

The ADF needle opens (moves cloc kwise) to
a relative bearing of 090° indicating the
aircraft is on the desi red track. Turn to a
heading of 320°.

The 90° interception
angle is now set and
the ADF shows the
station to the right
ahead of the wing tip.

•

ADF

Turn onto a heading of
320°, which parallels the
desired track. As the ADF
needle shows the station to
the right, turn right 90° to a
heading of 050°.

Figure 2-101

Start
NOB (Station)

Intercepting a Track of 320 Degrees From a Station

in the basic intercept technique, your instructor will
show you how to use shallower intercept angles that
will take you more directly to your destination. In
these cases, care must be taken to achieve the intercept
before reaching the station. The use of a shallower
intercept angle is also often used when intercepting

near a station where the radials or tracks are close
together, or when correcting for wind drift. When
using an intercept angle less than 90 degrees, take care
also that wind is not causing a rate of drift that
exceeds your intercept angle.
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Figure 2- 102 Correcting for Drift While Tracking Toward the Station
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Figure 2- 103 Correcting for Drift While Tracking Away From the Station
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EXERCISE TWENTY-FIVE

Night Flying

Night flying can be most enjoyable; in fact, many
experienced pilots prefer it to flying by day. In summer, the lower temperatures at night make the air more
dense, which improves aerodynamic and engine performance. Convection cloud tends to dissipate; therefore, air turbulence is much weaker and very often
almost entirely absent. The air near the ground is generally more stable and good landings can be made
with relatively less manipulation of the flight controls.
Once accustomed to night flying, you will find that
other aircraft in flight, which are generally less numerous than during the day, can be seen more readily.
Night flying does require that you readj ust to a relatively different environment, especially outside the
cockpit. Reference points such as the horizon, topographical features, and even the ground itself, all so
vital in establishing aircraft attitudes by day, are indistinct, obscure, and sometimes invisible. Nevertheless,
you will find that there is nothing mysterious or particularly difficult about night flying. The aircraft is
flown by night in the same way as it is by day, though
more frequent reference should be made to the instruments to verify attitude, airspeed, heading, etc. For
this reason you must be adequately proficient in controlling the aircraft by reference to instruments.
You should become familiar with the airport lighting systems. Some of the names of these systems are:
runway lights, runway threshold lights, runway
approach lights, taxiway lights, taxiway entrance
lights, airport rotating beacon, and obstruction lights.
Various colours are used: threshold - green, runway
edge - white, taxiway - blue, and obstruction red. At many air ports ru nway light s and approa ch
ligh ts can be varied in inten sity. The int ensit y is
usually controlled by the control tower or flight service
and can often be varied at the pilot's request.
Before attempting a night flight, you must be thoroughly familiar with the operation of the aircraft's
lighting system and its emergency equipment. Memorize the location of switches, circuit breakers, and
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fuses. Check that the required flashlight is working,
that its batteries are sufficiently strong, and that it is
within easy reach. Cockpit lighting must illuminate
vital instruments and equipment satisfactorily, but
should not create a glare that interferes with the pilot's
outside vision. Position lights, sometimes referred to
as navigation lights, must be checked for serviceability and operation. Do not forget the importance of the
generator or alternator charging rate, since the load
imposed both by the radio and the aircraft lighting
system depend on it.
It may have been some time since you have had to
usc light signals directed at you by the control tower.
Review these signals so that you know what to expect
and do in the event of a radio failure.
The position lights of an aircraft arc coloured and
arc located so that they are visible through certain
angles for the express purpose of indicating the relative position of an aircraft and the general direction
in which it is moving. It is important that you know
how to interpret the position lights of another aircraft
to determine whether there is any possibility of a
collision.
Allow enough time after exposure to bright light
for your eyes to become accustomed to darkness.
Most people require about a half-hour in darkness for
their eyes to achieve maximum adaptation.
During the day there is little possibility of flying
into a cloud condition accidentally. On a dark, overcast night, however, it can be done easily. Be alert to
the possibility of the existence of cloud in the area.
At night it may be detected or suspected by the otherwise unwarranted disappearance of lights on the
ground and by a red or green glow adjacent to the
position lights of the aircraft.

Taxiing
In preparation for the flight carry out all normal daytime checks before taxiing out, and check your night

Night Flying
flying equipment - such as landing lights, position
lights, instrument and cabin lighting, the flashlight,
and the alternator/generator charging rate.
Taxiing at night requires extra eare compared with
taxiing in the daytime, for the following reasons:
I. At night stationary lights are nearer than they appear
to be, which makes j udging distance difficult.
2. Speed is deceptive at night and there is a tendency
to taxi an aircraft too fast. One reason for this is the
lack of the customary visible ground objects which
make speed apparent on the ground during the day.
3. Careful look-out is required to avoid obstructions.
They are marked by red obstruction lights, which
are sometimes mistaken for the lights of aircraft.
4. It is difficult to determine slight movement of the
aircraft on the ground at night, and care should be
exercised to prevent the aircraft from creeping forward during the run-up.

Take care not to shine your taxi/landing lights on other
aircraft as a pilot's night vision may be impaired by
the sudden bright light. Strobe lights should not be
used on the ground for the same reason.
At the take-off position, if the aircraft is generator
equipped, keep the engine running fast enough to keep
the generator charging.
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Supplement visual reference with instrument reference on take-off before losing sight of the runway
lights. Whcn established in the climb you may have
to augment directional and pitch attitude control by
reference to flight instruments, since visual references
can often be obscured by the nose-up attitude. Do not
start to tum until a height of 500 feet above ground
has been gained, after which the aircraft should be put
into a climbing turn in the direction of thc circuit.
Action in the event of engine failure after take-off is
the same as by day, with the additional action of
switching on the landing lights.

The Circuit
Regular circuit patterns are to be made, thus permitting completion of cockpit checks (and receipt of
clearances) in accordance with the normal procedure
on the various legs of the circuit. The circuit is flown
principally by reference to other aircraft, aerodrome
lighting, and lights on the ground.
Your instructor will point out other aircraft in flight
and will show you how to space your circuit pattern
to avoid crowding on approach.

Approach
Take-off
Complete a normal pre-take-off check. Correct trim is
important. It is also good practice to put the landing
lights on, if the aircraft is equipped with them. Obtain
take-off clearance (or take the required precautions at
uncontrolled airports), then line up the aircraft on the
runway III use.
The take-off is similar to the daytime take-off. Dircction is maintained first by reference to the runway
lighting and later by other lighted objects ahead. If
landing lights arc not used there may be some difficulty in judging the aircraft's attitude, so take care to
ensure that the normal nose-up attitudes for take-off
and climb arc established. It is essential that a safe
climbing speed with a positive rate of climb be achieved
j ust after lift-off. Thus, any temptat ion to lift the
aircraft off the ground prematurely must be resisted.
Because of difficulty in judging the pitch attitude,
on some tail wheel aircraft the contro l column is
allowed to remain neutral during the take-off run and
the aircraft allowed to assume the flying attitude of its
own accord. To guard against settling back to the
ground after lift-off, the aircraft is climbed at a gentle
nose-up attitude immediately it becomes airborne, until
the desired climbing attitude may be safely assumed.

A power assisted approach is normally used, but a low
flat approach should be avoided. It is an important
principle of night flying that pilots be able to complete
safe approaches and landings by reference to the runway lighting only. The normal aid to judgement is the
appearance of the runway lighting as seen after turning in on the final approach. If the approach path is
correct, the lights will appear to remain equidistant
(longitudinally). If you are overshooting, the distance
between lights appears to increase; if undershooting,
the distance appears to decrease. The aim, therefore,
is to regulate the approach path so as to maintain the
runway lights in the correct perspective (Fig. 2-105).
Ideally, the approach should be gauged so that the
flare occurs over the beginning of the runway lighting.

Landing
The landing at night is made by visual reference to
the runway lights. The appearance of the ground is
deceptive: never attempt to refer to it as you do by
day.
The normal but not invariable effect of night conditions on the pilot is to induce a tendency to flare
too high. If you experience this difficulty early in
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Figure 2-105 Runway Approach at Night

instruction, it may be advisable to keep some power
on until the touchdown is completed.
When the aircraft's landing lights are used you
should not look directly down the beam, but ahead of
it and slightly to one side, in order to avoid losing
perspective. Remember that the flare is still gauged
by reference to the runway lights.
Executing a missed approach by night requires no
special technique but is conducted in the same manner
as by day. Reference to the flight instruments should
be made before losing sight of the runway lights to
augment directional and pitch control as discussed in
the take-off procedures.
At night as during the day, you must keep alert for
other air traffic and avoid keeping your head in the
cockpit to read instruments for too long a period. As
you gain experience in flying night circuits, you
should become familiar with the correct position of
the flight instrument needles for various flight attitudes and airspeeds so that it is not necessary to try
to read the actual figures, and a glance is sufficient
to determine that reasonable accuracy is being
achieved.

Cross-Country Flying by Night
The principles of pilot navigation by night are basically similar to those applicable by day, except that
map reading at night calls for special techniques. The

aircraft is navigated according to a predetermined
flight plan. corrected from time to time by radio navigation and reliable visual aids.
The following points call for special consideration
when flying cross country at night:
I. A weather briefing and detailed flight planning are
essential.
2. Identifiable lighted landmarks or large lakes and
rivers are easier to see at night.
3. Compass headings should be accurately maintained
and corrections made only when the position. fixed
by check-points or by radio aids, is absolutely
certain.
4. Accuracy in timc keeping is essential.
The route for initial night pilot navigation practice
should be carefully chosen to include several landmarks that can be identified unmistakably at night.
The feasibility of map reading will depend mainly on
the weather and the moon. Ground features show up
better when viewed against the moon. Aerodrome beacons are very useful fixes, but guard against the possibility of large errors when j udging distance to or
from them. Avoid depending on small lights on the
ground for fixes; the scattered lights around a small
community can give the impression of a much larger
town. At all times be aware of the approximate bearing and distance of a known prominent feature that
you can divert to easily should anything occur to make
continuation of the flight impossible or impracticable.

Night Flying

Airp ort Lighting
The flood lights illuminating most tennina! building
aprons are in man y cases semi-blinding and cannot be
dimmed or turned off except in emergencies. When
taxiing in floodl it areas use extreme ca ution, since
persons, vehicl es. and other objects tend to "shadow"
out or become invisible in these areas.
Blue lights are used to delineate taxiways and arc
necessarily of very low intensity, To assist aircra ft
exit ing from a lighted runway, the exit is generally
identif ied by two blue lights on eac h side of the taxiway exit.
Runway and approach lighting systems arc not
restricted to night-time usc. If visibility is poor, a
landing is bei ng made into the sun, or any other facto r
affect s the safety of the aircraft in thi s regard. do not
hesitate to ask the control tower or the agency responsible to tum on the runway and app roach lights. These
lights may also be adj ustable in intensity ; ask for
lighting that is best suited to the circumstances.
Som e aerodromes may use retro -reflective markers
in place of lights to mark the edge of runways. Th ese
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markers are approved for use on runways at registered
aerodromes only; however, they may be used as a substitute for edge lighting on taxiway or apron areas at
some certified airports.
Retro -refle ctive markers are positioned such that
when the aircraft is lined up on final they will provide
the pilot with the same visual presentation as normal
runway lighting. A fixed white light or strobe light is
installed at each end of the runway to assist pilots in
locating the aerodrome and aligning the aircraft with
the runway.
Retro-refle ctive markers must be capable of reflecting the aircraft landing lights so that they are visible
for a distance of 2 NM . Be cautione d that the reflective
capabilities of retro-reflective markers are greatly
affected by the condition of the aircraft landing lights
and the prevailing visibility. Th erefore, as part of prefligh t planning to an aerodrome using retro-rcflcctivc
markers, be sure to exercise added caution in checking
the serviceability of your aircraft landing lights and
ma king provision for an alternate airpo rt with lighting
in case of an aircraft landing light failure .

EXERCISE TWENTY·SIX

Floatplanes

Most of the civil primary flight training aircraft that
use water instead of land as a take-off and landing
surface are conventional landplanes equipped with
two floats instead of wheels. All aircraft capable of
taking off or landing on water are termed seaplanes,
including flying boats. For the purpose of this text,
the subject aircraft is a floatplane, since we do not
intend to include any of the operating procedures
applicable solely to flying boats. For the most part,
the subject will be referred to as an aircraft.
In the air a floatplane acts much like a landplanc.
It docs not require as much use of the ailerons in a
sideslip and tends to be less stable directionally than
a landplane. Otherwise, any normal manoeuvre that
can be performed by a landplane can also be performed by a floatplane. Accordingly, no special
instructions will be given here concerning operating
of the aircraft in the air. The same applies, to a large
extent, to familiarization with the aircraft itself.
The techniques for handling and manoeuvring a
floatplane on the water arc very different from those
for handling a landplane on land. Besides airmanship
the pilot must also acquire and apply knowledge in
seamanship. A floatplane has no brakes and is affected
by both wind and water currents. Whether the engine
is stopped or running, left to its own devices the aircraft will always turn into the wind. Therefore, the
stronger the wind the more difficult it is to manoeuvre
a floatplane. Despite the additional problems, floatplanes can offer much pleasure and operational versatility. In most areas of North America the floatplane
has countless "ae rodromes" with " runways" of
unlimited length.

Performanc e
Due to the weight of the floats, the useful load of a
floatplane is normally less than that of the same aircraft on wheels. The rate of climb and cruising speed
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arc also reduced due to increased drag produced by
the floats and the float attachments.

Seamanship
Term s
Under Way. An aircraft that is not moored or fastened to any fixed object on the land or in the water
is under way. A floatplane under way may be moving
forward, backward, or sideways upon the surface of
the water with its engine running or stopped, and may
be taxiing, sailing, or stationary. Under way presumes
that a properly authorized person is at the controls of
the aircraft.
Sailing. A floatplane that is under way and is
being manoeuvred backward or sideways solely with
the wind or water currents providing the necessary
force is sailing. The engine may be running or
stopped.

Floatplanes
Bilgewater. All floats leak water to a varying degree,
adding to the overall weight of the aircraft and diminishing buoyancy. The water is removed by means of
a bilge pump. It is essential that this be done as often
as necessary to keep the floats dry, especially before
the first take-off of the day or when the floats have
been subject to a hard landing or other abuse. The
centre of gravity will also be atTeeted by water in the
floats.

Bridle

Stationary. A floatplane under way that is being held
in one position against wind or water currents by
means of engine thrust is not taxiing, but is said to
be stationary.

The longerthissingle line
is, the more effective the
anchor will be.

Taxiing. A floatplane under way that is being manoeuvred in a forward direction by means of engine
thrust is taxiing .
Lines. Lengths of hemp, manila, or nylon rope used
for mooring a floatplane or securing it to a dock are
called Jines.
Bridle. A V-shaped configuration of lines used when
mooring a floatplanc to a buoy or when using an
anchor. To allow a floatplane to weathercock properly
when moored to a buoy or anchored, the bridle must
be equilaterally secured to the bow cleats of each
float. The longer the single line of the bridle the less
the aircraft will tend to drag the anchor or mooring
(Fig. 2-107).
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Caution : A moored floatplane has a great deal
of surface exposed to the wind and in stroog winds
and/or high waves the aircraft will exert
considerable drag force upon its mooring line.
Under these conditions. an anchorage which has
proven satisfactory for relatively large pleasure
boats may be found qute unsatisfactoryfor even a
small floatplane.

Figure 2-107

Bridle

Starting the Engine
Equipment on Board
In addition to the items carried by any aircraft to meet
operational requirements, a floatplane should also
have on board the following equipment, in serviceable
condition:
I. An approved and readily accessible life-jacket for
eaeh occupant.
2. Two or more 25 foot mooring lines.
3. A float bilge pump.
4. One or more paddles.
5. An anchor with its own 50 foot line.
6. A device for filtering gasoline when away from
base.

General Considerations
Footwear. Floatplane pilots should wear shoes or
boots that atTord a good grip on the normally wet
surface of the floats. Footwear with nails or cleats on
the soles may scratch or damage the surface of the
floats.

Many variables apply to the actions immediately preceding the actual starting of the engine. If no helper is
available to hold the aircraft until the engine is started
and you are ready to taxi, then the aircraft should be
suitably restrai ned an d not relea sed until you are
seated. Release in this case can be made by releasing
a rope that is threaded through a fitt ing or around a
strut. If it is necessary to allow the aircraft to dri ft
away from its mooring, then surrounding obstructions
suc h as other aircraft , tree s, rocks, and piers will
dictate the proce dure to be followed. If you face this
situation with a clear plan, such as releasing an anchor
or paddling, should the engine fail to start there is less
Iikclihood of damaging the aircraft. If the engine has
to be started by hand the propeller must be swung
from behind. This is done by standing on thc right
float with a firm grip taken on a convenient strut.
Usually only the smaller engines can be started in this
manner. The Canadian Aviation Regulation governing
engine starting and engines left running applies to
floatplanes as well as landplanes. A floatplane has no
brakes and will begin to move immediately when the
engine starts, unless suitably restrained.
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Wate r Currents
Special operating considerations may be necessary
when water currents, such as may occur in a river or
in tidal action, exceed 5 KT, especially in areas where
obstructions or other hazards are present.
I . When turning from downwind to upwind for take-

off:
(a) if taxiing against the current, begin the turn
beyond the intended takc-otT point; or
(b) if taxiing with the current, begin the tum
before the intended take-off point.
2. The best conditions for take-off occur when the
take-off is made with the current (in the direction
the current is moving) and into the wind.
3. The best conditions for landing occur when the
landing is made against the current and into wind.

The Flight

area. When preparing to land at an unknown area,
select the taxi path from the air when underwater hazards can be seen and other obstructions can be noted.
To aid in turning while taxiing at slow speeds,
floatplanes have water rudders, hinged to the transom
of one or both floats. They are linked to the normal
rudder control system and may be retracted or lowered
by the pilot from the cockpit. Water rudders are most
effective at low speeds in comparatively calm water;
at high speeds the pressure of the water tends to kick
them up into the retracted position.
A f loatplane has three taxiing modes, known as
idling, sailing, and on the step. In the first mode the
elevator control should be held all the way back so
that the propeller does not strike spray developed by
the bows of the floats or wave action, since water
striking a rotating propeller can inflict severe damage
to the propeller and its components. Except when special wind and water conditions prevail, or there are
other extenuating circumstances, experienced floatplane pilots consider it normal practice to taxi by
means of a combination of the idling mode and
sailing.

Pre-Flight Inspection
In addition to the usual items inspected in a landplane
during a pre-flight inspection, some important items
in a floatplane warrant careful attention. The float
compartments must be inspected for water, pumped
out, and closed. The load penalty from water leaking
into the floats can mean increased take-off distance,
which could produce an accident. The condition of the
float struts, brace wires, attachments, fittings, cables,
water rudders, and paddle attachments should be
ascertained.

Passeng ers
As a general rule, passengers should not be permitted
out of the cabin while the propeller is turning. If passenger assistance is required, a thorough briefing on
procedures and hazards must be given. Many a passenger has been hit by the idling propeller or fallen
into the water while trying to assist a pilot to secure
or release a line. Therefore, ensure that passengers
stay seated until the aircraft is secured when docking
or departing.

Idling
In the idling mode (Fig. 2- 108), the speed of the aircraft through the water is approximately 8 KT or less,
and the aircraft's attitude is about the same as when
it is at rest on the water. Spend as much time as possible initially taxiing in the idling mode to familiarize
yourself with the action of the water rudders. This
practice is best conducted whcn the wind speed is
below 10 KT and the water relatively calm.
Great care must be taken when making turns on the
water, especially at high speed or in a strong wind.
Floatplanes constantly endeavour to turn into the wind
(weathercock) when being taxied across wind or
downwind. Consequently, when countering control
pressures are relaxed, the aircraft will swing abruptly
into wind. Centrifugal force tends to make the aircraft
roll toward the outside of the turn and the wind

Centre of buoyancy

Taxiing
The proposed taxi path should be planned in advance
if obstructions exist, as wind strength, river current,
tidal action, or a combination of these factors will
dictate your actions while proceeding to the take-off

Figure 2-108

Idle Taxi

Floatplanes

striking the side of the aircraft further aggravates the
rolling tendency. If you turn abruptly when taxiing
downwind, the combined action of the two forces can
be sufficient to overturn the aircraft. Additionally, the
more the aircraft heels over the greater the lifting
effect of the wing exposed to the wind on the windward side and the less on the wing on the leeward
side.
To make a turn into wind, simply neutralize the
rudder, unless you are taxiing directly downwind; in
that case a slight amount of rudder should be applied
in the direction in which a turn is desired. As soon as
the tum begins, neutralize the rudder. If the wind is
strong, apply opposite rudder to slow the turn down.

Sailing
Sailing is a procedure used to position or manoeuvre
a floatplane in, or to, an area where normal manoeuvring is inadvisable because of congestion or unfavourable wind or water conditions. With even the lightest
breeze, a floatplane may be sailed into a very cramped
space. If there is absolutely no wind the aircraft can
easily be manoeuvred with a paddle. Water rudders
must be retracted when sailing.
In a light wind with the engine stopped, a floatplane moves backward in the direction in which the
tail is pointed. In a stronger wind with the engine
idling, movement is usually backward and toward the
side to which the nose is pointed. Movc the tail or
nose in the desired direction by coarse application of
rudder. Additional assistance can be acquired by fullscale deflection of the ailerons. When sailing with
engine on, use the air rudder and aileron drag to steer
the aircraft. A floatplane can travel as much as 45
degrees to the wind in this manner.
To sail directly backward, merely centralize all controls. Additional "sail" effect may be acquired by lowering flaps, lowering elevators, and opening cabin
doors.
Care should be exercised and relative effects
assessed where strong water currents or tidal action
are present, since it is quite possible that these forces
may offset the effect of the wind to varying degrees.
When sailing near obstructions with the engine
stopped, it is important to be able to restart the engine
instantly, so that backward motion of the aircraft may
be arrested immediately to avoid collision.
In the case of an engine that may not restart readily
and must be left running should it be needed to arrest
backward motion, its forward thrust while sailing may
be reduced by allowing it to run on one magneto only.
Carburettor heat may also be used to reduce idling
thrust. Do not operate the engine this way for too long
at anyone time. Once moored or docked, allow it to
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run on both magnetos for a short while before shutting
it down.

Taxiing on the Step
Due to the higher speeds and other considerations
involved, taxiing on the step requires considerable
skill and experience, together with a good knowledge
of water obstructions or other hazards in the locality.
To gain solo experience. carry out your initial practice
on smooth water with light winds and in areas you
know well.
The aircraft is placed on the step by holding the
elevator control fully back and applying full power.
As the power is applied the nose will begin to pitch
up and the aircraft will begin accelerating. You will
notice that at some point the nose will rise no farther
and there will be no further acceleration. When this
point is reached, ease the control column forward and
place the nose of the aircraft in an attitude slightly
above the attitude the aircraft would be in at rest on
the water (Fig. 2-109). As this is done the aircraft will
begin to accelerate noticeably again.
As the acceleration will be fairly rapid, the power
must be reduced in order to prevent the aircraft from
becoming airborne. About 65 percent power should
be sufficient for the procedure.
Should the nose of the aircraft begin to pitch up
and down (a motion referred to as porpoising ), it must
be stopped immediately, as the oscillation will
increase rapidly and the aircraft may become uncontrollable. The safest course of action is to close the
throttle and hold the control column fully back, allowing the aircraft to return to idle taxi. Providing you
recognize the porpoising action in the early stages,
you can stop it by applying a back pressure on the
control column as the nose pitches up.
Turns may be made on the step but they should be
very gentle, and only a few degrees at a time, until
you are thoroughly familiar with a particular floatplane. The aircraft is moving in excess of 25 KT over
the water and the centrifugal force in too sharp a turn
can easily capsize it. With certain wind and water conditions it is unsafe to execute a step turn under any
circumstances. For example, if the wind speed is considerable, say over 20 KT, and the waves high, as the
aircraft turns broadside to the wind the upwind float
may be lifted by the crest of a wave while the downwind float is in a trough between waves. Under these
conditions, if a tum is wcll established the aircraft is
in danger of capsizing. Hence, if tendencies to heel
over are evident at or near the start of the tum, throttle
right back and apply rudder to stop weathercocking.
Turns beyond 45 degrees on the step require a high
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degree of skill and experienced assessment of all existing circumsta nces and conditions. If any doubt exi sts
as to the safety of this type of tum for a given condition, manoeuvre the aircraft by some othe r method.
such as sailing. (The water rudders must be in the "up"
position whi le taxi ing on the step.)
In addition to the three methods of taxii ng previously discusse d, it is possible to taxi the aircraft in
what is call ed the nose-up mode ( Fig. 2-110). It must
be clearly unde rstood , however, that except for engine
run-up, any nose-up taxiin g should only be attempted
by highly qualificd seaplane pilots, due to the da nger
of upset. A general rule of thumb is that if the noseup mode is necessary to turn downwind while taxiing in a high wind. then the average seaplane pilot
should not be out there in the first place . If you are
faced with such a situation. sailing backward is
recomm ended.
To enter this mode hold the elevator control fully
back and app ly abou t half maxi mum RPM for the aircraft. Be careful to hold the con tro l column fully back
durin g this procedure to keep the propell er from being
damaged from the spray should the nose get too low.
Taxiing in this mode may be necessary in roug h wate r
and when turning downwind in high wind con ditions.
There is conside rably more float "side area" ahea d
of the centre of buoyancy than aft of it. Therefore,
when taxii ng cross -wind in the nose-u p mode many
aircra ft tend to tum down wind instead of following
the normal tendency to tum into the wind . Th is is why
it is often necessary to ado pt the nose-up mode when
attempting to tum out of a high wind . It is possibl e
to use power to augment rudder since opening the
thrott le increases the speed of the aircraft, causing the
nose to rise higher, which exposes more float area and
thereby increases the tendency to tum downwind.
Converse ly, reducing power dec reases spee d, lowe rs
the nose, and allows the aircraft to turn into wind.
Taxiing with the nose up should be limited to short
periods of time, as the engine can very quickly become
overheated. In add ition, because of the relatively high
speed and limited forward view, be very careful to
ensure that the path ahead is clea r.

Figure 2-109 Taxiing on the Step

Mooring and Docking
When approaching a dock or moori ng point, observe
it closely for obstructions and study the possible effects
of wind and water currents. l eft to its own devices, a
floatpl ane will always point into wind, and it ca n
always be turne d into wind without di fficulty.
Always have a suitable line ready when approac hing a dock or other moo ring if no shore assis tance is
available. Taxi speed can be redu ced by operating the
engine on one magneto and/o r using ca rbureno r heat.
Ope n the doo rs and release the seat-be lts. Brief the
passengers on what is planned, and if necessary place
them for ea sy pilot exit. As the aircraft nears the dock
and it ap pears that inertia will carry the aircraft the
remaining distance, shut the engine down, leave the
aircraft, secure a line to a strut, and when sufficiently
close, step off with rope in hand. At the time the engine
is shut down, be prepared for weathercock ing due to
loss of slipstream. Protect the aircraft from damage by
using one foot to cushion the co ntact with the dock ,
and secure the line. In high wind co nditions, if the line
cannot be secured quickly enough, be prepared to jump
back on to the float, restart the engine, and try agai n.
A seaplane ramp is a wide sloping surface, ofte n
of wood, with its lower extremity under the water. It
is used for bringing seaplanes out of the water for
sundry reasons , including routine docking. Other docking forms include piers, rafts, and buoys. The techn ique
for approac hing any of these varies, but if possible all
of them should be approached into wind at a slow
speed, since under this condition you have maximum
control.
In the case of a raft (fl oat) moo red some distance
from shore, even if the wind is blowing shoreward it
is sometimes possible to taxi past the raft, tum , and
then ap proa ch into wind. T he same is tru e of a pier,
since three sides are availab le for approach.
Whe n " dock ing" an ai rcraft on a nat ura l beach ,
ascerta in the nature of the shore be fore contact is
made. If it is rocky there is danger of damaging the
floats, especially if waves rock the aircraft up and
down. Sandy beaches are the best, but even these will
wear off paint and protective coatings if there is wave
action. With an onshore wind the best approach to a
beac h is to sail the aircraft backward to it with the
water rudders up. Th is has the added advantage of not
having to wade into the water to tum the aircra ft aro und
for dep arture.
If the wind is offshore, approac h slowly, checking
for submerged obs tructio ns or o bsta cles that co uld
damage the wings or tail. If the wind is onshore and
very light, the same type o f approach can be made.
However, if the wind strength dictat es, raise the water
rudders and sa il backward, watc h ing for possible
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damage from obstacles on the shore. If the wind is
parallel to the shore, taxi close until opposite the beaching point, then use the engine to tum the nose into
shore and beac h as soon as possible . Alternatively,
taxi dow nwind and close the thrott le when in a
position where the weathercock action will face the
aircraft for a close approach. In high winds, always
use a helper on shore.

Elevators up

Anchoring to a Buoy

Figure 2-110

Nose-up Taxiing

Approach the buoy from into wind at minimal speed.
When inertia will carry the aircraft to the buoy. shut
down the eng ine, and exit the aircraft with rope in
hand. Secure the aircraft with a bridle or two rope s,
one to each bow cleat.

Departing from a Beach
Depending on the strength of the wind and its direction, push the aircraft out from shore with a paddle or
sail backward. Alternatively, face the aircraft toward
the op en water, start the engine, and put the water
rudders down as soon as possible.

Using an Anchor
Select a location, taking into account other aircraft or
boat traffic, river currents, tide, wind speed, wave
size, and depth of water. As a general rule. the anchor
line should allow for 10 feet of length for every foot
of water. Always ensure that the anchor is holding
before leaving the aircraft, and if wind speed increases,
return to the aircraft to ensure its safety.

Leaving a Dock or Mooring
Departing from a pier or raft (float) presents no real
problem. It is desirable to have an assistant hold the
aircraft pointed toward open water until you start the
engine. If no assistance is available and the bows of
the floats are headed against the pier or raft, cast off
and allow the aircraft to drift back far enough to make
a turn without striking the pier or raft before starting
the engine. When an aircraft is cast off and allowed
to drift, the engine may not start readily. so always keep
in mind the possibility of drifting into obstructions or
obstacles.

Departing from a Buoy
In calm conditions it is possible for a float to be directly
over a buoy anchor. Damage could result jfthe aircraft
is in shallow water and you step on to the float. The
buoy anchor could also do damage when moving away,
so always exercise care in shallow water. Always
position the buoy for departure so that it is at the side
rather than between the floats.

Taking Off
Take-off training should begin when there is enough
breeze to make small waves but not enough to produce white caps. At the take-off position the water
rudders should be placed in thc "up" position, and the
intended take-off path carefully studied to make sure
that it is clear and will remain clear. Operators of
plea sur e boat s, who are unaware of the operating
requirement s of aircraft, are likely to move directly
into the path of a floatplane while it is taking off.
Unlike the landplane, the Iloarplane ordinarily takes
off and lands in public areas. It therefore always faces
the possibility of encountering partially submerged
floating objects and swimmers that are difficult to see,
as well as various types of watercraft. When taxiing
into take-off position it is often advisable to taxi along
the intended take-ofT pa th and check for floating
obstacles and obstructions.
The take-off on floats is similar to a soft field takeoff in a landplane . When the aircraft is settled into
wind, hold the control colwnn hard back, and smoothly
apply take-off power, then allow the aircraft to progress
th rou gh the nose-up mod e into the plan ing mode
according to the procedures already discussed. When
the aircraft is in the planing mode (on the step) at full
power, back pressure should be exerted on the control
column. Too much back pressure will cause the heels
of the floats to dig into the water and create a drag
that will impede the take-off Conversely, if insufficient
pressure is exerted, the forward part of the bottom of
the float will remain in the water and create undesirable
drag . A common error is attem pting to "drag" the
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aircraft out of the water, without realizing that the
heels of the floats will be forced down into the water
at a much lower angle than is required to put the tail
wheel of a landplanc on the ground. Experience will
determine the best take-off attitude for each aircraft. If
held at this attitude , the aircraft will take to the air
smoothly and with adequate flying speed.
The importance of the proper use of flaps cannot
be ignored. As a general rule in selecting the take-off
path, when you feel you have sufficient distance, double it. The climb-out path must be planned prior to
starting the take-off, with hills, valleys, and downdrafts
being taken into account.

Rough Water Take-offs
When taking afton rough water, apply take-off power
as the bows of the floats are rising on a wave. This
prevents the nose of the floats from digging into the
water and helps keep spray away from the propeller.
Throughout a rough water take-off, hold the controls
somewhat farther back than in smooth water, to hold
the bows of the floats well above the surface. Once in
the planing mode, the aircraft will begin to bounce
from wave to wave, and each time it strikes a wave
the bows will tend to rise. H nothing is done to correct
this, the impact with each successive wave will be
more severe. As the nose starts rising, exert forward
pressure on the controls, then apply back pressure j ust
before the aircraft strikes the next wavc. It is important
to exert back pressure at the correct instant, otherwise
the bows of the floats may be pushed underwater,
capsizing the aircraft, nose first. Accurate timing and
quick reactions arc essential. Fortunately, it usually
follows that ifthere is wind enough to cause waves the
aircraft will become airborne quickly.
The worst rough water condition occurs when a
strong current runs against the wind. For example, if
the current is running at 10 KT and the wind speed is
15 KT, the relative speed between wind and the water
is 25 KT. The waves will be as high as those produced
in still water by a wind of 25 KT.

Effect of Winds
Besides the obvious effects on taxiing, high winds can
impose limitations on float operations, depending on
the size of the aircraft and the experience of the pilot.
Take-off and landing paths in sheltered areas arc desirable, as open water can be rendered unusable by high
winds. Learn to " read" the wind stre ngth from the
air by observing wave action, wind lanes (streaks upon
the water), and other indications, before selecting a
landing area.

Glassy Water Take-off
The take-off condition that may require more skill
than any other occurs with the combination of a hot
sultry day, calm wind, glassy water, and a fully loaded
aircraft. Such a condition calls for timing, co-ordination of controls, and practice. The take-off run required
will be longer, and it will take longer to get the aircraft
on the step than under normal conditions. Once the
throttle is opened with the control column held back,
and you are quite sure that the nose of the aircraft has
come up to as high an attitude as possible, ease the
control column forward to roll thc aircraft onto the step.
Make sure that it is on the step and is accelerating and
planing in the correct attitude. Glassy water is "sticky."
When aileron control is effective, one float is gently
lifted out of the water (thereby reducing water resistance); at the same time the nose is raised slightly,
held there for one or two seconds, and the aircraft
brought to level flight position. You will then find the
aircraft is airborne. Delicate handling is necessary for
thc first few seconds as the nose may assume too high
an attitude, due to the sudden unsticking from the
water. If the nose of the aircraft is levelled too soon
it will contact the water again. It is impossible to
j udge vertical distance from glassy water. Leave the
flaps until plenty of height is gained, then raise them
slowly.

Rocking onto the Step
There may be occasions, with a heavily loaded aircraft, hot weather or high altitude, and glassy water
conditions, when it is neeessary to rock the aircraft
onto the step. This should only be attempted if it is
absolutely necessary. Rocking the aireraft is in fact a
controlled porpoise started by pulling the control column right back and then releasing it. The nose of the
aircraft rises and falls immediately the control column
is pulled back again. This procedure is repeated until
the nose of the aircraft reaches a maximum height. If
the control column is then pu shed well ahead and
held there, the aircraft is jumped onto the step. The
best planing attitude is then carefully controlled with
the control column. Allow the speed to build up as much
as possible and follow glassy water take-off procedure.
It is difficult to give a written explanation of the
proper timing for rocking an aircraft onto the step in
this manner. To become expert requires considerable
practice and knowledge of the limitations of the aircraft being handled. It should be emphasized that if
the nose refuses to come up progressively higher and
the aircraft will not start to rock. it will be impossible to put the aircraft on the step. In order to avoid
overheating and eausing serious damage to the engine,
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throttle right back, taxi slowly, and lighten the load or
wait for a breeze.

Cross-Wi nd Take-ofts
Provided the wind is not too strong, cross-wind takeoffs are entirely practicable. The procedure is identical
to that for landplanes. The aileron control is held to
the windward side and appropri ate rudder pressure
applied to maintain the desired direction. When the
aircraft leaves the surface of the water, a gentle tum is
made into wind, if possible.

Down wind Take- offs
Downwind take-offs are possible and may even be
preferred when the wind is light, if obstructions or
other circumstances do not favour a take-ofT into the
wind. Hold the control column farther back than when
taking off into wind, otherwise the procedure is the
same. Much more room is needed for a downwind
take-off. In a small body of water completely surrounded by land an excellent procedure is to begin to
take-off downwind and finish it into wind. This is
done by starting the take-off downwind and when in
the planing mode turning into wind, thus bringing the
aircraft into the take-off configuration ncar the downwind shore. A reduction of power may be necessary to
avoid upset, or for control during the tum in the planing mode; therefore, do not neglect to apply take-off
power again after the aircraft is pointed into wind.

Landings
Landing a floatplane presents some problems that are
unfam iliar to the landpla ne pilot. An airport, except
possibly during the winter, always presents the same
general surface, whereas the surface of the water is
continually changing.
An airport is restricted to air traffic only and is as
free as possible of obstructions and obstacles, whereas
boats, floating debris, and submerged obstructions are
everyday hazards to the floatplane pilot. It is therefore
wise to fly all around a proposed water landing area
to examine it thoroughly for obstructions such as floating logs and mooring buoys and to note the position
and direction of motion of any watercraft.
When a windsock is not present at a landing site,
there are several methods for determining wind direction. If there are no strong tides or currents, boats
lying at anchor will point into wind. Seagulls and
other water fowl invariably land facing the wind. Sails
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on boats give a fair approximation of the wind; smoke
and flags are other indicators. If the wind has appreciable velocity, its path is shown by streaks on the
water, which in a strong wind become distinct white
lines. The direction of the wind cannot be determined
by these alone, but if there are whitecaps on the waves
there is no difficulty. The foam appears to move into
wind, an illusion caused by the fact that the waves
move under the foam.

Landing Attitudes
Because of the continually changing properties of the
water's surface, a pilot can use a wide variety of touchdown attitudes. When the water surface is reasonably
smooth, the best touchdown attitude is at an angle
such that the steps and the heels of the floats touch at
the same time. A nose-high, power-ofT landing is safe,
but it is not as smooth nor as pretty to look at as a
"step-heel" landing. It may also be a little disconcerting at first to the landplane pilot as the aircraft rocks
forward almost to the level attitude immediately after
contact. This is due to the heels of the floats striking
the water first, causing a pronounced drag which tips
the aircraft abruptly forward. However, remember that
a smooth landing may be made in any attitude between
the step-heel and nose-high attitude provided the eontrol column is moving steadily back at the instant the
aircraft contacts the water and is held back after initial
contact to prevent the floats from digging in.

Landin g Run
Upon touchdown, the aircraft will slow down through
the three taxiing modes in reverse order to take-off i.e., planing, nose up, and idling. If the landing is made
some distance from the docking or mooring point and
water conditions are satisfactory, open the throttle
sufficiently while the aircraft is in the planing mode
and taxi in "on the step." Taxiing in the planing mode
is much easier on the engine than taxiing in the noseup mode. With the latter mode, the engine RPM is the
same, but as the forward speed is much lower engine
cooling may be inadequate if long distan ces are
involved. In any case, the last few minutes of taxiing
should be done at idling RPM to cool the engine and
prevent after firing when it is shut down.

Landing in Rough Water
When the waves are high, select the best suitable sheltered location and land with an attitude equivalent to
the attitude of the aircraft in slow flight, and plan to
touch down on top of the wave. If the aircraft starts
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to porpoise aft er touchdow n, carry out a missed
approach. When landing in rough water, the aircraft
will slow down appreciably as it strikes the first wave,
but not enough to keep it from slamming into the next
one. The shock of this second contact can be lessened
by judi cious use of throttle during the bounce. Exercise caution while taxiing. This may be an occasion
to use nose-up taxiing to tum downwind to proceed
to shore or an anchorage.

Glassy Water Landing
Landing on glassy water can be hazardous unless you
follow proper procedures. It is impossible to determine
the height of the aircraft above the water in glassy
water conditions; without special procedures it may be
flown into the water or stalled at a considerable height
during the "float" after the aircraft has been flared for
landing. Either situation can be extremely dangerous.
Power assisted approaches and landings must be
used when landing on glassy water. While it may not
always be possible, it is desirable to set up a normal
approach over the terrain preceding the leeward shoreline and land parallel to a shoreline. If these aids are
not available, objects in the water should be used to
j udge altitude.
When approx imately 200 feet above the surface
(300 to 400 feet where visual aids for judgement of
height are not available) reduce the rate of descent and
apply more power. The objective is to produce a safe
airspeed and power combination that will result in a
nose-up attitude sufficient to prevent the floats from
digging in on touchdown. The de sce nt should be
established at 200 feet per minute or less by the time
the shoreline is crossed. Provided the attitude and airspeed are correct, you need not alter the power until
touchdown. Care must be taken to trim the aircraft
properly to ensure that there is no slip or skid at the
point of contact.
The flight instruments, particularly the airspeed and
vertical speed indicators, should be scanned during
the final approach, while using peripheral or forward
vision for clues of the height above the surface. If the
rate of descent increases, increase power until the
desired rate of descent is regained while maintaining
the correct attitude and airspeed. Make no attempt to
round-out or "feel for the surface." At the point of
contact, which should be gentle with the steps and
heels of the floats touching simultaneously, the throttle should be eased off gently while maintaining the
back pressure on the control column to prevent the
floats from digging in as the aircraft settles into the
water. Remember, considerable space is required for
this type of approach and landing.
The approach speed necessary to achieve the cor-

rect attitude and the amount of power used to control
the rate of descent will vary with each type of aircraft.
Procedures and airspeeds recommended by the aircraft
man ufacturer must be followed . In the absence of
manufacturer's data, the approach speed should be
determined by experimentation before you attempt
glassy water landings. While figures of 15 to 30 percent above the calibrated stall speed are often quoted
for approach speeds, each type of aircraft has to be
dealt with individually. If during your seaplane
endorsement training no glassy water experience is
possible, you must receive dual instruction on the procedure from a qualified instructor before you attempt
a glassy water landing as pilot-in-command.
The same landing procedures may be used if failing
daylight, deteriorating weather, or other conditions
affect depth perception over a landing area.
Should a pilot be forced to land on glassy water
after the engine has failed, a landing should be effected
as close to the shoreline as possible and parallel to it,
the height of the aircraft above the surface beingjudged
from observation of the shore. Floating objects, weeds,
and weed beds can also be used to judge height.

Landing in a Cross-Wind
The procedure for landing a floatplane in a cross-wind
is much the same as for landplanes. Lower the water
rudders as soon as possible after landing but not while
in the planing mode. Do not attempt cross-wind landings in high waves. The possibility of one float landing in a trough and the other on a crest could capsize
the aircraft.

Downwind Landing
Avoid downwind landings if possible. The high
"ground speeds" cause an undesirable forward pitching
of the aircraft as the floats make contact with the
water. Allow ple nty of room and use the soft field
technique in the approach and landing so that the
floats touch the water at the minimum safe airspeed.
Engine power should be left on at point of touchdown
only long enough to check the tendency for the aircraft
to pitch forward.

Landing at Other than Regular Operating
Areas
Before landing, check the intended landing surface
and the subsequent proposed take-off path for rocks,
sand bars, debris, or other obstructions, and decide on
the taxi path and the method of beaching. In marginal
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areas, it is also wise to select a prominent reference
point, from which you can carry out a missed approach
if yo u are not already on the water, or, on take-off
from which you can discontinue the take-off if you
are not airborne by that point.

Landing on Land
If it becomes necessary to land a floatplane on land.
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due to an engine failure or other extreme emergency,
plan the approach and execute the subsequent landi ng
so as to contact the ground with the keel of the floats as
nearly parallel to the ground as possible . Immediately
after touchdown pull the control column hard back.
Fl oat flying can , under normal condition s. be
extremely rewarding and pleasurable. Otherwise inaccessible areas are opened Up. and provided you pace
yo ur leaming and co nfront new situa tions with respect
and discretion, much is to be gained.

EXERCISE TWENTY-SEVEN

Skiplanes

In those areas of Canada that have a reasonably long
winter season, an aircraft equipped with skis takes on
a versatility as a mode of transportation or sport, that
no ordinary landplane has. As soon as the snow cover
reaches a depth of 2 to 3 inches, practically every
open expanse of flat land becomes a potential landing
surface. When the ice on sheltered lakes becomes
thick enough, these too offer inviting wide open
places for taking off and landing. It is an exciting
experience to have take-off and landing areas on all
sides practically as far as you can see. It is also a
pleasant novelty to be relatively free of the other air
traffi c normally associated with aerodro mes and
airports.
Like any other endeavour in the field of aviation,
operating an aircraft on skis must be kept within the
bounds of certain guidelines. These guidelines require
the exercising of basic common sense throughout the
many and varied circumstances that may occur in a
new and sometimes sensitive operational environment.
In this exercise we will discuss only those operational areas peculiar to skiplanes. The subjec t aircraft
will be a typical tail wheel style, single-engined, light
aircraft equipped with fixed skis (as opposed to a
retractable ski wheel arrangement). It should be
pointed out that certain nose wheel aircraft may be
equipped with skis, but most light skiplanes are of the
tail wheel style.

Properties of Snow
Studies carried out by various agencies disclose many
interesting aspects of the properties of snow and ice,
but one point stands out in explaining why a skiplane
may perform differently nearly every time there is
even the slightest rise or fall of the ambient temperature or change in the texture of the snow. The pressure of the skis as they move on the frozen surface
creates an extremely thin film of water between the
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ski and the surface, even at subzero temperatures. The
film of water, depending on the type and temperature
of the surface, either lubricates the ski and assists its
forward progress or clogs the bottom surface of the
ski and impedes it. For example, since a skiplane has
no mechanical braking system, if it is landed on the
bare ice surface of a lake in even the slightest tail
wind, this minute fi lm of water could mean practically
no friction between the ski and the surface, so that
the aircraft would slide unhampered until it collided
with something or some action was taken to redirect
its heading. On the other hand, this same film of water
between dampish snow and the skis of an aircraft
attempting take-off could create a surface tension that
would drastically restrict acceleration and lengthen the
take-off run considerably.

Manoeuvring on the Ground
A skiplane in flight operates almost exactly like a
landplane. The additional weight and the aerodynamic
properties of the skis may affect the stalling speed and
overall performance of the aircraft, but to a degree
that is usually negligible. However, on the ground and
especially during the landing roll, the lack of brakes
on nonnal skiplanes calls for special techniques and
certain precautions. Unlike the floats of a floatplane,
the " heels" of aircraft skis cannot be forced down into
the snow or ice by elevator action to arrest forward
motion. The steering effectiveness of steerable tail
skis fluctuates from good to nil according to the type
of snow or ice on which the aircraft is manoeuvring.
Even with normally good conditions, the steering
effectiveness of the tail ski may deteriorate considerably in a cross-wind. In any case, with no braking
system at all, let alone no differential braking capability, sharp taxiing turns are more difficult to execute
than with wheeled aircraft. This is especially important
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in congested areas. In strong cross-winds that would
be difficult but not impossible for landplanes to taxi
and manoeuvre in, the skiplane may have to depend
on outside handling for directional guidance. A great
many turns on the ground are done by " blowing" the
tail around with bursts of engine power while applying
full rudder in the direction of the turn desired. Most
of the problems associated with manoeuvring skiplanes on the gro und occur in congested areas if there
are strong winds. Offsetting this is the fact that skiplanes usually operate away from airports and are seldom required to manoeuvre in congested or confined
areas. Almost invariably, the take-off and landing can
be made directly into wind (there being no defined
runway system); therefore, cross-wind taxiing is usually reduced to a minimum.

Slide
The strength with which skis will adhere to the snow
comes as a considerable surprise to most pilots operating a skiplane for the first time. Sometimes even
full cngine power will not cause the aircraft to move.
Between adhesion and the surface tens ion previously
mentioned, the length of the take-off run and landing
roll varies greatly with the condition and type of the
snow surface. The weight of the aircraft also has more
effect on this performance under poor snow conditions
than in the same aircraft on wheels, to the extent that
it may be necessary to lighten the load in order to get
off the ground.
A skiplane attains its best take-off performance
when the surface affords as much slide as possible.
This is not a profound statement in itself, but it
achieves importance when you consider that the surface condition which affords the most ideal landing
run, since no brakes are available, could be one that
produces as little slide as possible. Bear this in mind
when contemplat ing an operation into and back out of
confined space.
The best sliding conditions for skiplane take-offs
can occur when the ambient temperature is relatively
low or relatively high. At temperatures of _ 5°C and
lower, the f ilm of water caused by compression
between the ski and the snow surface is extremely
thin, producing good lubrication but very little surface
tension. When ambient temperatures rise to the point
at which the snow cover becomes watersoaked and
slushy on top of a sound surface, lubrication is good
and the "s mack" of the ski on the slush as it progresses forward breaks the surface tension. Although
the sliding qualities of the higher temperature conditions are good, performance itself is not quite as good
as at the lower temperatures, due to drag. Drag in this
case is caused by the ski sinking slightly into the soft
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surface and having to push against the slush ahead of
it; in a way it could be likened to the skis trying to
ride up over a tiny but everpresent hill. Fig. 2- 111
offers a slightly exaggerated illustration of this.
Surprisingly enough, new snow even at fairly low
temperatures does not provide a good slide factor, and
if deep enough and new enough can affect the takeoff perfonnance of a light skiplane very seriously. The
reason for this is a combination of drag (Fig. 2-1 11 )
and lack of lubrication. New snow contains a g reat
deal of air, which allows the skis to sink in deeply
and at the same time acts like a blotter, absorbing the
thin layer of water instead of allowing it to lubricate
the skis. New snow of reasonable depth on top of
older snow provides ideal landing conditions. A thin
layer of new snow over ice could be somewhat less
than ideal, because of the lack of braking action.
Snow is at its worst for slide when it is at its best
for making snowballs. Skiplanes manoeuvring in this
type of snow have difficulty making anything but
large radius taxiing turns without severe blasting of
the tail. The skis tend to stick to the surface, so that
a lot of engine power is needed to get the aircraft
moving. A peculiarity of skis, however, is that once
moving, even at a snail's pace, they will continue to
move even in adverse snow conditions. Once the aircraft has broken clear, keep it moving, rather than continuously stopping and starting, to avoid abusing the
engine. This type of snow can be misleading since if
the aircraft encounters an area compacted by other
traffic the slide qualities will suddenly improve.
Approach these areas cautiously to avoid unexpected
forward progres s.
When planning a take-off on new snow, or any
snow condition that allows the skis to sink to any
depth, compact a take-off path by taxiing the aircraft
up and down the proposed take-off area. Do this
before loading the aircraft, to avoid overheating the
engine and to make the aircraft easier to manoeuvre
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during the compacting process. If for any reason the
take-ott must be discontinued during the ground run,
change the heading of the aircraft so that it leaves the
compacted area. This will help bring the aircraft to a
stop in a shorter distance, through the aid of drag.

Take-off
The procedures for taking off and landing a skiplane
arc basically the same as a soft field take-off for a
landplane. It is good practice, once the tail of a skiplane has been lifted on take-off, to hold the nose
slightly higher than is customary with a landplanc.
This will allow the toes of the skis to ride up over
snow "ripples" instead of digging into them, and will
transfer the weight from the skis to the wings as
quickly as possible.
On a landplane the tires absorb a great deal of the
shock and iron out bumps and other irregularities on
the manoeuvring surface. A skiplane has only the suspension system to absorb shock, and it is not generally
designed to counteract anything but minor irregularities. You must get used to high noise, vibration, and
bumps and shocks not experienced with wheeled aircraft. However, this does not mean that a skiplane has
some special quality for accepting shocks that a landplane does not. There arc many surfaces that would
have to be considered operationally unacceptable for
skiplane operations, except in an emergency. Under
most circumstances, though, there is reasonable scope
for selectivity and you should exploit it fully.

Landing
Most skiplane landings can be made into wind. However, if a landing is made in a cross-wind it must be
executed in the usual manner, with the appropriate
control action taken to counteract drift. There are
many snow and ice surface conditions that can exert
more side-load on a skiplanc's landing structure, if
drift is present at touchdown, than the same amount
of drift would exert on a landplanc's landing-gear.
Here again, the landplane's tire absorbs a great deal
of the side-loading. A ski is long and a touchdown
with drift in a rutted, icy, or hard-packed snow surface
can twist the landing struts beyond the point of return
to proper alignment. Ideally a skiplane should be
landed in the three-point attitude.

Cross-Wind
It has already been said that because of the large off

airport manoeuvring areas usually available to skiplanes, landings and take-offs can be executed into
wind at most times. But on a normal snow surface,
which allows the skis to sink into the surface slightly,
cross-winds may be handled in the same manner as
with landplanes. However, you may have to land a
skiplane (or take off) in an area limited in width, such
as a river or a narrow serviceable area on a frozen
lake. If the ice surface is relatively smooth, the influence of a cross-wind must be counteracted in a manner that is quite contrary to everything said thus far
on the subjec t of cross-wind landings or take-offs. The
cross-wind landings and take-off techniques for landplanes (and skiplanes under normal snow conditions)
depend largely on a ground surface that will hold the
wheels or skis firmly aligned in a desired direction
while they are on the surface. A skiplane on ice does
not have this advantage. When landing on an icy surface that freely allows lateral movement of the aircraft, a skiplane must come to touchdown by
counteracting cross-wind drift in the normal manner.
At touchdown the aircraft must be immediately crabbed into wind to maintain the desired direction of
travel until it comes to rest. In other words, the aircraft
is actually sliding sideways throughout the landing
run. More crab is required as speed diminishes. On
take-off, apply crab immediately and maintain it
throughout the take-off run. Less crab is required as
speed increases. Execute this procedure with great
care and if possible only with a first-hand knowledge
of surface conditions, since hazards exist when crabbing a skiplane on an icy surface in a strong crosswind. Should the skis encounter a rough spot or a soft
area while most of the weight is still on the skis, the
aircraft may suffer considerable side-loading. The
severity of the side-loading depends on speed, amount
of weight still on the skis, and the extent and degree
of the rough or soft area. The side-loading would ordinarily be least severe just after touchdown or immediately prior to take-off, since at these points much of
the aircraft's weight is On the wings, and the crab
angle is smallest.
In normal recreational flying avoid this type of
operation, or select an alternative surface that will permit landings and take-offs into the wind with no side
drift.

Sticking
The skis of a skiplane parked for any length of time
on any snow or ice surface will adhere to the surface.
The adhesion will vary in degree, according to
weather and other conditions, from one in which reasonable engine power will start the aircraft moving to
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a condition where no amount of power will get it
under way. A skiplane that is stuck fast may sometimes be broken clear by j udicious use of simultaneous engine power and movement of the rudder and
elevator controls. The wiggle induced will unstick reasonable adhesion, but under no circumstances use this
method until you are certain that the tail ski is free.
Forward movement of the elevator control may
unstick an adhered tail ski so suddenly that it will be
almost impossible to prevent the aircraft nose from
pitching down and possibly damaging the propeller.
The best way to unstick a skiplane is manually, by
the careful use of strategically placed wooden levers.
If the skis are so submerged in ice that you must chop
them free, make sure that any lumps of ice are
removed before attempting to taxi. If the snow condition is such that the aircraft sticks fast each time it
stops, unload it and compact the area to be used by
taxiing up and down until the surface slide improves.
If the aircraft is to be parked for any length of time
over two hours, under most conditions you should taxi
it up onto something that will limit the degree of surface adhesion and allow the aircraft to easily break
itself clear when it is next used. Spruce boughs, the
trunks of small trees, lengths of lumber laid out at
right angles to the skis, or well secured plastic sheeting will serve this purpose.

Types of Skis
Aircraft ski construction varies widely, from brass
trimmed laminated "boards" to sophisticated hydraulically operated wheel-ski combinations. Most skis are
attached to the wheel axle when the wheel is removed,
while others are a "roll-on" variety, using the cushioning effect of the tire, with the tire fitting in a channel
built into the top of the ski.
The main function of the trimming and restraining
cables with which aircraft skis are equipped is to flexibly maintain and secure the skis in a correct attitude
during flight. During the walk-around inspection prior
to flight include a careful examination of these cables,
to ensure that they are in good condition and that all
their locking and securing devices are intact. Should
a rear cable fail during flight the aircraft would
become asymmetrically trimmed and awkward to fly,
but if a front cable failed, a very dangero us flight
condition and landing problem would exist. The
affected ski would drop to approximately a 45 degree
angle and create extreme drag on one side of the aircraft. Landing in this condition carries the risk of the
toe of the ski digging into the snow upon touchdown,
tearing off both the ski and its landing strut. Because
these cables are subject to minute inspection by most
skiplane pilots, a failure is extremely rare. However,
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should a failure occur, search for a landing area with
a surface that offers no opportunity for the ski to dig
in, such as the snow-free ice on a lake or a river. Use
a power assisted approach and landing to keep the
nose high. Just before touchdown, enter a forward slip
with bank toward the affected ski and gradually allow
that ski to settle onto the ice, then remove the slip and
complete the landing.

White-out
White-out conditions are most commonly encountered
when flying over large lakes at some distance from
the shoreline. Never proceed into areas where, due to
white-out, it is not possible to distinguish betwe en
ground and sky, unless you are sufficiently experienced and capable of instrument flight (see Chapter 6,
"White-out").
If it should be necessary to land during these conditions follow the procedure used for glassy water
landings (sec the section, "Glassy Water Landings;'
in Exercise 26). The heels of the skis should make
contact with the surface first. As soon as this occurs,
close the throttle immediately, since unlike floatplanes,
the skiplane will have no tendency to pitch forward
upon contact with the snow or ice surface. Due to the
lack of visual cues the instruments must be used for
altitude, airspeed, and descent reference throughout
the approach.

Suitability of Snow Surface for Landings
When selecting a landing area under conditions of
restricted visibility or bright sun, it is often impossible
to determine the condition of the surface. Extreme
caution is advised. Ice ridges, hummocks, and windrows of snow are often impossible to see, and any
one of these can cause serious damage to a skiplane.
The annual toll of aircraft damaged due to selecting
unsu itable terrain for a landing is an effective
reminder of the need for discretion when deciding to
fly under such conditions and when selecting a landmg area.
Unlike water surface conditions, there is no relationship between wind conditions and ground conditions. High snow-drifts could exist in a no-wind
condition, and snow-drifts could be parallel as well as
at an angle to the existing wind.

Thin Ice
When operating skiplanes on icc-covered lakes or
other icc areas with a water base, there are various
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rules of thumb to determine the thickness of ice
required to support a certain aircraft weight. However,
none of these will safely cover all situations. For complete knowledge on this phase of skiplane operations
refer to the Transport Canada publication, Water/Ice
Aerodrom e Standards and Recommended Practices.
This publication may be purchased from:
Transport Canada
330 Sparks Street
AARNG
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA ON8

Operations
Due to the possibility of extending the take-off run, it
is important to remove dirt, sod, ice, etc. adhering to
the undersurface of the skis before attempting a takeoff. When operating off an ice surface remember that
ice near the shoreline will bear greater loads in early
winter, but should be used with great caution in the

late winter and early spring. On rivers, avoid areas of
undercurrents resulting in thin ice. Points where creeks
or rivers flow into or out of lakes should also be
avoided, along with air holes, fissures, and deep snow.
If during a refuelling operation fuel is spilled
directly onto the snow or ice surface, move the aircraft
a safe distance from the spill area before starting the
engine. Gasoline lying on a cold surface does not
evaporate as quickly as usual and could be ignited
accidentally by the engine exhaust flame.

Sur vival
While winter operations should automatically include
survival equipment, the very nature of ski flying
deman ds extra preca utions. Carry ropes, axe, shovel,
blowpot, snow-shoes, tent, engine and wing covers,
and a receptacle for draining and heating the engine
oil, where applicable. Other survival equipment such
as food, sleeping-bag, clothing, and footwear should
also be considered if you are operating away from
home base.

EXERCISE TWENTY-EIGHT

Type Conversion

One side effect of improving the performance of any
medium can be increased complexity of operation. The
manual change gearboxes in transport trucks and buses
afford more efficiency and flexibility than the transmissions in conventional automobiles, but to operate
them effectively requires much greater skill than the
average car driver normally possesses. And so it is with
aircraft. One that requires only basic skill to operate
safely usually lacks the overall performance of the
more complex.
For our purposes, in addition to flaps, carburettor
heat, and mixture control, an advanced-type aircraft
in the middle range of complexity is equipped with
retractable landing-gear, a constant speed propeller,
and a multicell fuel selection system. It invariably has
a higher wing loading than an initial trainer; therefore,
it also has a higher stalling speed. Extra cockpit
equipment will include a propeller pitch control, a
landing-gear position indicator, a landing-gear position selector, an engine manifold pressure gauge, and
quite often engine cylinder head temperature, exhaust
gas temperature, or carburettor air temperature gauges.

Weight and Balance
The weight and balance of a complex aircraft is usually more critical than that of a basic aircraft. The
aircraft, with its greater length, fore-and-aft baggage
compartments, and greater load-carrying capacity, can
easily be improperly loaded. Pay strict attention,
therefore, to weight and balance prior to flight.
Complex aircraft, with their greater efficiency of
operation, offer the flexibility of carrying a limited
payload a great distance with full tanks, or a heavy
payload a short distance with limited fuel. This calls
for very careful payload and fuc1 load planning on the
part of the pilot-in-command.

Pre-Flight
The pilot's visual inspection of a complex aircraft is
similar to the inspection of a basic aircraft. To begin
with, when you enter the cockpit to check that magneto
and master switches arc off, also check that the landinggear up-down selector is in the "down" position.
When checking the tires and other standard items
of the landing-gear, also look for hydraulic fluid leaks
in the lines and actuating cylinders of the landing-gear
retracting system. If the system is electrically operated, look for loose electric wires and switches. The
exposed threads of the screw-type jack of an electromechanical retracting system should be bright and
free of accumulations of oil, dirt and sludge.
Complex aircraft often have separate baggage cornpartmcnts with their own doors. These doors must be
securely closed prior to take-off Besides other obvious
consequences, a door that opens in flight and cannot
be closed may change the aerodynamic characteristics
of the aircraft and produce serious control difficulties.
The security of baggage doors is the pilot's responsibility, a responsibility that should never be passed to
unqualified persons.

Fuel Systems
When the aircraft has a multicell, multiselection fuel
storage system, study the relevant section of the Aircraft Flight Manual very carefully, since there may be
a certain fuel tank (or tanks) that cannot be selected
for take-off or landing. When so specified there are
various technical reasons for this precaution. It is not
always the case of course, but generally the fuel tanks
that arc specified as not to be used for take-off or
landing arc designated as "auxiliary" and those that
may be used as "main." It is good practice to start
and warm up the engine on an auxiliary fuel tank to
check the system, then select a main tank prior to the
engi ne run-up and take-off. Auxiliary fuel tanks
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should not be selected until cruising altitude is
reached and the aircraft is in a level attitude. The main
fuel supply should be selected well prior to landing.
Many pilots select the main supply at the beginning
of the descent from altitude and then recheck the item
during the pre-landing check.
The complex aircraft under discussion is most
likely somewhat larger than the initial trainer; therefore, it may be presumed that considerably more fuel
is being carried in each wing. In order to keep the
aircraft in good lateral trim, the fuel should be used
alternately from each side of the aircraft. If, for example, an aircraft is carrying 4 hours of fuel on board
(2 hours on each side), fly for 45 minutes on one side
initially, switch over to the other side, for 1.5 hours,
then return to the original side, which now has 1.25
hours of fuel remaining.
It is never considered good practice to run a fuel
tank dry unless a fuel shortage warrants doing so.
When a tank is run dry, there is a possibility of sediment or water being drawn into the carburettor or fuel
injection system, but more important still, an air lock
may be introduced into the fuel system. The best procedure for fuel management when full use must be
made of the available supply is to calculate fuel consumption and accurately time each tank, using the fuel
gauges as monitors. When the fuel state requires running a tank dry, try to do so at altitude in level flight
while at cruising speed. If there is a fuel warning light
and it begins to flicker, select a new tank and switch
on the boost pump. Be careful not to select an empty
tank position. In running a tank dry, if you must wait
until the engine falters through lack of fuel, select a
new tank and then move the throttle lever back to a
position half-way between the idle and normal cruise
setting until the engine is running evenly again.

Engine and Propeller
Several principles are used to etTect the change in
blade pitch angle of the various makes of constant
speed propellers, but in the majority of cases engine
oil at engine pressure provides the moving force. The
propeller must be "exercised" from its high RPM to
low RPM range through at least two cyeles prior to
take-off This is usually carried out during the warmup and engine ground check. The main reason for
doing this, of course, is to ensure that the propeller
mechanism is functioning properly, but it is also for
the purpose of circulating warm engine oil through
the propeller actuating system.
When the propeller pitch lever is fully forward, the
propeller blade pitch angle is at its smallest, and when
the lever is pulled right back, the pitch angle is at its
greatest. There are various terms to describe the posi-

tion of the propeller pitch lever in relation to the blade
angle, but perhaps the most descriptive and least confusing is:
I. Pitch lever forward - high RPM
2. Pitch lever back - low RPM
The engine should be started with the propeller pitch
lever in the fully forward position . There may be
mechanical reasons for this, but the most important
reason is operational. To start the engine of an aircraft
in the elass under discussion, it must be cranked at
about 250 RP M . To crank the engine at this speed the
starter must produce a specific amount of power with
the propeller pitch at its smallest angle (smallest bite).
If the pitch lever is not fully forward, the blade angle
will be greater and the starter may not be able to crank
the engine fast enough to cause it to start, or if it does
start there may be an undue strain on the starter and
battery.
When checking the magnetos for drop in RI' M during the engine ground check, make sure that the propeller pitch lever is in the "full high" RPM position.
Being a constant speed propeller, it will automatically
adjust the RPM to compensate for power loss due to a
magneto drop if the lever is in some intermediate position. In other words, the drop will be there but the
tachometer will not show it.
A constant speed propeller allows the pilot to
match the operational performance requirement of an
aircraft more readily with its available engine power
at a certain throttle setting. Most internal combustion
engines attain their maximum horsepower at a point
somewhere near their maximum allowable RPM , but
the power requirement for economical cruising is usually found at considerably less than maximum RPM .
When listing the performance figures in an Aircraft
Flight Manual, the manufacturer usually begins the
list with the distance, in feet, that the aircraft requires
for its take-otT run. The ability to accelerate from a
stopped to an airborne condition in as short a distance
as possible and then climb out initially at a good rate
is a prime performance requirement of most aircraft.
To accomplish this the engine must be allowed to
develop the RPM that produces its maximum power
output. This is done by setting the pitch angle of the
propeller blades small enough to allow the engine to
rotate freely up to the desired RPM . When the pitch
angle is small the propeller takes a smaller bite of the
air, but it takes many more bites because it is turning
faster. This is much like the need to use a lower gear
in an automobile for acceleration, or to elimb a steep
hill at low speed. Once the aircraft is in cruise climb
or cruising flight, the air is coming through the
propeller at such a speed that if its blades are left at
the smaller pitch angle, it cannot take a sufficient
number of small bites to efficiently chew its way for-
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ward. (This is like leaving an automobile in low gear
while trying to maintain highway speed.) At this point
the propeller pitch angle must be increased so that a
bigger bite of air can be taken for each engine
revolution.
Thus, to use the available horsepower of an aircraft
engine effectively, for a given flight configuration,
you must be able to control the pitch angle of the
propeller blades. The fixed pitch propeller used on an
initial training aircraft is designed to provide the best
compromise between take-off performance and cruising speed.
An internal combustion engine can be operationally
damaged, even to the point of failure, by sustained
overspeeding and/or subjection to high internal pressures for lengthy periods of time. To use a familiar
parallel again, when an automobile is forced up a
steep hill at relatively low speed in high gear with the
accelerator depressed to the floor, severe and damaging pressures are being generated within the combustion chamber of the engine. This condition could
be remedied by selecting a lower gear. Because it is
air-cooled, an aircraft engine is even more susceptible
to damage by similar engine abuse. In an aircraft with
a fixed pitch propeller, the pilot cannot, under normal
circumstances, subject the engine to abnorrnal internal
pressures nor is it likely that engine overspccding will
be allowed to occur for 10 0 long a time. This is not
so in the case of aircraft equipped with constant speed
propellers. The pilot has control over internal engine
pressures and can also overspced the engine very easily.
To assist in maintainin g acceptable engine pressures, in addition to the familiar tachometer the complex aircraft is equipped with an instrument called a
manifold pressure gauge and perhaps cylinder head or
exhaust gas temperature gauges, or both. The engine
handling procedure for take-off and climb in most initial training aircraft is to apply full engine power and
maintain this power setting until the altitude selected
for cruising is reached. To do this with most constant
speed propeller equipped aircraft would subject the
engine to severe and unnecessary abuse. If the engine
is not turbo-charged, take off with full throttle and the
propeller pitch control fully forward in the high RP M
position. As soon as the aircraft is established in the
normal climb attitude at a safe altitude, throttle back
to reduce the power unti l the recommended cli mb
pressure is indicated on the manifold pressure gauge.
Then bring the propeller pitch control back until the
recommended engine RPM for the climb is indicated
on the tach omet er. Airc raft wit h turbo- cha rged
engines often do not use full throttle for take-off. Use
the recommended procedures, manifold pressures and
RPM shown in the Ai rcraft Flight Manual for th e
aircraft being flown.
When you are climbing an aircraft with a constant
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speed propeller at the recommended manifold pressure and e ngine RP M, the manifold pressur e wi ll
decrease as the aircraft ascends. This will require constant forward adjustments to the throttle to maintain the
correct manifold pressure. If the climb is continued,
you will reach an altitude where the throttle is fully
open and the manifold pressure cannot be maintained.
When cruising altitude is reached, bring the throttle
back to the manifold pressure recommended for the
speed desired at the selected altitude. Then bring the
propeller pitch control back until the corresponding
recommended engine RPM is indicated on the tachometer. On descent from altitude, you will have to constantly adju st the throttl e backwa rd to mainta in a
desired manifold pressure.
When the pilot selects a specific RP M setting, the
governing mechanism of a constant speed propeller
will maintain it regardless of reasonable variations in
throttle setting and aircraft attitude. With this type of
propeller, reasonable movement of the throttle will
change readings on the manifold pressure gauge, but
will not alter the engine RPM . However, movement of
the propeller pitch lever affects both RPM and manifold pressure. When the pitch lever is brought back,
the RPM will decrease and the manifold pressure will
increase. Converse ly, ease forward on the pitch lever
to increase the RPM and the manifold pressure will
decrease. An increase of manifold pressure by movement of the pitch lever alone is undesirable. Therefore,
remember the rule: to increase engine power, first
increase RPM; to decrease engine power, first decrease
manifold pressure.
To increase power: I . pitch forward;
2. throttle forward;
To decrease power: 1. throttle back;
2. pitch back.
Carburettor icing will be indicated in the case of an
aircraft with a fixed pitch propeller by a decrease in
RPM. This is not the case in aircraft with constant
speed propellers. The propeller will continue to maintain its RP M setting until the carburettor is so choked
with ice the engine will not have the power to maintain RPM, even at the smallest propeller blade pitch
angle. The instrument that will indicate that carburettor ice is present is the manifold pressure gauge. If the
altitude and the throttle setting have been constantly
ma inta ined, a decrease in manifold pressu re may
indicate that carburettor ice is present. We say "may"
since other factors can cause fluctuations in manifold
pressure. The manifold pressure gauge is a pressure
instrument and is infl uence d by the a tmos phe re ;
therefore, flight from a high pressure area into a low
one would cause the manifold pressure to decrease,
and vice versa. A decrease in manifold pressure may
also indicate an engine malfunction. In any case apply
earburett or heat in the man ner prescribed by th e
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manu facturer. If there is a momentary decrease and
then a rise in man ifold pressure, carburettor ice is most
likely present.
You will recall that ea rly in trainin g you were
warned again st ab rupt applications of power, and adequate reason s for such a warning were given. In the
case of turbo-charged engines there is ano ther important reaso n. An abrupt movement of the throttle, particularly on a cold engi ne can cause an overboost that
co uld exceed the engi ne limitat ion s. A lthough th e
turbo-charger is desig ned and con structed to accept
some abu se, changes in powe r applied to a turbocharged engine must be progressive and smooth with
the degree of rap idity warranted by the situatio n.
It is cons idered good practice to place the propeller
pitch control into the "full high" RI' M posit ion somewhere in the tratTic circu it, prior to landing . Primarily,
th is assures that full power is available should a go
around be required with both landing gear and flaps
extended. Some operators leave the pitch contro l at
the normal cruise sett ing throughout most of the clrcuit and then place the pitch lever into the " full high"
RPM position (forward) after turning onto the final
approach. This ensures that adequate engi ne power is
immediately available.

Retractable Landing -Gear
Retractable landing-gear gives the recurri ng adva ntage
of a gain in airspeed. due to a reduction in parasite
drag. For all practical applications, the ratio of the
advantage increases as airspeed increases.
An aircra ft with its landing-gear retracted has a shallower glide angle than a similar aircraft with fixed
land ing-ge ar. For example. should a forc ed landing
become necessary, the gear may be left in the retracted
position to gain glide distance and extended at the right
moment to reduce speed or increase the glide angle.
Another distinct advantage of retractable landinggear is that it extends the safe operating speed betwee n
stalling and norma l cru ising speed. Thi s gives you a
wider choice of speeds for fuel economy.
Although there are aircraft with manually operated
landing-gear, most are operated hydraulically, electrically, or by a mixture of both, with an emergency
method of extending the gear manually. Since the system s are remarkably trouble fre e, pilots are apt to
ignore the procedure for manually extending the landing-gear, resu lting in delay and confu sio n should a
landing-gear emergency ari se . It is good practice to
allow a few seconds to review the procedure for manual extension of landi ng-gear, as part of the pre-taxi
geogra phical check of the cock pit.
When the outside air tem perature is below freezing,
refrain fro m splas h ing thr ough puddles o f water or

accumulations of slush to avoid the possibility of the
landing- gear freezing in the "up" po sit ion whe n
retracted after take-o ff. If it is sus pected t hat the
landing-gear is wet or slush covered, delay retraction
for a short period after tak e-off or cycle the landinggear to reduce the possibility of retraction or extension
problems.
Most aircraft manufacturers publish airspeed resrrictions concerning the raising and lowering of the landinggear of a specifi c aircraft. There ofte n is a maximum
airspeed above which the land ing-gear should not be
retracted. In some aircraft, the gear will not retract
above this airspeed. There are also aerody namic and
structural reasons for these speed restrictions. Therefore,
it is important to co mmit these airspeeds to memory.
Under no rmal circumstance s, an aircra ft with
retrac table lan ding-gear will climb fa ster than its
counterpart with fixed landing-gear. Therefore, in the
case of short field take-offs, especia lly over obstacles.
retraction should occu r as soon as possible and consistent with safety. Some Aircraft Flight Manuals recommend a delay in this procedure, as the drag of
gear-door ope ning and the retraction process may
exceed the drag when the gear is down . Aircraft with
device s that protect again st accidental retraction of the
landin g-gear may require spec ial procedures for
retraction below a certain airspeed. Before contemplating a short fi eld take-off procedure, review the
subj ect carefully in the Aircraft Flight Manual.
It is not good enough to presume that the actual
position of the landing-gear auto matica lly corresponds
with the position of the "u p-down" selector. An aircraft may be flown for miles while the pilot searches
for the reason for poor performance, eventually to
find that the landing-gear is still extended due to a
pop ped circuit breaker or a blown fuse. The landinggear position lights should be rechecked whe n power
is red uced for the climb or as part of the after takeoff check. Nearly all systems incorporat e an arrangemen t of green lights to indicate that the gear is down
and locked. Red lights warn that the landing-gear is
unsafe and they remain on when the gear is not down
and locked. During the training period, the landinggear will most likely be lowered during the coc kpit
check on the downwind leg prior to landing . However,
there may be adva ntages to lowering it at a point more
suitable to the operation. Therefore, it is important to
set up a procedure and treat thi s as an independent
or additional check item. to be ca rried out on fina l
approach. The green and red gear position indica tor
lights in some aircraft are automatically dimm ed when
the position lights are switched on . Thi s has caused
mor e th an one p ilot to be lieve th ere was no " gear
down" indication beca use the coc kp it was not sufficiently dark to show that the lights were on. Switching
the position lights off momentari ly will confirm that
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the lights are functioning. If a light does not illuminate as expected, it may be burned out. Disconnecting a light that is functioning, and inserting it in the
place of the suspected defective light will remove
all doubt.

Gen eral
The handling and performance characteristics of a
complex aircraft may differ from those of a basic aircraft as follows:
I. The take-off run may be longer.
2. Greater torque and thrust may require coarser rudder movements to keep the aircraft straight during
the initial stages of the take-off run.
3. It is more difficult to regain control if directional
control is lost during the take-off run.
4. There may be poorer forward visibility in the
climb attitude.
5. Climb will be faster, requiring more vigilance for
slower aircraft ahead or in the vicinity of the airport traffic circuit.
6. Stalling speed is higher.
7. The radius of a standard rate tum is usually larger.
8. The majority of complex aircraft have a low wing;
therefore, other aircraft at a lower altitude are
obscured at certain angles of vision.
9. A substantial reduction in airspeed occurs when
the landing-gear is lowered.
10. More foot pressure may be required to operate the
rudder of nose wheel aircraft when the landinggear is lowered.
11. The approach and landing speeds are higher.
12. The combination of increased weight and higher
landing speed may lengthen the landing roll.

Am ateur-bui lt and Ultra-light Aeroplanes
In the last decade there has been an increase in the
number of amateur-built and ultra-light aeroplanes.
These aircraft are built from plans or kits developed
by knowledgeab le designers or engineers. However,
these aircraft have not been subjected to the rigorous
flight test standards required for formal certification.
In the case of an amateur-built aeroplane, the original
builder had to establish a limited performance envelope
during its first 25 hours of flight. Ultra-light aeroplane
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builders may or may not have developed flight performance criteria for their particular aircraft.
The majority of these aircraft are well built and are
meticulously maintained. However, because of the lack
of standardized design, construction, and maintenance,
pilots should consider the following points before they
fly an amateur-built or ultra-light aeroplane:
l.

Find an instructor or pilot experienced on the aircraft you intend to fly. Each one has unique flight
characteristics. It is estimated that as many as half
th e accid ents involving ultra- light aeroplanes
involve pilots trained in certified aircraft. Finding
a pilot experienced in the aircraft you intend to fly
wi ll save trai nin g tim e and could preve nt an
accident.
2. Flight control inputs may dramatically differ from
what you are used to in a conventional aeroplane.
3. The ground handli ng c haracteri stic s may be
different than you expect.
4. Instruments, if they are installed, may not look the
same as they do in a conventional aeroplane.
5. Auto mobile engi nes are sometimes utili zed in
amateu r-built aeroplanes. Make yourself aware
of the eng ine type a nd it s unique operating
characteristics.
6. Two-stroke engines are also a possibility. Two characteristics are worthy of note. First, carburettor
heat is rare. Second, due to their design, two stroke
engines do not have the built in redundancies of
certified aircraft engines. Therefore, engine performance should be carefully monitored.
7. Safety features built into certified aircraft mayor
may not be incorporated into an amateur-bu ilt
aeroplane.
8. The stall chara cteristics of the aircraft may not
have been evaluated.
9. In an ultra-light aeroplane, the difference between
the stall speed and the normal climb speed may be
very small. If the engine fails during a climb, most
ultra-light aeroplanes will decelerate rapidly. Quick
recognition and reaction is crucial.
10. Some amateur-built aeroplanes may be authorized
for aerobatics. This is on the basis of an owner's
dec laration, not a flight test evaluat ion by an
experienced test pilot.
If you are a novice, seek out experienced advice so
that your flight will be enjoyable and safe.

EXERCISE TWENTY-NINE

Emergency Procedures

Although aircraft today are very safe. there are times
when a malfunction could adversely affect the safety
of the flight. During your training you will learn the
proper methods of dealing with these problems.
As emergencies rarely happen in well-maintained
aircraft, their occurrence is usually unexpected. A
pilot who is not mentally prepared for an unfamiliar
situation, may take inappropriate actions to deal with
the problem. Being prepared by having a pre-determined plan of action will help you make good decisions and also reduce the possibility of making a
distraction induced error. Therefore, it is important to
periodically review standard emergency procedures in
your Aircraft Flight Manual.
In almost all situations the aireraft will be capable
of controlled flight. However, the distraction. preoccupation, and channelized attention caused by an
emergency, or unusual event such as a door, window
or panel opening in flight, may significantly degrade
a pilot's control of the aircraft. Your primary task is
to fly the aeroplane while you assess and deal with
the problem.
Some emergencies require a fast response. In these
situations you must have the vital actions for the aeroplane you are flying committed to memory. The
check-list may be used to follow-up as time permits.
The emergency procedures check-list in most Aircraft
Flight Manuals provides easy reference for immediate
corrective action and follow-up. Indecision costs time
and in some cases time may be crucial.
Many emergencies don't happen quickly, but are
the result of a series of events. If the pilot is alert to
subtle changes in a situation, the chain of events that
leads to an emergency may be broken.
It is very difficult during training to cover every
emergency situation that you might possibly experience. Understanding the operation of your aircraft's
systems will help you to cope with unusual situations.
By considering such emergencies while on the
ground, you will be better prepared if one occurs in
flight.
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Some typical emergency situations are discussed in
the following paragraphs.

Eng ine Fire s o n th e Ground
Most engine fires occur due to improper starting techniques often caused by lack of or non-adherence to a
check-list. Incorrect starting procedures for the time
of year can also lead to engine fires. For example,
during cold we ather a pilot may ovcrprime an engine
that refuses to start. This action often leads to backfiring, which could cause a carburettor fire if the engine
does not start. Overpriming is also common in summer
weather where. in many eases, little or no priming is
required.
The procedures for dealing with an engine fire on
the ground are usually well detailed in the appropriate
Aircraft Flight Manual and should be committed to
memory. Know the recommended starting procedures,
the manufacturer's recommended drill for starting
problems, and the steps to follow in case of an engine
fire.
When the vita l actions for f ire are comp lete,
depending on the urgency of the situation, you might
consider using the radio to request assistance before
evacuating the aircraft. DO NOT fly the aeroplane
after the fire has been extinguished as there may be
internal damage of which you are unaware. Have
an Aircraft Mainte nance Eng ineer inspect it before
flight.

Fires in Flight
Most Aircraft Flight Manuals include procedures to
follow in the event of a fire in flight. Very specific
procedures for engine, cabin, and wing fires are sometimes outlined separately. These should be committed
to memory and reviewed periodically.

Emergency Procedures

Activation of the fire extinguisher may become
necessary to extinguish a cabin fire. It is worth a word
of warning that this may cause temporary oxygen
depiction in the closed space of a light aircraft cabin
or fill the cabin with a fine powder that restricts visibility. The cabin should be ventilated immediately
according to the manufacturer's instructions.
In rare instances fires occur that cannot be extinguished; this requires an immediate landing.

Elect rical Fire
Modem aircraft rely more and more on electrical systems. Even light aircraft are not immune to electrical
fires and most Aircraft Flight Manuals give clear proccdures on how to deal with this type of emergency.
The initial steps in most procedures call for turning
off the master or battery switch and the alternator or
generator switches. The purpose of this is to remove
all power to the systems to prevent further shorting
while you attempt to identify and isolate the faulty system or unit. It is important that careful consideration
be given to the effect that turning off these switches
will have on lighting, communication, and navigation
systems that you might be depending on at the time.
When attempting to isolate the cause of the fire,
only tum on equipment that is absolutely necessary
and tum each item on one at a time with a significant
waiting period between each item. Do not rush; with
electrical fires it often takes time for the malfunctioning electrical component to heat up and start smouldering again.
Should the pilot tum the systems on too quickly
and a burning smell is noticed, the tendency will be
to turn off the last unit activated. That unit may not
be the one causing the fire.
If a circuit breaker has popped or a fuse has blown
it is likely associated with the fire. Thc Aircraft Flight
Manual should be consulted before resetting a popped
circuit breaker or replacing a fuse.
Some electrical fires generate a considerable amount
of acrid smoke. Should this occur, follow the Aircraft
Flight Manual's smoke removal procedures for a cabin
fire.
Electrical fires can cause a high degree of anxiety
and the isolation procedure can be time consuming.
Remember, one of your primary concerns is to fly the
airplane. Do not become so distracted with procedures
that you let a more serious situation develop.
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flight in conditions even remotely conducive to icing.
Icing does not occur only in cloud. You could be
flying well below the cloud base in relatively good
visibility and encounter freezing rain. The hazardous
effects caused by ice accumulation on your aircraft in
flight requires an immediate emergency response.
Should an inadvertent encounter with icing occur,
usually the best procedure is to note your heading and
tum 180 degrees to get back into clear air. Follow the
emergency procedures for icing outlined in the Aircraft Flight Manual. In particular, you should ensure
the pitot heat is on, if available, and get as much heat
as possible to the windshield. Inadvertent flight into
icing conditions can be most effectively avoided by
careful pre-flight planning and attention to existing
and forecast weather conditions.

Carburettor Icing
Carburettor icing can seriously affect the safe operation of an aircraft. Its formation can be subtle, causing
a smooth, steady, power reduction: or it can be quite
evident with rough running and rapid loss of power.
Carburettor icing may ca use the engine to stop.
Therefore, it is import ant that ca rburettor ice be
detected early. Being aware of thc potential for carburettor icing on a particular day, watching and listening
for signs of engine power loss or roughness, and
periodically applying carburettor heat are effective
ways to prevent serious carburcrtor icing.
The procedures for using carburcttor heat to prevent and eliminate carburertor icing are outlined in the
appropriate Aircraft Flight Manual. It should be noted
that the application of carburertor heat when carburetto r ice is present may result in an increase in
engi ne roughness and a further decrease in engine
RI'M. This is normal and is caused by the melting ice
and water passing through the engi ne. Therefore,
leave the carburettor heat on until the engine operation
smooths out.

Electrical Problems

Icing

Electrical power supply system malfunctions in most
light aircraft fall under two categories. They are excessive rate of charge and insufficient rule of charge.
The onset of these malfunctions are silent and can
lead to an emergency if not immediately detected and
countered. Therefore, it is imperative that you monitor
the electrical charging system continuously and systematically throughout the flight.

pilots should not be flying in icing conditions.
Extreme caution must be exercised when planning a

Excessive rate of charge. If a sustained high battery
charge is noted, a higher than normal voltage in the
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electrical system is possible. This ean adversely affeet
aircraft electrical components and may, if not dealt
with immediately, cause the battery to overheat and
evaporate the electrolyte at an excessive rate. The
appropriate checklist in your Aircraft Flight Manual
will outline the procedures to follow for this type of
malfunction.
Insufficient rate of charge. Some modern aircraft
have a warning light included as part of the electrical
system. When this light illuminates it acts as a warning that there is a problem with the alternator and it
has been shut down. The battery is now no longer
being charged. If this occurs, follow the procedures as
outlined in the Aircraft Flight Manual. Generally, they
include a shut-down of all unnecessary electrics to
conserve battery power. If the aircraft does not have
a warning light, no charge or a discharge will be indicated on the ammeter. It is wise to inform the appropriate ATe unit of the problem in the event that radio
contact is lost.
Aircraft equipped with generators rely on relatively
high engine RP M for maximum output. Generator output should be checked during run-up to ensure an adcquate rate of charge. If a discharge is noted during
flight, the same procedure as described in the paragraph above should be followed.

Low Oil Pressure
Although an indication of low oil pressure may warrant immediate attention, shutting down an engine
without further investigation could result in an unnecessary forced landing, or a forced landing into less
than favourable terrain.
Trouble-shooting this problem should start by
checking the oil temperature. If the oil temperature
indication is steady and within limits the problem may
be a faulty oil pressure gauge. However, if oil ternperature is rising, an engine failure may be imminent.
The specific procedures for dealing with low oil pressure in flight may vary, and it is important that the
appropriate Aircraft Flight Manual be consulted as
soon as possible. Remember, a thorough pre-flight
i n spectio~ will usually prevent low oil pressure
emergencies.

In- Flight Panel or Door Opening .
Cabin and baggage door latches and panels on most
light aircraft do not provide a conspicuous visual
indication that they are not properly secured, nor are
such aircraft usually equipped with a warning device

in the cockpit. Therefore, pilots should carefully check
both the condition and security of all panel and door
latches before flight to ensure they do not open on
take-off or in flight.
Should a panel or door open on take-off or in flight,
in almost all situations the aircraft will be capable of
controlled flight. However, during take-otT or initial
climb when a pilot's workload is high, the distraction,
pre-occupation, and channelized attention caused by
an inadvertent opening may significantly degrade a
pilot's control of the aircraft. Remember, your primary task is to fly the aeroplane while you assess
and deal with the problem.
As the flight characteristics of aircraft with open
panels or doors vary by type, consult the Aircraft
Flight Manual for specific guidance on handling of
inadvertent panel or door openings on take-off or in
flight, and on door re-closing procedures.

Ditching
The possibility of a single-engine landplanc having to
make an emergency landing in open water is remote.
However, should there be no other choice, follow the
procedures in the Aircraft Flight Manual. In the absence
of manufacturer's data, there arc general procedures
that may be applied.
Decide as early as possible that ditching is inevitable, so that power can be used to achieve a stabilized
approach at minimum rate of descent and low airspeed
consistent with safe handling.
Reports on slow, fixed-gear aircraft that have been
ditched indicate that the main gear tends to dig in
during the initial impact and prevents the aircraft from
skipping and subsequently striking the water in a
stalled, nose-low attitude. The aircraft simply decelerates rapidly and the nose burrows only slightly.
However, because aircraft with retractable landinggear gene rally have higher landing speeds and are
subject to greater deceleration forces, when able, the
landing-gear should be retracted.
Low wing aircraft should be landed either with
flaps retracted or extended only slightly. However, full
flap should be used on high wing aircraft unless othcrwisc specified in the Aircraft Flight Manual.
Consideration should be given to cracking the door
and wedging it open or to opening the canopy to
reduce the possibility of ja mming. Fasten seat-belts,
secure loose objects, and ensure that all equipment
needed for flotation and the prevention of hypothermia
is available at hand.
Attempt to determine the wind speed and direction
by observing the surface conditions. Waves generally
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move downwind except close to the shoreline, but
swell does not bear any relation to wind direction.
Wind lanes (streaks upon the water) may be apparent,
the streaked effect being more pronounced when looking downwind. Gusts may ripple a smooth surface and
indicate the wind direction. From the air water appears
to be calmer than it really is. If possible, fly low over
the water and study its surface. When near the surface,
the aircraft's drift should give a good indication of
surface wind conditions and direction.
Land into wind if the water is smooth, or smooth
with a very long swell. In some situations such as
large waves or swell, or swells with short spacing, it
may be advisable to land parallel to the swell and
across the wind. The danger of nosing into large waves
or swell is greater than the danger of landing crosswind. When ditching on a river, unless a strong wind
dictates otherwise the landing should be made downstream to reduce impact speed.
Be prepared for a double impact. The second and
greater impact will occur when the nose hits the water.
The aircraft may also swing violently to one side if
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one wing touches the water before the other. Release
seat-belts when certain the aircraft has stopped and
evacuate the cabin as quickly as possible. If the doors
cannot be opened immediately, do not panic. It may
be necessary for a considerable amount of water to
enter the cabin before the pressure equalizes and the
doors can be opened. Unless it is badly damaged, the
aircraft will not sink immediately.

Conclu sion
With a little care and planning many of the emergency
situations mentioned can be prevented. Proper maintenance of the aeroplane and a thorough pre-flight
inspection will go a long way toward reducing the
chance of a problem. Knowledge of how your aircraft
systems work will give you an advantage when it
comes to making decisions concerning emergencies.
Prevention is also enhanced by maintaining good situati onal awarene ss, managing the risks as thi ngs
change, avoiding hazardous attitudes, making sound
decisions, and adhering to a check-list.

EXERCISE THIRTY

Radio Communication

Clear, concise, and acc urate rad io communication
between the pilot and a ground station is essential to
flight safety. Use the Standard Radio Telephony procedures and phraseologies outlined in the A.LP. Canada and in the Radiotelephone Operator s Handbook.
Pay close attention to all instructions and clearances
issued from any Air Traffi c Control unit to prevent
misinterpretation and to ensure you receive and understand all relevant information. When in doubt, request
clarification.
You may at first f ind that you arc unable to understand many transmissions and the situational awareness
they impart, but it will come together with experience.
One method used by instructors to develop a student's
"ear" for transmissions is to have them listen to professional pilots on a radio with an aircraft radio frequency
band. It can also be used to receive airport information
on what is known as an ATiS transmission.

Automatic Terminal Information
Service (ATIS)
ATIS is the continuous broadcasting of recorded information for arr iving and depa rting aircraft at majo r
airports. Its purpose is to improve controller effectiveness and to relieve frequency congestion by repetitive transmission of essential but routine information.
ATIS for a particular airport is assigned a discrete VHF
frequency or may be heard over specified navigation
aid frequencies.
Each recording is identified by a phonetic alphabet
code letter beginning with "ALPHA," and as conditions
require a change in the message, subsequent letters
of the alphabet are used. Once the ATiS message has
been heard, the pilot should inform the ATC unit on first
contact that the information has been received by
repeating the code word identifying the message. ATIS
frequencies are listed in the Canada Flight Supplement.
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Clearance Delivery
Major airports often have a Clearance Delivery frequency assigned. which ATC uses to reduce radio congestion on other channels. This frequency is used primarily by ATC to issue Instrument Flight Rules ( IFR)
clearances to aircraft on the ground. However, in some
cases at these airports all departing aircraft are required
to make contact after receiving ATi S. Upon initial
contact with Clearance Delivery, the pilot should state
the aircraft type, registration, and ATiS message code
received.
After Clearance Delivery has responded to the initial call, the pilot's intentions should be stated. After
all the necessary information has been received by
both the pilot and controller, the pilot is usually told
to contact ground control. The Clearance Delivery
controller passes the information obtained to the next
controller to be contacted, normally ground control.
Consult the Canada Flight Supplement to determine if a call is required on Clearance Delivery and
the assigned frequency.

Ground Control
At most controlled airports, taxi clearance is normally
received through contact with ground contro l. The
method of contact and information passing is described
in the A.I.P. Canada. If there is no ATiS available, the
ground controller will ensure that all pertinent information is relayed to the pilot. The ground controller
is responsible for clearing the pilot to and from the
active runway and that clearance often includes certain
instructions that must be followed.
Upon receipt of a normal taxi clearance, a pilot
is expected to proceed to the taxiway holding position for the runway assigned for take-off. No further
clearance is required to cross any non-active runway
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e n route. However, under no circumstances may a
pilot taxi onto an active runway unless specifically
cleared to do so. Should the ground controller require
a pilot to request further clearance before crossing
o r entering any taxiways or runways while en route
to the holding point. this will be stated in the taxi
instructions.
To assist in preventing active runway incursions,
taxi instructions that contain the word nOLD shall be
acknowledged by a read back of the hold point by the
pilot.
Examples of hold points that should be read back
are:
HO U )
H O (. D

1I0 L D

or HOLD ON (runway number, taxiway);
(direction) OF (runway number); and
SHO RT OF (runway number, taxiway).

Furthermore, with the increased simultaneous use
of more than one runway at many airport s, instructions to enter, cross, backtrack or line-up on any runway
should also be acknowledged by a read back.

Tower Control
Departing
The tower co ntroller is re spon sible for the orde rly
flow of traffic depart ing from and landing at airports,
as well as all VF R aircraft flying withi n the airport
control zone.
When ready for take-off, or when instructed to do
so, the pilot should switch to the assigned tower frequency. Often this frequency is very busy; therefore,
pilots must be very careful not to transmit until they
are certain that all other radio transmissions between
the tower controller and other aircraft are completed.
Do not request take-ofT clearance until all pre-take-ofT
checks have been completed, because once the tower
has given the clearance there should be no undue delay
taxi ing onto the runway and taking off. (fpossible, the
aircraft should be turned so that the approach may be
scanned for other traffic. Even though the airport is
controlled, the pilot still has a responsibility to ensure
that there is no conflicting traffic when cleared to taxi
onto the active runway.
After requesting take-off clearance, the pilot may
be told to HOLD due to traffic approaching or on the
runway. The aircraft must not proceed farther until a
new clearance has been received.
The pilot may also receive a clearance to "taxi to
position and hold;' which means that the aeroplane
may be taxied onto the runway and lined up ready to
go, but must not take off until cleared. In both of the
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above instances, the pilot must read back the hold portion of the clearance.
When "cleared for tak e-off," the pilot shall
acknowledge, taxi onto the runway, and take off without delay, or inform ATe if unable to do so. The tower
controller may ask if the pilot is ready for an immediate take-off. This means that the pilot is expected
to taxi onto the runway and take-offin one continuous
movement.
The pilot may have requested a specific altitude or
direction after take-ofT. It cannot be assumed that the
request will always be fulfill ed. The tower controller
may issue different departure instructions than expected,
or alternate instructions any time after the aircraft has
lifted ofT. The pilot must continu ously monit or the
frequency in case there is a change.
IFR traffic may also be flying within the control
zone, but could be on other assigned frequencies. The
tower controller and IFR controllers communicate with
each other to ensure a smooth orderly flow of traffic;
however, pilots flying in the area may not be totally
aware of all potential conflicting traffic. Thus, the need
to keep a sharp look-out for other aircraft cannot be
overemphasized.
Once airborne the pilot, unless otherwise cleared to
do so, is to remain on tower frequency until clear of
the vert ical or horizontal boundaries of the co ntrol
zone. Pilots must always monitor the tower frequency
when within a control zone as the controller may wish
to pass traffic information or issue instructions. Clearances and instructions to other aircraft may also affect
your flight. By keeping a good listening watch on the
frequency you maintain situational awareness, which
assists in identifying potential traffic conflict.

Arriving
When approaching an airport with the control tower
in operation, if available. pilots should obtain the AT IS
information well in advance. If possible, the tower frequency should also be selected early. This procedure
provides the information necessary for the pilot to plan
the most expedient entry into the control zone. Before
ente ring the control zone, the pilot must contact the
tower controller and advise whether the intention is to
land or proceed through the zone. A clearance must
be obtained from the appropriate Arc unit prior to
entering a Class " B" or "C" control zone.
Should the intention be to land at the airport, the
pilot may expect the shortest routing to the runway in
use if traffic permits. Any necessary restrictions will
also be included in the clearance.
One such restriction is a holding over a geographic
location, or a V FR check point or call up point found
on the VFR Terminal Area Chart ( VTA) . Pilots are
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expected to do a left-hand orbit within visual contact
of the point and be prepared to proceed directly to the
airport immediately upon receipt of further clearance.
If such a restriction is unacceptable, pilots should
inform the controller and state their intentions.
A clearance "to the circuit" by the controller means
the pilot is expected to jo in the circuit on the downwind leg at circuit height. Depending on the direction
of approach and the runway in use, it may be necessary to proceed cross-wind prior to joining the circuit
on the downwind leg.
A clearance for a "straight in approach" authorizes
the pilot to join the circuit on the final leg without
having to fly any other portion of the circuit.
When established mid-downwind the pilot is to
advise the tower controller by calling downwind. At
this point the pilot may indicate the type of landing
intended, such as a full stop or a touch and go, or
request "the optio n." If "cl eared for the optio n," the
pilot may make a low approach, a touch and go, a stop
and go, or a full stop landing. This procedure is usually
used when traffic is light.
Normally, the controller will initiate the landing
clearance when the aircraft is on final approach without having first received a request from the pilot.
However, should this not occur. the onus is on the
pilot to request such clearance. A pilot must obtain a
landing clearance prior to landing. If it is not received,
the pilot shall. except in an emergency, overshoot and
make another circuit. As well. for various reasons,
such as traffic still on the runway, the pilot may be
told to "pull up and go around:' Should the pilot decide
that an overshoot is necessary, the tower controller
should be advised as soon as possible.
Afte r landing , the tower controlle r may issue
instructions to exit the runway, but the controller docs
not usually expect an acknowledgement from a pilot
who is still busy with the landing roll. If no instructions are received, the pilot is expected to cont inue to
taxi in the landing direction to the nearest suitable
taxiway and exit without delay. Normally the aircraft
should be taxied forward to a point at least 200 feet
from the runway or across the hold line before coming
to a stop. When off the active runway, taxi instructions
will be given by the ground controller.

Transiting a Control Zone
Pilots who intend to transit a contro l zone should
follow the initial procedures for arriving aircraft and
state their intentions. The controller may then provide
altitude and routing instructions or vectors to fly and
local traffi c informat ion. In some instances, such as
heavy traffic or poor weather, or both, entry to a control zone may be refused. Depending on the reason,

the pilot must then be prepared to hold, divert, or in
the case of weather perhaps request special VFR.

Vecto rs
During flight training you will become familiar with
rerms involving direction, such as magnetic heading,
track, compass heading, etc. But when an ATC unit
requests that you fly on a certain heading, do not
become involved in any calculations; simply fly your
aircraft on the requested heading as indicated by the
magnetic compass or the correctly set heading indicator. Most likely ATC is observi ng you on radar and
will be providing guidance by manoeuvring the aircraft by means of vectors. (Vector, simply stated, is
another way of saying heading.)

Advisory Service (Uncontrolled Aerodromes)
Civil aerodrome s that do not have contro l towers are
called uncontrolled aerodromes. These sites may be
operated by municipalities, corporations, individuals,
or Transpor t Canada. At many uncontrolled aerodromes Flight Service Stations (FSS) offer an advisory
service to aircraft operating into and out of the aerodrome or in the area. Flight Service Stations may provide services to a remote aerodrome through a Remote
Aero drome Advi sory Serv ice (R AAS). A departing
aircra ft initiat ing a call to a Flight Service Station
might receive the following reply:
G O LF C II A R LI E V ICTOR 1I0n:l , I TIMMI NS RADIO I
WI ND 040 AT 10 I ALTIM ET ER 3011 I WI!"D IS
t'AVOU R I:"'iG RUNWAY 03 I A IR O ~'o/TARIO FUGItT 1 6 6
REPORTS ON APPROAC II TO R UNWAY 03 I NO OT H. : R
R EP ORTE!) TRAFFIC I TA XI A NIl TAKE O FF AT YO UR
DISCR ETIO N.

As a Flight Service Station does not exercise control
of air traffic, an aircraft receiving the above message
is free to taxi and take-off provided correct radio procedures are followed and no traffic conflict exists.
Transport Canada has designated a Mandatory Frequency for usc at selected uncontrolled aerodromes,
norma lly tho se served by Flight Serv ice Stations,
Remote Flight Service Stations and Community Aerodrome Radio Stations. Some airport s that are uncontrolled at times when the control towers are closed are
also assigned a Mandatory Frequency. Aircraft operating on the ground or in the air within the area in
which a Mandatory Frequency has been designated
must be equipped with a functioning radio capable of
maintaining two-way communication.
The Man datory Frequ ency will nor ma lly be the
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frequency of the ground station that provides the
advisory services for the aerodrome . The specific
frequency, distance, and altitude within which the
pilot must comply with Mandatory Frequency procedures is published in the Canada Flight Supplement.
An Aerodrome Traffic Frequency is usually designated for active uncontrolled aerodromes that do not
meet the criteria for a Mandatory Frequency. The Aerodrome Traffic Frequency is established to ensure that
all radio-equipped aircraft operating on the ground or
within a specified area use a common frequency and
follow common reporting procedures. The Aerodrome
Traffic Frequency is normally that of the ground station where one exists or 123.2 MHz where a ground
station does not exist. The specific frequency, distance, and altitude within which use of the Aerodrome
Traffic Frequency is required is also published in the
Canada Flight Supplement .
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More information concerning the use of Mandatory
and Aerodrome Traffic Frequencies can be found in
the A.I.P. Canada.
VHF Direction Finding System (VDF)

A pilot who is unsure of the aircraft's position and is
able to contact a VHF/ OF equipped control tower or
FSS, on frequencies listed in the Canada Flight Supplement, may be provided with headings to reach the
VOF site. This site is normally located on or ncar an
airport. The pilot may also obtain a bearing from the
VDF site, track out assistance, and an estimated time or
distance from the site. As well, a fix may be obtained
when used in conj unction with another VOF site, a
VOR radial, or a bearing from an ND B. Details of this
service are outlined in the A.l.P. Canada.

Epilogue

The preceding pages of this manual have outlined
background knowledge and techniques that have been
formulated through the years by the learning experiences of others. It is impossible to put in print solutions to every possible situation that might arise. hut
the common sense application of the messages that
this manual has tried to transmit should leave you well
prepared to face the world of aviation. Receipt of a
new licence or rating is an acknowledgem ent that you
have reached a certain level of competency and
knowledge - you now have a licence to learn . Exercise the new privileges you have ea rned with care and
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responsibility. Keep an open mind, and do not be
afraid to ask questions or question the validity of ideas
that have been accepted for many years as being gospeL Only a questioning mind will find more effective
solutions to problems and record information that can
be passed on to future generations of pilots by means
of manuals such as this. Those of us who have put
this manual together are fully aware of the responsibility we bear and appreciate the opportunity we
have been provided to pass on to you, the reader, the
lessons learned from thousands of hours of collective
experience as flight instructors.

